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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks, or sensornets, are an emerging class of information process-

ing system. Unlike conventional computer networks, sensornets compose many indepen-

dent motes into self-organising ad hoc networks. Motes are small, cheap computers, each

equipped with independent power supplies, wireless communication capability, and sensors

with which to passively monitor the physical environment in which they are embedded.

Distributed applications distil voluminous raw data about sensed physical phenomena

into meaningful information with utility to end users. All nodes are equal peers, respon-

sible for data production, processing, storage, delivery and consumption. Management is

decentralised. Interactions with the real world imply real-time requirements.

Designing and configuring sensornets is difficult. Motes have limited resources, limited

connectivity with peers, and are liable to fail. Unstable physical environments imply vari-

ation in sensor data volume and content, and variation in wireless connectivity. Countless

configurations of application software, network topologies, middleware, and protocols are

possible, with no guarantee that any combination is sufficiently performant and reliable.

This thesis aims to contribute toward understanding, and solving, the problems asso-

ciated with designing large scale self-managing sensornets. We argue that properties of

sensornet behaviour can be measured and quantified such that objective evaluation and

comparison among the set of candidate configurations is feasible. Significant improvements

in measurable attributes of sensornet behaviour can be obtained through appropriate de-

sign decisions in network protocol selection and logical configuration.

Existing protocols can be tuned for specific deployments, maximising performance

while retaining confidence of correct behaviour accumulated from previous experience.

Where protocol tuning cannot deliver the required behaviour as a consequence of inher-

ent properties of protocols, logical networks overlaid on physical networks enable further

improvement, providing a platform in which protocols can fulfil application requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks, or sensornets, are an emerging class of information processing

system. Unlike conventional computer networks, sensornets are composed of independent

nodes embedded into their physical environment. Each node is an equal peer, and is

responsible for data production, processing, storage, delivery and consumption. Difficulties

arise owing to the large numbers of nodes required to support many intended applications,

the limited resources available at each node, and the likelihood of node failures. This

thesis aims to contribute toward understanding, and solving, the problems associated

with designing large scale self-managing sensornets.

1.1 Structure of this chapter

This chapter introduces the subject matter considered in this thesis and defines the doc-

ument structure. The research hypothesis is defined, providing a high-level description of

the research questions to be addressed. This high-level problem definition is decomposed

into a logical sequence of related subproblems, addressed in the remaining chapters of this

document. Consideration is given to the composition of individual research units into a

consistent whole, elaborating the overall direction taken during the research work.

1.2 Background

Wireless Sensor Networks, also known as sensornets, compose many autonomous motes

into ad-hoc networks for distributed sensing and processing applications. Motes are small,

cheap computers equipped with independent power supplies, wireless communication ca-
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Chapter 1: Introduction

pability, and sensors with which to passively monitor their environment. Real-time inter-

action with the real world is not merely a factor to consider in sensornet design; it is the

fundamental purpose of the sensornet.

Distributed applications distil voluminous raw data about sensed physical phenomena

into meaningful information with utility to end users. Sensor-actuator networks also in-

terface some motes with actuators to actively influence the environment, completing the

control feedback loop. Interaction with the physical environment implies that sensornets

have real-time requirements in addition to functional requirements. Typical applications

include environmental monitoring and surveillance.

1.3 Issues

Sensornets are currently at an interesting point in their evolution. MIT Technology Review

identifies sensornets as one of the ten emerging technologies that will change the world

[245]. Some real-world deployments have been implemented but at relatively small scale.

These small trials have validated the concept as workable and useful. However, despite

considerable interest, wireless sensor networks have not yet made the transition from

the laboratory to commonplace real-world usage. What is holding back these real-world

deployments?

1.3.1 Resource limitations

Motes have greatly restricted resources, owing to the requirements for small physical size

and low cost [104]. Advances in technology lower the cost for a given hardware capability,

but in sensornet applications these advances may be translated into lower unit costs rather

than increased per-mote capability [316]. Increasing the number of nodes allows larger

applications to execute in-network and implies greater redundancy to deal with equipment

failure, but also implies an increased volume of network traffic and a larger management

and coordination problem [130].

Each mote can apply its limited local resources independently of other motes to ad-

dress small localised problems, but cooperation between motes is essential to harnessing

the total resources of all motes in the sensornet to tackle realistic-sized problems [216].

The distributed applications running on motes effectively pool computation and storage

resources [9], but energy cannot be transferred between motes. It is often desirable to

2



1.3 Issues

consume energy at a similar rate across a sensornet to prevent the occurrence of network

or sensing voids [222]. When sufficient motes have run out of energy for the sensornet

application to stop functioning the sensornet is effectively dead [31]. This can occur even

if the majority of motes continue to enjoy substantial unused energy reserves, which is

likely where nodes near network gateways bear a disproportionate burden [51].

Wireless communication components are generally the most energy-hungry subsystem

of sensornet motes [86]. Sensornet mote resources are so tightly constrained that any en-

ergy efficiency improvement is worthy of evaluation. Many small savings achieved over the

sensornet lifetime accumulate into large savings, but it is not always clear how even small

savings can be achieved. Energy efficiency improvements are possible both in sensornet

hardware and software. Network lifetime can be extended by using radio communications

more efficiently [281].

1.3.2 Design optimisation

There exists a trend toward increasing complexity in sensornet system design [297]. The

hardware and software modules from which sensornets are composed, and the protocols

which specify the bindings between these components, may in turn be composed from

simpler subcomponents [83]. These compositions may deliver more sophisticated func-

tionality intended to address specific in-network situations, or address specific perceived

defects in simpler components, potentially delivering improved performance. This neces-

sarily increased complexity can, however, make it harder to reason about, or to predict,

the behaviour of such systems. Good engineering practice favours the selection of simpler

systems and subsystems whose behaviour is readily understood and well established by

previous experience [237]. Greater complexity also tends to imply higher costs, which is

contrary to common design goals of sensornet systems [81].

One approach to sensornet design optimisation is to propose, design, test, and imple-

ment new custom protocols for each sensornet deployment [83]. While such an approach

potentially allows for very efficient sensornet designs, this potential is unlikely to be re-

alised in practice [297]. New protocols are unlikely to have been as thoroughly tested in

real deployment environments as older, more established, and more general equivalents.

This is of particular significance in sensornets; inherently destined for deployment in,

and exposure to, the unpredictable real world, it is desirable to employ tried-and-tested

protocols which have been shown to work well in previous work.
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An alternative approach is to tune existing protocols to optimise performance, offer-

ing robustness to changing or unknown network conditions [111]. Given a model of the

deployment environment, hardware platform, distributed application, and sensor data in-

puts, a protocol can be tuned for this specific deployment context. It is also useful to

evaluate any change in network behaviour induced if the deployment context should vary

from that for which the protocols were tuned [339]. A fragile network configuration that

fails under moderately changed deployment conditions is unlikely to offer acceptable ro-

bustness [100]; it may be more desirable to select an alternative configuration that offers

acceptable performance across a range of environmental conditions, rather than a tuning

offering optimal performance under optimal conditions but poor performance under other

conditions.

1.3.3 Managing sensornet systems

Network designers may lack confidence that a given design will function adequately in a

given scenario if there is little historical data or experience upon which to draw. There are

few experimental studies employing large numbers of sensornet nodes, and consequently

little measurement of sensornet protocol scalability [102]. Until such time as there exists a

large number of previous sensornet installations from which to draw experience, simulation

offers a low-risk and low-cost environment in which to assess the viability of proposed

solutions, and to improve the quality and relevance of any putative solutions. The results

will assist in the identification and mitigation of risks for real deployments of large scale

sensornets.

Sensornet motes typically have limited resources and limited communication capacity,

so lightweight protocols and algorithms are favoured throughout [86, 120]. The designer

should select the most efficient option which supports the distributed application, but these

lightweight options may not scale well in significantly larger systems [100]. System cost

can be measured in attributes such as algorithmic complexity, storage cost, energy cost,

latency and so forth; the growth of these costs in network size or other system attributes

may follow any number of relationships [244], but any cost growth of order greater than

O(1) will eventually exceed the available resources.

The sensornet must be large enough to achieve the physical sensor coverage and pro-

cessing requirements of the distributed application, but ideally no larger so as to avoid

the inefficiency and suboptimal performance observed in unnecessarily large systems [244].
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The large number of nodes anticipated in real sensornets implies that device failure, fre-

quent network change, and task dynamics, must be managed as standard operating con-

ditions rather than exceptional circumstances. The sensornet system must automatically

self-reconfigure to cope with these changes, as it is generally impractical or perhaps im-

possible to manage this process centrally [87].

1.3.4 The problem

The correct functioning of a distributed sensornet application is dependent on the under-

lying network platform providing sufficiently performant services. These requirements are

typically defined as quantified attributes of a Quality of Service (QoS) contract [5, 222].

Given a set of hardware motes of fixed capability deployed into the environment, and

assuming that software is infinitely malleable, operators can compose software-controlled

motes into any number of sensornet configurations [297]. However, it is not obvious

whether any configuration is sufficiently performant to satisfy application requirements.

Acceptable sensornet configurations are those which, when deployed and measured,

perform sufficiently well in each attribute specified in the QoS contract [111]. Exceeding

these minima may allow the operator to extract greater value from the sensornet, or may

provide a safety margin against unanticipated events.

It is desirable to maximise each measurable performance attribute. However, complex

interrelationships may exist between controllable design factors and measurable perfor-

mance attributes, such that obtaining sensornet configurations sufficiently performant in

all specified attributes is non-trivial [8].

Sensornet motes may be unreliable, inaccessible, and have limited resources [216].

Sensornets composed of many such motes must react to events on the ground in a timely

manner [121]. It follows that manual sensornet management is impractical [254], and

centralised management becomes less likely to prove successful as network size grows

[87]. It follows that self-organising and self-managing sensornets are required for practical

deployments of realistic scale [216].

1.4 Statement of hypothesis

Following from the discussion of subject matter above, the hypothesis of this thesis is

defined as follows:
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Properties of sensornet behaviour can be measured and quantified such that ob-

jective evaluation and comparison among the set of candidate configurations

is feasible. Performance improvements in measurable attributes of sensornet

behaviour can be obtained through appropriate design decisions in network pro-

tocol selection and logical configuration.

1.5 Organisation and structure

The remaining chapters of this thesis describe an integrated set of work elements, in a

logically organised sequence of steps, which address the research questions defined by

the hypothesis. A number of new results are presented in this thesis, each framed in

terms of existing results described in the literature and within an integrated research

plan. Chapter 3 demonstrates that interesting phenomena exist, and that it is possible

to study these at reasonable cost. Chapters 4 to 6 demonstrate that these phenomena

can be exploited to improve system performance for a given system, but this potential

improvement is bounded, and system performance tends to decline with scale. Chapters

7 to 9 demonstrate that larger systems can be made to resemble smaller systems, so as to

avoid this scalability problem.

1.5.1 Background

Before we begin to address the novel work presented in this thesis, it is important to

define the underlying research problem and consider existing related work. Chapters 1

and 2 address these matters.

• Chapter 1 defines the research hypothesis from which the following work is derived,

and the structure of the thesis in which this work is described.

• Chapter 2 presents a survey of related work discussed in the literature. Topics cov-

ered include the nature and composition of sensornets, the limited resources available

to sensornet nodes, the requirement to use these limited resources with maximal

efficiency, and the scale-dependent behaviour of sensornets. Subsequent chapters

provide further analysis of the literature where appropriate.
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1.5.2 Define the problem and methods for its measurement

A measurable and repeatable response in network behaviour can be induced by controlling

protocol parameters. It is demonstrated that, for a very simple system with one con-

trollable factor and multiple measured responses, the complexity of the factor-response

relationship can be such that no single value of the controlled factor obtains the best ob-

served value of all measured responses. This indicates that the protocol tuning problem

is a multi-objective optimisation problem. Chapter 3 demonstrates that this optimisation

problem can feasibly be addressed, in acceptable time and with acceptable computational

cost, for systems of realistic scale by an experimental approach.

• Chapter 3 considers the experimental method and infrastructure required to address

the problem of large-scale sensornet protocol optimisation. Physical experiments

with realistic-scale sensornets are currently infeasible owing to the associated cost,

overhead and complexity. Methods are presented with which to render feasible the

analysis of large-scale sensornets with acceptable experimental cost by simulation.

Definitions are provided for controlled factors associated with protocols and mea-

sured responses by which solution quality is measured. The requirements for mean-

ingful and repeatable simulation experiments are discussed, alongside an analysis of

energy efficiency improvements possible without changing network behaviour.

1.5.3 Optimise protocol tunings for a given network instance

Chapter 3 shows that sensornet protocol tuning is a multi-objective optimisation problem,

with the potential to achieve significant measurable improvements in network behaviour,

and which can be addressed in a realistic timescale. Chapters 4 to 6 demonstrate that

the multi-objective optimisation problem of protocol tuning can be made smaller by a

dimensionality reduction approach based on identifying statistically insignificant control-

lable factors. Reasonable defaults are obtained and assigned to insignificant factors, and

experimental effort is concentrated on the remaining statistically significant factors.

Removing insignificant factors allows the experimenter to either complete an experi-

ment suite of fixed size in shorter time, or to explore the problem in greater depth in fixed

time. Search-based techniques based on principled experimental design and evolutionary

approaches are used to explore the factor-response relationship. The impact on network

performance of deploying into an environment dissimilar to the tuning environment is
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explored.

• Chapter 4 discusses the tuning of existing sensornet protocols. Sensornet protocol

tuning is formulated as a multi-objective optimisation problem based on sound De-

sign Of Experiments theory. Objective measures of solution quality are defined. The

optimisation problem is addressed by principled search methods based on Factorial

Design.

• Chapter 5 addresses the optimisation problem using evolutionary search methods

based on Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms. The relative costs of applying

principled and evolutionary methods to the optimisation problem are examined.

• Chapter 6 applies objective measures of solution quality to assess the robustness and

stability of protocol tunings to changes in deployment networks.

1.5.4 Optimise a network instance for a given protocol tuning

Chapters 4 to 6, described above, demonstrate that when protocols tuned for a given

deployment environment are deployed into a dissimilar environment the resulting perfor-

mance may be acceptable, but not necessarily matching that attainable where the tuning

and deployment environments are similar. Similarly, it is shown that some desirable net-

work properties tend to decline with network size. It follows that methods to manage

network size are desirable, to attain a logical network of the required size from a poten-

tially larger physical network. Chapters 7 to 9 describe an integrated set of lightweight

protocols to achieve this goal for a cellular sensornet. These are clustered sensornets [126]

in which the geographic region covered by a sensornet is divided into cells, and all nodes

located within the boundaries of a given cell form a cluster.

Within each cell a fixed number of nodes are selected at any given time to participate in

the network from a potentially larger set of candidates, the remainder being kept available

as spares to replace failing nodes. Within this set of participating nodes, the responsibility

for handling intercellular traffic flows, computation tasks and sensing duty is fairly and

equally distributed into equal timeslots. A biologically-inspired synchronisation primitive

is defined with which to coordinate these activities throughout the sensornet, exploiting

the synchronisation phenomenon between cells and the desynchronisation phenomenon

within cells. A virtual network of the fixed required size is obtained, even if the physical

distribution of nodes is irregular such that some cells enclose more nodes than others.
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• Chapter 7 considers the application of protocols to optimise a given sensornet. A

lightweight primitive for global synchronisation in the absence of a global clock is

defined. This primitive forms the basis for a suite of protocols to coordinate sleep

schedules in cellular sensornets, implicitly defining a smaller, more efficient virtual

network within a larger physical network.

• Chapter 8 presents methods to achieve stable mutual exclusion and managed re-

dundancy in unreliable networks. Different approaches are applied at different

timescales. This enables the duty burden of nodes to be minimised, in turn en-

abling nodes to switch to low-power dormant states when their active participation

is not required. By reducing the average rate of energy consumption at each node,

the operational lifetime of the entire network is extended.

• Chapter 9 defines a model of multicellular sensornets and intercellular connectivity.

Within each cell, separate instances of the protocols defined in chapters 7 and 8

execute. A lightweight hierarchical system management mechanism is defined, with

which activity across the network of cells is synchronised.

1.5.5 Evaluation and conclusions

Having considered the novel contributions of this thesis, we can then consider whether

these were successful in addressing the research problem, and whether further related

research problems exist. Chapter 10 addresses these matters.

• Chapter 10, the final chapter, concludes the thesis. The hypothesis outlined in

chapter 1 is revisited in the context of the novel contributions of the preceding

chapters, from which supporting evidence is derived. Directions for further work are

given, concluding with some general remarks.
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Chapter 2

Literature survey

This chapter presents a review of the literature pertaining to sensornets, concentrating on

the issues addressed by this thesis. The novel work presented in the following chapters

builds upon the existing body of research literature discussed here. Significant further

discussion of the literature appears in subsequent chapters when necessary or helpful.

2.1 Sensornets

Research in Wireless Sensor Networks, or sensornets, necessarily touches upon many re-

search topics of Computer Science and some of Electronic Engineering, drawing upon the

existing work in related fields. However, the unique characteristic of the sensornet field is

the interplay and integration of these foundation subjects, yielding a distinct topic worthy

of further study in its own right. From the amalgamation of existing work in such diverse

subjects as computer networks, energy management, wireless communications, distributed

computation, data management, and numerous others, emerges the topic of sensornet

research with its own goals, challenges, and opportunities, distinct from those of the re-

lated work from which it is drawn. Sensornets are typically highly scalable, energy-aware,

geography-aware, data-centric, application-specific, self-configuring, and self-adapting.

2.1.1 Terminology

Tilak et al. [300] provide a taxonomy of sensornet models. The following terms are defined:

• Sensor - an independently-operating device that implements the physical sensing

of environmental phenomena and reports measurements through wireless communi-

cation. Typically consists of five components: sensing hardware, memory, battery,
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embedded processor, radio transceiver.

• Observer - the end user interested in obtaining information disseminated by the

sensor network about phenomena, phrased as interests to the network.

• Interests - a query regarding physical phenomena sensed by the network, addressed

to the sensornet as a single entity rather than to a specific sensor.

• Phenomenon - the entity or issue of interest to the observer that is sensed and

potentially analysed/filtered by the sensornet.

• Measurements - a set of discrete sample values taken from a single sensor.

• Source - the start-point of a communication within a sensornet, typically a producer

of measurement data or interests data.

• Sink - the end-point of a communication within a sensornet, typically a consumer

of measurement data or query response data.

2.1.2 Characteristics

Wong and Arvind [326] state that the defining characteristics of a sensornet are:

• Data-centric: The primary focus of a sensornet is to produce data about the

physical environment in which the network resides by taking readings from sensors

attached to network nodes. Often the processing of this data will occur at a central

hub, although in-network processing is possible.

• Inter-node communication: Nodes can communicate with their neighbours within

a physical distance limited by wireless communication methods, typically of the order

of metres but almost always less than the physical diameter of the network (hence

ruling out a fully connected point-to-point network model).

• Mobility: Sensornet nodes are largely static, although some nodes may be mobile,

and hence the sensornet is largely a static network notwithstanding node failure or

temporary disconnection for power conservation.

• Data transfer: Sensor data is produced at source nodes and is transported to sink

nodes at which it is consumed or otherwise processed. Often the sink node is a

central hub, although a fully decentralised peer-to-peer model is feasible.
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Estrin et al. [87] state that a sensornet is also application specific. Rather than accom-

modating a wide variety of applications, a sensornet is typically designed and deployed with

a specific task (or set of tasks) in mind. This allows the designer to optimise the network

design to these specific goals, and implement application-specific in-network processing dis-

tributed across the nodes of the network. This is in contrast to the application-agnostic

routers of a traditional data network, which merely forward data unchanged and hence

cannot implement application-specific optimisations. In sensornets, data transmission is

typically more expensive than data processing [193,235].

Kahn et al. [150] also note that sensornet nodes must consume extremely low power,

operate in high volumetric densities, have low production cost and be disposable, be au-

tonomous and operate unattended, and be adaptive to the environment. These requirements

influence sensornet hardware and software design such that both should be considered si-

multaneously. The extreme nature of the problem, extreme scale of deployment, and

extreme resource constraints, have required researchers to seek new solutions rather than

recycle existing solutions from related problem domains.

2.1.3 Applications

Sensornet applications typically involve the distribution of a number of sensor nodes in

a geographic region, where each node gathers raw data about its surroundings. Nodes

may be equipped with seismic, magnetic, thermal, visual, infrared, acoustic, radar or GPS

sensors [7]. These raw data can be processed and interpreted in-network to monitor a

wide range of ambient conditions including temperature, humidity, vehicular movement,

lighting condition, pressure, soil composition, noise levels, presence or absence of certain

types of objects, mechanical stress levels, speed, direction, or object size [87].

Akylidiz et al. [7] examined the published literature and reported the following list of

proposed applications:

• Military applications: Sensornets can be an integral part of C4ISRT systems

(command, control, communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, recon-

naissance and targeting), performing tasks such as monitoring friendly forces, bat-

tlefield surveillance, reconnaissance of opposing forces and terrain, targeting, battle

damage assessment, nuclear/biological/chemical attack detection.

• Environmental applications: Forest fire detection, environment biocomplexity

mapping, flood detection, precision agriculture.
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• Healthcare applications: Telemonitoring of human physiological data, tracking

patients and doctors, drug administration in hospitals.

• Home applications: Smart environment.

• Commercial applications: Environmental control in offices, detecting and moni-

toring car theft, managing inventory control, vehicle tracking and detection.

Culler and Estrin [68] provide a classification of sensornet applications which is more

generic, albeit rather more simplistic. They consider applications to be differentiated into

the categories:

• Monitoring space e.g. environmental monitoring, habitat monitoring, precision

agriculture, indoor climate control, surveillance, treaty verification, intelligent alarms.

• Monitoring things e.g. structural monitoring, ecophysiology, condition-based equip-

ment maintenance, medical diagnostics, urban terrain mapping.

• Monitoring the interactions of things with each other and the encom-

passing space e.g. monitoring wildlife habitats, disaster management, emergency

response, ubiquitous computing environments, asset tracking, healthcare, manufac-

turing process flow.

From the above, we see that even a high-level of classification of sensornet applica-

tions can encompass multiple dimensions, as we categorise a set of candidate applications

against sets of assessment criteria. Care must be taken in assessing the results obtained

in sensornet research to separate the application-dependent and -independent factors, and

to avoid confounding of sensornet factors among environmental factors.

Many other proposals for applications of sensornets have been published, in numbers

too great to list comprehensively. However, some of the more interesting work describes

real deployments of sensor networks. Although of limited scale, they provide interest-

ing insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the sensornet concept and the current

capability of realising these networks in practice.

Habitat monitoring sensornets [49] were deployed to monitor the ecology of the Leach’s

Storm Petrel [282,283]. Interestingly, the investigators observed that the node failure rate

was much higher than expected, and that unexpected emergent behaviour was observed

which could not be predicted without building complete systems and deploying them in

realistic conditions [282].
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Wark et al. [315] describes a Wireless Sensor-Actuator Network, monitoring and in-

fluencing livestock behaviour through per-animal actuators. Closing the sensor-actuator

loop in this manner provides an interesting challenge for network modelling and simu-

lation. Accurately predicting livestock reactions, even within short periods, requires far

greater modelling detail than applied in purely observational longer-term studies [282,283]

Other proposed sensornet applications include the Smart Kindergarten project [37] to

provide a rich problem-centric learning environment, monitoring underground structures

for failure [181], detecting and tracking plumes of gaseous substances in the environment

[266], detecting ruptures in pipelines [276], structural health monitoring [89, 159, 210],

automated distributed surveillance [129], biomotion capture [19], tracking moving objects

[85, 173, 264], and lighting control for media production [223]. This is not an exhaustive

list, and countless other applications could be conceived.

2.1.4 Related topics

Active networks are computer networks in which the switches of the network perform cus-

tomized computations on the messages flowing through them [298]. Such networks are

considered active because nodes can perform computation on, and modify, the packet con-

tents, and are considered by Tennenhouse et al. [298] to be a natural step beyond traditional

circuit and packet switching. It is evident that sensornets are also active networks if any

in-network filtering, aggregation or other processing is implemented.

Sensornets are similar to Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) in that they are com-

posed of small, low-resource computer nodes connected through a wireless network. Aky-

ildiz et al. [7] consider MANETs to be the closest peers to sensor networks, noting that

MANETs place far greater importance on mobility but may be composed of far fewer

nodes. More significantly, sensornets are data-centric rather than application-centric [110],

and are usually composed of non-mobile nodes with environmental sensors [86].

VANETs are Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks, a specialisation of MANETs in a particular

application domain. In a VANET, each network node is associated with exactly one vehicle

or roadside station. This restricts the possible node movement, with which the network

must cope, to a set of patterns associated with vehicles, which tend to travel along defined

routes (e.g. roads) within certain speed boundaries dependent on the class of vehicle [213].

Greater predictability of behaviour makes it easier for an algorithm to determine the best

action. However, if there is a one-to-one relationship between vehicle and network node,
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it is important that reachability of all nodes is guaranteed.

Smart Dust is an emerging technology of wireless sensing networks, similar to a con-

ventional sensornet [316]. They utilise nodes that are physically very small, on the order of

millimetres, and are deployed in a correspondingly small physical area, typically of the or-

der of metres [150] rather than the kilometres of sensornets [326]. Other than size, perhaps

the most significant difference between a Smart Dust network and a conventional sensornet

is the medium for wireless communications; Smart Dust nodes typically communicate by

optical transmission rather than the radio-frequency communication of sensornets [150].

Specknets, or Speckled Computing Networks, are a dense and non-static wireless net-

work of thousands of very small, resource-constrained nodes called specks collaborating

to process data [326]. Specknets resemble sensornets, but are application-centric rather

than data-centric, have shorter internode communication range (tens of centimetres), are

highly mobile, and apply a fully decentralised peer-to-peer model dissimilar to the sources

and sinks of sensornets. However, it could be argued that specknets are merely an atypical

subset of sensornets rather than a separate discipline.

Distributed computing divides a computation task into smaller subtasks, allocates these

subtasks to independent computing resources, then compiles the set of subtask results into

a result for the initial task. Any sensornet which performs in-network aggregation or col-

laborative sensing could be considered a distributed computing system, under Stankovic’s

definition of a collection of computers connected by a communications subnet and logically

integrated in varying degrees by a distributed operating system and/or distributed database

system [273]. However, this definition implies a somewhat more thorough level of integra-

tion and coordination between computers than is necessarily evident in the highly adaptive

environment of a sensornet, and does not require that the computers sense or influence

their physical environment.

Distributed databases and parallel databases are similar to conventional databases in

that they manage, archive and query data, but distribute the data and processing across

multiple physical nodes [220]. The motivation for distribution varies, but is typically to

make the dataset available at multiple physical locations, to enable processing of a dataset

which is too large for any single node, to provide resilience to equipment failure through re-

dundancy, or to enable load-balancing. Sensornets do not necessarily implement distributed

database functionality, but some applications will require this. Barbará [26] considers that

the main challenges in the wireless mobile context are communication asymmetry, frequent
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disconnections and power limitations.

Real-time databases are databases which exhibit predictable behaviour, conform to ex-

plicit timing constraints, and apply time-cognisant protocols to handle deadlines and peri-

odicity constraints associated with database activity [240]. A temporal database contains

time-varying data [219] which has temporal validity [240]. Ramamritham [240] suggests

that the time-dependent characteristics of real-time and temporal database behaviours are

strongly linked, as most real-time databases are inherently temporal databases, whereas

Özsoyoĝlu and Snodgrass [219] perceive these to be distinct research topics that may be

applicable to a given system but are otherwise separate. Necessary interaction between

sensornets and their physical environments induce real-time requirements, hence many

sensornet applications must maintain real-time databases.

Both real-time and temporal databases extend conventional database theory in the

time domain, with temporal database theory considering the impact of time upon data,

and real-time database theory considering the impact of time upon the database system

which manages data. Although there is generally no requirement that the data managed

by a real-time database be temporal data, this pairing is likely in sensornets producing

and processing data for real-time consumption or controlling actuators. In addition to the

general real-time scheduling theory reapplied to database tasks, real-time databases and

temporal databases must consider the notion of temporal consistency [240].

Safety critical system design techniques seek to quantify, control, and minimise, the

possibility of system failure. This is generally undertaken where the failure or malfunction

of a system could cause or allow unacceptable risk or damage to people or other entities,

and expose the system operator to financial or legal penalties [37]. Sensornets yield data

about the real world which, if incorrect or incomplete, could lead the network operator

to incorrect or inappropriate conclusions. Of more concern would be Wireless Sensor-

Actuator Networks [6] which interact with and modify their environment in response to

observations, typically without human intervention, and for which special consideration

must be given to the potentially deleterious effects of system misbehaviour.

2.2 Organisation and structure

Sensornets, like any computer network, are systems in which a set of independent com-

puting nodes produce, process and consume data, and around which data are distributed

as required by the application. Unlike conventional wired networks, a combination of lim-
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ited resources and coupling between physical environment and network imposes certain

requirements and restrictions on sensornet structure.

2.2.1 Physical connectivity

Murthy and Garcia-Luna [209] summarise the effects of the Physical layer of the OSI

[343] and TCP/IP [91] models, indicating that wired networks have high bandwidth and

topology that changes infrequently, whereas wireless networks have mobile nodes and limited

bandwidth for network control. They conclude that routing protocols widely used in wired

infrastructure networks may not function effectively in sensornets because the underlying

network is fundamentally different. It follows that the characteristics of sensornets must

be considered in protocol design and evaluation.

Woo et al. [327] characterise inter-node communications of a sensornet node as a small

number of high-quality links to near neighbours and a large number of low-quality links to

other nodes. High-quality links exist to neighbours in the effective region which increases

with transmit power. Beyond a certain distance, very distant nodes are occasionally able

to successfully transfer packets. However, between these points is a transitional region in

which average link quality falls off smoothly with distance, but individual pairs of nodes

exhibit high variation. Asymmetric links are common in the transitional region.

2.2.2 Regulating access to the wireless medium

Interaction between sensornet nodes occurs through a shared wireless medium. As dis-

cussed in section 2.2.1, the characteristics of this shared wireless medium have significant

influence on the nature and quality of connectivity that can be achieved between nodes.

Assuming that interaction is possible between two or more nodes, there is a require-

ment to control access to the shared medium to ensure effective connectivity is possible.

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols [284], located in the Data Link layer of the OSI

model [343] and the Link layer of the TCP/IP model [91], provide this control mechanism.

IEEE 802.11 [137] defines a standard MAC protocol and physical layer specification

for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). It operates in wireless networks, supports

an ad hoc mode in which nodes communicate directly rather than through a base station,

and supports multi-hop mesh networking. Dedicated hardware support for IEEE 802.11

is provided by some wireless networking chipsets, such as the CC1000 transceiver [54]

employed in the popular MICA2 [65] mote platform. As IEEE 802.11 is a well-established
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standard, supports the behaviours required in sensornets, and is well-supported in wireless

networking chipsets, it is a reasonable choice for sensornets. However, it is not ideal for

lightly-loaded sensornets. Idle listening, which occurs at nodes listening to a wireless

medium which is not currently supporting meaningful activity, consumes almost as much

power as actively receiving useful data [140]. This is wasteful; considerable energy savings

could be achieved if nodes can power-down wireless communications modules during these

inactive periods.

Two other IEEE standards, IEEE 802.15.1 and IEEE 802.15.4, relate to wireless MAC

protocols which also use the 2.4GHz radio frequency used by IEEE 802.11, but were

designed to support networks small computing devices similar to sensornet motes. IEEE

802.15.1 [138] defines a standard MAC protocol and physical layer specification for Wireless

Personal Area Networks (WPANs). This standard was derived as a formalisation of version

1.1 of the Bluetooth protocol stack, though later versions of Bluetooth are not ratified as

IEEE standards [33]. IEEE 802.15.4 [139] defines a standard MAC protocol and physical

layer specification for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs). This

standard is most commonly implemented as the lower levels of the ZigBee protocol stack,

which adds a network layer, an application layer, an application framework, and a number

of security services [342].

The IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) [137], IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) [138], and IEEE 802.15.4

(ZigBee) [139] standards share the same 2.4 GHz ISM band, but are not designed to co-

operate. Shuaib et al. [261] demonstrate that significant reduction in network throughput

is observed where two or more of these protocols are simultaneously active in a shared

radio environment. In each combination the throughput of both protocols is reduced, but

with non-trivial relationships. IEEE 802.11 is greatly more affected by Bluetooth than by

ZigBee, and ZigBee interference has more effect on the IEEE 802.11 uplink than the down-

link. The magnitude of the influence of IEEE 802.11 performance on ZigBee performance

depends greatly on the extent to which the spectrum of the chosen channels of operation

co-inside. It follows that designers of sensornets employing one or more of these standards

must consider both the internal activity of the sensornet, and interference with the radio

environment into which the sensornet is deployed. For example, the designer may select

significantly different wireless communications configurations for sensornets deployed into

urban settings, in which widespread IEEE 802.11 usage is common, and for sensornets

deployed into rural settings, in which it is not.
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Numerous MAC protocols have been described in the literature. Although all MAC

protocols address a similar problem, the specific characteristics of any given protocol may

render it more or less effective in a specific usage context. It follows that the task of

selecting the most appropriate MAC protocol requires the network designer to carefully

consider the strengths and weaknesses of each candidate in this context. For example,

sensornet MAC protocols may prioritise good energy efficiency over other performance

attributes. Comprehensive surveys of MAC protocols that are compatible with usage in

sensornets are given by Demirkol et al. [76], and by Naik and Sivalingam [211]

Some MAC protocols have greater capability than others to function effectively in

highly dynamic networks, in which network membership changes frequently or in which

nodes are highly mobile. The mobility patterns typical of sensornets, in which node con-

nectivity changes occur on a timescale of the order of seconds to minutes, are particularly

difficult for MAC protocols to handle efficiently; the induced connectivity faults are too

frequent to be handled by repair mechanisms and too long lasting to be handled by re-

transmission [66]. Reliable and unicast MAC protocols may aggravate the networking

problems induced by this type of dynamic network behaviour [127]. The connectivity

changes induced by node mobility may be misinterpreted as transmission errors. If the

MAC protocol attempts to address these perceived, but non-existent, transmission errors,

this may result in wasted bandwidth and energy.

2.2.3 Localisation

Localisation is required in sensornets to assign location context to sensor data, and to

enable application-independent services such as geographic routing and geographic storage

[301]; it is a prerequisite to the utility of most sensor networks [17]. If fitting a GPS

unit to each node is infeasible, perhaps for reasons of cost, size, deployment area (e.g.

underground) or energy consumption [117], a compromise is to have nodes infer their

position from a small proportion of seeds which are aware of their location at all times [250].

Location inference mechanisms can be divided into the two categories of range-based

and range-free [250]. Range-based techniques attempt to measure the distances between

nodes, and include methods based on received signal strength, time of arrival, time dif-

ference of arrival, angle of arrival, and Monte Carlo approaches. Range-free approaches

include triangle intersection regions, hop-count distance estimation, Bèzier curve estima-

tion, and radiointerferometric methods. Euclidian distance bias, typically ignored in much
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network research, should be accounted for in link generation when constructing sensornets

or models of sensornets [285].

2.2.4 Mobility

The mobility model of a dynamic network in which node location varies with time war-

rants special attention in a sensornet. A tradeoff exists between energy consumption and

accuracy. Localisation activity consumes energy and should be minimised to maximise

network lifetime, but performing localisation too infrequently runs the risk of location

data becoming stale and inaccurate and hence harming all network activities which rely

on location [301]. The Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) algorithm [134] addresses this

problem, and in fact relies on node mobility to function at all. MCL only works effectively

with low node speeds, but the related MSL and MSL* algorithms degrade more gracefully

with node speed at the expense of greater computational complexity [250].

2.2.5 Data production

A sensornet is a proxy for a continuous real-world phenomenon which necessarily samples

that phenomenon discretely at some rate, with some degree of error [110]. Multi-resolution

storage stores information at different abstraction levels, using more storage where higher

precision is required. Data ageing progressively decreases data precision and hence stor-

age overhead over time, enabling graceful degradation assuming that newer data are more

valuable to network operators than older data. High-quality query responses are pro-

duced for recent data, and lower-quality responses are still available for older data [101].

Application-dependent data ageing algorithm fine-tuning is recommended [101].

Shenker et al. [257] opine that the overwhelming volume of observations produced by

[network node] sensors is both a blessing and a curse, producing unbounded volumes of

data [75] with insufficient network and energy resources precluding forwarding all data to

base stations for processing [257]. Localised algorithms perform in-network processing to

minimise data flow volume [75].

Network snapshots exploit redundancy within sensor observations of nearby nodes [75],

electing a small proportion of representative nodes queried through snapshot queries [161].

Acquisitional Query Processing [193] enables finer-grained control, collecting sensor data

only in direct response to user queries, but consequently precluding retrospective data

mining [75].
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Methods exist to examine self-similar [195, 286] and multifractal [309] patterns in

network burstiness, flow density and bytes transmitted per unit time [50]. Applications

include detecting abnormal activity or failures, congestion control, and Quality of Service

management by scheduling traffic appropriately [50, 176, 285]. Overlaying multiple bursty

data streams counterintuitively increases burstiness rather than smoothing-out data flow,

with repercussions for managing peak data flow periods [176].

2.2.6 Data distribution

Sensor data collected and aggregated within the network are important, whereas individual

nodes are not [326]. It follows that sensornet data, not sensornet nodes, require unique

identification [257]. Named data are categorised by type and location [257] attributes

external to network topology, relevant to applications, independent of network topology,

and utilised throughout network stack layers [125].

Data models define the data representation and semantics shared by all data model

users [110]. Raw sensor observations occupy a 3-dimensional spatial-temporal datacube

of coordinates x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and time [99] in planar sensornets. Non-planar

networks, in which nodes occupy arbitrary locations in 3-dimensional space, imply a 4-

dimensional datahypercube as the z-coordinate is added.

Shenker [257] describes network cost of canonical distributed data models for sensornets

of n nodes:

1. External storage: Event descriptions delivered to external storage at cost O(
√
n).

In-network queries and responses cost O(
√
n). Externally-generated queries and

responses have zero network cost; all information is already external to the network.

2. Local storage: Event descriptions stored locally at producing node at zero network

cost. Query flooding costs O(n) for internally- and externally-generated queries.

Responses delivered to query source with cost O(
√
n).

3. Data-centric storage: Event descriptions, labelled by name, stored at arbitrary net-

work location at cost O(
√
n). Query delivery and response both cost O(

√
n) for

internally- and externally-generated queries.

Data-centric storage is preferred for sensornets with many nodes, or detecting many events

where many remain unqueried. Local storage is preferred where most detected events are

queried [257].
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2.2.7 Structure

Traditional wired networks often employ the client-server model, in which highly re-

sourced servers service the requests generated by a larger number of lightly resourced

clients [284]. This architecture works well for many applications, but may not be well

suited to the sensornet domain. Sensornets are generally composed of large numbers of

identical motes, deployed into the environment without fine control over location, which

form self-organising ad hoc networks through a shared wireless medium [259]. Each node

is generally responsible for similar sensing, storage and processing duties, such that each

node can be considered an equal peer in the network. It follows that the selection of

networking paradigms and protocols which are well suited to this structure is conducive

to maximising performance and reliability [9].

The exact definition of Peer-to-Peer networks, commonly abbreviated to P2P, is de-

batable but the term generally is used to describe systems which lack dedicated, centralized

infrastructure, but rather depend on the voluntary participation of peers to contribute re-

sources out of which the infrastructure is constructed [252]. P2P systems allow the effective

utilisation of computational resources spread across a network, and are potentially robust

to failures of single nodes and hence are suitable for long-term storage of data [24]. It

follows that P2P mechanisms are well-matched to the needs of homogeneous sensornets in

which the identity of individual peers is less important than the identity of the information

produced and managed by the distributed application [257].

Managing large numbers of equal peers may be difficult in the absence of centralised

control structures, and where these peers are minimally resourced there may be insufficient

capacity to support more sophisticated protocols and structures. In such circumstances it

may be useful to reduce the size of the management problem by introducing hierarchy in

the form of clusters [126]. Each cluster composes a number of independent nodes, located

within a small geographic region, into a higher level structure which can be effectively

addressed as a single entity. One node from each cluster is selected as the clusterhead,

and is responsible for managing activity within its cluster, and managing interaction with

other clusters [170]. Clustering may allow sensornets to achieve greater scalability and

reduce energy consumption [318]. However, it is not guaranteed that clustered sensornets

outperform non-clustered sensornets [310], and few comparative studies exist.

Within a cluster, the clusterhead is responsible for allocating responsibilities to non-

clusterhead nodes [318]. These may include the collection of sensor data from the physical
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environment, data storage, data processing, communication and interaction with nodes

in neighbouring clusters. If all activity and data within a cluster is channelled through

the clusterhead, it follows that this node will consume resources at a greater rate than

non-clusterhead nodes. It may be desirable to provide nodes specifically intended for the

clusterhead role which are equipped with greater resources, such as additional processing

power, storage capacity, and energy reserves [334]. However, there remains the problem

of ensuring that these supernodes are distributed evenly throughout the network, and

forming clusters of lower resourced nodes around these supernodes.

If a non-clusterhead node should fail, the clusterhead can simply allocate tasks to other

nodes within the cluster [143]. This enables the control mechanism to be decentralised,

with decisions and actions implemented in close proximity, and without the overhead and

delay of lengthy round trips to a central controller. Within a cluster, the clusterhead is a

single point of failure [52]; if the clusterhead should fail, the entire cluster effectively fails

and is removed from the network.

Clusterhead election protocols exist with which to replace failed clusterheads from the

cluster population [143], or to cycle the clusterhead among the cluster population for wear

balancing [186] or load balancing [170]. However, this is not possible if the clusterhead and

non-clusterhead nodes have substantially different capability. It follows that homogeneous

sensornets offer greater flexibility and reliability if a clustering approach is selected, if

the correct functioning of any given node cannot be guaranteed throughout the sensornet

lifetime.

An extension of the clustering concept is the notion of the cellular sensornet [338].

The physical region occupied by the sensornet is divided into cells. Any node located

within the geographical boundaries of a given cell is considered to be a member of that

cell. This avoids the requirement for complex and resource-consuming cluster membership

assignment protocols, and avoids non-deterministic cluster allocation [118,259]. However,

this requires that nodes be aware of their location and the geographic cellular structure.

2.2.8 Scalability

The number of nodes deployed in a sensornet may be of the order of hundreds or thousands,

or in extreme cases of the order of millions [7], hence scalability is a critical issue. Emergent

properties may be manifest in large deployments that do not become evident in smaller

deployments. It is infeasible to individually configure every node as there may simply be
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too many, and more fundamentally their precise location is unlikely to be known before

deployment [94]. Therefore, it may be useful to address sensornets at a level of abstraction

higher than the individual nodes. Welsh and Mainland [317] describe abstract regions,

defined in terms of radio connectivity or geographic location, as a high-level building block

for sensornet programming; code written against abstract regions will be automatically

compiled down to the detailed behaviour of individual nodes. Frank and Römer describe

techniques to define roles which can be automatically assigned to nodes in a self-configuring

sensornet, on the assumption that the behaviour of nodes will not be uniform throughout

the network at all times [94].

The Kairos macroprogramming system [114] allows the programmer to express the

desired global behaviour of the entire sensornet, automatically generating code to express

the local behaviour of nodes. The Regiment macroprogramming system [215] similarly al-

lows the entire sensornet to be programmed and tasked as a single entity, automatically

deglobalizing high-level descriptions of required behaviour into node-level, event-driven

programs. Systems such as TinyDB [193] allow a distributed database to be queried

and programmed as a single entity at run-time, rather than compile-time as in Kairos or

Regiment. Reprogramming deployed sensornets could use application specific virtual ma-

chines [178] such as Maté [177] to reduce the size of code to be distributed and interpreted

in virtual machines on sensor nodes.

2.2.9 Standardisation

Standardisation of a computer system requires the isolation and separation of the inter-

dependencies which now exist between the various elements, such as inter-dependencies

between programs and the characteristics of equipment components, between programs and

the characteristics of other programs, and between equipment components and the charac-

teristics of other equipment components [206].

Initial exploratory work on sensornet standardisation was published by Culler et al. [67]

and Toh et al. [304]. Standardisation of potentially any sensornet system element is pos-

sible to some extent, other than deployment-specific tasking and optimisation. Mirroring

traditional platforms, greater standardisation is possible toward the lower layers of the

network and application stack. Standardised APIs, protocols, and service description lan-

guages, enable interoperability within sensornet frameworks where specific deployment

factors require selection of specific component instances from available alternatives.
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The ZigBee standard [342] defines a layered model of interoperating protocols and

interfaces for wireless networks in lightweight resource demands, security, and low power

consumption are of the highest priority, and the typical network data loading is relatively

light for extended periods. Design goals include scalability for systems of up to 65,000

nodes, ease of deployment, long battery life, robust security, and low cost [84].

Communication in ZigBee networks is implemented by RF transmission using the

license-free and globally available 2.4GHz band. The IEEE 802.15.4 [139] standard de-

fines a MAC protocol and physical layer specification for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area

Networks (LR-WPANs), which are used as the lower levels of the ZigBee stack. Above

IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee adds a network layer, an application layer, an application frame-

work, and a number of security services [342].

ZigBee is of growing importance [27] as it is mature, and of the competing standards

it currently enjoys the greatest vendor and end-product support [320]. As ZigBee is an

open standard [23], it is possible for multiple manufacturers to supply compatible ZigBee

devices. These devices can readily be composed into functioning sensornets, without mod-

ification, by application domain specialists. This interoperability support is a significant

factor in the popularity of ZigBee as sensornets begin to find commercial applications

beyond the research community [320].

Bluetooth [33] is perhaps the closest rival to ZigBee in terms of scope and applicability

in typical sensornet applications such as industrial process control and monitoring [23].

Versions 1.1 and 1.2 of Bluetooth are ratified as IEEE standards [138], though later versions

are not. Later Bluetooth standards are maintained by the Bluetooth Special Interest

Group, as compared to the open standards approach of ZigBee [23].

Similar to ZigBee, Bluetooth defines a unified protocol stack for wireless networks of

computing devices, communicating using the 2.4GHz band. However, there exist signifi-

cant differences in the focus of Bluetooth and ZigBee. Bluetooth was designed to facilitate

connections between devices used by humans within a 10m Personal Operating Space [23],

whereas ZigBee is focussed toward industrial control applications [320]. ZigBee explicitly

aims to network large numbers of devices in multi-hop networks, whereas Bluetooth aims

to connect devices, often in single-hop pairs [23].

The performance characteristics of ZigBee and Bluetooth also differ significantly [23].

ZigBee can communicate over longer distances, though Bluetooth supports higher data

rates. Bluetooth devices are constantly awake, whereas ZigBee devices are usually asleep.
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It follows that Bluetooth device battery lifetimes are generally of the order of days, whereas

ZigBee device battery lifetimes may be of the order of years. As these characteristics are of

great significance in sensornets, it is possible to conclude that, whereas both Bluetooth and

ZigBee provide a suitable standardised protocol stack, ZigBee is generally better suited in

this context owing to its lower power consumption, greater range, and better support for

multi-hop networks.

Sensor Webs are integrated systems of real or virtual sensors, interacting through a

set of open and standardised protocols, producing data values which are subject to further

processing prior to archival and presentation to users [263]. The Sensor Web Enablement

(SWE) initiative by the Open Geospatial Consortium aims to standardise the entire sensor

web process of sensor description, sensor discovery, sensor tasking, and access of data

observed by sensors [263], for sensor systems in which the geographic location of sensors

is a critical parameter [36].

SWE defines an open infrastructure, based on web services, with which end users

can interact with a sensornet via the Internet to interact with multiple remote sensor

sources [205]. The resulting web-accessible sensornets and archived sensor data can be

discovered, accessed and, where applicable, controlled using open standard protocols and

interfaces [36]. Unlike other sensornet standardisation initiatives, SWE applies only to

the application layer. It assumes the existence of a functioning underlying infrastructure

of mote hardware, and networking protocols, of the type considered in this thesis.

SWE provides specifications for interfaces, protocols and encodings [36] as a framework

of service descriptions and XML schemas, but does not specify any implementation de-

tails. Any number of implementations of the SWE standards are possible, and all should

be able to interoperate successfully. An example is the Open Sensor Web Architecture

(OSWA) [58], which provides a middleware platform for sensornets, and is a complete

implementation of the SWE specification.

Interoperability of standardised networking protocols is of concern when connecting

two or more sensornets, or when connecting a sensornet to a dissimilar network such

as the Internet. Some argue that sensornets are unlike the Internet and hence require

specialised protocols to replace Internet Protocol (IP) [235] such as Sensornet Protocol

(SP) [67], requiring gateways for network interconnection [311]. Others argue that IP can

be successfully implemented in low-power wireless networks [271] if modified appropri-

ately. For example, the 6LoWPAN protocol is intended to carry IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4
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networks [208]. Hybrid approaches such as Tenet have been proposed [107] in which an

IP backbone connects regions in which a specialised protocol is used, analogous to the

Internet backbone connecting autonomous systems.

2.3 Energy and resource usage

An important feature of sensornets is that motes have highly restricted resource availabil-

ity, owing to the requirements for small physical size and low unit cost. Limited availability

of energy resources is particularly significant. When a mote runs out of energy it cannot

participate in the sensornet. Eventually a state is reached in which there are insufficient

active motes for the distributed application to function correctly; at this stage the en-

tire sensornet is effectively dead [146]. Sensornet designs must therefore be sufficiently

optimised to ensure correct operation for at least the specified operational lifetime.

2.3.1 Impact on sensornet lifetime

Energy awareness and energy management are themes running throughout most aspects

of sensornet design and operation. The energy resources of nodes are typically small and

cannot be replenished after deployment, so energy consumption is the most important

factor that determines sensor node lifetime [239].

Dutta and Culler [81] identify the four main ways in which sensornet nodes consume en-

ergy as being sensing, communication, computation, and storage. As each of these processes

consumes a different amount of energy for each unit of useful work, and battery-powered

sensornets have finite energy resources, it follows that the useful lifetime of sensornets is a

function of both the unit cost and usage frequency of each process type. In principle, any

energy saving is desirable. In practice, however, it is generally useful to focus attention on

the more expensive behaviours, as these may render insignificant the savings achievable

from the less expensive behaviours.

Energy consumption is the most important factor that determines sensor node life-

time [239]. Network lifetime can be extended by using radio communications more effi-

ciently, either by reconfiguring existing protocols or by creating new protocols that imply

less traffic but are functionally equivalent [281]. However, in the latter case, there exists

the requirement to prove that this functional equivalence holds true under all valid cir-

cumstances, and not merely in a handful of simplified or small-scale example scenarios.
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Attaining an appropriate level of confidence may require lengthy and expensive field trials

and the application of formal analysis methods. Where sensornets are required to perform

as safety-critical systems there may exist legal requirements or mandated standards with

which compliance is obligatory, and for which expensive compliance certification may be

necessary [37].

2.3.2 In-network energy production

If nodes could harvest or scavenge sufficient energy from their environment, network life-

time could extend indefinitely [145]. In practice this is very difficult. There are practical

limits on the amount of energy which can be extracted from the environment, owing to

the physical composition of the region and the capabilities and efficiencies of electrical

generation systems. Unless energy consumption is at least matched by energy production,

nodes will necessarily deplete their resources and eventually fail. However, even if perpet-

ual network lifetime is not possible, augmenting batteries with energy harvesting could

increase sensor node lifetime sufficiently to fulfil application requirements.

The power output of generation facilities associated with per-node energy harvesting

may vary over time. For example, it is obvious that solar cells are not effective during

nighttime. Furthermore, there is generally no means to transfer energy between nodes, so

as to balance energy reserves within a sensornet composed of motes with differing exposure

to energy sources or equipped with different energy harvesting facilities. It may be possible

to coordinate activity within a sensornet such that energy production and consumption

is balanced at each node. This may be achieved by assigning tasks to specific nodes,

scheduled to occur at specific times, using reference data on hardware platform energy

usage and collected data on energy harvesting production [153]. However, this implies

significant overhead in collecting and managing energy production data at each node, and

requires the energy cost of each task to be highly predictable.

2.3.3 Energy impact of communications activity

Wireless communication is generally the most energy-hungry aspect of sensornet operation

[86]. It follows that wireless communication represents an obvious target for optimisation,

and as such is worthy of closer attention.

Energy efficiency improvements might be achieved by improvements in hardware or

software. Possible hardware improvements include more efficient antenna designs [55],
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improved support for component idling and performance-cost balancing [108], and smart

battery technologies [171]. Modular sensornet architectures have been proposed that al-

low sensornet designers to take advantage of these advances without changing the entire

hardware platform [82]. However, if sensornet designers select off-the-shelf COTS hard-

ware, such as the popular MICA2 mote [65], there may be limited scope to alter the core

hardware platform aside from connecting additional optional modules.

In this thesis we consider only software-driven improvements at the level of network

middleware, assuming a fixed hardware platform and typical distributed sensing appli-

cation. The software configuration can readily be changed following deployment of the

sensornet into the physical environment of interest. Post hoc improvement of the mote

hardware is often impractical after the sensornet has been deployed into the field [304].

However, some hardware platforms may be reconfigurable under software control, and

hence can be modified in the field to function more efficiently.

Received signal power in sensor networks drops off rapidly with distance, as r4 due to

partial cancellation from ground ray reflection with short antenna heights [86, 235]. An

interesting consequence of this non-linear relationship is that network routes containing

many short-distance hops may be more energy-efficient than routes containing few long-

distance hops, albeit at the expense of requiring more intermediate nodes to be awake

to forward traffic [157]. Hop count, a commonly used cost metric in conventional proto-

cols like Routing Information Protocol (RIP) [123], may be inappropriate in sensornets

requiring better-suited replacements considering physical factors to be found.

Surprisingly, operating radios in idle listening mode often provides little power advan-

tage over actively transmitting or receiving, and receiving can consume more energy than

sending [239]. Observing the full potential benefit requires radio state to be managed

harmoniously with network activity.

Reducing transmission power can reduce energy consumption directly, by consuming

less energy per bit transmitted, and indirectly, by localising network activity and reducing

collisions and contention [157]. This is significant as the major source of extraneous energy

consumption is overhearing packets not intended for a given node [265].

Even small improvements in network efficiency can yield large gains in network lifetime.

Sending a single bit of information 100m may consume more energy than 1000-3000 CPU

instructions [68, 235], a cost incurred at both the sender and receiver node, and by any

intermediate nodes in multi-hop paths which may grow as the network becomes larger.
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Therefore, energy savings must be driven by energy-aware design throughout the network

stack, rather than relying on improvements in hardware technology [239].

2.3.4 Improving energy efficiency through design

Raghunathan et al. observe that energy optimisation for sensornets is complex as it

involves not only reducing the energy consumption of a single sensor node but also max-

imising the lifetime of an entire network, requiring dynamic tradeoffs between energy con-

sumption, system performance, and operational fidelity [239], yielding up to a few orders

of magnitude of improved lifetime.

Dutta and Culler [81] state that abstractions that are consistent over the diversity of

power management techniques remain elusive, but effective generic techniques exist which

can be implemented for specific subsystems, without necessarily being implemented across

the entire system. The most common techniques are identified as [81]:

Duty-cycling Cycling power to a subsystem to reduce its average energy draw.

Batching Buffering multiple operations and executing them in a burst in order to amor-

tize a high startup or overhead cost.

Hierarchy Ordering boolean operations by their energy consumption and invoking low-

energy operations before high-energy ones when the desired result is a conjunction

of the operations.

Redundancy reduction Reducing or eliminating redundancy through compression, ag-

gregation, or message suppression.

Significant energy savings can be observed by identifying low-activity periods and

rebalancing the energy-performance tradeoff, as commonly implemented when trading off

CPU clock speed against power consumption and heat production [108]. This might be

achieved by switching entire subsystems off for the majority of time, periodically switching

them to high-cost, high-performance modes to process accumulated work in batches. For

subsystems that are capable of operating at different performance levels, where lower

performance is associated with lower energy cost, these subsystems could remain active at

all times, with the sensor node operating system dynamically balancing the performance

mode against the incoming workload. The former option may be preferable if sleep states

offer a significant efficiency improvement over reduced performance states. However, the
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latter option may be necessary if time-sensitive behaviour is incompatible with batching,

for example where emergency signals must be delivered within deadlines shorter than the

subsystem state transition latency [81].

Dong [78] defines three models of energy consumption against which sensornets can

be optimised. The packet-based model assumes nodes consume energy only when trans-

mitting. Energy consumption per node is directly proportional to the number of packet

transmissions. Having fewer packet transmissions yields improved energy consumption.

However, this model is unrealistic. Significant energy is consumed by nodes when not

transmitting nodes, for example when idle. Nodes receiving packets can consume energy

at a similar rate to transmitting nodes. The time-based model assumes that energy con-

sumption per node is directly proportional to the time spent in active states. Having nodes

spend more time in sleep states yields improved energy consumption. The mixed model

combines the packet-based and time-based models. Unless sleeping, nodes consume energy

at some base rate regardless of activity, with an additional component proportional to the

number of packets received or transmitted.

2.4 Evaluating sensornets

In the broadest terms, a sensornet deployment can be considered successful if it fulfils the

requirements of the network operator. However, determining whether this is true requires a

mechanism with which to obtain appropriate measurements of the given sensornet system,

and a requirements specification against which these measurements can be compared. It

is also useful to evaluate sensornets at the design stage, to provide confidence that they

will perform adequately when deployed. This also allows the comparative evaluation of

different sensornet configurations, such that the best can be identified for selection and

the underlying relationships between controllable factors and measurable metrics can be

explored.

2.4.1 Design support

Software development for sensornet applications is currently a cumbersome and error-

prone task since it requires programming individual sensor nodes, using low-level program-

ming languages, interfacing to the hardware and the network, only supported by primitive

operating system abstractions, revealing a strong need for programming abstractions that
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simplify tasking sensor networks [248]. Römer proposes that middleware offers a solu-

tion [248]. Other significant work in improving the maturity and quality of sensornet

software development includes the definition of design patterns [105], and support for

interface contracts that can be checked both statically and dynamically [15].

Sensornet design and evaluation frequently requires simulation and emulation; large-

scale testbeds or field trials are infeasible and costly [21,280,282]. Formal analysis of typ-

ical sensornets may [136] or may not [4, 242, 246] be feasible. Regardless of feasibility, it

is rarely attempted [242]. Experimenters must determine acceptable accuracy-scalability

tradeoffs [63, 69, 243]; simulation-derived results are meaningless if simulated behaviour

does not sufficiently match real behaviour [47, 232] and are particularly sensitive to tim-

ing discrepancies [172]. Wireless communication models are usually the component with

highest computational cost [212] but the greatest source of inaccuracy [40,124,162].

Discrete event simulations are well suited to computer network simulation [20]. Sim-

ulation models [21] are constructed, similar to those used in model checking [268], and

executed in simulation engines [109]. Incorporating real application code, execution en-

vironments, hardware, network connections, or other real entities, into simulation models

yields emulation models [109], improving accuracy but harming scalability [308]. Real and

simulated entities interact directly in hybrid simulations [175,198,321].

2.4.2 Modelling sensornets

Models can be described in terms of inputs, outputs, parameters, relationships, mappings

to and from the real world, model limitations, and model reliability [258]. Prediction

systems [92] consist of mathematical models with prediction procedures for determining

unknown parameters and interpreting results. Unfortunately, required model inputs are

often not measurable or even directly observable, in any useful engineering sense [258].

Paulk paraphrases Box; All models are wrong; some models are useful [228]. Models

are an abstraction of reality [258] or an abstract representation of an object [92]. Models

cannot provide perfect representations of real entities, but can be close enough to yield

meaningful and useful results. Calibration significantly improves model accuracy, but

models derived solely from post-hoc analysis of particular data sets perform poorly [92].

Models should undergo both theoretical and empirical evaluation before considering results

trustworthy [258].

Models may be designed specifically for each system, or fixed models reused for classes
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of similar systems [92]. Translation between different models of a given system is frequently

problematic and subjective, but useful results are possible if models display tolerable cor-

respondence [119].

Govindan et al. [110] argue that sensornets require novel data-centric routing mecha-

nisms and reconsideration of traditional network and database interface layering. Govin-

dan [110] states it might be necessary to collapse layers or selectively break abstraction

boundaries for efficiency or robustness reasons because communication using [sensor node]

radios requires significantly more energy than computation. Their reasons for breaking ab-

stractions and strict layering are laudable and understandable, and not without precedent;

consider multi-layer network switching [251].

However, we should be cautious when discarding notions of abstraction and indirection

found critically important elsewhere in Computer Science; separation of a system into

relatively independent modules with clearly defined interfaces is a hallmark of good design

[255]. Another interpretation, contradictory to Govindan [110], is that existing research

has not yet discovered a suitable model or set of abstractions for reused across components,

applications and networks, and which is sufficiently robust and efficient.

Traditional layered network models include the OSI model [343] and the TCP/IP model

[91]. Govindan [110] modifies the OSI model, proposing a sensornet model with layers for

hardware devices, radio and MAC, packet delivery, local signal processing, data-centric

routing, collaborative event processing, and applications. Tilak [300] defines a higher-level,

unlayered sensornet model of network architecture, performance metrics, communication

patterns and mechanisms, data delivery, and network dynamics. Akyildiz [7] extends the

OSI model with orthogonal planes of power management, mobility, and task management,

representing issues cutting across all network layers. An obvious omission of these models

is modelling of the environment in which the sensornet resides, including the physical

phenomena to be measured by sensor nodes and other factors which are not to be measured

but will nevertheless influence the operation of the network [7, 174].

Shenker models sensornet data as [257]:

• Observations: Single, raw, low-level sensor readings.

• Events: Constellations of related observations of defined event type.

• Web of events: Hierarchy of events, some defined in terms of other events.

• Event notifications: Messages describing events. omitting raw observations.
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• Tasks: Instructions to nodes describing required data gathering.

• Actions: Activities undertaken by nodes upon detecting events.

• Queries: User or application requests to elicit event information.

Nested queries allow nodes receiving primary queries to issue secondary queries, allowing

greater abstraction in end-user queries [75,125].

2.4.3 Simulation

Simulation offers an environment in which experiments are perfectly repeatable and per-

fectly controllable. This is generally impossible in real world experiments, and is par-

ticularly acute in sensornet research where experiments must consider interaction with

non-network entities. Anastasi et al. [12] state that simulation is clearly a better choice

than experiments when considering large networks, as controlling large testbeds is very

hard, and also state that most of the research on ad hoc networks has been carried out

by adopting simulation and analytical approaches only. It should also be noted that the

publications in which the TTL Bounded Gossip (TBG) [217] and Implicit Geographic For-

warding (IGF) [120] protocols are introduced and described rely heavily on simulation. It

is therefore appropriate to use simulation in analysing and comparing these protocols, as

implemented in chapters 3 and 4.

Investigators must determine acceptable accuracy-scalability tradeoffs [243]; simulation-

derived results are meaningless if simulated behaviour does not sufficiently match real

behaviour [232] and are particularly sensitive to timing discrepancies [172]. Wireless com-

munication models are usually the component with highest computational cost [212] but

represent the greatest source of inaccuracy [162].

Discrete event simulators are well suited to computer network simulation [20]. Sim-

ulation models [21] are constructed, similar to those used in model checking [268], and

executed in simulation engines [109]. Incorporating real application code, execution en-

vironments, hardware, network connections, or other real entities, into simulation models

yields emulation models [109], improving accuracy but harming scalability [308]. Real and

simulated entities interact directly in hybrid simulations [175].

Numerous sensornet-relevant simulators and emulators exist. Unfortunately, no cur-

rent examples offer total accuracy or reach desired scalability. TOSSIM offers cycle-

accurate low-level emulation of Berkeley motes running TinyOS but very simplistic net-
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work modelling [179]. More detailed modelling might be required where observable phe-

nomena are very sensitive to minor variation in network conditions [162].

ns-2, the predominant network simulator in sensornet research [40, 179], uses highly-

detailed network models [40] but is single-threaded [128] and scales only to around 100

simulated nodes [154,212]. Much of the popularity of ns-2 can be attributed to the breadth

of reusable libraries and protocol models developed by numerous researchers. However,

the complexity stemming from this lack of focus and the underlying architecture can make

working with or extending ns-2 time-consuming and difficult [128]. ns-2 was not origi-

nally designed for wireless network simulation, support for which must be added through

extensions [40], and achieving highly realistic simulation results may require careful tuning

of simulation models to a specific physical environment [142].

J-Sim [267] offers similar facilities to ns-2, also providing a component model which

can be scripted and customised through the Tcl language. J-Sim is less widely used than

ns-2 but better suited to sensornet simulation as it was designed for this purpose, and

has more detailed support for modelling physical environments and network-environment

interaction. It also offers limited multithreading support within a single processing host.

The high computation cost of network simulation might be addressed by task paralleli-

sation. Interentity communication across parallel simulation hosts [246] may negate some

benefit of additional processors by Amdahl’s Law [11, 302]. However, this is not to say

that parallel processing has no role to play, merely that care must be taken to ensure that

simulator designs work harmoniously with the characteristics of a given target parallel

processing environment.

GloMoSim exploits parallel execution by multithreaded simulation, scaling to 10000

simulated nodes across 10 processors [340]. However, to achieve this scale GloMoSim

consolidates many independent entities of the simulated system into single compound

entities, necessarily sacrificing low-level accuracy for performance. However, as the number

of processors increases, so does the overhead in dividing the problem and then recombining

the separate elements. Interentity communication across parallel simulation hosts [246]

negates the benefit of additional processors in network simulation [302] as a consequence

of Amdahl’s Law [11]. Simulating sensornet-scale networks of millions of nodes requires

entity-concatenation [20] and layer-concatenation [40,241] to reduce the memory footprint

[47], further sacrificing simulation accuracy.

Lehnert et al. propose a three-tier development strategy composed of simulation, emu-
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lation and deployment on real mobile devices [175]. Evaluating self-organising applications

for multihop ad-hoc networks may require more mobile devices than are available, or be

impractical. Rather than attempt to build these large testbeds, a hybrid approach is pro-

posed. Initial evaluation is performed by pure simulation. When the design is thought

sufficiently stable, evaluation moves to hybrid simulation mixing cooperating real and

simulated devices, and thence to a pure hardware stage for final design evaluation. A con-

sistent programming interface and design model is maintained throughout these stages.

Although useful, simulation is not perfect. Simulation remains useful, however, where

other approaches are impractical. The models of systems are abstractions of the real sys-

tems; inaccurate or incomplete models may give misleading results. Higher fidelity mod-

elling and simulation tends to imply reduced simulation speed [147], implying a tradeoff

between acceptable accuracy and performance. Furthermore, each simulation instance

represents a single path through state space. Even large numbers of simulation instances

generally cannot guarantee to cover all valid paths, and therefore may not identify some

behaviours. Model checking approaches, by contrast, can guarantee coverage of all valid

paths through state space, and explicitly identify when defined correctness criteria are

violated in sensornet systems [218].

2.4.4 Formal analysis

When exploring the behaviour of a system it is possible to apply either analytical tech-

niques to a formal model of the system, or simulative analysis in which experiments are

performed with a simulation model of the system, or some combination of the two. Hybrid

approaches have been proposed which combine elements of both model checking and simu-

lation, utilising a shared system model. However, this approach assumes that a reasonable

formal model of the system can be constructed. There is some debate as to whether this

is [136] or is not [242] currently feasible for typical sensornets.

The most common usage of model checking in sensornet research is to verify the correct-

ness of protocols [25] rather than to evaluate protocol performance, or behaviour within

complete network systems. However, model checking is prone to state space explosion

problems which render the required computation effort infeasibly large for problems of re-

alistic scale. For example, a worst-case network lifetime evaluation considered networks of

between 4-11 nodes [207], which are orders of magnitude smaller than systems containing

thousands to millions of nodes expected of sensornets in the foreseeable future [7].
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Ploennigs et al. [233] propose a hybrid approach in which a formal model of the system

is defined for use in analytical techniques and from which simulation models are automat-

ically generated for simulative analysis. Acknowledging that setting up the formal models

is often difficult and time-consuming, an automated network model building approach

is defined which exploits information from existing design tool databases which specify

an abstract functional view. However, this approach implicitly assumes that these design

tool databases contain the required information, which is not necessarily true for all design

tools. If this assumption does not hold, the effort expended in adding this information to

the design database may not be less than that required to construct the models by hand.

Sobeih et al. [268] extended the J-Sim simulator [267] by integrating a model checking

framework, but without removing the existing simulation capability. Protocol-specific

abstractions were implemented which significantly reduced the size of the state space in

the protocol under consideration. Although these protocol-specific optimisations were

successful in reducing execution time to an acceptable level, they lack generality and must

be designed and implemented for each protocol. Furthermore, although the extended J-

Sim enables reuse of simulation models and simulator code, there is no real integration

between simulation and model checking; the model is evaluated by one method or the

other.

A prototyping framework, based on the Prototype Verification System (PVS) theorem

prover, aims to assist protocol designers [30]. An iterative prototyping phase is used to

gain informal confidence in a protocol. A formal protocol definition is obtained by refining

a set of general formal PVS models, reusing an extensible set of executable communica-

tions primitives. Simulation code is automatically generated from the formal definition.

Executing this simulation code may or may not reveal defects in the protocol. The ob-

servation of incorrect behaviour indicates the existence of defects; the formal definition is

amended, and the simulation repeated. However, the absence of observed incorrect be-

haviour does not prove that no defect exists. When simulation reveals no further defects,

the correctness properties are checked by analysing the formal definition with a theorem

prover. Again, there is no real integration between simulation and model checking beyond

the reuse of the system model. However, unlike the extended J-Sim [268] this is a formal

model and hence is better suited to describing formal properties.
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2.5 Routing protocols

Routing is the set of activities through which paths are obtained through networks for

the flow of data between producers and consumers. Traditional data routing mechanisms

ignore the content of data, blindly forwarding packets from node to node. Although nec-

essary for general-purpose networks, application-specific networks such as sensornets can

exploit awareness of data flow content to enable various optimisations and cost reduction

strategies.

2.5.1 Routing packets in sensornets

Layered network models such as OSI [343] and TCP/IP [91] abstract the routing mecha-

nism from other network elements. In small fully connected networks, it may be appro-

priate to manage all routing activity at the Data Link Layer. In larger, more complex

networks, the routing mechanism operates at the Network Layer to discover, and option-

ally maintain, multi-hop routes between sources and sinks. Scalability is a major concern,

particularly for large networks; the algorithmic and storage costs often grow as the square

(or worse) of the number of nodes [231].

Karp and Kung [156] note that the dominant factors in the scaling of a routing algo-

rithm are the rate of change of the topology, and the number of routers in the routing

domain. Sensornets typically contain large numbers of nodes, each of which is a router,

assembled into an ad-hoc network with rapidly changing topology. Scalability is therefore

likely to be a significant factor in the design and evaluation of a suitable routing algorithm.

Most routing approaches for ad-hoc networks assume that the rate of topology change is

not high enough to make flooding the only alternative and not low enough to make the

traditional routing algorithms effective [80].

Protocols found to work well in traditional wired networks may not work equally

well when transferred to a wireless network. For example, Biaz et al. [32] evaluated

the performance of TCP in wireless ad-hoc networks, finding that TCP’s inability to

distinguish packet loss from link failures from losses caused by congestion, resulting in low

network utilisation caused by transmission rate reductions in the absence of congestion.

Observed network throughput fell to around 40% of expected throughput when a stable

network topology was transformed into an unstable network topology by allowing nodes

to move.

Krishnamachari defines address-centric and data-centric routing, and discuss how the
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application designer selects the most appropriate [163]:

• Address-centric routing : Each source independently sends data along the shortest

path based on the route that the queries took (“end-to-end routing”)

• Data-centric routing : Sources send data to the sink, but routing nodes en-route look

at the content of the data and perform some form of aggregation or consolidation

function on data originating at multiple sources.

Krishnamachari [163] considers data-centric routing to be synonymous with aggrega-

tion, although it could be argued that it is not necessary to aggregate or otherwise modify

data in transit in order to make routing decisions based on the content of the data. Tradi-

tional network protocols generally ignore packet payload, utilising only metadata contained

in packet headers in routing decisions [91]. Data packets generated by lower network stack

layers may be wrapped as payload within higher layer packets. Under this model, network

routers never consider packet payload in routing decision-making, passively forwarding

data through the network unexamined and unmodified.

Content-based routing [46] offers another approach to routing data within networks.

The fundamental concept of content-based routing is different to that of address-centric

routing, in which routing decisions are obtained by applying a set of rules to logical or

physical addressing metadata, obtained explicitly from packet headers or implicitly from

packet broadcast details. Under the content-based routing paradigm, routing decisions

are obtained by applying a set of rules to the data payload of each packet; no metadata

is used. The ultimate destination of message packets is unknown and undefined at the

producer, and is instead determined by potential consumers expressing an interest in

receiving messages fulfilling some specified criteria.

There are some similarities between content-based routing and data-centric routing as

described by Krishnamachari [163]. The network paths followed by packets are implied

by packet content. An application-specific association exists between the producers of

a given type of labelled data, and the consumers which express an interest in receiving

data of this type. However, there also exist important differences. Content-based routing

approaches do not attempt to aggregate multiple data streams derived from multiple

sources; each packet is routed individually toward potential consumers. The content of

packets is inspected, but not modified, by the routing mechanism. Whereas data-centric

routing mechanisms generally connect multiple data sources to a single data sink [140],
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a multicast content-based routing approach generally connects a single data source to

multiple data sinks [45].

The Context and Content-Based Routing protocol (CCBR) [66] is a content-based rout-

ing protocol for sensornets. A receiver-based approach to routing is implemented. Upon

receiving a packet, each candidate relay node decides autonomously whether to forward

this packet to one or more neighbours. The decision is independent of the packet sender,

using a probabilistic scheme to limit redundant transmissions by favouring retransmission

by nodes located further from the previous relay.

Each node collaborates loosely with its neighbours to distribute and maintain knowl-

edge of the interests and locations of data sinks within the network. This collaboration

with neighbours also enables the context-aware aspect of CCBR. Rather than require data

interests to be expressed in absolute terms, data sinks can instead express interests in data

which exhibit some property relative to other related data [66]. For example, a sensor-

net user may be interested in identifying geographic regions that are warmer than their

surroundings, but without knowledge of the average temperature.

A key advantage of CCBR [66] over protocols such as Directed Diffusion [140] is

that node mobility and population dynamics are addressed specifically in protocol de-

sign. Changes in network composition and data sink interests are reflected immediately

in node behaviour, without the overhead of route repair mechanisms or the requirement

to update all nodes participating in a data flow.

Active network routers examine and potentially modify passing data flows, thereby

implementing part of the application [298]. All sensornet nodes are routers sharing re-

sponsibility for distributed application processing, so sensornets are active networks. Ac-

tive networks may separate the distribution of data from the distribution of processing

instructions to routers, or combine these with hybrid data-instruction packets called cap-

sules. Router instructions may modify packet payload data, or simply instruct routers

how to interpret payload data in routing decisions. For example, specific routers could

be instructed to apply matching rules to packet payloads, determining next-hop by which

rules hold true without changing packet payloads. Alternatively, more complex instruc-

tions could implement in-network processing of various types such as Krishnamachari’s

proposed aggregation [163].

Krishnamachari [163] considers three data production scenarios:

1. All sources send completely different information (no redundancy): Both address-
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centric and data-centric algorithms will incur the same number of transmissions; no

aggregation is possible.

2. All sources send identical information (complete redundancy): Address-centric rout-

ing can be more efficient than data-centric routing, if the sink observes that duplicate

information is arriving and issues an instruction to all but one of the sources to cease.

However, this assumes much about the network and the application.

3. Sources send information with some intermediate, non-deterministic, level of redun-

dancy : Address-centric routing can perform no better than data-centric routing,

which reduces the overall number of transmissions by aggregating data.

It is evident that the choice of address-centric or data-centric routing is dependent on the

nature of the network application; there is no single best choice for all scenarios. However,

Krishnamachari et al. note that data aggregation, and hence data-centric routing, is a

particularly useful paradigm for wireless routing in sensor networks as this can eliminate

redundancy and minimise transmissions, thereby conserving precious energy resources.

2.5.2 Sensornet routing protocols

Virtually any computer network protocol could be implemented in a sensornet. However,

owing to the characteristics of sensornets, some protocols are better suited than others to

this environment. Lightweight protocols are generally favoured as small, low-cost mote

hardware platforms have extreme resource constraints. Motes may not have globally

unique identifiers [216], and it is reasonable to expect that the sensornet continues to

function adequately following the failure of any individual mote. It follows that stateless

protocols are better able to cope with an unreliable mote population, and low-complexity

protocols may consume fewer resources. Advantageously, this also makes it more feasible

for experimenters to gain an understanding of protocol behaviour in a given sensornet.

Tilak et al. [300] observe that, although sensornets are ad hoc networks, generic ad hoc

routing protocols will generally not be good candidates for selection in this context because

they commonly ignore power conservation, ignore routing table growth as networks grow,

focus on end-to-end communications, assume globally unique node identification, and lack

support for cooperative information dissemination required for in-network processing.

Stateful routing protocols require nodes to maintain at least partial knowledge of the

network topology upon which to base routing decisions, whereas stateless protocols do
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not. Maintaining routing knowledge incurs substantial expense in signalling traffic, power

consumption and storage at each node [249]. This overhead may be justified by reduced

latency as protocols can immediately make appropriate routing decisions. Simple flooding-

derived protocols are stateless as decisions are independent of network topology [116].

Many geographic protocols are stateless as routing decisions are based on spatial, rather

than logical, network structure, though some state information may be used to work

around network voids [120]. Proactive protocols are stateful, and maintain partial network

topology knowledge in advance of need. Reactive protocols are also stateful, but acquire

network topology knowledge as and when required, perhaps caching this for future use.

The mechanism for routing information exchange is orthogonal to the subsequent use

of this information in routing decisions. Most packet-centric routing algorithms with state-

ful nodes use either the Distance-Vector or Link-State approach [224]. Distance-Vector

algorithms require nodes to maintain routing tables containing all known destinations,

and for each destination a set of candidate routes. Each route is defined as a tuple of

next hop node and associated cost. Nodes periodically broadcast their complete or par-

tial routing tables to neighbours, which merge this knowledge with their own. Cost is

often measured in hop count, though other options include bandwidth, load delay and reli-

ability [79]. Link-State algorithms store considerably more information in routing tables.

Each node periodically floods link state advertisements throughout the network, each de-

scribing possible connectivity between the originating node and its neighbours. Recipients

merge incoming knowledge with their own link state database.

Both Distance-Vector and Link-State algorithms can create routing loops. Link-State

routing loops are short-lived and disappear within the time for packets to traverse the

network diameter [224], but Distance-Vector routing loops may be long-lived. Various

techniques exist to reduce Distance-Vector routing loops [79], such as split horizon sup-

pressing nodes advertising routes back to neighbours from which they learned the route,

and poisoned reverse to advertise such reverse routes with an unreachable infinite cost.

These approaches generally attempt to find low-cost routes using links of fixed cost,

rather than attacking the link cost itself. Minimum transmitted energy protocols select

least-cost routes using the average energy consumed in transmitting packets between node

pairs as the link cost [51]. Maximum lifetime energy routing protocols extend minimum

transmitted energy protocols by introducing remaining node energy to the link cost func-

tion [51]. Maximum lifetime data gathering protocols implement energy load-balancing
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across nodes [151]. Energy-Aware QoS Routing Protocol finds least-cost paths conforming

to given end-to-end latency requirements [5].

A rich and diverse set of sensornet routing protocols have been proposed in the litera-

ture and implemented in industry. It is impractical to assess each extant protocol as too

many exist; a comprehensive survey can be found in [7, 155, 336]. We therefore consider

representative examples from the major classes of sensornet routing protocol.

2.5.2.1 Packet centric routing by network flooding

In classic flooding, a node wishing to send a packet broadcasts into the shared wireless

medium. Each neighbour receives a copy, and then rebroadcasts the packet to its neigh-

bours unless it has previously broadcast the same packet. Flooding converges when each

node has received the packet, which occurs in O(d) rounds in network diameter d [165].

Unbounded flooded messages can easily cover the entire network [116] which is wasteful if

the source and destination are physically close.

Flooding is utilised by most non-geographical routing protocols [116]. Where the

topology of a network changes very rapidly, it may not be possible for more sophisticated

routing algorithms to react quickly enough to maintain up-to-date routing information.

In these situations, flooding may be the only feasible routing strategy [148,224].

Under ideal conditions, a flooded packet would ripple outward from the source in an

orderly, uniform circle until all nodes had received at least one copy. However, despite

its appealing simplicity [165], counterintuitively complex behaviour is frequently observed

[102] owing to coupling and interactions between protocol stack layers and components. In

particular, the Physical and Data Link layers induce non-uniform unpredictable behaviour

which may leave some nodes or regions untouched. Broadcast storms [217] are particularly

problematic with significant redundant broadcasts, contention, collisions, and high energy

consumption, and may result in significant power consumption and possibly a network

meltdown [121].

In experiments in a 185-node network [102], 5-15% of links were asymmetric with the

proportion growing significantly with increasing distance at low power levels. Four types

of unexpected behaviour were observed:

Straggler : Node that misses a transmission, even though it would be expected to receive

a packet with high probability.
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Backward Link : Link in which the recipient of the flood is closer to the base station

than the transmitter.

Long Link : Link that is significantly longer than expected at given transmit power level.

Clustering : Number of nodes attached to a single point on the data gathering tree.

Counterintuitively, increasing radio transmit power does not necessarily improve per-

formance [102]. With increasing power, the time taken to cover a given network proportion

tends to decrease, but the time taken for the final 5% of nodes to receive the message was

equal to the time for the preceeding 95%. Surprisingly, increasing transmit power increases

the number of hidden terminals. Collisions are increased at the beginning of the flood,

leaving pockets of stragglers and hence a larger number of backward links generated as

the flood “rebounds”. It follows that the simplistic strategy of increasing transmit power

does not work, suggesting more sophisticated approaches are required.

Ni et al. [217] suggest that network composition and configuration influences the fre-

quency and intensity of these effects, and thus offers a means of limited control. For exam-

ple, multiple rebroadcasts of packets can be employed, with each rebroadcast increasing

coverage but by rapidly diminishing amounts. An initial rebroadcast will yield anywhere

between 0-61% increased coverage, falling to a maximum of 41% in the next rebroadcast.

When the number of rebroadcasts is greater than 4, additional coverage will be below

0.05% in each case and additional broadcasts are hence of little utility. Contention grows

quickly with host density. If multiple nodes have overlapping wireless communications

coverage, all will attempt to begin rebroadcasting upon receiving a packet simultaneously,

often resulting in all experiencing contention. Where two nodes attempt to rebroadcast,

the probability of contention is approximately 59%. The probability is over 80% with 6

or more nodes with overlapping communications coverage.

GOSSIP protocols extend flooding by implementing probabilistic rebroadcast [217].

Upon receiving a packet, each node independently decides whether it will be rebroadcast

with probability p, or silently dropped with probability 1 − p [253]. Only probabilistic

performance guarantees and analyses are possible; unless p = 0 or p = 1, in a perfect

network, no deterministic guarantees of delivery are possible. For p ∈ [0, 1], p ̸= 0, p ̸= 1,

gossiping displays bimodal behaviour, in that in almost all executions of the algorithm

either hardly any nodes receive the message, or most of them do [116]; values of p ∈

[0.6, 0.8] often, but not always, ensures most nodes receive most packets. Appropriate
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gossip probability selection is generally difficult, and may need to vary across nodes and

time [169].

The existence of this phase transition phenomenon is contested by Sasson et al. [253],

who suggest that bimodal behaviour as predicted by percolation theory is not observed in

real networks in which packet collisions, packet loss and contention can occur. Instead,

the success rate curve tends to become linear for networks of low average node degree,

the number of possible communication partners, and tends to resemble a bell curve for

networks of high average node degree.

Any protocol based on or utilising flooding can be modified to instead use a gossiping

approach. Haas et al. [116] replaced flooding with gossiping in AODV and ZRP to yield

AODV+G and ZRP+G. With network simulations of networks as small as 150 nodes,

message traffic was reduced by up to 35% in AODV+G. No comparable figures were

supplied for ZRP+G, but it is stated that this showed significant improvement in all

performance metrics. On the other hand, the routes produced by the gossiping variants

may be longer than those produced by the standard flooding variants. Also, probabilistic

gossiping is non-deterministic; for example, arbitrary repeats of route discovery attempts

may be required if probabilistic flooding fails to include the destination.

Epidemic Routing, as implemented by the Epidemic Routing Protocol (ERP) [307],

extends flooding. Nodes have a bounded packet buffer; for a given packet, any node

possessing a copy is a carrier. When a communication channel between any pair of nodes

becomes available, they exchange one or more randomly selected packets, perhaps dropping

existing carried packets to make space. Eventually, the packet may reach its destination.

ERP does not assume a connected path ever exists between packet source and sink, and

carriers of packets tend to remain as such for some time, allowing successful delivery

where temporary network partitions occur. However, packets may be lost if buffers are

not sufficiently large to contain all packets in transit at any given time, which is unrealistic

for resource-constrained sensornets.

Other flooding variants include counter-bounded, distance-based and location-based

types [217]. Energy-aware gossiping variants exist, which turn nodes off at random [133]

to exploit the fact that overhearing irrelevant communications is a major source of energy

consumption [265]. The physical topology of the sensornet strongly influences energy

consumption [339], as exploited by the Smart GOSSIP variant [169].
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Parameter DSDV CGSR WRP

Time complexity (link ad-
dition/failure)

O(d) O(d) O(h)

Communication complexity
(link addition/failure)

O(x = N) O(x = N) O(x = N)

Loop-free Yes Yes Yes (not instanta-
neous)

Number of tables per node 2 2 4
Frequency of update trans-
missions

Periodically and as
needed

Periodically Periodically and as
needed

Updates transmitted to Neighbours Neighbours and clus-
ter head

Neighbours

Routing metric Shortest path Shortest path Shortest path
Critical nodes No Yes (cluster head) No
Multicast support No No No

Table 2.1: Complexity characteristics of proactive routing protocols

2.5.2.2 Table-driven proactive routing

Dynamic destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [229] is among the earliest and

most widely referenced proactive routing protocols for ad-hoc networks. DSDV is based

on the Distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm [209] and attempts to find the shortest

path, defined as smallest number of hops, through a graph representing a network. DSDV

convergence is slow [209]; sequence numbers attached to routing table broadcasts reduce

rather than remove the risk of stale routing data propagation. Routing table flux is

damped by delaying advertisement of new routes, reducing convergence time [224].

Unlike many protocols, DSDV can work with layer 2 (Data Link Layer) or layer 3

(Network Layer) addresses [224]. For sensornets with non-hierarchical address structures

this could be advantageous, as routing could be tightly coupled with Data Link Layer

functions for efficiency, albeit at the expense of reducing protocol modularity. However,

flat addressing schemes lead to substantial routing table overhead communicating topology

updates, growing as O(n2) in node count [230].

Royer et al. [249] compare the complexity characteristics of several proactive routing

protocols in table 2.1, where d=network diameter, h=height of routing tree, x=nodes af-

fected by topology change, and N=number of nodes in network. The protocols considered

are DSDV [229], CGSR [53], and WRP [209].

From table 2.1 neither DSDV, CGSR or WRP is optimal in all criteria. CGSR extends

DSDV and is therefore similar in some aspects. As time and communication complexity is

similar for each, protocol selection must consider other factors. WRP is not immediately

loop-free unlike DSDV/CGSR, but avoids the counting-to-infinity problem [91] in which

two nodes repeatedly exchange route information, increasing the metric with each itera-
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tion. WRP requires 4 routing tables per node whereas DSDV and CGSR require only 2,

of smaller total size, suggesting a poor fit for resource-constrained sensornets, but routing

table broadcasts contain only topology changes rather than complete tables and are thus

smaller.

WRP is superior to DSDV/CGSR if energy and bandwidth minimisation is more im-

portant than per-node storage cost minimisation; in sensornets, the former is more likely

than the latter. Selecting between DSDV and CGSR depends on network size; CGSR

scales better in large networks, but energy cost is uneven across the node population.

Poor scalability of DSDV, with periodic update overhead growing as O(n2) in network

size, may preclude large networks functioning at all, whereas CGSR may work at the

expense of some nodes failing before others.

2.5.2.3 On-demand reactive routing

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing is a pure on-demand route acqui-

sition algorithm; nodes that do not lie on active paths neither maintain any routing

information nor participate in periodic routing table exchanges [230]. Route acquisition

consists of several stages:

1. Reverse path setup. A route request is flooded through the network, restricted by a

expanding ring specified by packet TTL to minimise the flooding scope. Each node

records the address of the first neighbour from which the route request was received,

implicitly setting up the reverse path. Each node maintains a routing table for

destinations of current routes, the entries of which timeout if not used.

2. Forward path setup. A route reply is forwarded from the destination to the source by

unicast, establishing the forward path. This route reply does not contain the route

itself; this information is distributed among the nodes, and the reply just indicates

that the route exists.

3. Path maintenance. If a broken link is encountered in routing, the source is informed

and must reinitiate the route discovery process.

AODV always favours newer routes over older routes, even if older routes are shorter

[70], potentially inducing suboptimal route selection. In simulation it was found that per-

formance, measured as packet delivery success proportion and latency, decreases substan-

tially as the network grows. This effect became noticeable between the 100- and 500-node
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Parameter AODV DSR TORA ABR SSA

Time complexity (initiali-
sation)

O(2d) O(2d) O(2d) O(d + z) O(d + z)

Time complexity (postfail-
ure)

O(2d) O(2d) O(2d) O(l + z) O(l + z)

Communication complexity
(initialisation)

O(2N) O(2N) O(2N) O(N + y) O(N + y)

Communication complexity
(postfailure)

O(2N) O(2N) O(2x) O(x + y) O(x + y)

Periodic beacons No No No Yes Yes
Multiple routes No Yes Yes No No
Node route maintenance Route table Route

cache
Route table Route table Route table

Routing metric Freshest,
shortest
path

Shortest
path

Shortest
path

Associativity,
shortest
path

Associativity,
stability

Multicast support Yes No No No No

Table 2.2: Complexity characteristics of reactive routing protocols

sizes [230], primarily because of a greatly increased level of collisions. These collisions were

a result of more nodes per unit area, a greater number of protocol control messages, and

longer paths causing a greater likelihood for collisions during the hop-by-hop forwarding.

Royer et al. [249] compare the complexity characteristics of several reactive routing pro-

tocols in table 2.2, where d=network diameter, l=diameter of network segment, y=total

number of nodes in directed path, and z=diameter of directed path. The protocols con-

sidered are AODV [230], DSR [148], TORA [224], ABR [303], and SSA [80].

Examining time and communication complexity details in table 2.2, two groups of

protocols emerge; the associativity-based protocols ABR and SSA, and the associativity-

ignoring protocols AODV, DSR and TORA.

Within the associativity-based group, the main difference is that SSA considers link

stability and ABR does not. Links in sensornets are unlikely to be stable owing to unpre-

dictable wireless environments, unreliable nodes, and power management policies switch-

ing off communication modules, suggesting that SSA is unlikely to perform well.

Within the associativity-ignoring protocol group, only AODV supports multicast; if

required, AODV is the automatic choice. DSR broadcasts full routing tables whereas

AODV distributes this information among neighbouring nodes; DSR may have greater

routing overhead and scale less effectively in large networks than AODV. However, DSR

can operate with unidirectional links commonly found in sensornets, whereas AODV can-

not. TORA and DSR support multiple routes, unlike AODV, but there are few other

reasons to select TORA over AODV.
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2.5.2.4 Geographical routing

Geographical routing protocols exploit the physical network topology, rather than the log-

ical network topology employed by non-geographical protocols. The physical distribution

of nodes, and their communication capabilities, implies the potential connectivity of each

node to neighbouring nodes. It follows that the set of nodes with which a given node can

communicate is a superset of those nodes with which communication is permitted under

any possible logical network structure overlaid on the physical network. Some protocols

require nodes to know their absolute location, whereas others require only that nodes know

the relative location of their neighbours. Knowledge of physical location is not unreason-

able in sensornets, in which physical location data must be known in any case to label the

data collected from the physical environment.

In the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) protocol [156], routing decisions

compare the geographic position of routers against the stated geographic position of packet

sinks. In addition to knowing its own location, each node learns the location of each

neighbouring node but does not distribute this information throughout the network. GPSR

scales better than non-geographical proactive and reactive protocols, as routing table size

is independent of total network size and depends only on local node density.

To determine the most appropriate next hop for a given packet, GPSR consults its

table of neighbour locations. A greedy routing decision is made in the first instance. The

locally optimal choice of next hop is the neighbour geographically closest to the packet’s

destination. Nodes need only know their approximate geographical location, but more

accurate knowledge tends to give better routing decisions in dense networks.

In some network topologies there exist regions in which greedy forwarding is impossible;

packets must temporarily move away from the destination to circumnavigate voids before

heading toward the destination again. Where packets arrive at non-destination nodes with

no neighbouring nodes closer to the destination, greedy mode is swapped for perimeter

mode, applying the right-hand rule to traverse the graph. Routing switches back to greedy

mode as soon as possible, when the packet is geographically closer to the destination than

the node where greedy mode initially failed.

The Implicit Geographic Forwarding (IGF) protocol [120] also selects from the set of

next hop relay candidates by considering geographical information. However, the next

hop is selected by comparing angles rather than distances. This is advantageous if nodes

are not equipped with accurate positioning equipment, such as Global Positioning System
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(GPS) hardware. Estimating neighbour distance, perhaps by measuring received signal

strength, may be inaccurate and prone to error from a changing radio environment. Esti-

mating neighbour angle can be more accurate, either by scanning with steerable directional

antennas, or by comparing relative signal strength across an array of directional antennas.

A three-phase handshaking mechanism is employed in relay selection. Assume packet

p currently resides at node N but is destined for node D. N broadcasts a short Request

To Send (RTS) packet. All m neighbours Mi = M1 . . .Mm in communication range of

N receive the RTS, and calculate the angle θi = ∠MiND. If θi ≤ θt, a threshold angle

to restrict the set of relay candidates, node Mi transmits a short Clear To Send (CTS)

packet containing θi. N waits for some time q to collect θi values, after which the node

Mi with the lowest θi value is selected as the relay. N transmits packet p in time r, with

the identity of the selected relay Mi in the header. Nodes for which θi > θt can switch

off radios to conserve energy for time q + r after calculating θi. Nodes for which θi ≤ θt

listen for the transmission of packet p; all such nodes not selected as the relay can switch

off radios to conserve energy for time r. Only the single selected relay must remain active

to receive data while N transmits the complete packet p.

As network node density increases, the shortest possible network path between any two

points is an increasingly good approximation to a straight line between those points, the

latter being the optimal solution [88]. It is assumed that short, straight paths are desir-

able, as they imply fewer hops; this tends to deliver packets with reduced latency, energy

cost, and wireless medium utilisation [120]. IGF employs a similar void circumnavigation

mechanism to that used by GPSR.

The locally optimal greedy relay selection is not guaranteed to be globally optimal.

Assume a network of reasonable density such that at least two candidate relays X and

Y exist. Assume |NY | < |NX| such that X is near the maximum communication range

of N and Y is very close to N , but ∠XND > ∠Y ND. IGF will always select Y as the

next hop relay, whereas X is the globally superior choice as necessarily |DX| < |DY |.

This can lead to suboptimal route selection with a greater than necessary number of

hops. However, in a network of near-uniform density, it is unlikely that this locally greedy

approach produces routes that are significantly worse on average than a hypothetical

globally optimal approach.

Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [331] is an adaptive fidelity protocol rather than

a routing protocol. It exploits geographic information to identify sets of nodes which are
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near-equivalent from a routing perspective. Routing redundancy is correlated with denser

node deployment regions in which many node-node communication pairings are possible.

All but the minimum number required to maintain a constant level of routing fidelity are

switched off, reducing energy consumption without harming connectivity or performance.

Modified AODV and DSR show 40-60% energy consumption reduction in trials.

2.5.2.5 Real-time routing

Sensornets are inherently real-time systems owing to necessary interaction with their phys-

ical environment through sensors and actuators. Hard real-time guarantees are difficult to

achieve in the context of unpredictable wireless communication environments and nodes

based on unreliable hardware platforms. However, soft real-time guarantees are achiev-

able. He et al. [121] opine that end-to-end deadline miss ratio is the most important

metric for sensornets with soft real-time requirements, and that routing protocols using

only local network information without flooding perform better in this metric as networks

become more congested.

The SPEED protocol [121] provides per-hop delay guarantees by applying a distributed

feedback control scheme within a geographic routing strategy. It supports three types of

real-time communication services; real-time unicast, real-time area-multicast and real-

time area-anycast. End-to-end delay is proportional to the source-destination physical

distance. Each node requires knowledge of only immediate neighbours, minimising storage

overhead. SPEED requires periodic beacons, with associated energy cost and network

overhead, containing geographic location and receive delay as the round-trip time for a

given neighbour to acknowledge previous beacons.

SPEED [121] is a stateless non-deterministic geographic forwarding algorithm. Packet

relays are selected using only local information. Packets are dropped only when no down-

stream node can support the single-hop delay guarantee. The forwarding candidate set,

X, of neighbours closer to the destination is established; the packet is dropped if X = ⊘.

Otherwise, X is divided into Y for nodes with send delay < D and Z for nodes with send

delay > D where D is the guaranteed single hop delay. If Y ̸= ⊘ the relay is selected

from Y by a probabilistic scheme where candidates with greater speed are more likely to

be selected, where speed is the distance to that node divided by the send delay, analogous

to a packet travelling at this physical speed. If Y = ⊘, back-pressure is applied to the

upstream node; the packet may be dropped or forwarded to a node in Z according to a
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different probabilistic scheme.

2.5.3 The case for protocol tuning

Many communication protocols are described in the literature, many of which accept a

range of general and/or protocol-specific parameters to fine-tune performance for particu-

lar use cases [155]. It appears that rather more research effort has been devoted to creating

new protocols than optimising the performance of existing protocols. Although these new

protocols are valuable contributions to the field, a sensornet designer must balance the

demands of multiple performance objectives, and as such it is rarely appropriate to create

a new protocol to address a single factor in isolation [83].

The application of search-based protocol tuning methods offers the sensornet designer

an excellent tool with which to optimise network performance for a given usage context.

It is surprising, therefore, that this approach has received such little attention in the

literature to date. Possible explanations include the large number of controllable factors,

measurable responses, and test cases required for meaningful coverage.

To maximise the overall effectiveness and efficiency of complex systems it is insuffi-

cient to consider each influential aspect in isolation. Owing to the nonlinear relationship

between distance and received signal power in wireless communications [86] the total en-

ergy consumed by the network in delivering a given packet is sometimes lower if the route

contains many short hops rather than few long hops, despite the higher number of partic-

ipating nodes and transmissions [157].

Sensornet designers must identify the most significant factors to avoid being swamped

by unnecessary detail. Unfortunately, even identifying the relative importance of factors

and their interactions is rarely trivial [93]. Discovering the best values to assign to these

factors and understanding their impact on network behaviour tradeoffs is harder still.

Tunable parameters are often defined without clear default values and may be defined

over an infinite range.

2.5.4 Approaches to protocol tuning

The sensornet protocol tuning problem is not simple or idealised; it is a real-world problem

with multiple inputs, multiple outputs, and multiple objectives. Complex interrelation-

ships between factors are generally unknown a priori and hence cannot not be targeted

during experiment design.
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When exploring the behaviour of a system it is possible to apply either analytical

techniques to a formal model of the system, or simulative analysis in which experiments

are performed with a simulation model of the system, or some combination of the two.

Ploennigs et al. [233] support the latter hybrid approach in which a formal model of

the system is defined for analytical techniques and from which simulation models are

automatically generated for simulative analysis. However, this assumes that a reasonable

formal model of the system can be constructed. There is some debate as to whether this

is [136] or is not [242] feasible for typical sensornets.

Mohan et al. [202] observe that little work exists on evaluating and maximising end-

to-end performance of large, dense sensornets. A number of candidate protocol stacks

were measured for a fixed configuration of sensornet and application. Rather than con-

sidering several tunings of a single protocol this experimental work considered a number

of protocols, but only one configuration of each. A significant diversity of network perfor-

mance was observed, though it was not always possible to determine why a given protocol

behaved as it did. A more general observation was that delivery success tended to be

higher for shorter routes than longer routes. This suggests an upper bound on the size of

networks that can achieve a given QoS with a given protocol tuning.

With many controlled factors and measured responses it is generally difficult to un-

derstand the resulting complex interrelationships. Totaro and Perkins [305] apply a sys-

tematic statistical Design Of Experiments approach to evaluate and model the complex

tradeoffs in designing Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). The underlying Design Of

Experiments approach is based on well-known experiment design theory, which is not spe-

cific to MANETs [22]. It follows that this approach could be reapplied in the domain

of sensornets. However, as MANETs and sensornets are different classes of network (see

section 2.1.4), it would be necessary to amend the system model appropriately. Totaro

and Perkins consider the impact of controlling network composition with a fixed network

application and environment in MANETs. In contrast, in the remainder of this thesis we

assume a fixed network design and a distributed application built on a tunable networking

infrastructure in sensornets. We assume no prior knowledge of physical topology, which

is significant as this strongly influences energy consumption [339].

To achieve an appropriate QoS it is necessary to consider each non-functional require-

ment throughout the protocol stack [239], influencing the design and operation of sensornet

applications, networking protocols, network topologies and network tasking. Grenier and
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Navet [111] illustrate how MAC protocols at the Data Link Layer can be fine-tuned to

achieve certain real-time requirements while conforming to other application-dependent

criteria. A search space is defined using the definitions of MAC protocols, and knowledge

of parametric values thought likely to be near to good solutions. The search space is then

explored by exhaustive search, using simulation to evaluate individual configurations. In

chapter 4 we address the tuning of routing protocols at the next level of the OSI protocol

stack, the Network Layer [343]. A network designer would ideally tune all layers of the

protocol stack simultaneously, but in practice combinatorial explosion issues are likely to

render this infeasible. Therefore, tunings of any given protocol or network layer must be

robust to change in other layers.

2.5.5 Multi-objective optimisation

A significant issue with multi-objective problems is the difficulty in determining a well-

defined ordering of solution quality for a given set of candidate solutions [59]. In single-

objective problems, the ordering of solution quality is given simply by the ordering of

the associated fitness values. However, with multi-objective problems there are multiple

fitness values to consider. A solution with every fitness value lower than another is clearly

superior, and is said to dominate the other solution. However, solutions may be lower in

one fitness value but higher in another; this kind of solution is termed non-dominated and

is harder to classify. In place of a single optimum value, multi-objective problems generally

have a Pareto-optimal front along which all solutions are mutually non-dominated, and all

other valid solutions are dominated by the Pareto-optimal front members.

Combinatorial explosion of possible solutions within a multi-variable problem renders

exhaustive search impossible. Stochastic search algorithms explore the solution space non-

exhaustively in reasonable time. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) are

stochastic generational multi-objective search algorithms. Using the survival of the fittest

concept, they seek Pareto-optimal fronts by evolving progressively better solutions based

on the relative fitness of previous solutions. Numerous algorithms of this type have been

proposed including NSGA-II [73], SPEA2 [345], PESA [61], PESA-II [60], IBEA [344] and

Two-Archive [236]. Details of the state-of-the-art can be found in a book by Coello et

al. [59] or a recent survey paper by Guliashki et al. [113].

Jourdan and de Weck [149] were the first to apply MOEAs to a sensornet optimisation

problem, in which the optimal physical location of a set of motes was determined. Two
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objectives were defined, maximal coverage and maximal lifetime, with no fixed constraints.

Although these early results were encouraging, they were derived from unrealistically small

networks of just 10 nodes.

Quintão et al. [238] addressed the optimisation of dynamically controlled sensornet

topologies with the competing objectives of minimal energy cost and maximal network cov-

erage. Two approaches were compared; a linear programming formulation which yielded

exact solutions with high computation overhead, and an evolutionary approach which

yielded good solutions in acceptable time. Greedy evolutionary algorithm approaches

were effective in finding local minima, but were often ineffective in looking beyond these

local minima to better solutions elsewhere in the parameter landscape. We address this

problem in our work with a two-phase approach in which an initial principled search of

the problem space is used to direct the evolutionary algorithm to regions likely to contain

global rather than local minima.

Molina et al. [203] address the sensornet layout optimisation problem, balancing the

two competing objectives of minimal energy cost and maximal network lifetime with a

constraint of complete network coverage. Two MOEAs are employed for this problem;

NSGA-II [73] and IBEA [344]. Each MOEA found sets of non-dominated feasible solutions

that were found to be efficient, but no statistically significant difference was observed

between the algorithms. Yang et al. [333] also applied the NSGA-II algorithm to sensornet

design, but instead sought to find the optimal configuration of adaptive antennas. These

papers demonstrate that the application of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to the

domain of sensornet optimisation is appropriate and feasible, but address optimisation

problems unrelated to that considered later in chapter 4.

Alba et al. [8] describe a process to optimise MANET broadcast strategies. Five

tunable parameters were defined which characterise the search space, and three metrics

of network performance were defined which characterise the solution space. Two problem

formulations were considered; the first optimised against three objectives, and the second

optimised against two objectives with a user-supplied constraint on acceptable solutions.

A cellular multi-objective genetic algorithm called cMOGA was employed to generate a

Pareto front of good candidate solutions from which a human designer selects. Although

the technique is effective, the Pareto front is very reduced in the presence of constraints,

and there is little guidance for designers on manually selecting the single best solution.

Bonivento et al. [34] describe an integrated system level design process for sensornets
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consisting of a semirandom communications protocol called SERAN, a network initialisa-

tion and maintenance procedure, and a mathematical model for optimising parameters of

these system elements. The user specifies application requirements in terms of end-to-end

delay, and packet loss probability, and hardware platform, and an appropriate set of pro-

tocol parameters is produced by the model. Interestingly, the mathematical model is able

to accurately characterise performance without requiring extensive simulations, which is

useful where running simulation suites is impractical owing to lengthy runtimes. How-

ever, this relies heavily on specific characteristics of the SERAN protocol and a simplistic

network model, and cannot be easily extended to optimise arbitrary extant protocols.

2.6 Real-time behaviour

Real-time computing attempts to ensure that scheduled tasks begin and end at the re-

quired time in a reliable and predictable manner. Sensornets and sensornet-hosted services

interact with their physical environment, both observing and influencing. End-users may

depend on sensornets delivering information on the physical environment in a timely man-

ner. The physical environment operates in real-time, therefore sensornets are necessarily

real-time systems.

Real-time systems are those in which correctness depends not only on the logical result

of the computation, but also on the time at which the results are produced [42]. In other

words, the system must produce results at the right time; it is not sufficient to produce

results quickly [43]. Real-time jobs are single units of work that become available for execu-

tion at a release time and must complete by the absolute deadline or, equivalently, within

the relative response time from the release time. A sequence of related jobs constitute a

task [185]. In a periodic task the jobs are released with regular period, whereas no such

constraint applies to aperiodic tasks. Sporadic tasks are unlike periodic tasks in that their

minimum release times and maximum execution times are unknown a priori [185].

2.6.1 Real-time sensornets

Real-time sensornet behaviour is considered by Stankovic [274], who observes that sensor

networks operate in the real world, hence timing constraints are important, and that al-

though some sensornets are not timing-sensitive many sensor networks will have explicit

real-time requirements related to the environment. Some real-time requirements may ap-
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ply within a network node, for example taking accelerometer readings at known intervals

allows an estimate of speed to be obtained which will be incorrect if the intervals are

inaccurate. Other real-time requirements will apply across multiple nodes, for example

requirements to inform a base station of an observed event within a given period of the

event occurring.

Stankovic observes that real-time guarantees are particularly difficult to achieve in

sensornets [274] due to large scale, non-determinism, noise, and unreliability of nodes

and networks. Attempts to support real-time guarantees in sensornets generally focus on

scheduling the transmission of packets, and are discussed in [121, 121, 180, 188, 189] and

build on previous work discussed in [168]. Liu et al. [187] discuss the use of imprecise

computation to enhance dependability of real-time systems, such that imprecise results

are accepted if precise results cannot be calculated within the deadline. If solution quality

increases monotonically with respect to time the algorithm is allowed to iterate until it

terminates or the deadline is reached. In a data-centric sensornet, it is also necessary to

consider real-time scheduling of time-sensitive network traffic [2,269].

Real-time constraints are of particular importance where sensornets deployed to gather

data for safety-critical applications, or control applications where the sensornet manipu-

lates the environment through a feedback loop of sensors and actuators. Online dynamic

desynchronisation to schedule periodic actions of nearby nodes evenly throughout time,

for example to share data sampling duties or schedule sleep cycles, can be implemented

using the DESYNC method described by Degesys et al. [74].

2.6.2 Time granularity

Designing and evaluating a system whose correctness depends on time-sensitive behaviour

requires an appropriate model of time, with sufficient detail and flexibility to encompass the

necessary properties. Although the flow of time in the real world is, of course, completely

independent of the properties of any given system, when reasoning about these systems

we must select a time model which is amenable to analysis. This acknowledges the fact,

first discussed by Newell [214] in the context of human cognition, that too fine or coarse

a granularity of time measurement unit tends to obscure the issue under consideration.

For example, in the sensornet domain, microseconds may be an appropriate unit when

measuring the execution time of CPU instructions. However, the microsecond would

be inappropriate when measuring ambient temperature, as the the latter is unlikely to
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vary more significantly than the physical sensor resolution over this timescale. Taking

samples every microsecond would result in enormous volumes of sensor data which would

overwhelm the storage, processing, and communication, capacity of motes, without offering

any improvement in measurement accuracy. More importantly, these ambient temperature

measurements would appear constant at this timescale, whereas at coarser timescales, such

as the second, these measurements may vary. If the sensornet operator is interested in

variation in ambient temperature within timescales of relevance to human experience and

cognition [214], the second is meaningful whereas the microsecond is not.

It follows that a hierarchical time model is required to capture the requirements and

behaviours of real-time systems for which a single abstraction of time would be suboptimal

or inappropriate across the entire set of subsystems and concerns. Burns and Baxter [41]

discuss the concept of time bands. The system time model is stratified into a hierarchy

of time bands. Each band represents a different granularity of time measurement, from

finest to coarsest granularity. A geometric progression of time unit size is observed as we

ascend the hierarchy, where the measurement units of two adjacent bands differ in size by

a factor of 10.

A well-defined system model is based on this hierarchy, such that different aspects of

system behaviour are defined with appropriate time granularity. The model consists of

the following elements [41]:

Bands A granularity of time measurement of relevance to the system.

Clocks Measures progress of time within a band, with each tick representing one discrete

time unit of granularity appropriate to the band.

Activities An item of work undertaken by a system element, whose duration is an integral

number of ticks within the single band within which it is defined and bound.

Events An activity with zero duration. Examples include clock ticks, and the start- and

end -points of activities.

Precedence Relations Defines the order in which two events or behaviours, potentially

within different bands, must occur.

Behaviours A set of activities and events within a single band, partially ordered by

precedence relations, giving rise to parallel and serial composition.

Mappings A means of relating behaviours in one bands to those in another band.
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Under the Burns-Hayes model, we reason about the time-sensitive behaviours of the

system within each time band in isolation, perhaps applying different methods and criteria

in each. We can then reason about the relationships between time bands, where the

behaviour modelled within one time band potentially influences that modelled within

another time band, as defined by the elements of a well-defined mapping rather than the

low-level details [41]. This is conceptually similar to the Object Oriented Programming

principle of encapsulation, which is the process of compartmentalizing the elements of an

abstraction that constitute its structure and behaviour; encapsulation serves to separate

the contractual interface of an abstraction and its implementation [35]. It is expected

that imprecision may exist between bands [41], but whereas this might lead to imprecise

behaviour it can also lend robustness to a system if the design affords a sufficient margin

for error.

2.6.3 Synchronisation

Many sensornet tasks and data flows are at least approximately periodic [44], typically

as a consequence of periodic interaction with the physical environment. It follows that

sensornets require synchronisation mechanisms to ensure that these activities occur at the

correct time at the correct nodes, and that tasks or sequences of actions spanning multiple

nodes occur in the correct order. The network designer is responsible for exploiting the

selected synchronisation primitive to achieve some desired behaviour.

A rich and diverse body of literature exists on the scheduling of periodic tasks in

general systems; a comprehensive survey can be found in [185]. The periodic nature

of sensornets suggests a cyclic schedule rather than a priority-driven or deadline-driven

approach [42]. A distributed algorithm is necessary without a central controller to enforce

shared schedules. Dynamic algorithms are required where motes are mobile or unreliable.

An alternative to online state scheduling protocols is to specify schedules at deployment

time using traditional scheduling algorithms. However, sensornets do not have central

controllers to enforce or arbitrate shared schedules, and algorithms intended for reliable

environments may function poorly or may impose too much coordination overhead in unre-

liable sensornets of limited resources. Hard real-time requirements may be unsupportable.

A comprehensive treatment of hard real-time scheduling algorithms and approaches can

be found in [43]. Hard real-time requirements may be unsupportable in fundamentally

unpredictable environments.
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Caccamo et al. [44] propose a hybrid scheduling approach for multicellular sensornets.

A Frequency Division Multiplex (FDM) strategy allocates different channels to adjacent

cells by map colouring. Within each system-wide epoch an Earliest Deadline First (EDF)

algorithm, distributed and replicated exactly at each node in a cell, allocates a proportion

of equal-length frames to intra- and inter-cellular traffic. Traffic between adjacent cell

pairs is managed under strict geographic cyclic executive.

A key weakness of this algorithm is its fragility. The EDF schedule must be repli-

cated exactly at all nodes in a cell. If two adjacent cells contain different numbers of

nodes, perhaps due to natural failure, their allocated inter-cellular frames will not over-

lap. The configuration requirement of one router node per cell creates single points of

failure, and is perhaps an unrealistic requirement of sensornets deployed into unknown

or hostile environments. However, it is based on well-understood and readily analysable

scheduling algorithms; if the prerequisites can be met and nodes do not fail, it can support

hard real-time application requirements. This property is comparatively rare in sensornet

design.

PalChaudhuri et al. [221] define a protocol for clock synchronisation which is adap-

tive to the needs of a distributed application. It supports relative synchronisation where

network nodes minimise the relative difference between local clocks, and external synchro-

nisation. It can operate in single-hop or multi-hop networks. The overhead is relatively

high; during each synchronisation iteration each node requires O(n2) bidirectional data

packet exchange with all neighbours, and execution of a linear regression calculation. This

cost is justified if the application requires nodes to collaborate at a specific time, rather

than the lesser requirement that they collaborate at the same time.

Synchronisation of chaotic systems is non-trivial, but careful design may yield self-

synchronising systems without need of external forced coordination [77]. Systems whose

behaviour naturally converges on desired behaviour require less management, with conse-

quent savings in energy, network bandwidth, and processing overhead. Direct Sequence-

Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) [275] applies these principles within the Data

Link Layer, but future work could reapply these principles within other layers or combi-

nations of layers.

A biologically-inspired synchronisation phenomenon in which a closed system of os-

cillators, interacting in accordance with a set of simple rules, spontaneously achieves a

mutually synchronised condition was proposed by Winfree [324, 325]. This phenomenon
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has been studied comprehensively in the literature and is well known in multiple scien-

tific disciplines [278]. Comprehensive surveys by Mirollo and Strogatz [201], and later

Strogatz [277], illustrate the great diversity of biological processes and systems in which

this phenomenon occurs in nature, and the development of analytical models with which

the mechanism has been formalised and studied. Later work in this thesis exploits this

phenomenon, as the mathematical foundation for networking protocols in chapter 7, but

does not attempt to develop the mathematics further.

The original model of this phenomenon is due to Winfree [324]. It is nonlinear and

difficult to solve in its generalised form [1], though a solvable version was later found by

Ariaratnam and Strogatz [16]. An alternative model of the phenomenon due to Kuramoto

[167] is easier to work with, and is exactly solvable despite its nonlinearity, and hence

was generally favoured as the basis of following work in this domain [1]. Earlier work

by Adler [3] preceded Winfree in the domain of stable electrical oscillator couplings, but

considered only a single nonlinear oscillator, though this was later generalised by York [337]

to describe systems of multiple similar coupled oscillators.

Under the synchronisation phenomenon described by the Kuramoto model [167] a

closed finite system of periodic oscillators converge to a steady equilibrium state. Each

oscillator in the system has identical period, but starts with arbitrary phase, and is prone to

drift over time in the absence of external stimuli. System level coordination is an emergent

property of independent agents implementing simple rules. Oscillators are pulse-coupled

with their peers, and it is these interactions which determine the nature of the equilibrium

state.

The Kuramoto model has an order parameter which quantifies the degree of synchroni-

sation of the closed system of oscillators as time progresses toward ∞ [201]. The long-term

behaviour of the system is entirely deterministic. If the order parameter ≈ 1 then all pe-

riodic oscillators fire simultaneously in the steady state. If the order parameter ≈ 0 then

the firing times of periodic oscillators are evenly spaced throughout time in the steady

state. The former steady state is a coherent state, whereas the latter steady state is a

incoherent state. If the order parameter is somewhere between these extremes then a par-

tially synchronised state exists in which periodic oscillator firing times are neither fully

coherent nor incoherent.

Systems which tend toward, and have reached, a stable coherent state are referred to

as synchronised systems [201]. Systems which tend toward, and have reached, a stable
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incoherent state are referred to as desynchronised systems [226]. In a synchronised system

the start and end times of two or more periodic isochronal events are identical. By contrast,

in a desynchronised system these events are organised to maximise the inter-event period,

which is equal for all pairs of events and their immediate successors. Note that this is not

to be confused with an unsynchronised system, in which each event occurs periodically

but without any inter-event coordination. Desynchronisation is usually defined within

single-hop systems, but can be abstracted to a standard vertex colouring problem and

applied within arbitrary topologies [152].

Wang and Aspel [314] construct primitives for synchronising oscillator systems con-

nected through a wireless medium using the synchronisation phenomenon. It is observed

that these primitives converge rapidly without global clocks, adapting automatically to

changing oscillator populations. Unlike the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) and Delay-Locked

Loop (DLL) approaches, which offer similarly predictable and lightweight synchronisation

behaviour, there is no requirement to maintain continuous contact between peers in the

wireless medium.

Lucarelli and Wang [190] define a decentralised algorithm which is the first to exploit

the synchronisation phenomenon to coordinate the timing of network activity. A sensornet

of arbitrary logical topology applies a variant of the synchronisation-seeking algorithm

defined in [201]; it is not required that the network graph is fully connected. Each sensornet

node acts as a periodic oscillator but propagates its synchronisation signal only to nodes

that are one hop away in the network topology. Over time, the entire system converges

on a synchronised state.

DESYNC-TDMA [74] is a TDMA algorithm to perfectly interleave periodic events to

occur in a round-robin schedule in a fully-connected network, and is the first to exploit the

desynchronisation phenomenon to coordinate the timing of network activity. Each node

acts as a periodic oscillator. Synchronisation signals are exchanged with peers defined by

physical connectivity rather than logical network topology. TDMA timeslots are defined

in terms of these synchronisation signals. The relative phase of signals measured within

cyclical epochs is used to dynamically correct perceived error. Rapid convergence on

a stable limit-cycle is guaranteed under ideal conditions, but disproportionately lengthy

restabilisation periods result from small signal timing perturbations or network errors.

Kang and Wong [152] also employ the desynchronisation phenomenon as the founda-

tion for a TDMA mechanism. M-DESYNC aims to address the hidden terminal problem
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while maximising slot utilisation and hence network throughput. The main difference be-

tween DESYNC-TDMA and M-DESYNC is that the former allocates timeslots inflexibly

to specific nodes, regardless of need, whereas the latter allocates more time to nodes with

more neighbours and provides a priority-based mechanism for conflict resolution.

Christensen et al. [57] suggest that similar approaches can be applied in self-configuring

systems of highly mobile robots. The physical topography of the implicit network can

change very quickly owing to the high mobility of nodes. These self-organising strategies

are particularly beneficial in highly dynamic and unpredictable situations, such as Vehicu-

lar Ad-Hoc Networks, where less agile approaches would struggle to maintain coordinated

schedules. Superior throughput and noise levels of inter-robot communication are achiev-

able if a shared communications channel access is coordinated through a desynchronisation

mechanism than is achievable using a randomised allocation strategy.

Many other sensornet synchronisation approaches exist; a detailed survey by Sun-

dararaman et al. can be found in [279].

2.6.4 Coordinated duty allocation

In a typical sensornet it is rare for all nodes to perform useful work at all times; usually

a significant subset of nodes are waiting to execute pre-scheduled tasks or waiting for

sensors to detect activity in the physical environment. Energy efficiency can be improved

by carefully managing node state, placing some subset of the network in low-energy in-

active states when not required to actively participate [87]. However, finding the optimal

sleep schedule requires global knowledge of all node tasks and schedules to be maintained.

Sensornets generally have insufficient resources to support the communication, computa-

tion and storage overheads of these optimal algorithms, with energy cost exceeding the

resultant savings [86].

Low-level approaches minimise energy costs by identifying periods during which node

subsystems are not fully utilised [108]. If components consume less energy when running

at less than 100% capacity it is often beneficial to off-load activity from busy periods to

less-busy periods, or to work speculatively in idle periods to minimise periods running at

100% capacity. The latter is intended to minimise periods during which 100% capacity

operation is required, and to switch off unused resources to reduce the burden on non-

renewable resources such as batteries.

The POCSAG protocol [306], used to distributed messages to pagers, defines the min-
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imal set of periods during which devices must listen for possible broadcasts of relevant

messages on a shared channel. The inverse of this is the much larger set of periods during

which a device can switch off to conserve energy reserves. However, this implicitly defines

a non-zero lower bound on message latency, typically orders of magnitude greater than

actual message transmission times. System designers are forced to define these tradeoffs

and design compromises if a minimum QoS is to be guaranteed [10].

Moving to sensornet protocols, the Random Asynchronous Wakeup protocol [225] im-

plements a randomised and distributed algorithm under which nodes make local decisions

on whether to sleep or remain awake. Within each time frame each node is awake for a

randomly chosen fixed interval. When forwarding packets an integrated routing protocol

selects from a set of equivalent next-hop locations with probabilistic guarantees that at

least one of these will be awake. However, as there is no coordination between nodes there

is no guarantee that any forwarding candidates are awake, and if more than one is awake

this redundancy wastes energy.

Similar functionality is provided by the Asynchronous Random Sleeping scheme [135]

which is principally useful where no inter-node coordination is possible. However, such

scenarios might be considered unusual as sensornets generally execute distributed and

cooperative sensing and processing applications.

The Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping protocol [335] implements an adap-

tive sleep policy in which nodes sleep for an exponentially distributed duration then wake

and transmit a probe message. If any nearby nodes happen to be awake they transmit a

reply message. If any such reply message is received the node is not required at this time

and sleeps again; otherwise, it remains awake until it fails or runs out of energy. A signif-

icant weakness is that when a node fails there is zero local network coverage until some

other nearby node wakes with indeterminate delay. If the failed node has accumulated

significant data this cannot be replaced by that of other nearby nodes.

The Lightweight Deployment-Aware Scheduling algorithm [330] aims to improve net-

work energy efficiency by switching off redundant nodes without access to accurate location

or directional information. Observing that nodes require up to 11 active neighbours to

provide a 90 percent chance of complete redundancy, LDAS allows network designers to

tradeoff sensing redundancy against energy consumption. This protocol is most appro-

priate and efficient in networks where most nodes are required for physical sensing rather

than for distributed data processing.
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An alternative view [222] is that application-aware traffic scheduling, rather than net-

work coverage, holds the key to maximising energy efficiency and hence network lifetime.

The Multi-Sensornets approach applies a genetic algorithm to balance nodes’ energy con-

sumption in a distributed data fusion application. Peer nodes coordinate dataflow sched-

ules such that the time during which they are required to be awake is minimised, allowing

nodes to safely sleep at other times without disrupting network coverage. However, the

resulting schedules are application-specific and do not consider sensing duty requirements.

An alternative to online state scheduling protocols is to specify schedules at deployment

time using traditional scheduling algorithms. However, sensornets do not have central

controllers to enforce or arbitrate shared schedules, and algorithms intended for reliable

environments may function poorly or may impose too much coordination overhead in unre-

liable sensornets of limited resources. Hard real-time requirements may be unsupportable.

A rich and diverse body of literature exists on the scheduling of periodic tasks in general

systems; a comprehensive survey can be found in [185].

2.7 Summary

This chapter contains a survey of the relevant literature pertaining to the research hy-

pothesis defined in section 1.4. The novel work which follows in the subsequent chapters

of this thesis is set in the context of the literature discussed here, and is an extension of

the existing work and results.
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Measuring sensornet behaviour

Sensornets are typically large systems, composed of many independent entities. Mar-

shalling the pooled resources toward some shared goal is a non-trivial problem. Mastering

the explicit and emergent complexity requires that we consider realistic scale systems,

which implies we must make the problem tractable. This chapter considers methods for

the objective measurement of sensornet behaviour, as required for meaningful analysis and

comparative evaluation of candidate sensornet configurations.

3.1 Protocol failure modes and weaknesses

A consistent thread running through sensornet research is that they must operate under

highly-constrained resource availability. Whether implemented using specialised discrete

motes, or as functionality piggy-backed on existing equipment, it is vital that resource

usage is kept to an absolute minimum. This maximises the lifetime of networks whose

power sources cannot be replenished, and minimises the cost of necessary hardware.

Of course, it is equally important that the sensornet keeps pace with the real world

with which it interacts, and has sufficient redundancy to recover from individual node

failures. Contradictory requirements lead us to realise that multi-objective optimisation is

essential to ensure that a reasonable compromise can be found (see section 2.5.5). To date

there is a relative absence of studies examining sensornet behaviour at the scale necessary

to provide confidence of their verity and applicability.

We measure the empirical response of network performance metrics to changes in net-

work protocol configuration. By examining the consequent relationships, and similarities

between such relationships, we can build models that give us insight into the tradeoffs and
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compromises inherent in tuning and optimising a protocol. We show that these interrela-

tionships are surprisingly complex even where only one parameter is controlled. We also

categorise and measure types of suboptimal behaviour.

3.1.1 Measurement by simulation experiment

In this section we consider an experimental method with which to tune a networking

protocol against multiple competing objectives through simulation, as implemented in

sections 3.4 and 3.5. We consider the simulated network, the simulation tool, and the

simulation environment.

Some interesting effects and behaviours may only become evident in sufficiently large

networks. Preliminary simulation experiments, implemented to establish the characteris-

tics of a suitable sensornet for the experiments discussed in section 3.4, considered networks

of variable numbers of similar nodes distributed with constant spatial density. Qualita-

tively different behaviour was observed in networks of 200 nodes and of 500 nodes, with

additional features and points of inflection appearing in plotted curves. Increasing node

count further to 750, 1000 or 2000 nodes did not yield further features. We conclude that

a test network size of 500 nodes is sufficient, giving a node spatial density of approximately

1.5 × 10−7 node m−3 throughout the sensornet.

Measurement of network behaviour influenced by protocol tuning would ideally take

place in physical testbed networks of realistic scale and composition. Unfortunately, eco-

nomic and logistical factors preclude the construction of test networks on the order of

hundreds of nodes for the experiments described in this thesis. All experiments were

therefore implemented using the YASS sensornet simulation tool [287].

3.1.2 Experimental details

Three simulated networks were defined. Simulated nodes were based on the MICA2 sen-

sornet mote [65] with a MAC layer based on IEEE 802.11 and radio range of around 150m,

although this detail is largely irrelevant as any similarly-equipped nodes will yield similar

behaviour. Each network contained 500 simulated nodes. Preliminary experiments showed

that this network size is sufficient to reveal features in parameter-response relationships

not evident in smaller networks. Networks of more than 500 nodes could be substituted

with equivalent results, but with an increased simulation cost overhead.

Each network was identical in all regards other than node spatial distribution. By
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averaging or otherwise compositing results across these three test networks we ensure that

the characteristic quirks of any given network do not exert undue influence. Node spatial

distribution within a bounding volume was random and even, with constant spatial density

measured in units of nodes per cubic metre (node m−3). A density of 1.5×10−7 node m−3

was employed throughout the experiments.

This spatial density was selected with reference to the MICA2 radio range [65] such that

the average degree of connectivity between a given node and its immediate neighbours was

approximately 20. This degree of connectivity is typical of sensor networks [120], is within

the ad hoc horizon limit of 10-20 nodes collaborating independently without hierarchical

or external control [115], and facilitates energy efficient node cluster sizes [312].

In the simulated application each node serves as a packet source and packet sink, util-

ising the unicast paradigm throughout. Each node generates packets periodically with

a single randomly selected destination to model a general distributed and decentralised

process control application. Simulated packets have length randomly selected in the inter-

val [128, 1024] bits, including header. With the MICA2 radio having a transmit speed of

38.4Kbs−1 [65] this gives per-packet transmit times in the interval [3.33×10−3, 2.67×10−2]

seconds.

When packet transmission begins the local wireless medium is occupied for some dura-

tion in this interval. Nodes implement Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) such that, if

attempting to broadcast a packet, an exponential backoff procedure is implemented should

the nearby wireless medium be occupied. A waiting node will implement up to 8 sense-

wait cycles, doubling the wait period on each iteration, before giving up and dropping

the packet. Note that although this greatly reduces packet broadcast collisions it does

not avoid the hidden terminal problem [98], which is faithfully recreated in the simulation

environment.

3.1.3 Computing resources

Simulation of large networks is a computationally intensive task [128]. Exploring param-

eter landscapes sampled at many points to understand behavioural tradeoffs and com-

promises implies a greater computational cost, as the evaluation of each sampling point

implies the execution of at least one large simulation. In practice, the cost is higher

still; each parameter landscape sampling point may be evaluated several times in several

simulated networks.
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The obvious remedy to this problem is to distribute the work among multiple com-

putation hosts. Division of work might be achieved by running multiple simulations in

parallel, or distributing a given simulation between multiple hosts. We apply the first

approach as each test case can be executed in isolation from the remainder of the test

suite. This avoids the significant coordination overhead implicit in the second approach;

as any sensornet node can interact with any other node, it is notoriously difficult [340] to

divide the problem into smaller subproblems with low mutual dependency.

Ideally, the computation work associated with each simulation could be divided be-

tween an arbitrary number of processing hosts to exploit high performance multi-purpose

servers, low cost single-purpose resources such as hosts implemented using FPGAs, and

the unused capacity of end-user workstations. The high resource demands of the current

generation of network simulation tools implies that this will be difficult unless this goal is

considered throughout the software design, and it will be difficult to retrofit existing sim-

ulation tools [128]. The YASS simulator used in these experiments was designed with this

goal in mind but does not yet offer support for division of a simulation instance between

multiple hosts.

Given finite resources and a potentially infinite search space, there is necessarily a

tradeoff between that which we would like to evaluate by experiment, and that which we

can realistically evaluate within reasonable bounded time. We implemented a principled

search method which sampled that parameter space at a finite set of points. Our method

does not require the individual simulation experiments to be conducted in any particular

order. It is not necessary to wait for all planned experiments to complete before analysing

data; it is possible to use the partial set of completed simulation instances to obtain

preliminary results to assess whether it is worth continuing to completion. Of course, the

more data points that are available for analysis, the greater the accuracy of results.

The experiments implemented for this section required over 100 days of computation

time. Subsets of the computation job set were packaged for execution and managed

automatically by suitably prepared scripts. The allocation of computation job sets to

computers could be managed automatically by tools such as BOINC [13] or Sun Grid

Engine [106] to any desired level of granularity. Owing to the lack of interdependency

between any given pair of simulation experiment instances, however, it was not necessary

to employ these tools.

The YASS simulator used for these experiments is implemented in Java [287]; simula-
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tions can be executed on any platform capable of hosting a Java Virtual Machine without

the need to recompile, and without consideration of problematic issues such as architec-

ture endianness. The set of simulation experiments was divided among a heterogeneous

set of computation hosts. The majority of these experiments were assigned to a set of high

performance hosts specifically intended for heavy workloads, but other hosts were utilised

including normal end-user workstations and laptops. Hosts employed the Linux 2.6.26.5

and 2.6.26.5-x86 64 kernels, OpenSolaris 2008.05 and Microsoft Windows XP. Simulation

results from all hosts were combined into a single results set for analysis.

3.2 Protocols and their controlled factors

In this section we consider two protocols designed for sensornets, both of which implement

a low-state lazy binding approach. Lightweight protocols remain relevant to the extreme

resource constraints of small, low-cost motes and have the additional benefit that their

complexity will not obfuscate the results of the methods proposed. For similar reasons

the protocol chosen should be stateless, making no assumptions about the nature of the

application, to avoid bias.

3.2.1 Protocol selection

Sensornets are an emerging technology which has already enjoyed some commercial suc-

cess. However, deploying a sensornet in real-world applications remains a difficult, expen-

sive, and error-prone challenge [28]. A consequence of this difficulty, and the cost of mote

hardware [48], is that few sensornets of the scale considered in this thesis have been de-

ployed into real environments. Despite the abundance of high quality protocols described

and examined in the literature, no single sensornet routing protocol has yet attained the

status of a de facto standard, as one might consider IP a de facto standard in commodity

wired networking [79].

As sensornets are inherently application-specific [131] it is possible that a similar level

of homogeneity is never attained. This is not necessarily a negative observation. If a

sensornet is to be deployed into a specific environment, and is to be a self-contained

system which does not interoperate with other sensornets, the network designer is free to

select the most appropriate hardware, middleware and application software components

and optimise the composition without regard for generality. Nevertheless, it is generally
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desirable to reuse existing network components rather than create new examples, unless

no suitable candidates exist.

We therefore select protocols which have been examined thoroughly in the literature

and are intended for similar usage contexts. We consider two network routing protocols;

TTL Bounded Gossip (TBG) [217] and Implicit Geographic Forwarding (IGF) [120].

3.2.1.1 Comparing TBG and IGF

Firstly, consider the similarities between TBG and IGF. These protocols are stateless and

therefore do not consume storage resources to maintain routing tables or details of the

underlying network. Furthermore, these protocols do not incur the energy and bandwidth

overheads associated with distributing and maintaining this information, and do not suffer

from problems arising from expired or redundant information. These issues are particularly

relevant in highly dynamic or unreliable sensornets. The TBG and IGF protocols have low

computational complexity and require little working space in memory, and are therefore

ideal for sensornets composed of motes with few computational and energy resources.

Secondly, consider the differences between TBG and IGF. Perhaps the most significant

difference is that IGF is geography-aware, whereas TBG is geography-ignorant. Sensornets

are tightly coupled with the physical environment in which they are embedded, with

data production, processing, consumption and storage generally being defined in terms

of geographical position rather than node logical identity [257]. It follows that protocols

which can exploit geographical context, which is typically unavailable in generic networks,

are well-matched to geography-aware sensornet applications. Furthermore, IGF has a

three-phase handshaking mechanism with which to deterministically allocate the packet

relay role to a single node from a set of candidates, unlike TBG in which the packet relay

role is allocated probabilistically to any number of the available candidates. If exploited

correctly, this may enable efficiency improvements to be obtained by reducing redundancy

and duplication of effort, at the expense of increased complexity.

3.2.1.2 Tuning TBG and IGF

If implemented carelessly these simple protocols can be highly wasteful, and hence repre-

sent an excellent opportunity for tuning. For example, unbounded flooded messages can

easily cover the entire network [116] which is wasteful if the source and destination are

physically close. More complex protocols often incorporate simple protocols during early
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discovery phases or to maintain information. Gains achieved by optimising these simple

protocols implicitly improve the performance of the more complex protocols in which they

are incorporated.

For networks implementing either of the TBG or IGF protocols there parameters which

are defined independently of any given network configuration, but can be tuned by a

network designer to achieve a desired behaviour or to implement some resource usage

tradeoff. Some tunable parameters are specific to a given protocol, but others are common

to several protocols.

In selecting these protocols we make no claims as to their merit for any given sensornet

application. More specifically, we do not claim that when optimally configured they neces-

sarily offer superior performance to other recent and more complex alternative protocols.

However, the methods described in this thesis can be reapplied without modification to

the comparison of any arbitrary set of candidate protocols.

3.2.2 Protocol-independent controlled factors

Some tunable parameters are specific to a given protocol, but others are common to several

protocols. In this section we define controlled factors X1 −X5 which are common to both

TTL-Bounded Gossip and Implicit Geographic Forwarding, and may interact with other

shared parameters and protocol-specific parameters. We define our experiments to explore

as much of the parameter space as is possible. For each parameter X1 −X5 we limit our

search to a subset of the defined range within which a measurable difference in response

was expected. In general it is difficult to predict useful ranges by examining protocol

definitions [295], so a set of preliminary experiments was implemented to find suitable

ranges by a trial-and-improvement method [22].

X1: Seen packet buffer size The number of packets received or transmitted by a node

of which knowledge is retained. Nodes do not retransmit a previously-transmitted

packet if the latter is held in this cache. A new packet displaces a randomly-selected

cached packet if the buffer is full. Measured in packets. Defined in the range [0,∞)

for integral values only. Search range is [1, 10].

X2: Waiting packet buffer size The number of packets which can be simultaneously

enqueued for transmission or retransmission. Packets are consumed from the queue

head and added to the queue tail. If the queue is full when a new packet is added,
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a randomly-selected enqueued packet is dropped. Measured in packets. Defined in

the range [1,∞) for integral values only. Search range is [1, 10].

X3: Initial backoff Before beginning transmission of a packet the sending node will

sense the wireless medium. If the medium is clear transmission begins immediately,

otherwise an exponential backoff strategy is applied in which the nth term is the nth

power of this base value. Measured in seconds. Defined in the range (0,∞). Search

range is [0.1, 1].

X4: Packet lifetime The maximum permitted time for a packet to remain in transit.

If the lifetime is exceeded before reaching the destination, the packet is dropped.

Measured in seconds. Defined in the range (0,∞). Search range is [0.1, 10].

X5: TTL The total number of node-node hops permitted for packets traversing the net-

work. If this TTL is exceeded prior to reaching the destination, the packet is

dropped. Measured in hops. Defined in the range [1,∞) for integral values only.

Search range is [1, 10].

Other networking protocols may be influenced by a different set of factors, which may

or may not intersect the above set. However, any networking protocol for which there

exists a set of quantitatively-defined factors can be explored using this process.

3.2.3 TTL-Bounded Gossip protocol

TBG [217] is the first protocol under consideration. This protocol is ignorant of energy,

network topology, and the host application, ensuring no bias in the results produced.

Flooding and gossiping protocols of this form are commonly used within more complex

protocols [217] to establish delivery routes or maintain awareness of network status, widen-

ing the scope of our results to all such protocols.

The protocol makes no demands of a node wishing to broadcast a packet, either for

packets newly created by the application or when forwarding packets. When a packet is

broadcast, each recipient makes an independent probabilistic decision whether to rebroad-

cast the packet to its neighbours, if it is not to be dropped or consumed. The packet thus

radiates outward from the source node, hopefully arriving at least once at each intended

destination.

A detailed definition of the TBG protocol is given by algorithm 7 in appendix A. In
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addition to the protocol-independent controlled factors defined above in section 3.2.2 an

additional controlled factor must be specified.

X6: Gossip rebroadcast probability The probability that upon receiving a packet,

which is not to be consumed or dropped at the recipient, a given node will enqueue

the packet for later retransmission to its neighbours. Unitless. Defined in the range

[0, 1]. Search range is [0, 1].

3.2.4 Implicit Geographic Forwarding protocol

IGF [120] is the second protocol under consideration. This protocol is ignorant of energy,

network topology, and the host application, ensuring no bias in the results produced.

Backtracking support, which is intended to work around network voids, is disabled as the

networks considered in this thesis do not have any voids. This reduces the complexity of

the protocol without affecting the results. As the backtracking mechanism has no tunable

parameters it is of little interest for the protocol tuning work considered in this thesis.

Unlike flooding-derived protocols, IGF implements a three-phase handshaking sequence

to moderate data packet broadcast. Consider a packet p with source A and destination

D, currently at node S. Node S broadcasts a short Request-To-Send (RTS) received by

neighbouring nodes Ni ∈ Nneighbours. Each RTS recipient Ni considers its geographic po-

sition relative to S and D. The geographic location of the three nodes {D,S,Ni} defines

the triangle △DSNi. The angle ∠DSNi is that subtended at vertex S of this triangle by

the vectors
−→
SD and

−−→
SNi.

If the angle ∠DSNi < θ (where θ is a controlled factor X7), node Ni broadcasts a short

Clear-To-Send (CTS). ∠DSNi is trivially 0◦ if Ni = D. If S receives one or more CTS

replies, it selects the node Ni offering the smallest ∠DSNi and selects this as the next

recipient. Packet p is then broadcast with this choice added to its header. All neighbours

Ni ∈ Nneighbours except the selected Ni can safely ignore p. When the selected Ni receives

p it sends a short Acknowledgement (ACK) to S, completing this stage of the process.

The process repeats, with the previous Ni becoming the new S, until the packet arrives

at D or a node Ni for which there are no suitable forwarding candidate neighbours.

The current simulated time is given by τ from each simulated node’s internal real-time

clock. Function SEQ(π) extracts the IGF sequence number from packet π. Function

ANGLE(σ) extracts the CTS angle stored in CTS packet σ. Function SENDER(π)

obtains the identity of the last sender of packet π (not necessarily the original source).
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Function DEST (π) extracts the destination specified in packet π. Function RELAY (π)

extracts the selected next-hop relay node from packet π if defined for π.

A detailed definition of the IGF protocol is given by algorithms 8 and 9 in appendix

A. Algorithm 8 defines the required behaviour for a packet relay candidate or destination

Ni. Algorithm 9 defines the required behaviour for a packet sender S. In addition to

the protocol-independent controlled factors defined above in section 3.2.2 two additional

controlled factors must be specified.

X7: CTS threshold angle When nodeNi receives a CTS message from S, it will not send

an RTS unless ∠DSNi < X7. This factor is intended to prevent many low-quality or

poorly located forwarding candidates sending RTS messages, and prevents packets

being forwarded in the opposite direction to the destination if X7 < 90. Measured

in degrees. Defined in the range [0, 180]. Search range is [5, 85].

X8: State timeout base Complete IGF cycles imply several wait/timeout periods. To

minimise the search space we define all as multiples of a single parameter X8, such

that CTS WAIT = X8, DATA WAIT = 2X8, and ACK WAIT = X8. Measured in

seconds. Defined in the range (0,∞). Search range is [0, 1].

3.3 Measurable attributes of solution quality

To assess the relative or absolute quality of a given candidate protocol tuning we must first

make measurable its behaviour in a representative application context. Each metric should

correspond to some desirable notion of solution quality. For a given candidate solution,

specified by a set of input controlled factor values for a given network protocol, we define

the quality of this candidate solution in terms of a set of network response metrics derived

in [295].

Three aspects of solution quality were measured; performance, reliability, and effi-

ciency. Sensornets are inherently real-time systems [274] and hence sufficient performance

is required to deliver packets by deadlines. Data are more important than hardware enti-

ties in sensornets [257] and hence sufficient reliability is required to ensure data are not lost

in transit. Wireless communication is usually the largest energy consumer [235] and hence

sufficient efficiency is require to ensure sensornets continue operation over the required

timespan. This list of solution quality aspects is not intended to be exhaustive. Sensornet
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designers can define other aspects of solution quality, and define suitable metrics with

which to measure these, if appropriate to the intended application.

For each aspect identified as being significant to a greater notion of quality, a metric

was defined against which to measure the extent to which a given protocol configuration

satisfies this notion of quality when implemented within a simulated network. This set of

metrics was reduced to the minimal set deemed sufficient to capture the characteristics of

interest to minimise redundancy and experimental overhead [22]. We define our metrics

in terms of SI units.

For each metric M1 − M3, lower values imply more favourable behaviour. A value

of zero represents a perfect solution in a given metric, although in practice this may not

be attainable; the optimal value may be somewhat higher, but the value is not known

in all cases. Where metrics are defined per metre, this is to normalise results in the size

of the network. This is essential in order that results be comparable between networks

of different node count, node distribution in the network space, or physical size. Where

metrics are defined per packet, this is to normalise results in the volume of traffic handled

by the network to enable fair comparison between relatively busy or quiet networks, a

property which is not a controlled factor but for which we must account.

3.3.1 Performance

Network performance is defined in terms of normalised latency, which is the average time

taken for a packet to traverse unit distance within the network. This is important because

in most real-world applications it is not sufficient for a network to guarantee that a packet

will eventually be delivered. In real-time applications, such as a typical sensornet appli-

cation, it is important that packets are delivered within a given deadline. Knowledge of

the average latency per unit distance allows the network designer to calculate the physical

speed at which data traverses the network.

M1: Latency per metre: Mean time for a packet to travel 1 metre. Measured in m−1s.

Defined in the range (0,∞).

3.3.2 Reliability

Network reliability is defined in terms of packet delivery. Ideally, every packet generated

by the simulated sensing application and queued for delivery at the source node would

eventually reach the destination node within the delivery deadline. The source node and
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destination nodes are not interested in how this is achieved, or the route taken through

the network; these are details that are delegated to the network middleware.

M2: Packet delivery failure ratio: Proportion of packets created at source nodes by the

simulated application which the network attempted to deliver, but were lost before

reaching their intended destination. Unitless. Defined in the range [0, 1].

3.3.3 Efficiency

Network efficiency is defined in terms of average energy consumed by the network to

deliver a packet from source to destination. It is generally impossible to define the energy

consumed in delivering a specific packet so instead an average is obtained for all packets

successfully delivered. Packets which are not successfully delivered nevertheless induce the

consumption of energy during the delivery attempt until all potential delivery branches

are truncated prior to reaching the destination.

M3: Energy per packet per metre: Mean energy for 1 packet to travel 1 metre. Measured

in Jpacket−1m−1. Defined in the range (0,∞).

3.3.4 Comparing quality of candidate solutions

The metrics M1 to M3 defined above are all mutually independent and may be targeted as

individual objectives by sensornet designers. However, real sensornet designs are likely to

require an acceptable compromise between multiple competing objectives. It is therefore

necessary to define a mechanism by which the relative quality of two or more candidate

solutions can be compared to determine which offers the best compromise.

Assume we have n controlled factors X1-Xn and m metrics M1-Mm. A candidate

solution Sα = {Xα1, . . . , Xαn} maps to a set of metrics Tα = {Mα1, . . . ,Mαm}. The

mapping of S 7→ T is not known a priori but instead is evaluated experimentally for

specific values of S. A perfect solution Sperfect would yield a set of metrics Tperfect such

that ∀M ∈ Tperfect • M = 0. Although Sperfect does not necessarily exist, we define

the quality measure E in Equation 3.1 of any given candidate solution Sα based on the

Euclidean distance [88] from the point in solution phase space defined by Tα to the point

Tperfect.

E = 2

√√√√ m∑
i=1

wi(siMi)2 (3.1)
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It is important to remember that minimising the E metric is not the objective of

a single-objective optimisation process; it is merely a tool with which to select a single

best compromise solution from the set of high-quality candidates identified by the multi-

objective optimisation process. Some network performance attributes may be of greater

importance than others to a sensornet designer. We therefore define weighting wi for

metric Mi such that a larger weighting value indicates a greater importance attached to

the network performance attributes quantified by a given metric.

Each of the metrics M1-Mm may be defined over a different range, so it is inappropriate

to compare the absolute measured values directly. We define a normalising factor si for

metric Mi such that all possible values of siMi are found in the range [0, 1], noting that

the the ideal value of any given metric is also the lowest possible value, 0. It is only

meaningful to compare two E values if all normalising values si are equal for each E. If

for a given metric Mi is defined over a finite range then the value of si is well-defined and

does not vary between network configurations under consideration. However, if a given

metric Mi is defined over an infinite range then there does not exist a single well-defined

value of si. Instead, we define si in the context of a given set of experimental results by

setting si = 1 ÷MAX(Mi) where MAX(Mi) is the largest value of metric Mi observed.

In the experimental work that follows we set all wi = 1 to give equal weighting to all

metrics, and set all si using the second definition above as some metrics defined in section

3.3 are defined over an infinite range. As we consider 3 metrics M1-M3 it follows that all

values of E are defined in the range [0,
√

3] where 0 is the solution quality deriving from

the theoretically perfect solution and
√

3 is the solution quality deriving from the worst

quality solution considered in the set of all experiments. For the experimental results we

present later we scale all E values by a constant factor of 1 ÷
√

3, mapping the range

[0,
√

3] to [0, 1] for ease of comparison while remaining equivalent to the original.

Sensornet designers may need to find solutions conformant to specific constraints in

one or more metrics. For example, if the sensornet application requires at least 50% of

packets to be delivered successfully, then candidate solutions for which M2 ≥ 0.5 are

unacceptable. This can be achieved by extending the solution quality function defined in

Equation 3.1 to assign infinite E-values to candidate solutions which do not satisfy some

arbitrary set of requirements.

Assume a boolean function reject(Tα) applies the set of relevant tests to the output

metrics Tα corresponding to candidate solution Sα, returning false if acceptable and
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true if not acceptable. We extend Equation 3.1 using Iverson notation [160] to obtain

Equation 3.2 which assigns E = ∞ for unacceptable solutions, and leaves E unchanged

for acceptable (though perhaps sub-optimal) solutions. Candidate solutions Sα which do

not meet specified constraints and hence have E(Tα) = ∞, but which might otherwise

have good E-values, are evaluated during the search process but are never selected.

E = 2

√√√√ m∑
i=1

wi(siMi)2 + [reject(Tα)]∞ (3.2)

3.4 Offline static protocol tuning results

In this section we consider the various dissimilar types of relationship which exist between

network protocol configuration and network performance metrics. Each experiment uses

the network configurations defined in section 3.1.2.

Protocol configurations were evaluated in which only a single parameter, the static

gossip rebroadcast probability p, was changed. 20 values of the parameter p were evalu-

ated, distributed evenly in the interval [0, 1]. Graphs were plotted of p against observed

metric values. In packet-centric metrics, where multiple copies arrive at the destination

we consider only the first.

It is important that the data extracted from simulation experiments are valid, and

meaningfully reflect network behaviour over an extended period. This was achieved by

running simulations for a reasonably long period of simulated time prior to extracting

values for metrics. Taking the measurements at this stage ensures that they accurately

reflect the long-term behaviour of the simulated system.

To determine the required simulation length, a series of preliminary experiments was

performed using a representative simulated system. The value of each metric of interest

was sampled periodically during simulation execution. When the simulation was complete,

an analysis was performed of the change in metrics over time as the series of measurements

converged on their limiting values. For each metric, after a certain period of simulated

time had passed, variation in measured values over an extended period was no greater

than ±n% where n represents the acceptable measurement error.

When the condition holds true that the sequence of measured value fall within, and

remain within, the acceptable measurement error, we consider the measurement sufficiently

stable to be representative of long-term behaviour. The simulation time required to reach
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this condition was measured, doubled, and rounded upward, yielding a requirement that

each simulation experiment execute for 600 simulated seconds.

Each simulation was allowed to execute for 600 simulated seconds, after which the

simulation was terminated. The value for each metric of interest was then extracted,

reflecting the entire period of 600 simulated seconds. This includes the initialisation stage

at system startup. This is valid and appropriate because network traffic generation, and

the set of rules defining network behaviour, is constant and unchanging throughout each

simulation experiment.

Multiple related plots have been consolidated within figures in section 3.4 to allow

easy comparison of related network measures. Where measured response values have

incompatible units or scales, the observations have been normalised for each observation

type such that the observed value range [min,max] is mapped onto the range [0, 1].

For each measured effect we have the objective of maximising the desired behaviour,

measured by one or more metrics. It is shown that no single value of p is ideal in all metrics.

It follows that a multi-objective protocol optimisation mechanism is required to obtain an

acceptable compromise solution. Chapter 4 defines and applies suitable multi-objective

optimisation methods.

3.4.1 Local versus global traffic effects

Figure 3.1 traces A and B show that the probability of successful point-to-point transmis-

sion, and to a lesser extent reception, declines with increasing p. As network utilisation

increases, so does congestion and the possibility of overlapping transmissions interfering.

An exponential backoff mechanism is implemented to regulate attempts to utilise the

shared wireless medium. As congestion increases, nodes generally must wait longer for

the wireless medium to become clear for transmission. This exponential backoff may be

preempted at a given node, to receive a packet of interest to that node. If some other

node begins a packet transmission during a waiting period, and the transmission extends

over the next potential transmission time, another iteration of the backoff mechanism is

required (the complement of trace A). Eventually, the attempt to transmit a packet may

timeout completely, if the backoff procedure is exhausted (trace C).

As all nodes share a wireless communications medium, as the number of concurrent

transmissions within that medium increases so does the opportunity for packet reception

at receiving nodes to experience data corruption. Where multiple packet transmission
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Figure 3.1: Transmit/receive final states

signals overlap and are received simultaneously, these signals may be of sufficient strength

to interfere and interact beyond the recovery capacity of error detection and correction

mechanisms. If this occurs, the listening node may be unable to successfully receive any

of the overlapping packet transmissions, and any ongoing packet reception attempts will

fail (the complement of trace B). The hidden terminal problem is a common source of this

issue in wireless networks [98].

As network activity increases with p we find that all individual network actions become

less reliable, an effect which must be countered by protocols which can recover from failed

individual actions. Flooding and gossiping can achieve this goal, albeit somewhat crudely

by simply repeating many redundant copies of each attempted action.

In figure 3.2 trace C we observe the anticipated bimodal behaviour in which either

most nodes receive a packet, or very few do, along multi-hop delivery paths. Increasing p

increases delivery probability, with a sharp transition at the critical probability pc [116].

Increasing network size brings a sharper transition. For p > 0.6 the probability of a packet

being delivered is steady at around 92%.

In contrast, traces A and B indicate that individual node-to-node pairwise message

exchanges become less reliable as p increases as a result of increased network utilisation,

and hence increased congestion and interfering transmissions. Single-hop communications
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Figure 3.2: Delivery success rates

become less reliable, and yet the multi-hop communications composed of single-hop com-

munications become more reliable.

This would seem paradoxical as the success probability of any given multi-hop path

is the product of all single-hop component probabilities. However, as p increases the

number of potential delivery paths explored by packet copies increases rapidly. The success

probability of each potential path decreases, but the rapid growth of path count greatly

outweighs this effect. Sensornet designers must consider the expected distribution of path

lengths in determining suitable p. Where long multi-hop paths dominate a high p is

beneficial, but where single-hop or short paths dominate then a lower p may work better.

3.4.2 Route optimality and coverage

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate a number of characteristics of packet delivery routes with

respect to rebroadcast probability p. Trace A shows direct path distance, the average

Euclidian distance between source and destination for delivered packets. Trace B shows

path straightness, which indicates the closeness of the actual physical route traversed by the

packet to the ideal straight path. If the Euclidian distance between source and destination
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is x, and the sum of the Euclidian distances of each node-to-node hop along the actual

packet delivery path is y, then route straightness z = x/y. Ideally, z = 1. Trace C shows

network distance, the average number of node-to-node hops along the routes traversed by

delivered packets.

The differing shapes of traces A − C indicate that fundamentally different trends in

observed factors are induced by variation in a single controlled factor, p. Note that traces

A−C illustrate different network properties. For example, trace A illustrates the physical

distance traversed by packets, whereas trace C illustrates the logical distance traversed by

packets. Although it is meaningless to directly compare values of incompatible measures,

it is useful to compare the trends, to consider whether variation in a given controlled factor

improves or worsens different measures of network performance.

As stated in section 3.1.2, each node generates packets with randomly selected desti-

nation. It follows that the average Euclidian distance between source and destination for

attempted packet delivery is independent of p. However, the experimental results indicate

that the average Euclidian distance between source and destination for successful packet

delivery is dependent on p. Trace A in figures 3.3 and 3.4 shows that, as p increases from

0, the average physical distance da between the source and destination of delivered pack-

ets initially increases, then levels out at around pc where pc ≈ 0.4 for this network. For

p < pc node pairs separated by distance d > da are very unlikely to successfully exchange

messages owing to packet propagation dying out early. Network applications requiring

packets to travel long distances must select a suitably high p; applications in which packet

delivery paths are always physically short (e.g. hierarchical aggregation) may cope with

lower p.

Figure 3.3 trace B shows that the physical path followed by packets from source to

destination is often far from the ideal straight line. In the degenerate case where p = 0 each

path is perfectly straight as each consists of exactly one node-to-node hop. As p increases

to pc it becomes possible for node pairs located more distantly to exchange packets, though

the delivery paths become less straight (and less efficient) as few nodes rebroadcast, and

those that do so need not be located along the optimal straight path. However, as p

increases beyond pc it is more likely that a node choosing to rebroadcast will lie on, or

near, the straight path. As packets encounter delays at each hop, it is more likely that

shorter, straighter routes with fewer hops will induce less delay and hence deliver packets

earlier than more tortuous routes. This effect is reflected in trace C in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Delivery route characteristics: straightness
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Figure 3.5: Coverage versus broadcasts

Figure 3.5 shows the three-way relationship between p on the x-axis, the proportion

q of network exposed to a packet on the y-axis, and the total network-wide count r of

broadcasts of this packet on the z-axis, normalised for packets successfully delivered only.

q is equivalent to the probability that any given packet is delivered, and r is a heuristic

measure of energy expended in the delivery attempt. Planar slices through the surface

parallel to the yz-plane give the relationship between delivery probability and energy

consumption for given p.

The surface can be approximated as two plateau parallel to the xy-plane, divided by a

curve of shape similar to trace C in figure 3.2. This configuration illustrates that successful

delivery attempts tend to induce a similar high number of broadcasts, and unsuccessful

delivery attempts tend to induce a similar low number of broadcasts. If the surface had

been closer to an inclined plane this would have indicated that sensornet designers could

more finely tune the tradeoff between delivery success probability and energy consumption

to suit application requirements.
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Figure 3.6: Path speed

3.4.3 Timing and latency effects

Figure 3.6 traces A and B indicated the speed at which packets traverse the network.

Trace A shows the virtual packet speed v, as would be demonstrated by a packet travel-

ling on a perfectly straight path between source and destination. This measure is useful

in predicting time-bounded reachability for real-time applications. Packets with source-

destination distance d and deadline t are likely (though not guaranteed) to arrive on time

if d
t ≥ v.

Figure 3.6 trace A shows that, as p increases, v declines rapidly due to network con-

gestion until p ≈ pc at which point the general increase in path straightness (see figure 3.3

trace B) allows s to increase. As p increases from 0 to pc successful delivery becomes more

likely but slower; for p > pc both speed and success probability increase in tandem. This

is despite the actual physical speed remaining near-constant in increasing p, as shown by

trace B in figure 3.6.

However, for p > pc the delay at each node does not increase appreciably, as illustrated

in figure 3.7 trace A; nodes have limited buffer space and packets have limited lifespans,

so packet queues cannot grow without bound. As figure 3.7 trace B illustrates, if the
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Figure 3.7: Path latency

virtual packet speed v increases but routes become straighter as p increases where p > pc,

then the time taken to travel some constant proportion of the route becomes smaller.

Consequently, network designers may wish to decrease buffer sizes and packet lifetimes

where newer packets are of greater value than older packets.

Figure 3.8 shows the three-way relationship between p on the x-axis, the proportion q of

network exposed to a packet on the y-axis, and the average latency for delivered packets on

the z-axis. Planar slices through the surface parallel to the yz-plane give the relationship

between delivery probability and likely delivery latency; expected latency grows almost

linearly in delivery probability, with some slope sp. In other words, this relationship gives

the probability that a packet will be delivered within a given time, assuming that it will

be delivered at all.

This reinforces the interpretation in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The more network ac-

tivity in response to a delivery attempt the greater the chance of success, but the lesser

the delivery speed. Note that sp is not constant; sp increases with p from 0 reaching a

maximum at pc, decreasing once again as p approaches 1. Network designers requiring

minimal variation in delivery latency might select p distant from pc toward the extremes.
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Figure 3.8: Coverage versus time

3.4.4 Energy efficiency

Figure 3.9 illustrates trends in two different measures of efficiency as a function of varying

rebroadcast probability, p. Both traces are derived from figures for successfully delivered

packets only, although the measured values are influenced by all packet delivery attempts.

Trace A illustrates the average number of duplicate copies received at the destination for

a successfully delivered packet. Ideally, exactly one copy would be received. Trace B

illustrates the average amount of energy consumed by the network to deliver at least one

copy of a packet to its intended destination. Lower values are preferable. Traces A and

B relate to different network effects, so it is not appropriate to compare these types of

raw data directly. However, it is useful to compare the resulting trends, so as to identify

values of p which yield favourable performance in both network performance issues.

Figure 3.9 trace A indicates that as p increases nodes tend to receive more copies

of packets, the number of duplicates growing logarithmically in p. This indicates that

multiple independent delivery paths are active, as each node never broadcasts a given

packet more than once. This is good for reliability, but might be considered bad for

efficiency; after a packet has been received, there is no benefit derived from receiving it
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Figure 3.9: Energy efficiency characteristics

However, figure 3.9 trace B indicates that as p increases, and the level of network

activity grows in response, the energy consumed per delivered packet falls sharply. This

somewhat counter-intuitive finding is explained by increased reliability. A packet is either

delivered, or it is not delivered; however, the energy invested in attempting to deliver

a packet does not follow a similar binary relationship. As p increases the probability

of delivery increases, and hence the probability that energy invested in packet delivery

being thrown away decreases. This suggests that efficient protocols should fail as early as

possible if delivery of a given packet will ultimately prove unsuccessful.

Now consider the further energy efficiency improvements that might be achieved by

sensornets implementing an efficient node state management policy. Figure 3.10 trace

A shows energy consumption for nodes that never switch off. Trace B shows energy

consumption for nodes which are switched off whenever not performing useful work, but

otherwise behave identically. It can be seen from these traces A and B that there exists the

potential to save energy without compromising performance, although the overall pattern

of the relationship is unchanged.

Figure 3.10 trace C shows the proportion of energy consumed under trace A which

would be saved. Note that the plot is scaled to fill the y-axis; the actual wasted proportion
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Figure 3.10: Potential energy savings

is around 45%, and real state management policies are unlikely to reach this level. Never-

theless, this illustrates that significant energy efficiency improvements might be possible if

energy management and network activity management are integrated. Chapter 7 defines

and evaluates suitable mechanisms.

3.5 Online dynamic protocol tuning

In this section we consider weaknesses in gossip protocol performance, proposing and

evaluating remedies.

We define a set of metrics in section 3.5.1, a subset of those considered in section

3.4, to identify failure modes of the protocol. By examining the frequency with which

values of these metrics are observed we quantitatively characterise the conditions under

which packet delivery attempts fail. These metrics were chosen because all but one can

be determined online within the network at minimal cost, and hence can be used to

dynamically tune protocols to improve routing decisions with minimal overhead.

Each simulation was allowed to continue for 3600 simulated seconds to allow network

behaviour to settle into stable patterns. A single gossip protocol configuration was taken

as a baseline with static gossip rebroadcast probability of p throughout the network. We
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set p = 0.6 as section 3.4.1 indicates this is sufficient to ensure delivery of most packets to

most nodes at most times under the bimodal behaviour effect [116].

The frequency distribution for each failure characteristic metric was determined by

taking the output from three simulations, corresponding to the three networks described

in section 3.1.1, and counting the frequency of values falling into equal-width bins spaced

evenly throughout the observed range. Experimentation showed that 20 bins provided a

good balance between detail and clarity in the derived histograms, exposing trends without

too much distracting noise.

Graphs were plotted showing bin midpoint values versus relative frequency. Each plot

summarises the observed behaviour in a given response type over the total simulated

period, and approximates the probability distribution function of the response value for

any given individual packet similar to the greater packet population [270].

For each measured attribute described in section 3.5.1 a pair of graphs illustrates the

approximated distribution function. The first graph shows the distributions for all packets,

delivered packets, and undelivered packets. This graph illustrates undesirable behaviours

evident for undelivered packets which differ from those of successfully delivered packets.

The second graph shows the distribution of undelivered packets under variants of the gossip

protocol, modified to address the suboptimal behaviour displayed in the first graph.

Each attribute is measured with respect to the closest delivery attempt node, C. We

assume each packet π has a single source node, S, and a single destination node, D. For

delivered packets, trivially C = D. For undelivered packets, C is the node geometrically

closest to D which successfully received a copy of π.

Figure 3.11 illustrates the distribution of distances from source to closest, ||−→SC||. Fig-

ure 3.12 illustrates the distribution of distances from closest to destination, ||
−−→
CD||. Figure

3.13 illustrates the distribution of hopcounts encountered by the first instance of packet π

reaching C. Figure 3.14 illustrates the distribution of time elapsed during which the first

instance of packet π reaches C.

Figure 3.15 illustrates the distribution of total numbers of node-to-node hops observed

in delivery of a packet. This latter figure is taken as a heuristic measure of the total network

resources expended in attempts to deliver a packet, assuming that each node-to-node hop

consumes similar levels of resources of interest such as energy.
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3.5.1 Distribution analysis: unmodified protocol

In this section we assess qualitatively the characteristic behaviour observed for packets

generated by the simulated application. The behaviour demonstrated for all packets is

compared against that demonstrated by those subsets which were delivered, and those

not delivered. We assume that qualitative differences between the resulting distributions

represent qualitative differences in behaviour of packets which do and do not reach their

destination.

Accepting that some level of packet loss is inevitable in a wireless network not designed

or optimised for reliability, ideally the loss probability would be equal for all packets as the

simulated networks treat all packets as being of equal priority. Suppose some qualitative

difference exists; this represents a weakness in the behaviour induced by a given protocol,

which might be addressed by amending the protocol to deal with the specific cases in

which this weakness becomes influential.

The key problematic behaviours associated with failed packet delivery attempts are

early fail and late fail, corresponding to the bimodal behaviour inherent to gossiping

protocols [116]. In early fail gossiping dies out early, wasting few resources, and stifling

the delivery attempt before it becomes established. In late fail the packet covers most of

the network and yet fails to reach the destination, thereby wasting all resources invested

in the attempt.

In figures 3.11(a)-3.15(a) it is evident that for all metrics the probability distribution

function for all packets is almost identical to that for delivered packets. This is unsurpris-

ing as around 92% of packets were successfully delivered in each case (see section 3.4.1).

Furthermore, the distribution function for undelivered packets is generally similar to that

of all or delivered packets, albeit with some difference in overall shape. It is these dif-

ferences in shape we shall examine here. The relative height of features in the plots is

not significant, as all have been scaled in the y-axis such that discrimination of individual

plots is possible.

Figure 3.11(a) shows the distribution of relative frequency of distances to observe a

good approximation of a Gaussian distribution. This is an expected geometric conse-

quence of randomly selecting source and destination nodes for traffic packets which are

distributed randomly and evenly throughout a cube. The distribution pertaining to un-

delivered packets more roughly approximates a Gaussian distribution with similar mean,

but with the distinct asymmetry that the falloff is much less pronounced below this mean
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Figure 3.11: Source distance vs frequency

than above. This shows that undelivered packets are substantially less likely to get close

to their intended destination than delivered packets, providing evidence of the early fail

of gossip message propagation [116].

Figure 3.12(a) does not show the frequency distribution for delivered packets, as this

is trivially zero at all places except at the origin where a Dirac delta would represent
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Figure 3.12: Destination distance vs frequency

all delivered packets. In the distribution plot for all packets we find further evidence of

bimodal behaviour in the hyperbolic curve; any given packet tends to cover almost all of

the network as p >= pc in the experiment design and hence reaches nodes close to the

intended destination.

The plot for undelivered packets tells much the same story, although there is a sharp
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falloff in frequency at the y-axis due to the discrete categorisation of packets as delivered

or undelivered. Even undelivered packets tend to reach nodes close to the destination,

representing wasteful employment of network resources; if a delivery attempt is to fail,

it is better that failure occurs sooner rather than later, such that substantial energy and

time need not be wasted when the packet falls just short of the target. This is the late

fail effect discussed earlier.

Figure 3.13(a) indicates that the path from the source node to whichever node of those

receiving the packet is closest to the destination is far more likely to consist of a very small

number of node-to-node hops for undelivered packets than for delivered packets. Of course,

some source-destination node pairs happen to be located in close physical proximity; it

would be expected here that the best internode route would contain few hops. More

generally, however, we see further evidence of early fail.

In figure 3.14(a) we see a similar effect to that illustrated in figure 3.13(a) when we

consider time since delivery attempts began, although the qualitative difference between

the distributions for delivered and undelivered packets is less pronounced. Nevertheless,

these plots indicate that a time-based approach might offer a similar remedy to early fail

to that offered by a hopcount-based approach.

Figure 3.15(a) is slightly different to the others considered in this section. The plots

represent a heuristic measure of energy consumed per packet for successful and unsuccessful

delivery attempts, working from the assumption that each node-to-node hope consumes

a roughly comparable quantity of energy available within the network. Again we see

evidence of early fail behaviour. Under the unmodified gossip protocol we expect a packet

to cover almost all of the network or very little of the network, irrespective of the physical

or logical proximity of the source and destination nodes.

If we assume that each node will rebroadcast a given packet only once then total

network coverage in a network of n nodes would involve n − 1 hops. A substantial area

under the undelivered packets curve toward the left of figure 3.15(a) indicates a substantial

number of packets for which very few hops are counted, indicating little of the network

was exposed to the packet; unless by chance the destination happens to be physically close

to the source this renders unlikely the successful delivery of the packet.
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Figure 3.13: Best-path hops vs frequency

3.5.2 Distribution analysis: modified protocol variants

Percolation theory [116] predicts that flooding protocols will exhibit a bimodal behaviour

transition as p increases such that either most nodes receive a packet, or very few do, along

multi-hop delivery paths. Increasing network size should yield a sharper transition, which

is predicted to occur at around p ≈ 0.6. As a corollary, flooding protocol variants which
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Figure 3.14: Best-path time vs frequency

implement dynamic protocol tuning by modulating rebroadcast probability dependent on

network or traffic context are unlikely to offer any significant advantage over the stan-

dard version. We confirmed this experimentally by deploying a set of flooding derivative

protocols into the same network configurations explored in section 3.5.1.

Having established and measured the undesirable characteristics of the unmodified
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Figure 3.15: Total hops vs frequency

gossip protocol associated with failed packet delivery attempts, we now attempt to at-

tack these weaknesses. We modify the gossip protocol to yield the following variants in

which online heuristics are applied, at each node and for each packet individually, to

modify the effective rebroadcast probability pe from the base probability p under certain

circumstances.
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The underlying concept is that we might improve network performance by encouraging

rebroadcast in nodes or regions which are likely to form part of good delivery paths, and

discourage rebroadcast where it is unlikely to make a net positive contribution. Nodes

do not have complete knowledge of the network state or future traffic production, so

an optimal algorithm is not possible; however, heuristic approaches might offer useful

improvement approaching theoretical bounds.

Our trials employed previously published flooding derivatives, as well as defining a

further two variants based on similar principles. Each derivative protocol attempts to

combat the early fail or late fail failure modes [116].

The gossip variants considered are:

• U : original unmodified gossip

• A: distance from source + elliptical bounding

• B : hops traversed + elliptical bounding

• C : time since start + elliptical bounding

• D : distance to destination + elliptical bounding

• E : elliptical bounding regions only

Variant U is the unmodified gossip protocol against which the variants are compared.

Variant E implements the elliptical bounding of Li et al. [183], by setting pe = 0 for

nodes beyond a bounding sphere whose diameter is defined by the packet’s source and

destination nodes, to prevent packets “spilling out” into positions unlikely to contribute

to successful delivery.

Variants A−D also employ the elliptical bounding of E but augment this by increasing

pe under certain circumstances. For packets within the elliptical bounding region, each

variant N of A − D calculates pe in the interval [p, pmax] as a function of some packet

attribute, where that attribute value falls between zero and some threshold value tN .

The value of tN for each variant A − D was obtained from the graphs of section 3.5.1

by observing the section(s) of the metric on the x-axis. These show dissimilarity in the

relative frequency of observations for delivered and undelivered packets. Variant E always

has a unitless threshold value of 1, the relative length of source-to-intermediate and source-

to-destination vectors, and hence need not be derived through measurement.

Any number of functions might be selected, such as the step function or various types

of exponential or trigonometric functions, but we select a simple linear ramp function.

The latter requires few resources for calculation, and is a reasonable approximation of
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numerous functions of greater computational cost. We define pmax = 1 to maximise the

effect of the rebroadcast probability increase, although any pmax ∈ [p, 1] can be used.

Variants A − C boost pe for packets early in attempted delivery to combat early fail.

It would be possible to employ a compound heuristic using more than one of A− C, but

this would be unlikely to yield much additional improvement as each addresses a similar

problem.

Variant A is similar to GeRaF [347], and boosts pe on the geometric distance from

the source location to the current packet location with tA = 750m. Variant B is similar

to GOSSIP1 [116] and PPSNRP [29], boosting pe on the number of hops traversed from

the source node to the current node with tB = 3 hops. Variant C boosts pe on the time

elapsed since delivery attempts began, a novel approach not previously considered in the

literature to the best of our knowledge, with tC = 0.03s.

Variant D boosts pe for packets late in attempted delivery to combat late fail where

significant resources have already been invested in lost packets, an approach similar to

PPSNRP [29] but replacing network distance with geometric distance similar to GeRaF

[347]. Variant D boosts pe on the geometric distance from the current packet location to

the destination location with dD = 500m.

In all cases the shapes of curves for variants A−E were similar to those of U , suggesting

that the pattern of network behaviour was qualitatively unchanged. However, variants

A − E generally showed improved behaviour in some metrics. In figure 3.12(b) there is

little difference in any of the plots, suggesting that the gossip variants are more able to

reduce early fail effects than late fail.

In figures 3.11(b), 3.13(b), and to a lesser extend 3.14(b), we see variant E performs

somewhat better than the unmodified protocol U , and that variants A−D perform some-

what better than E but broadly comparable with other variants A − D. This suggests

some success in combating the early fail problem. However, figure 3.15(b) shows little

variation between any plots, and little success in reducing the relative frequency for low-

hop delivery attempts for undelivered packets to the low frequencies for successful delivery

attempts illustrated in figure 3.15(a).

We therefore conclude that variants A− E have some small influence in reducing the

early fail problem, but insufficient influence to solve the problem completely. Further

improvement may require protocols of greater complexity or which are at least partially

stateful, for example maintaining local knowledge of successful and unsuccessful delivery
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Metric U A B C D E

M1 1.000 0.975 0.962 0.957 0.962 0.987

M2 1.000 0.991 1.000 1.002 1.009 0.993

M3 1.000 1.012 1.000 1.014 0.999 1.010

Table 3.1: Normalised metrics for all variants

attempts to exploit in relay selection decisions.

3.5.3 Quantitative performance analysis

We now assess the relative merit of variants A-E against unmodified gossip U quantita-

tively. Metrics M1 −M3, as defined in section 3.3, are shown normalised against the value

obtained for the unmodified gossip protocol configuration U in table 3.1. These metrics

pertain to all network behaviour throughout network lifetime, and as such are suitable for

analysing relative performance but are not suitable as online heuristics.

The values displayed in table 3.1 are unitless as they indicate the relative magnitude in

comparison to the unmodified gossip protocol, rather than indicating the measured value

itself. All figures are given to three decimal places. For some metric Mn, a measured

value for some protocol variant v in A-E is given by Mnv. Where Mnv < Mn the variant

v reduced the metric, where Mnv > Mn the variant v increased the metric, and where

Mnv = Mn the variant v had no effect on the metric. For metrics M1 −M3 higher values

Mnv are desirable, whereas for M4 −M5 lower values are desirable.

Looking at table 3.1, it is immediately obvious that there is very little variation across

the protocol variants in any of the metrics. This supports the findings of section 3.5.2 in

which very little difference in the respective approximated probability distribution func-

tions was observed. The simple context-sensitive heuristic-driven variants of the gossip

protocol considered in section 3.5 do not perform appreciably better than the simpler,

plain gossip protocol.

The variants also do not appear to harm network performance; if a given variant were

found to confer some material advantage for some specialised traffic flow type in a given

deployment context, it would seem entirely feasible to use this variant with reasonable

confidence that more general traffic flows would not be affected adversely. However, this

seems insufficient evidence of the merit of such a variant in the general case.

In the absence of demonstrable, meaningful performance improvement we conclude
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that the additional complexity of the variant protocols cannot be justified, either in terms

of the additional computational complexity at sparingly-resourced nodes in executing these

protocols or in terms of analytical effort and design understandability.

An alternative approach might simply be to send multiple copies. If interpacket delay is

sufficient to guarantee independence of the progress of n send attempts, and the probability

of a given attempt succeeding is q, the probability of both attempts failing is (1−q)n which

diminishes quickly as the nth power. If approximately 92% of delivery attempts succeed

(see section 3.4.1) then just two send attempts should reduce the probability of both failing

to (1− 0.92)2 = 6.04× 10−3. However, this relies on the probability of successful delivery

attempts being entirely independent. This assumption may not hold in sensornets; for

example, network congestion associated with an initial attempt may render subsequent

attempts less likely to succeed.

3.6 Summary

It has been shown that optimising even a single tunable parameter is a delicate balancing

act with the results being highly dependent on the specific network and application. As

such this form of investigation is a valid and valuable use of sensornet designers’ time.

Further gains may be achievable by tuning a given protocol for a specific application and

network configuration.

Several undesirable behaviours relating to undelivered traffic were observed and mea-

sured. A number of areas for improvement were identified. Existing protocols were im-

proved by defining variants which allow online adaptation at individual packet granularity

to address these behaviours. The requirement for online adaptation is particularly acute

at the beginning and end of delivery paths.

However, the observed performance improvement was not significant, suggesting that

network designers should instead focus on tuning protocols to better fit the network prob-

lem, or tune the network design to better fit the selected protocol.
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Chapter 4

Engineering methods for sensornet

protocol tuning

The published literature suffers no shortage of network protocols of varying complexity,

specialisation and scope. Deciding which protocol to select is difficult as there is generally

no baseline against which to implement a fair and meaningful comparison. Good software

engineering practice suggests the reuse of existing, well-tested protocols is generally prefer-

able to the creation of new custom protocols for each application. However, the literature

in which new protocols are presented frequently lacks any discussion of how the network

designer might select appropriate values to assign to tunable parameters to obtain good

performance. This chapter presents solutions to the protocol tuning problem based on

principled search techniques.

4.1 The protocol tuning problem

A common strategy is to design new protocols for a specific intended deployment context

[234]. We believe this strategy is flawed. Real-world deployment environments are usually

not known precisely prior to deployment, and often change after deployment. Custom

protocols often lack generality and become unusable if the expected and actual deployment

environments differ, and may have unexpected behaviours or failure modes which would

have been previously observed in more commonly used protocols.

We propose that network designers first attempt to fit existing protocols to their needs,

only moving on to custom protocols if this should prove impossible. We describe a reusable

engineering method to address this multi-dimensional optimisation problem, based on
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sound principles widely recognised and applied beyond Computer Science. We provide

a mechanism with which to de-risk deployment of sensornets tuned within training en-

vironments, evaluating the robustness of these tunings to changing environments. The

mechanism is also useful for comparative evaluation of protocols within a fixed deploy-

ment context.

Most non-trivial protocols have sets of parameters which can be fine-tuned. One op-

tion is to introduce new energy aware networking protocols which seek to reduce energy

consumption by managing network traffic more efficiently. However without suitable pa-

rameters the benefits can not be fully realised. In this chapter we explore how existing

well-understood protocols can be optimised. The tuning method we describe is equally

applicable to both energy-ignorant and energy-aware protocols. We demonstrate its effi-

cacy and versatility by applying it to two fundamentally different protocols: TTL-Bounded

GOSSIP (TBG) [217] and Implicit Geographic Forwarding (IGF) [120].

Sensornet designers must identify the most significant factors to avoid being swamped

by unnecessary detail. Unfortunately, even identifying the relative importance of factors

and their interactions is rarely trivial [93]. Discovering the best values to assign to these

factors and understanding their impact on network behaviour tradeoffs is harder still, as

discussed in chapter 3. Tunable parameters are often defined without clear default values

and may be defined over an infinite range. Complex system design can present a range

of design options and subsystem choices that a designer unfamiliar in the art would find

difficult to navigate [82].

Where multiple controllable factors exist, each of which can take many values, com-

binatorial explosion renders exhaustive exploration impossible. Designers may resort to

inefficient trial-and-improvement techniques or accept sub-optimal tunings. This is un-

desirable for numerous reasons including high cost, risk of low solution quality, and poor

repeatability. Pragmatic engineering approaches can, in contrast, approximate exhaus-

tive exploration in bounded time yielding repeatable results of known quality. Although

generally desirable, this is particularly significant in organisations which implement a

well-defined engineering process such as CMMI [56] certified against standards such as

ISO 9001 [141].

We propose a principled search method based on full factorial design experiments [22]

which addresses the process weaknesses identified above. If an iterative design method-

ology is employed, this method could form a useful and repeatable component of end-of-
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iteration evaluation [164]. Our method is not specific to any given protocol type, and is

sufficiently generic to remain applicable for any similar sensornet protocol tuning problem.

Considering one factor at a time is unlikely to give a thorough treatment of the tradeoffs

and hence any solution found may differ significantly from the optimal. For instance,

suppose we wish to maximise the probability that a packet reaches a given destination

within a given deadline. If we increase the gossip probability are we helping timely delivery

by ensuring that at least one short path from source to destination is traversed, or are

we hindering timely delivery by congesting the network? How big should each node’s

waiting packet queue size be to avoid retaining packets that will inevitably expire prior to

delivery but without throwing away packets which should still be viable? Does increasing

the gossip probability upset this delicate balance by delivering too many irrelevant packets,

undermining careful tuning of the waiting packet queue size?

Tackling this issue presents interesting challenges. Sensornet protocol tuning is not a

simple, idealised problem. It is a complex real-world problem with multiple inputs, mul-

tiple outputs, and multiple objectives. The non-trivial interrelationships between these

factors are not known at the outset, and thus cannot be targeted specifically during ex-

periment design. Two important engineering challenges addressed by our method are the

production of solutions exhibiting robustness to deployment context, and the uncertainty

and noise inherent in any experimental data.

4.1.1 Description of the problem

Layered network protocol stacks, such as the OSI [343] and TCP/IP [79] models, partition

the network functionality into a set of layers between the physical layer and the application

layer. Within each layer the behaviour of network elements is defined and managed by

one or more protocols. Whereas the behaviour of any layer may indirectly influence any

other layer, each layer interacts only with the layer immediately above, and the layer

immediately below, in the stack. This interaction occurs through well-defined interfaces

exposed for this purpose, and allows the network designer to consider any given layer in

isolation.

In this chapter we consider protocols functioning at the Network layer of the OSI

layered model [343]. A large number of network routing protocols exist, some of which may

be more suitable than others to a proposed sensornet deployment. Most of these protocols

can be tuned by a network designer in an attempt to attain at least the minimum required
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QoS, or to minimise or maximise one or more measurable performance attributes. Some

tunable parameters are specific to a given protocol, whereas others are shared by several.

We define a combination of protocol and protocol tuning as an acceptable solution if all

QoS requirements are achieved for the intended deployment configuration. It is possible

that a given selection of protocol and protocol tuning will function more effectively than

others in a given deployment environment. It is also possible that a given selection of

protocol and protocol tuning will perform sufficiently well to be considered an acceptable

solution across a broader range of possible deployment scenarios than others. This is

of particular interest to network designers targeting real-world deployments as the real

world is notoriously difficult to model in a manner which effectively captures the relevant

attributes precisely or accurately [258]. It is also subject to unpredictable changes both

before and after initial network deployment.

It is possible that zero acceptable solutions exist, or exactly one, or more than one.

If zero acceptable solutions exist then no protocol tuning will achieve the required QoS.

If exactly one acceptable solution exists then this must be selected. If more than one

acceptable solution exists then any of these would provide the basic minimum required

network effectiveness, but nevertheless differences in observed network capability may

exist. Furthermore, it is possible that non-point regions of parameter space surrounding

good solutions yield network behaviour measured within experimental error of the actual

solutions.

It is likely that, if at least one acceptable solution exists, then many such acceptable

solutions exist; this is particularly evident where one or more controllable factors is defined

for continuous rather than discrete ranges. Given a number of acceptable solutions, how

does the network designer decide which to use? We propose that network designers should

select from the subset of acceptable solutions which offers an appropriate level of robustness

to variation in deployment environment, as well as maximising any other desirable network

characteristics appropriate to the application. This engineering approach yields a network

design with an appropriate level of tolerance to unknown and unpredictable factors, in

addition to maximising the potential utility of the network [295].

4.2 Tuning protocols by a Design Of Experiments approach

In this section we consider the experimental method employed to tune protocols to a

given training environment. In the experiments described in section 4.2.1 we measure
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network response metrics separately for each of three network sizes defined in section

4.3.1. Statistical models are fitted to the results using the methods described in section

4.2.7, from which we derive best-compromise protocol tunings for TBG and IGF. We then

measure these network response metrics again for a longer, more detailed simulation of the

same networks to yield estimated best performance measures attainable by each protocol

in the tuning environment. Finally, in section 6.1 we measure these network response

metrics for these best-compromise protocol tunings to assess robustness to a changing

deployment configuration.

4.2.1 Three-phase Design of Experiments approach

Full factorial design [22,329] is used to systematically explore the factor-response relation-

ship. This approach gives broad but shallow coverage of all possible combinations of all

acceptable ranges of controlled factors. Unlike Monte Carlo simulation methods [199] the

set of inputs is not randomly selected, but is instead defined so as to obtain a uniform

sampling of the parameter landscape. We address the combinatorial explosion identified

in section 4.2.8 by applying a three-phase method designed to avoid wasting resources and

analytical effort on matters which will not significantly influence the outcome, allowing

more detailed statistical models to be derived for a given cost.

The three phases are:

1. Phase 1: Determine the point at which measurement experiments are sufficiently

stable to be sampled as representative of long-term stable behaviour.

2. Phase 2: Sample the problem space at low resolution. Statistical models are fitted

to the resulting data points to identify insignificant factors, to be dropped in Phase

3 to make high resolution modelling tractable.

3. Phase 3: Sample the problem space at high resolution for significant factors only. Fit

statistical models to the resulting data points to confirm the significance of selected

factors, and summarise the complex interrelationships in a format suitable for further

analysis. Extract protocol tunings associated with desired network behaviour.

We apply statistical methods to determine the significance and influence of each con-

trolled factor to each response value. If a given factor is not correlated with the response

we conclude this factor-response pair is independent. If all factor-response pairs are un-

correlated for a given factor, we conclude that this factor has no statistically significant
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influence. If a factor has no significant influence on any response then it can safely be

ignored. A full cost analysis of this experimental method can be found in section 4.2.8.

Every model is necessarily an imperfect abstraction of reality. Factor significance

within the model implies, but does not guarantee, significance in reality. The quality of

the model determines the extent to which results demonstrated within the model are valid.

If a poor quality model is utilised it is possible that the supposed significance of a factor is

an artefact of the model. We therefore employ a pessimistic approach, in which we retain

factors which may later transpire to be statistically insignificant.

4.2.2 Phase 1: Analyse variance

The most computationally expensive component of the three-phase method is the eval-

uation of candidate solutions through simulation. Reducing simulation length or detail

reduces this overhead. However, if taken too far this will risk experimental errors of

unacceptable magnitude, leading to meaningless and unusable results. Phase 1 analyses

variance of measured metrics with respect to simulated time and finds the minimum ac-

ceptable simulation time required to obtain results with experimental error no greater

than a defined threshold. We set this threshold at ±5%.

Owing to the stochastic nature of network communication and unpredictable radio

environments, metrics are not guaranteed to be identical between repeats of the same

experimental configuration. However, where network protocols converge on steady state

behaviour, experiments can run until performance metrics converge within some acceptable

range of their limiting value; experimental noise explains further variance within this range.

We measured the minimum time required for each metric under each protocol by exper-

iment in networks of the design defined in section 4.3.1. Metrics are sampled periodically

but are influenced by total simulated period from the start to the sampling point. Assum-

ing that the network eventually reaches a steady state, measured metrics converge on the

actual value with sample accuracy increasing with simulated time, until sampled values

fall within experimental error margin at which point no further meaningful improvement

is possible. At this point, metrics are sampled as representative of the stable value [18].

Assume the value of some convergent metric Mα at simulated time τ is given by Mα(τ).

Mα(τ) approaches its limiting value Mα(∞) as τ → ∞. At some simulated time τα the

value Mα(τα) becomes sufficiently close to Mα(∞) such that for all τ > τα the value Mα(τ)

is within ±η% of Mα(∞). We define metric Mα as converged at this simulated time τα.
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Any further variation, including that deriving from noise and unblocked nuisance factors,

is within ±η% experimental error margin. We set η = 5 such that measured metrics used

in later analysis have ±5% measurement error.

4.2.3 Phase 2: Identify significant factors

In section 3.2 we define tunable parameters for two candidate protocols, TBG and IGF,

and the acceptable ranges for these parameters. A given protocol or set of protocols may

have an arbitrary number of tunable parameters, some of which may be more significant

than others. In Phase 2 we determine which parameters and parameter pairs are the

most important predictors of network performance metrics, using the well-known ANOVA

method [38]. We identify the minimal set which are significant at a given threshold confi-

dence level; all other parameters can be discarded to reduce the problem size.

Recall from section 3.3.4 the notion that a mapping S 7→ T exists, though is not

known a priori, which defines for any given protocol tuning the expected values of metrics

that measure induced network behaviour. As this mapping contains an infinite number of

elements where one or more controlled factors is continually variable we cannot evaluate

the entire mapping; instead, we evaluate a carefully designed partial mapping of finite

size.

We define a test case suite C by multi-level Full Factorial Design [18]. We sample

each of the p controlled factors defined in section 3.2 at q evenly-spaced points, giving

for each controlled factor a set of candidate values. If the experimenter happens to know

that good quality solutions are likely to be found around specific regions of the parameter

space, they can of course relax the requirement for evenly-spaced points and instead define

a greater density of sampling points around known-good regions. We do not assume prior

knowledge of the problem, and hence apply an even sampling strategy.

We then compose the test case suite by defining every valid combination of every

candidate value of every controlled factor. A valid combination contains exactly one value

for each controlled factor, where that value is taken from the set of candidate values for

that controlled factor. Each combination represents a single candidate solution Cα ∈ C

such that C samples the controlled factor design space at qp points.

For each candidate solution Cα ∈ C we run a simulation experiment to measure the

network behaviour under that protocol tuning. The resulting pairs of sample points and

simulation-derived metrics represent exact solutions to specific known points in the gener-
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alised model of the relationship between controlled factors and output metrics. However,

these are not directly usable if we wish to know the relationship between input and output,

or vice-versa, for other points in the input-output phase space.

For a finite set of sample points there exists the risk that an ideal value of some

controlled factor falls between sample points, and hence is not evaluated directly. To

consider points in the parameter space that have not been measured directly we need

to interpolate by fitting a statistical model to the known sampled points to derive a set

of equations describing a hypersurface in the phase space [38]. We then work with the

fitted surface rather than specific individual experimental results. Increasing the per-

parameter sample number q yields a fitted model which is a better approximation of the

real relationship by providing more data for model fitting.

For each metric Mi a separate statistical model is derived in which n axes represents

controlled factors X1-Xn and a further axis in which the height of the hypersurface varies

with the values of the output metric Mi. Axes corresponding to controlled factors X1-Xn

are common to all metrics M1-Mm so a more complex surface can represent the interre-

lationships between all factors and all metrics. The model fitting procedure is described

fully in section 4.2.7.

Although these fitted models define the relationship between controlled factor and

induced network behaviour, we are not interested in this matter in Phase 2. Instead, we

are interested only in the p-values [38] which define the confidence level for the contribution

of each factor (and combination of interacting factors) to the predicted value of network

metrics.

Where a given factor is found to contribute to the predicted value of one or more

metrics with p < 0.05 this factor is significant with 95% confidence. All factors considered

significant for at least one metric, in isolation or as part of an interaction pair, are retained

for Phase 3; all others are dropped as their contribution is not statistically significant.

Depending on the application requirements the experimenter may select higher or lower

confidence levels, but 95% is generally a good choice unless there are specific reasons to

favour an alternative confidence level [38].

The policy for dropping factors is a pessimistic policy. We err on the side of caution,

and hence may retain factors which later transpire to be statistically insignificant. How-

ever, this pessimism is necessary if we are to define a mechanism that can be implemented

mechanistically; we prioritise reliability over efficiency. When implementing this mecha-
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nism by hand, the experimenter may choose to cull borderline factors where appropriate.

We do not implement any such intuition-driven strategy here.

4.2.4 Phase 3: Extract protocol tunings

In Phase 2 we are interested only in identifying the significant factors, discarding the

specific values of fitted model coefficients and the corresponding protocol tunings. We

must do this to make high-resolution sampling of the problem space feasible, without

wasting significant experimental effort on assessing irrelevant factors. Otherwise, we must

either accept a lower than optimal sampling resolution, with the risk that no sampling

point lies near optimal solutions, or expend considerably greater experimental effort than

is strictly necessary.

In Phase 3 we are interested in the fitted model coefficients and specific protocol tun-

ings. Having identified which factors have a statistically significant influence on measured

responses, we can justifiably focus our experimental effort solely on tuning those signif-

icant factors. A set of experiments is defined and implemented in the same format as

described in section 4.2.3 for Phase 2. However, in Phase 3 we increase q to sample the

search range of each significant factor at a greater number of points; again, sampling points

are distributed evenly throughout the search range. All insignificant factors are set to a

reasonable default value; we select the midpoint of the search ranges.

We thus reduce the number of controlled factors, p, considered in the search, but

increase the sampling resolution specified by q. As the cost analysis given in section 4.2.8

shows, the experiment cost grows polynomially in q but exponentially in p. It follows that

for a fixed maximum boundary on experimental cost, it is possible to increase sampling

resolution significantly by dropping a relatively small number of controlled factors.

Having run the experiments corresponding to this higher resolution sampling of the

problem space, we now have a higher resolution partial mapping to approximate the

mapping S 7→ T . We may wish to use this partial mapping to extract high-quality protocol

tunings associated with desirable network behaviour, or we may wish to use it to examine

the generalised relationship between protocol tuning and network behaviour.

To extract high-quality protocol tunings, we calculate the solution quality E for each

member of the mapping, using the method given in section 3.3.4. We select the candidate

solution Sα associated with the best solution quality measurement. Experimental noise

may, of course, award an undeservedly high quality rating to a candidate solution in a
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single experiment instance. We mitigate this risk by aggregating the measurements for

multiple experiment instances of each candidate solution, where we consider r similar but

non-identical networks, and s repetitions of each combination of candidate solution and

evaluation network [18]. Each of the s repetitions is perfectly repeatable, as evaluation

occurs within simulation, but uses a different pseudo-random number generator seed to

drive stochastic behaviour.

To confirm the significance of controlled factors selected in Phase 2, we repeat the

model fitting and factor significance analysis described in section 4.2.3 using the high-

resolution sampling of the problem space. The fitted models approximate the relationship

between controlled factors and measured responses, and thus can predict likely network

performance for any arbitrary set of input values. This is useful when exploring what-

if scenarios. To interpolate in the parameter space between directly sampled values,

the experimenter can find the set of controlled factor values which minimises the E metric

defined in section 3.3.4, substituting the fitted models for each metric Mα into the formula

for E.

An alternative use is to identify suitable regions, rather than single values, of the

parameter space. Experimenters define sections of the multi-response hypersurface con-

formant to the required behaviours. Solving the simultaneous equations of the fitted model

for these regions yields a set of inequalities which define usable regions of the controlled

factor space. This is useful where protocol tuning is not the only design constraint; any

protocol tuning which satisfies the inequalities will perform acceptably, if not optimally.

Experimenters interested in understanding the generalised relationship between signif-

icant factors and measurable responses can fit statistical models to the sampled points.

This yields a set of coefficients for the selected statistical model which summarise the

relationship between factors and responses for the selected protocol and network config-

uration as a set of simultaneous equations. However, we are interested in extracting a

single near-optimal protocol tuning. As we have a reasonably dense grid sampling of the

parameter space we do not require the interpolation effect offered by model fitting, and

can evaluate our experimental data directly.

4.2.5 Automation

The experimental method as described in sections 4.2.2-4.2.4 does not require or imply

any subjective decisions or human intuition. It defines a sequence of repeatable steps to
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be followed mechanistically, which can either be implemented by human experimenters or

composed into an automated process. An automated process might be implemented as

part of a defined Software Process for quality assurance purposes [141], or for the collection

of metrics tracking progress against development project goals [56]. The method described

here can be applied automatically at the end of each project phase alongside conventional

unit, integration, regression and performance tests.

4.2.6 Simulation environment

It is generally impractical, if not impossible, to perform the experiments described in

this chapter using real networks owing to high overheads of logistics, cost and time. It

is generally impossible to guarantee a consistent and unchanging environment for the

total runtime of the tens of thousands of experiments. This would severely undermine

the validity of comparison between results obtained from multiple experiments, which is

critical to the analytical methods we propose.

To address these concerns all experiments were conducted by simulation, using the

multithreaded simulator called YASS which is optimised for sensornet experiments and for

this duty pattern. Multiple independent simulation instances can be executed in parallel

to take advantage of low-cost commodity hardware. Unnecessary computational overhead

is avoided by combining lazy evaluation methods with post-hoc trace analysis [132]. The

design of YASS is considered in [287], in which the simulator is validated against the type

of problem considered in this chapter and found to be accurate.

The perfect repeatability of simulation experiments is a desirable property. Where

experiments include some stochastic element, however, it is useful to consider different

representative examples of random behaviour. This is achieved in our simulation experi-

ments by using pseudo-random number generators to drive stochastic elements. In section

4.2.4 we describe the s repeats of each experimental configuration of candidate protocol

tuning and evaluation network. For each of the s repeats we seed the pseudo-random

number generator with a different value. This set of seeds is reused for the s repeats

of each experimental configuration. This allows our simulation experiments to repeat-

ably model network configurations running at different times, with the modelled world

behaving slightly differently in each of these s instances.

The resulting efficiency was such that simulated time passed faster than wall time;

results were obtained more quickly than real-world experiments could provide results,
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even if unlimited resources were available. However, the approach presented here could

be implemented with equivalent results in any sensornet in which protocol factors can be

controlled and solution quality metrics measured.

4.2.7 Fitting statistical models to experimental data

Assume we define p controlled factors, and sample each at q evenly-spaced points. This

sampling defines qp design points, distributed evenly throughout the protocol configura-

tion space. The factorial design experiments described in section 4.2 map each sampling

point to a set of metrics. These pairs of sample points and simulation-derived metrics rep-

resent exact solutions to specific known points in the generalised model of the relationship

between controlled factors and output metrics. However, these are not directly usable if

we wish to know the relationship between input and output, or vice-versa, for other points

in the input-output phase space.

To consider points in the parameter space not measured directly, we use interpolation.

A statistical model is fitted to the known sampled points, to derive a set of equations

describing a hypersurface in the phase space [270]. We then work with the fitted surface

rather than specific individual experimental results. An appropriate statistical model must

be selected, which yields a surface with shape similar to that which would be observed if

an infinite number of sample points were used. Previous work [295] has shown that linear

first-order interaction models are a suitable approximation for the protocols considered

in this chapter; we confirmed this by examining the correlation coefficient between the

measured and predicted values.

For each output metric under consideration, a separate statistical model of the form

given in Equation 4.1 can be fitted to the result set. β0 is a constant, Xi is the ith

controlled factor value, βi is the coefficient for controlled factor Xi, βij is the coefficient

for the interaction between controlled factors Xi and Xj , and ε is the normally-distributed

noise term. The response Mi is influenced linearly by each factor and each pairing of

potentially interacting factors. Our analysis shows this model to be a good fit for the

experimental results considered in this chapter.

Mα = β0 +
n∑
i=1

βiXi +
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

βijXiXj + ε (4.1)

For each output metric M1-Mm a separate linear interaction model is produced by

Equation 4.1 in which a set of n axes represents controlled factors X1-Xn and a further
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axis in which the height of the hypersurface varies with the values of the output metric

Mα. As the axes corresponding to controlled factors X1-Xn are common to all metrics

M1-Mm it is possible to combine them all to yield a more complex surface representing

the interrelationships between all controlled factors and all metrics.

Finding sets of values for controlled factors corresponding to solutions with appropri-

ate characteristics is equivalent to identifying regions of the axes representing controlled

factors X1-Xn with appropriate fitted surface height in the axes corresponding to out-

put metrics M1-Mm. Similarly, finding optimal or worst-case sets of controlled factors is

equivalent to finding minima and maxima of the fitted surface. This is implemented by

solving sets of simultaneous inequalities when identifying regions with suitable character-

istics, or by solving sets of simultaneous equations when addressing optimal or worst-case

characteristics.

Interactions involving any number of controlled factors could be considered. However,

in this thesis we use the fitted models to identify significant factors, rather than to predict

network behaviours directly. It follows that identifying the statistical significance of in-

teracting pairs is sufficient to identify factors which have significant influence on network

behaviour, but would otherwise not appear to be significant when considered in isolation.

Experiment designers can also consider other models, such as higher order linear mod-

els, selecting the model offering the best fit to the dataset. For example, the quadratic

model shown in Equation 4.2 includes all terms of Equation 4.1 with additional terms for

squares of controlled factors. Additional terms can be added to consider ever higher de-

grees of controlled factors and their interactions. Experiment designers might also consider

generalised linear models in which the Mα term of Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are replaced by

f(Mα), where a better fit might be achieved by applying a transformation to the measured

response. For example, we could consider taking the natural logarithm of the response by

defining f(Mα) = lnMα.

Mα = β0 +
n∑
i=1

βiXi +
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

βijXiXj +
n∑
k=1

βkX
2
k + ε (4.2)

Sampling the parameter space at more points yields a fitted model which is a better

approximation of the real relationship by providing more data for the model fitting algo-

rithm. The minimum acceptable number is generally defined by the order of the fitted

model; for example, linear models require at least two sampling points in each controlled

factor, whereas quadratic models require three, and so on. However, experimenters may
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decide to use more sampling points to increase the accuracy of fitted models. The actual

number selected may, for example, be the highest number that allows the entire test suite

to complete within acceptable time, as considered in section 4.2.8.

For a finite set of sample points there exists the risk that an interesting feature of

the solution landscape falls between sample points, and hence is not present in the fitted

model. Interpolation allows every candidate parameter set to be considered implicitly and

simultaneously, including those not measured directly, but there is a risk that the optimal

solution lies between directly measured points and is not revealed in the fitted model.

However, the approximating behaviour of model fitting has the useful consequence of

minimising the impact of noise in experimental data. In any set of stochastic simulations

or experiments the existence of non-uniform experimental noise implies that some results

will be less accurate than others. Previous work [295] shows the noise term ε is normally

distributed for experiments of the type considered in this chapter. This implies that for a

given simulation of a given sample point it is possible, but unlikely, that this single result

has large error. As every data point has equal influence in the model fitting algorithm the

influence of these outliers is minimal, the larger number of more accurate results exerts

significantly greater influence.

In selecting the statistical model to fit to the experimental data points it is important

to address the tradeoff between sufficient detail to capture the significant features of the

parameter landscape and sufficient approximation to smooth out the illusory features

resulting from experimental noise. This usually requires the fitted surface to capture

the significant low-frequency detail and to discard the insignificant high-frequency detail.

However, if it is known that a given region of the parameter landscape has meaningful

high-frequency detail then a large number of sampling points can be considered in this

region; there is no requirement that sampling points be distributed uniformly.

4.2.8 Cost analysis

Exhaustive exploration of the protocol configuration space defined in section 4.1.1 is im-

possible due to combinatorial explosion. This is a consequence of both the number of

controlled factors and the number of values which each factor can take, the latter being

infinite for continuously variable factors. Our method, based on full factorial design [22],

samples the protocol configuration space at a finite set of points to render tractable the

evaluation effort. Increasing the number of experimental configurations increases the qual-
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ity of fitted statistical models, and hence solution quality, but also increases experiment

cost. A balance must be found which obtains solutions of acceptable quality within ac-

ceptable wall time and experimental overhead.

Consider the algorithmic complexity of this approach. Assume we define p controlled

factors and sample each at q evenly-spaced points, giving qp design points distributed

evenly throughout the parameter space. If we evaluate each design point for each of

r networks then we define rqp test configurations. We simulate each test configuration s

times to prevent results being unduly influenced by any single simulation instance, yielding

the requirement to run rsqp test cases in total. Determining the isomorphism of two or

more such factorial designs is generally NP-hard [192], but our method is designed so as

not to require this step.

The test suite size grows in p, q, r and s, but in a qualitatively different manner.

Linear growth in r and s is observed as the set of design points is repeated for each of

r networks, and the set of test configurations is repeated s times without modification.

Polynomial and exponential growth in q and p respectively are observed because the design

matrix defining the design points set can be represented as unit cells within a hypercube.

Increasing q increases the length of the hypercube sides, whereas increasing p increases

the dimensionality of the hypercube. Test suite cost grows as O(n) in r and s, O(nc) in

q, and O(cn) in p.

Although the cost is exponential in p, our experimental method addresses this potential

problem. Firstly, for a given network protocol there are a finite number of controllable

factors, only a subset of which are likely to be of interest or permit alteration by the

network designer. This places a small, finite upper bound on p for a given protocol.

Secondly, Phase 2 of our experiments implements a screening approach which further

reduces p by identifying insignificant controllable factors which can safely be disregarded.

It is therefore possible in Phase 3 to increase q after reducing p and still have the full

experiment set complete in acceptable wall time.

The polynomial growth in q is also managed in the experiment design. Recall from

section 4.2.7 that we fit linear interaction models to measured values. A linear relationship

in one factor can be uniquely defined by just two factor-response pairs. Extending this

to a linear relationship in p factors requires two values of each controlled factor to be

represented in the set of design points [22]. We therefore require only that q ≥ 2, with low

and high values of each factor representing the range for which the model is required to
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predict metric values. Higher values of q obtain better fitted models but with decreasing

gains for each additional sampling point, so small values of q work well [22] and minimise

simulation cost. Higher-order linear models of order d would require q ≥ d.

As all simulations imply similar computational overheads we assume each simulation

completes in approximately constant wall time, t. All simulations are mutually indepen-

dent and can therefore be executed in parallel, reducing total runtime to that of a single

simulation if sufficient processing hosts are available. Assume a multiprocessing environ-

ment in which x ∈ N independent simulations can execute in parallel. In factorial design

test suites there are no dependencies between simulations so any number can execute in

parallel, all at cost t. The total wall time cost is C = rsqp

x t. Note that C ∝ 1
x , reaching a

minimum of C = t where x = rsqp.

4.3 Comparing tunings in training and deployment networks

In this section we consider the network performance observed when a given protocol tuning

is deployed into environments that are similar or dissimilar to the training environment.

We label the TBG protocol as A and the IGF protocol as B to prevent the following text

becoming unnecessarily cluttered.

4.3.1 Network design

The techniques outlined in this chapter are independent of the specific protocols and net-

work designs explored in the following experiments. However, these experiments explore

only a finite portion of the unbounded design space of all networks and all protocols. It is

likely that the trends we identify in network performance responses as a function of proto-

col tuning parameters are likely to apply in similar networking contexts. Nevertheless, we

limit the scope of our claims to the portion of design space defined in this section, within

which we have confidence in our findings as they are demonstrated to have statistical

significance.

Three sets of typical sensornets, Ξ, Φ and Γ, were defined as the training environment

for the protocol tuning experiments described in section 4.2. We state the resulting near-

optimal tunings for protocols A and B in section 4.3.2. Each node has identical capability,

and was modelled on the popular Crossbow MICA2 mote [65].

Motes were distributed randomly within a square of fixed side length l yielding an
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irregular geographic distribution of uniform planar density. This side length was selected

such that average degree of connectivity was approximately 20 which is typical of sen-

sor networks [120], and is within the ad hoc horizon limit of 10-20 nodes collaborating

independently without hierarchical or external control [115].

Each of Ξ, Φ and Γ contained three networks differing only in geographic distribution.

Networks Γ = {γ1, γ2, γ3} contained 100 nodes, networks Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3} contained 500

nodes, and networks Φ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3} contained 1000 nodes. Using manufacturer-supplied

data for typical communication range, transmission power and receiver sensitivity [65], to

maintain an average degree of 20 we require lΓ ≈ 9.4Km, lΞ ≈ 21.0Km and lΦ ≈ 29.7Km.

To ensure comparison between networks of different scale is meaningful, the set of

nodes for each 500-node network in Ξ is a strict superset of the corresponding 100-node

network in Γ. Likewise, the set of nodes for each 1000-node network in Φ is a strict su-

perset of the corresponding 500-node network in Ξ, and transitively is a strict superset of

the corresponding 100-node network in Γ. Each smaller network is embedded, unchanged,

within the corresponding larger network. The increase in network size is achieved by plac-

ing additional modelled MICA2 motes in the surrounding area, maintaining the original

configuration, spatial density and average degree of connectivity.

Sensornet applications can generally be divided into two categories [48]: low-power,

low-rate applications running for a long time, and high-rate, high-fidelity applications

running for only a short time. For sensornets deployed into hazardous environments,

such as those deployed to monitor a burning building or some other disaster area, if the

disaster will draw to a conclusion within hours there is no benefit in reducing performance

to extend network lifetime in the order of weeks. The duty management policy of modelled

nodes in this chapter is the null policy ; each modelled node remains awake and active at all

times. This prevents the network size changing during experiments, which might otherwise

give misleading results where we measure network behaviour versus network size. It is a

reasonable model for sensornets in which performance is more important than longevity,

or the application requires the highest possible levels of coverage redundancy.

Where experimenters wish to consider networks implementing other duty management

policies, such as those described in chapter 7, these can be implemented on modelled

nodes without requiring the experimental method to be modified. Consider a sensornet

containing a large number of nodes, within which a scheduled sleep management policy

arranges for some small subset to be active at any given time and for this duty to be
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rotated fairly [288, 335]. Provided that the active subnetwork is similar at all times, the

logical network visible to energy-ignorant protocols operating at the Network layer [343]

is equivalent. It follows that the Network layer protocols can safely remain ignorant of

this lower-layer detail without changed behaviour.

All internodal communication was defined to occur through anisotropic radio broadcast

in an obstacle-free vacuum. Signal propagation and attenuation was modelled using the

Friis free space model with exponent of 2.0 [97]. These are reasonable assumptions for

modelled MICA2 motes which are fitted with conventional omnidirectional whip antennas

[90] in a planar spatial configuration. As the MAC layer of the protocol stack is not within

the scope of this chapter, we select a simple Data Link Layer based on IEEE 802.11 [137]

which is both typical and popular for sensornets [341], and is compatible with the CC1000

RF transceiver [54] employed by the MICA2 platform [104]. Retransmission is disabled to

prevent Data Link Layer detail obscuring the Network Layer effects.

For a uniform radio environment without shadowing effects caused by obstacles [227],

such as that described above, it is reasonable to assume [204] that reception of any given

packet broadcast at any given receiver may fail stochastically and independently with uni-

form probability ρ. We set ρ = 0.05 to model corruption derived from noise in the wireless

medium, although network designers considering a specific deployment environment may

wish to obtain a suitable value of ρ experimentally [328].

This stochastic packet loss can occur independently at any point along a multi-hop

delivery path, hence the probability of a packet being successfully delivered along a path

containing n nodes is given by (1−ρ)n−1. Note that this is not the probability that a packet

will be delivered successfully, as there may be more than one possible delivery path. Packet

loss is also observed where two or more simultaneous but unconnected broadcasts overlap

and interfere at a given recipient as a consequence of the hidden terminal problem [98].

The protocols considered in this chapter can achieve nearly 100% packet delivery under

ideal conditions. However, little insight is to be gained by experiments addressing unre-

alistically favourable or disfavourable workloads. We therefore selected the network load

and radio environment such that any protocol would be unlikely to achieve 100% delivery

due to contention and broadcast corruption, but not so heavily as to load the network

substantially beyond its capacity. This is to model usage patterns for a typical sensor-

net where the application designer wishes to process as much data within the network as

possible, but without being so ambitious as to compromise network function.
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Sensornet motes ran a simulated distributed sensing application in which every node

periodically produces a small data packet. The destination of each packet is randomly

selected from all motes in the network to prevent bias from any implicit structure in

the geographic mote distribution. Other applications can be modelled by changing the

distribution and frequency of packet production to match that of the desired application.

Each node in the network acted at different times as a packet source, a packet desti-

nation, or a packet relay. When a source node creates a packet it is queued for broadcast

to the wireless medium. If the packet is eventually broadcast it may be received by one or

more other nodes within communication range able to successfully extract the packet data

from background noise. Packet headers specify one or more destinations, defining the only

nodes at which a given packet can be consumed. In our experiments we specify exactly

one destination per packet. Packet headers also specify TTL in terms of node-to-node

hops and temporal lifespan to prevent stale packets circulating indefinitely.

Each packet recipient node independently determines how to handle an incoming

packet. Three main classes of action are possible; the packet may be consumed, queued

for rebroadcast, or dropped. The details of the criteria upon which the node makes this

decision, and the state information upon which this decision is based, is dependent on

the traffic distribution protocol selected by the sensornet designer. Some protocols may

allow combinations; for example, a multicast packet may be both consumed and queued

for rebroadcast to other recipients. Nevertheless, for all protocols the range of available

actions is generally limited to these three possibilities.

Packet fusion [182], flow fusion [313], and data fusion [194] functionality is not consid-

ered in this chapter, as the effect of holding back simple or compound data packets until

suitable fusion partners become available may obscure and confound the effects of tuning

the routing protocols in the Network layer.

In section 6.1 we consider the robustness of tuning solutions to changes in network

design by modifying networks ξα ∈ Ξ. We provide full details of each alteration in section

6.1, but in all cases the modified networks are derived from Ξ by changing exactly one

factor at a time.

4.3.2 Obtaining protocol tunings for training networks

Here we apply the three-phase experimental method defined in sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and

4.2.4 to obtain protocol tunings for training network sets Γ, Ξ and Φ.
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M1 M2 M3

TBG 43 58 46
IGF 78 63 61

Table 4.1: Phase 1: τα values for metrics M1 −M3

4.3.2.1 Phase 1: Variance analysis

Consider M = {M1,M2,M3}, the set of metrics defined in section 3.3. Table 4.1 presents

τα measured experimentally for metrics Mα ∈M . Each value is rounded as ⌈τα⌉, with the

unit of measurement being the second. In each case we consider protocols running in the

largest networks considered in this chapter ϕα ∈ Φ; larger networks potentially require

longer stabilisation periods as they are larger systems, and it may take longer for a given

packet to traverse the network diameter. For the TBG protocol, ∀Mα ∈ M • τα < 60s.

For protocol the IGF protocol, ∀Mα ∈ M • τCi < 120s. We therefore select simulation

length τsim = 120s for both protocols, ensuring fair comparison and allowing a large safety

margin for any anomalous solution instability.

4.3.2.2 Phase 2: Identify significant factors

In Phase 2 we identify which of the protocol controlled factors are the best predictors of

the network performance metrics. This requires a small number of points in the parameter

space to be sampled in the axis corresponding to each controlled factor, and a set of sim-

ulation experiments to be run to measure network performance under each combination.

The ANOVA method is applied to assess which controlled factors are significant to the

experimental outcomes [38]. Any factors which are deemed statistically insignificant at

the 95% confidence level are dropped at this stage, and are not considered in Phase 3.

In this section we present result tables for 500-node networks ξα ∈ Ξ. The same factors

are found significant at the 95% confidence level for the 100-node networks γα ∈ Γ and

1000-node networks ϕα ∈ Φ. All values are given to 4 decimal places; very small rounded

values which are rounded to zero are actually small positive numbers.

Controlled factors {X1 − X6} were considered at this stage for protocol A. The test

suite size was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 6, q = 3, r = 3

and s = 3. This gives a test suite size of 3 × 3 × 36 = 6561, hence 6561 points in the

factor-response phase space are available for model fitting. Table 4.2 presents the p-values

for each controlled factor, and first-order pairwise interaction between factors.

Factors {X4, X5, X6} are significant in isolation with 95% confidence (p < 0.05) for at
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M1 M2 M3

X1 0.0565 0.2753 0.5196
X2 0.7422 0.4093 0.9509
X3 0.3925 0.6711 0.6048
X4 0.0000 0.0000 0.3521
X5 0.6881 0.0000 0.0000
X6 0.0056 0.0000 0.1947

X1 ×X2 0.8716 0.1924 0.4157
X1 ×X3 0.8779 0.9825 0.4967
X1 ×X4 0.0189 0.7474 0.7598
X1 ×X5 0.9491 0.4740 0.9856
X1 ×X6 0.9787 0.7412 0.1371
X2 ×X3 0.2412 0.9027 0.9031
X2 ×X4 0.4802 0.5331 0.1796
X2 ×X5 0.3899 0.3729 0.9500
X2 ×X6 0.7407 0.0166 0.4551
X3 ×X4 0.4156 0.0737 0.4733
X3 ×X5 0.7441 0.7504 0.8016
X3 ×X6 0.8538 0.8753 0.5632
X4 ×X6 0.5187 0.0000 0.7627
X4 ×X5 0.1707 0.0000 0.7280
X5 ×X6 0.0014 0.0000 0.3845

Table 4.2: Phase 2: p-values for controlled factors X1-X6 and interactions for metrics
M1-M3 for protocol A in Ξ

least two of the metrics M1-M3, and at least one of {X4, X5, X6} is evident in almost all

interaction pairs deemed significant with 95% confidence. Factors {X1, X2, X3} are not

significant in isolation for any metric, or as a member of an interaction pair which does

not include any of {X4, X5, X6}. Notably, the protocol-specific factor X6 is statistically

significant indicating that attempts to tune this protocol are appropriate.

Controlled factors {X1 − X5, X7 − X8} were considered at this stage for protocol B.

The test suite size was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 6,

q = 3, r = 3 and s = 3. This gives a test suite size of 3× 3× 36 = 6561, hence 6561 points

in the factor-response phase space are available for model fitting. Table 4.3 presents the

p values for each controlled factor, and first-order pairwise interaction between factors.

Factors {X4, X7, X8} are significant in isolation with 99% confidence (p < 0.01) for all

metrics M1 −M3. The controlled factor X2 is significant with 99% confidence (p < 0.01)

for metric M1 and significant with 90% confidence (p < 0.1) for metric M2. At least one

of {X2, X4, X7, X8} is evident in all interaction pairs deemed significant with at least 95%

confidence (p < 0.05).
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M1 M2 M3

X1 0.4719 0.0700 0.8498
X2 0.0000 0.0097 0.4277
X3 0.7991 0.9275 0.9520
X4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
X5 0.2715 0.7656 0.8296
X7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
X8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

X1 ×X2 0.4286 0.0168 0.2781
X1 ×X3 0.7062 0.4756 0.7134
X1 ×X4 0.5566 0.4543 0.9572
X1 ×X5 0.3430 0.8381 0.1979
X1 ×X7 0.3985 0.5033 0.8244
X1 ×X8 0.2500 0.0281 0.0976
X2 ×X3 0.9996 0.7497 0.9969
X2 ×X4 0.0254 0.4034 0.6460
X2 ×X5 0.8217 0.8072 0.0623
X2 ×X7 0.7903 0.0997 0.9839
X2 ×X8 0.0392 0.0907 0.7985
X3 ×X4 0.9386 0.9718 0.9952
X3 ×X5 0.8137 0.8711 0.4870
X3 ×X7 0.5805 0.4790 0.9800
X3 ×X8 0.9058 0.8309 0.9626
X4 ×X5 0.7270 0.9223 0.9520
X4 ×X7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
X4 ×X8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
X5 ×X8 0.8240 0.7740 0.9712
X5 ×X7 0.3849 0.9782 0.8474
X7 ×X8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4.3: Phase 2: p-values for controlled factors X1-X5 and X7 −X8 and interactions
for metrics M1-M3 for protocol B in Ξ
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4.3.2.3 Phase 3: Extract protocol tunings

We consider only those tunable factors deemed statistically significant by Phase 2 of the

three-phase experiment defined in section 4.2.1. In Phase 3 we sample the parameter space

along the corresponding axis in a greater number of points for each statistically significant

controlled factor. We select the midpoint value of the boundaries defined in section 3.2 for

each controllable factor shown to be insignificant in Phase 2. Again, a set of simulation

experiments was performed to measure network performance under each configuration.

The ANOVA method was reapplied to confirm that significant factors were selected.

Factors {X4, X5, X6} were considered at this stage for protocol A. The test suite size

was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 3, q = 10, r = 3 and

s = 3. This gives a test suite size of 3 × 3 × 103 = 9000, hence 9000 points in the

factor-response phase space are available for model fitting. Factors {X2, X4, X7, X8} were

considered at this stage for protocol B. The test suite size was calculated using the formula

given in section 4.2.8 with p = 4, q = 7, r = 3 and s = 3. This gives a test suite size of

3×3×74 = 21609, hence 21609 points in the factor-response phase space are available for

model fitting. Analysis showed that all selected factors remained significant with at least

95% confidence.

The best-known input protocol tuning values for protocols A and B in training network

sets Γ, Ξ and Φ are extracted by the method described in section 4.2.4. These protocol

tuning parameter value sets are labelled IAΓ, IAΞ, IAΦ, IBΓ, IBΞ and IBΦ, and are given to

2 decimal places in table 4.4. The values are taken directly from the candidate solutions Sα

evaluated directly; better values may exist near these approximations to optimal values.

Function f(Ipα, Ipβ) in table 4.4 gives value I from network set β as a proportion of

value I from network set α, both under protocol p. The magnitude of scaling factor f

allows comparison of parameters tuned in different training networks. The magnitude of

this scaling factor gives insight into the extent to which the value of a given factor is likely

to change when tuned for different sizes of network. It is meaningless to compare tunable

parameters across two or more different protocols (though it is not meaningless to compare

the resulting network response metrics, which we do in section 4.3.3).

4.3.3 Measuring protocol tuning performance for deployment networks

We now evaluate the protocol tunings given in section 4.3.2 above to find the corresponding

network behaviour characteristics in terms of the metricsM1-M3 defined in section 3.3. For
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

IAΓ 5.50 5.50 0.55 2.30 5.00 0.60 - -
IAΞ 5.50 5.50 0.55 2.82 10.00 0.73 - -
IAΦ 5.50 5.50 0.55 8.35 10.00 1.00 - -

f(IAΞ, IAΓ) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.23 2.00 1.22 - -
f(IAΦ, IAΞ) 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.96 1.00 1.37 - -
f(IAΦ, IAΓ) 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.63 2.00 1.67 - -

IBΓ 5.50 3.00 0.55 3.40 5.50 - 18.33 0.05
IBΞ 5.50 4.00 0.55 10.00 5.50 - 31.67 0.10
IBΦ 5.50 8.00 0.55 10.00 5.50 - 37.00 0.28

f(IBΞ, IBΓ) 1.00 1.33 1.00 2.94 1.00 - 1.73 2.00
f(IBΦ, IBΞ) 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.17 2.80
f(IBΦ, IBΓ) 1.00 2.67 1.00 2.94 1.00 - 2.02 5.60

Table 4.4: Best-known protocol tunings: controlled factors

each protocol A and B we have distinct protocol tunings obtained in a 100-node network

context, a 500-node network context, and a 1000-node network context. In section 4.3.2

we observe that the protocol tunings for different sizes of network differ in some controlled

factors. We now determine whether this leads to a measurable difference in network

behaviour.

Here we seek to address two issues.

1. What is the best possible performance for each size of network? Is it the same for

each?

It is harder for distributed applications and protocols to function effectively in large

networks than in small networks. It would be unfair to compare dissimilar scenarios

without reference to performance under a custom-tuned protocol.

2. If we substitute a different size of deployment network to the training network, how

severely (if at all) is the performance diminished?

This establishes whether the derived tunings are robust to redeployment in a different

size of network.

From section 4.3.2 we have tunings IAΓ, IAΞ and IAΦ for networks of size 100, 500 and

1000 respectively running protocol A, and tunings IBΓ, IBΞ and IBΦ for networks of size

100, 500 and 1000 respectively running protocol B. We reuse our sets of test networks,

testing each protocol and protocol tuning configuration enumerated above against each set

of test networks Γ, Ξ and Φ. We repeat each combination of test network set, protocol and

tuning 100 times in simulation experiments, presenting the arithmetic mean of resultant
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solutions to 4 decimal places in table 4.5; all measurements are ±5%. Relative solution

quality is measured by the E value defined in the interval [0,
√

3] as described in section

3.3.4. We normalise E to the range [0, 1] in the rightmost column for convenience.

Function g(Mqα,Mqβ) in table 4.4 gives value M from network set β as a proportion

of value M from network set α, both under protocol tuning q. The selection of protocol

tuning q implicitly defines the selected protocol as these are not interchangeable. The

magnitude of scaling factor g gives insight into the extent to which the value of a given

metric is likely to change when a given protocol tuning, derived from a given training

network, is deployed into other networks of different size.

At this stage it is worth highlighting that there is no default or initial tuning against

which to compare any other given tuning. In this chapter we do not attempt to calculate

the attainable best-case and worst-case values algorithmically; instead, we use experimen-

tal observations. A wide range of values were observed for each of the metrics M1-M3

during the experiments from which the values given in table 4.5 were derived, covering the

entire spectrum of behaviour from highly effective to highly deficient. It is against these

observed extremes that we compare all other observed values as they provide the only

meaningful baseline for comparison. The theoretically ideal solution in which all metrics

M1-M3 are zero is impossible to achieve in reality, as is the theoretically worst solution in

which all metrics M1-M3 take the maximum value defined in section 3.3.

4.3.4 Comparing tuned parameter sets

In this section we consider whether changing the training environment results in different

parameter tunings.

Firstly, consider the TBG protocol tuned for 100-, 500- and 1000-node networks as

given by IAΓ, IAΞ and IAΦ respectively in table 4.4. We consider only parameters X4−X6

as parameters X1 −X3 are not significant (see section 4.2.1) and parameters X7 −X8 are

not defined for TBG.

We observe that, as the training network size increases, the best value for each param-

eter X4, X5 and X6 also increases. For packet lifetime X4 and TTL X5 this is explained

trivially by the average successful delivery route becoming longer with increasing network

size; a longer route implies more hops and greater end-to-end latency.

For TBG rebroadcast probability X6 we again consider increasing route length. As

any node-to-node hop succeeds with probability p ≤ 1, the cumulative probability of the
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IAΓ 7.6934 × 10−6 1.8403 × 10−2 6.6838 × 10−6 0.5366 0.3098
IAΦ 7.6179 × 10−6 1.5903 × 10−2 6.6760 × 10−6 0.5331 0.3078
IAΞ 7.5011 × 10−6 4.8611 × 10−2 7.2139 × 10−6 0.5501 0.3176

g(EAΞ, EAΓ) 0.9935
g(EAΦ, EAΞ) 1.0319
g(EAΦ, EAΓ) 1.0252

Ξ

IAΓ 7.7137 × 10−6 1.9289 × 10−1 3.7299 × 10−6 0.3510 0.2027
IAΞ 7.5597 × 10−6 1.8758 × 10−1 3.7206 × 10−6 0.3431 0.1981
IAΦ 6.9839 × 10−6 5.1603 × 10−1 1.5100 × 10−5 0.6105 0.3525

g(EAΞ, EAΓ) 0.9775
g(EAΦ, EAΞ) 1.7794
g(EAΦ, EAΓ) 1.7393

Φ

IAΓ 7.0807 × 10−6 7.3619 × 10−1 6.5871 × 10−6 0.7616 0.4397
IAΞ 8.0713 × 10−6 5.7489 × 10−1 1.5803 × 10−6 0.6070 0.3522
IAΦ 8.2265 × 10−6 5.7574 × 10−1 1.5948 × 10−6 0.6119 0.3533

g(EAΞ, EAΓ) 0.7970
g(EAΦ, EAΞ) 1.0081
g(EAΦ, EAΓ) 0.8034
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Γ

IBΓ 3.3408 × 10−5 1.0186 × 10−1 3.2307 × 10−5 0.1020 0.0589
IBΞ 6.0906 × 10−5 1.3398 × 10−1 3.5870 × 10−5 0.1343 0.0775
IBΦ 1.6890 × 10−4 2.0541 × 10−1 4.3742 × 10−5 0.2071 0.1196

g(EBΞ, EBΓ) 1.3167
g(EBΦ, EBΞ) 1.5421
g(EBΦ, EBΓ) 2.0304

Ξ

IBΓ 3.1234 × 10−5 3.0535 × 10−1 3.0208 × 10−5 0.3059 0.1766
IBΞ 5.5244 × 10−5 3.0329 × 10−1 2.9227 × 10−5 0.3040 0.1755
IBΦ 1.3931 × 10−4 4.0803 × 10−1 2.0890 × 10−5 0.4092 0.2362

g(EBΞ, EBΓ) 0.9938
g(EBΦ, EBΞ) 1.3461
g(EBΦ, EBΓ) 1.3377

Φ

IBΓ 3.1869 × 10−5 6.7005 × 10−1 9.8354 × 10−6 0.6733 0.3887
IBΞ 5.5884 × 10−5 6.4415 × 10−1 8.6119 × 10−6 0.6474 0.3738
IBΦ 1.4589 × 10−4 5.4937 × 10−1 4.9874 × 10−6 0.5527 0.3191

g(EBΞ, EBΓ) 0.9615
g(EBΦ, EBΞ) 0.8537
g(EAΦ, EAΓ) 0.8209

Table 4.5: Best-known protocol tunings: measured responses
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sequence of x node-to-node hops along any possible delivery path is given by px ≤ p. As

the network size increases, the number of potential delivery paths also increases. However,

the probability of successful delivery along any such path decreases simultaneously.

Secondly, we consider the IGF protocol tuned for 500- and 1000-node networks as given

by IBΞ and IBΦ respectively in table 4.4. We consider only parameters {X2, X4, X7, X8}

as parameters {X1, X3, X5} are not significant (see section 4.2.1) and parameter X6 is

not defined for IGF. As training network size increases, the best value for each parameter

X2, X4, X7, and X8 increases.

Average successful delivery route length grows with increasing network size. The packet

lifetime X4 must therefore increase as packets require more time to traverse the longer

delivery routes. Under the IGF protocol, a single node-to-node hop implies a three-phase

process. As described in section 3.2.4 a sending node transmits a short CTS packet, but

then must listen for RTS responses from neighbouring nodes before proceeding. As this

wait time is non-zero, longer routes imply more of these waiting periods.

Unlike TBG, the TTL X5 is not statistically significant. This is explained by IGF al-

ways selecting next-hop relay nodes such that delivery routes closely approximate straight

lines between source and destination. The straighter the path, the fewer node-to-node

hops are implied. As IGF tends to deliver along relatively straight paths, and average

delivery path length grows sublinearly in node count, the impact on average TTL is not

significant in networks of the size considered in this chapter. It might be expected that

this factor becomes significant for substantially larger networks.

As described in section 3.2.4, in selecting a next-hop relay the IGF protocol seeks to

minimise the angle between two lines; the first between the current packet location and the

destination, and the second between the next-hop relay node and the destination. Larger

angles imply a greater deviation from the ideal. In short delivery routes, the impact of a

single significant deviation from the ideal is greater than a similar deviation in a longer

delivery route. As larger networks tend to imply longer average delivery routes, it is more

acceptable for individual node-to-node hops to divert substantially from the ideal without

significant adverse impact.

As the number of network nodes increases, the number of packet sources and the

number of concurrent packet delivery attempts increases also. The number of packets in

transit at any given time will thus increase, implying a need for larger buffers for waiting

packets as specified by X2. A given node might be the best next-hop candidate for a given
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packet, but may not be immediately available if already handling a different packet. The

time in which a node waits for RTS packets from neighbours, specified by state timeout

base X8, must therefore increase such that a sufficient number of nodes are available as

candidate next-hop relays such that at least one is a reasonably high-quality choice.

4.3.5 Comparing networks under best and alternative tunings

In this section we consider whether there is a substantial difference in observed network

performance when deploying a protocol tuned to that specific environment as opposed to

a protocol tuned to a different environment. Table 4.5 presents unnormalised values of

metrics M1-M3 and overall solution quality E for all possible combinations of protocol

(TBG and IGF) and test network set (Γ, Ξ and Φ) considered in this chapter. For each

metric M1-M3 a wide range of measured values were observed; although the values of

a given metric for a given protocol vary somewhat in table 4.5, this variation is small

when compared to the variation between the smallest and largest values observed across

the experiment set. As described in section 3.3.4 all values of E are found in [0,
√

3]; for

convenience we also provide values of E normalised to the range [0, 1].

We are interested in the relative performance of different protocol tunings for a given

network rather than the absolute performance of any given tuning. More specifically,

we assess whether any observed difference in measured performance is within the ±5%

experimental error defined in section 4.2.1. If not, then the observed difference cannot be

dismissed as insignificant. Function g gives the ratio of two E values, allowing comparison

of two such values independently of scale. Provided that g ∈ [0.95, 1.05] we conclude that

the observed difference is statistically insignificant. Although not the focus of this section,

we observe in passing that the E values are substantially smaller for IGF than TBG for

each network size considered, suggesting informally that the IGF protocol outperforms

TBG for these networks.

Firstly, consider networks implementing the TBG protocol. We observe little difference

in behaviour for 100-node networks in Γ across tunings IAΓ, IAΞ and IAΦ. For 500-node

networks in Ξ, we observe little difference between IAΞ and IAΓ, but a significant difference

between IAΞ and IAΦ. Likewise, for 1000-node networks in Φ, we observe little difference

between IAΦ and IAΞ, but a significant difference between IAΦ and IAΓ. We conclude that

the selection of an appropriate TBG tuning is more significant for larger networks.

Secondly, consider networks implementing the IGF protocol. For 100-node networks
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in Γ a significant difference is observed across tunings IBΓ, IBΞ and IBΦ. For 500-node

networks in Ξ, we observe little difference between IBΞ and IBΓ, but a significant difference

between IBΞ and IBΦ. Likewise, for 1000-node networks in Φ, we observe little difference

between IBΦ and IBΓ, but a significant difference between IBΦ and IBΞ. We conclude that

the selection of an appropriate IGF tuning is significant for all network sizes considered

in this chapter.

We note that for each protocol, and for each network size, the protocol tuning obtained

using a training network similar to the deployment network is associated with good network

performance. A given protocol tuning may work well in networks smaller or larger than

the training network, but this is not guaranteed. For each protocol, network performance

tended to decline with increasing network size; we address this matter in greater depth in

section 6.5.

4.3.6 Observations and limitations

The method described here works well in complex situations where there are multiple

controlled factors and multiple measured responses. However, it is not perfect. It is

necessary to define the ranges of controlled factors to be explored. Sometimes this is

straightforward. For example, X6 is defined over a small finite range with good values

known to be found near the centre. In other cases it is necessary to perform preliminary

experiments to find useful ranges of controlled factors, and it is not guaranteed that these

will be the best ranges when combined with other factors.

In Phase 1 it is possible that some network scenarios never reach stable behaviour

and hence there does not exist a simulation period after which the simulation can be

considered sufficiently stable that the behaviour can be measured and sampled in any

meaningful manner.

In Phase 2 a large number of controlled factors are considered at low resolution, and in

Phase 3 a small number of controlled factors are considered at high resolution. However,

this assumes that there exists a small set of controlled factors which are more significant

than the others. If this assumption does not hold then it is difficult to specify which can

be discarded, leaving the subsequent Phase 3 high resolution modelling intractable or at

least infeasible in reasonable time.

One solution is to tighten the definition of factor significance. The required confidence

level (reducing the maximum acceptable value of p as discussed in section 4.2.3) could be
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increased, for example from 95% to 99%. Alternatively, we could rank the factors in order

of decreasing measured significance and retain only the top f most significant factors,

where f is some acceptably small integer.

In Phase 2 we are interested only in identifying the significant factors and are unin-

terested in any specific value of these factors. However, in Phase 3 we would like to have

confidence that the solution obtained is a reasonable approximation of the optimal solu-

tion. Difficulties are encountered if the factor-response landscape is particularly complex.

If there are insufficient sampling points it is possible that the best values fall between

these points and are therefore missed.

Sensornets are often deployed into hostile environments, the details of which cannot

be fully known at design time prior to deployment [191]. It is generally not possible

to measure all possible solutions or deployment scenarios if there are a large or infinite

number. A robust solution is able to cope with a range of deployment environments which

differ from the training environment; if network Quality of Service (QoS) is affected, it

will gracefully degrade. In contrast, a fragile solution may offer excellent performance in a

specific training environment but degrade quickly if the deployment environment deviates

even slightly from the training environment [62].

A sensornet implementing a given protocol tuning I is expected to perform well where

the deployment context is similar to that in which the tuning I is obtained. However,

consider the deployment of a sensornet in the real world where the protocol tuning work

has been implemented by simulation. It is unrealistic to assume that the simulation model

is a perfect and complete model of reality. It is also unrealistic to assume that the modelled

environment, or the composition of the sensornet itself, will necessarily remain constant.

For example, if a sensornet is deployed to monitor seismic activity, should an earthquake

strike it may cause nodes to move their geographic position or to fail. Additional nodes

might be added to areas of emerging importance during such activity.

It is therefore important to consider the robustness of a given protocol tuning to

changes in network composition and deployment context. In the preceding work we define

and implement a three-phase method to tune protocols for a specified sensornet environ-

ment. We now assess the extent to which the measured behaviour of a sensornet, in which

the resulting tuned protocols are deployed, is robust to variation in node numbers, spatial

distribution and spatial density. A robust protocol tuning would perform acceptably in

the modified deployment context, whereas a brittle protocol tuning would perform poorly.
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We measure a set of network response metrics for a given fixed protocol tuning as we vary

a single deployment context controlled factor in isolation, and examine the relationship

between the measured responses and the controlled factor.

4.4 Summarising factor-response relationships

In section 4.2.4 we discuss a method in which the parameter space is sampled evenly, with

each sampling point evaluated for merit as a candidate solution. As discussed above, this

runs the risk that good candidate solutions are missed as they fall between sampling points,

which is particularly problematic with noisy data or a complicated parameter landscape.

One approach to addressing this problem is to produce the evenly distributed factor-

response relationship sample set as per section 4.2.4, but then apply statistical methods

to interpolate between sampling points.

Statistical techniques can be employed to interpolate between sampling points by fit-

ting statistical models to the set of sampling points and associated network measurements,

similar to the method outlined in section 4.2.3. This model fitting method yields a set of

simultaneous equations, at least one per metric, defined in terms of the controlled factors.

Instead of taking the protocol tuning solution directly from observed measurements of the

S 7→ T mapping, it is extracted by a simple minimisation approach. The simultane-

ous equations for metrics are substituted for the absolute values in the solution quality

functions discussed in section 3.3.4, and the resulting equation is minimised for E [291].

Fitting a surface to approximate the parameter landscape may be difficult if a suitable

statistical model cannot be found, or if multiple transformations must be applied to the

raw data to ensure an adequate fit. There also exists the issue of determining a sufficient

number of data points to obtain a fitted model offering acceptably accurate interpolation

between sampled points. Well-known statistical techniques exist to assess the quality of

fit [38]. More complex factor-response relationships, such as those associated with complex

protocols, may yield more complex surfaces which would be inadequately approximated

by overly simple statistical models. In such situations the solutions extracted from fitted

statistical models may be of lower quality than the principled sampling approach discussed

in this chapter.
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4.5 Summary

Section 4.1 describes and defines the sensornet protocol tuning problem. It is a complex

real-world problem with multiple inputs, multiple outputs, and multiple objectives. The

non-trivial interrelationships between these factors are not known at the outset, and thus

cannot be targeted specifically during experiment design.

Section 4.2 defines a repeatable and automatable three-phase engineering method based

on Design Of Experiments principles with which to tune a sensornet protocol for a given

network environment. This method analyses the statistical relationship between controlled

factors and measured responses, as described in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, using sim-

ulation to sample the continuous parameter space in bounded time. Mathematical models

are fitted to experimental results to approximate and summarise the factor-response re-

lationship. These models can then be analysed to estimate response values for arbitrary

protocol tunings, or to obtain sets of protocol tunings for which the estimated response

conforms to specified network non-functional requirements.

Section 4.3 presents protocol tuning solutions for the TBG and IGF protocols trained

in 100-, 500- and 1000-node networks obtained using the method described in section 4.2.

Estimates of solution quality are given in comparison to the ideal solution, as described

in section 3.3. Section 4.3 demonstrates that a good protocol tuning solution derived in

a given training environment may be similar, but not identical, to good protocol tuning

solutions derived in different training environments.
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Evolutionary methods for

sensornet protocol tuning

The principled search method, as defined and applied in chapter 4, uses Factorial Design

(FD) to sample the entire problem space in a systematic and even manner [22]. This

is a broad-but-shallow deterministic search method, and has been shown to be effective

for the protocol tuning problems considered thus far. However, the experimental cost

grows rapidly in the number of controlled factors. This is problematic if Phase 2 of the

experimental method, as defined in section 4.2.3, does not reduce the significant factor set

to an acceptable size. This is an attribute of the tuning problem rather than the tuning

method, and hence cannot be ignored.

One possible solution is to replace the sampling approach of Phases 2-3 with an alter-

native approach better suited to large numbers of controlled factors. For example, a Multi-

Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) such as NSGA2 [73] or Two-Archive [236] could

be applied to the optimisation problem. These algorithms sample the problem space in

a guided and uneven manner. This is a narrow-but-deep stochastic search method. In

this section we compare a principled sampling search approach against an evolutionary

approach, measuring differences in the optimised solutions and the corresponding network

behaviour these solutions induce.1

1Evolutionary search experiments in chapter 5 were conducted in collaboration with B. Woolford-Lim

and X. Yao, as discussed in the thesis declaration on page xvii, who were responsible for the selection of

evolutionary search algorithm and associated search parameters, but not the experiment design, analytical

method, interpretation of results, or extraction of conclusions.
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5.1 Characteristics of evolutionary search

The evolutionary approach is better suited to problems involving large numbers of poten-

tially significant factors, as all factors can be mutated at each generation. The evolutionary

approach is also better suited to the exploration of complex, undulating parameter land-

scapes, for which an even sampling could miss interesting regions between sampling points.

However, there are also downsides. We sacrifice the guarantee of discovering global max-

ima and minima. Furthermore, we are no longer guaranteed to cover all regions of the

parameter landscape, and may therefore fail to identify global minima and maxima. We

also do not produce the source data required for the building of predictive statistical fitted

models as discussed in section 4.4.

We can optionally use the sampling approach outlined in section 4.2.4 to survey the

parameter landscape, identifying regions likely to contain good values, and use these to

seed the initial population. To minimise experimental cost and maximise solution quality

for the evolutionary algorithms we could obtain a survey of the problem space, executing

a low-resolution version of the FD approach to locate regions of the problem space in

which some high quality solutions reside. We could then apply this insight to focus the

evolutionary algorithms, seeding the working sets with values in these regions but allowing

the evolutionary algorithms to explore the entire problem space. However, the results

presented in section 5.3 demonstrate that this is not necessary for the MOEAs considered

in this chapter. A random initial population, equivalent to a single-stage random search,

is acceptable in obtaining a sufficient diversity of candidate solutions.

5.2 Experimental method

The experimental method employed to tune sensornet protocols using Multi-Objective

Evolutionary Algorithms is similar to that employed in the evaluation of principled search

methods described in section 4.2. With each evolutionary generation the fitness of a set

of candidate protocol tuning solutions is measured by simulation experiment, and the

resulting fitness scores are used by the evolutionary algorithm to determine which of the

candidate solutions survive to the next generation, or contribute to new candidates by

mutation and crossover, or dropped completely.

A set of three typical sensornets, Ω = {ω1, ω2, ω3} was defined and reused for all

experiments in chapter 5. Each sensornet ωα ∈ Ω consisted of 250 static motes of identical
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capability modelled on the Crossbow MICA2 mote, and apart from the node population

size is similar to the networks in Γ, Ξ and Φ discussed in sections 4.3 and 6.1. The fixed

side length for the square planar region within which motes are spatially distributed is

set as lΩ ≈ 14.8Km for mote spatial density and degree of connectivity consistent with

Γ, Ξ and Φ. Simulated motes run a distributed sensing application in which every node

periodically produces a small data packet. The destination of each packet is randomly

selected from all motes in the network to prevent bias from any implicit structure in the

mote distribution.

5.2.1 Controlled factors and measured responses

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms are, as the name suggests, designed for prob-

lems in which there are multiple objectives [113]. In chapter 5 we increase the number

of optimisation objectives to highlight the advantage conferred by this approach. The

metrics M1-M3 are defined in section 3.3. We extend this set by defining metrics M1a

and M3a, which are similar to metrics M1 and M3 respectively but measure distance in

terms of logical network units rather than the original physical units. It follows that the

E composite quality metric, defined in section 3.3.4, covers the range [0,
√

5] as |M | = 5.

We therefore scale E by 1 ÷
√

5 to map [0,
√

5] to [0, 1].

M1a: Latency per hop: Mean time for a packet to travel 1 node-node hop. Measured in

hop−1s. Defined in the range (0,∞).

M3a: Energy per packet per hop: Mean energy for 1 packet to travel 1 node-node hop.

Measured in Jpacket−1hop−1. Defined in the range (0,∞).

The controlled factors for the TBG and IGF protocols are unchanged from those

defined in section 3.2.

5.2.2 Design Of Experiments approach: Factorial Design

The Factorial Design approach described in section 4.2 is repeated for the 250-node net-

works ωα ∈ Ω. This section discusses the specific experiments performed rather than

describing the method.
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M1 M1a M2 M3 M3a

TBG 43 19 58 46 49
IGF 78 27 63 61 51

Table 5.1: Phase 1: τα values for metrics M1 −M3a

5.2.2.1 Phase 1: Variance analysis

The variance analysis experiment results given in section 4.3.2.1 were repeated for the new

metrics M1a and M3a. Table 5.1 presents τα measured experimentally, for all metrics M =

{M1,M1a,M2,M3,M3a}. Each value is rounded as ⌈τα⌉, with the unit of measurement

being the second. Again we find that, for the TBG protocol, ∀Mα ∈ M • τα < 60s.

For protocol the IGF protocol, ∀Mα ∈ M • τCi < 120s. We therefore select simulation

length τsim = 120s for both protocols, ensuring fair comparison and allowing a large safety

margin for any anomalous solution instability.

5.2.2.2 Phase 2: Factor significance screening

The factor significance screening experiments given in section 4.3.2.2 are repeated for the

TBG and IGF protocols in networks ωα ∈ Ω.

Controlled factors {X1−X6} were considered at this stage for TBG. The test suite size

was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 6, q = 3, r = 3 and s = 3.

This gives a test suite size of 3 × 3 × 36 = 6561, hence 6561 points in the factor-response

phase space are available for model fitting.

Factors {X4, X5, X6} are significant in isolation with 95% confidence (p < 0.05) for at

least two of the metrics M1-M3a, and at least one of {X4, X5, X6} is evident in almost all

interaction pairs deemed significant with 95% confidence. Factors {X1, X2, X3} are not

significant in isolation for any metric, or as a member of an interaction pair which does

not include any of {X4, X5, X6}. Notably, the protocol-specific factor X6 is statistically

significant indicating that attempts to tune this protocol are appropriate.

Controlled factors {X1 −X5, X7 −X8} were considered at this stage for IGF. The test

suite size was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 7, q = 3, r = 3

and s = 3. This gives a test suite size of 3 × 3 × 37 = 19683, hence 19683 points in the

factor-response phase space are available for model fitting.

Factors {X4, X7, X8} are significant in isolation with 99% confidence (p < 0.01) for all

metrics M1 −M3a. The controlled factor X2 is significant with 99% confidence (p < 0.01)

for metric M1 and significant with 90% confidence (p < 0.1) for metric M3. At least one
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of {X2, X4, X7, X8} is evident in all interaction pairs deemed significant with at least 95%

confidence (p < 0.05).

5.2.2.3 Phase 3: High resolution modelling

The factor significance screening experiments given in section 4.3.2.3 are repeated for the

TBG and IGF protocols in networks ωα ∈ Ω.

Factors {X4, X5, X6} were considered at this stage for the TBG protocol. The test

suite size was calculated using the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 3, q = 10, r = 3

and s = 3. This gives a test suite size of 3 × 3 × 103 = 9000, hence 9000 points in the

factor-response phase space are available for model fitting. Factors {X2, X4, X7, X8} were

considered at this stage for the IGF protocol. The test suite size was calculated using

the formula given in section 4.2.8 with p = 4, q = 7, r = 3 and s = 3. This gives a test

suite size of 3× 3× 74 = 21609, hence 21609 points in the factor-response phase space are

available for model fitting.

We calculate the solution quality metric E, defined in section 3.1, for each of the

rsqp sampling points. To mitigate the influence of outliers and experimental noise, we

calculate the mean value of E from the rs experiments corresponding to each of the qp

unique candidate solutions. We select the candidate solution associated with the lowest

mean E value, and hence highest solution quality. Section 5.3 presents the resulting

solutions for the TBG and IGF protocols.

5.2.3 Evolutionary approach: SPEA2

In this section we define the experiments with which the parameter landscape is ex-

plored, at narrow scope but substantial depth, using an evolutionary approaches. The

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2), widely covered in the literature [113],

is utilised.

5.2.3.1 SPEA2 experimental configuration

SPEA2 [345] is a revised version of the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm designed

by Zitzler et al. [346]. The population size s defines the size of the working population,

and also defines the archive capacity. Greater numbers of optimisation objectives require

greater s-values, which in turn imply greater computation cost. Although we consider 5

metrics, the uniform spatial density of the networks leads to a strong correlation between
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M1 and M1a, and between M3 and M3a. It follows that we can justifiably use the 3-metric

value of the population scheme defined by Khare et al. [158], giving s = 50. SPEA2

also takes a parameter, k, specifying the k-th nearest neighbour in density estimation

calculations. As in the original SPEA2 experiments [345] we take k =
√

2s, rounded to

k = 7.

Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) [72], polynomial mutation [72], and random selec-

tion operators were implemented. SBX takes as parameters a crossover rate, c, and an ηc

value controlling the probability of near-parent solutions being generated; higher values

produce closer matches to parents. Appropriate values must be selected for these param-

eters; there is some debate as to the relative importance of crossover and mutation [322].

We set c = 0.7, so that crossover occurred often to generate a diverse range of child solu-

tions. We set ηc = 15, to encourage generation of relatively “close” solutions. Polynomial

mutation takes two parameters; the mutation rate, m, and mutation distance, ηm. We set

m = 1
6 such that, on average, one input variable would be mutated in each solution. We

set ηm = 20 to promote small mutation steps and thus encourage convergence.

Experiments were conducted in which all values were represented internally as 64-bit

precision floats. Where a given parameter is defined only for integral values, the float value

was rounded down to the nearest integer at the point of use. Each candidate solution fitness

evaluation considered the three networks defined in section 5.2, with each combination of

candidate solution and network repeated three times to reject the influence of outliers.

Preliminary tests showed rapid convergence within the early generations, with few

improvements thereafter. Based on these results, all tests were run for 50 generations to

allow convergence to occur. Data on the best known candidate solutions were logged at

every generation to provide insight into the running convergence of the system.

5.2.3.2 Cost analysis

The SPEA2 algorithm runtime is negligible compared to that of fitness function evaluation

by simulation, so we need consider only those overheads relating to fitness function eval-

uation. Consider an evolutionary run with a population size of a for which b generations

are required to attain the required solution quality. It is also necessary to evaluate the

initial zeroeth population prior to evolution commencing.

Within each generation it is necessary to evaluate the fitness function once for each

candidate solution, requiring a(b + 1) evaluation instances for all population members
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across all generations. As with the FD experiments, we test r networks and repeat each

experimental configuration s times, requiring a(b + 1)rs simulations in total. Total cost

grows linearly in each of a, b, r and s. This predictable and readily controllable cost

growth is a desirable attribute.

It is possible, though unlikely, that a candidate solution already in the archive be se-

lected as a parent but no crossover or mutation occurs. In this rare situation it would

be possible to re-use an earlier fitness evaluation and hence reduce experimental cost.

However, we do not cache fitness evaluation data between generations. By forcing evalu-

ation of each candidate solution in each iteration we significantly decrease the possibility

that a low-quality candidate, assigned an undeservedly high-quality evaluation owing to

experimental noise, can survive from generation to generation.

5.2.4 Evolutionary approach: Two-Archive

In this section we define the experiments with which the parameter landscape is explored

using a different evolutionary algorithm. The Two-Archive (TA) algorithm has separate

convergence and diversity archives, rather than the single archive used by SPEA2, and

therefore may be more or less suited to the protocol optimisation problem considered here.

5.2.4.1 Two-Archive experimental configuration

The Two-Archive algorithm is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm developed by Pra-

ditwong and Yao [236]. The working population size s is also the total combined capacity

of separate convergence and diversity archives. Two-Archive takes a parameter, r ∈ [0, 1],

defining the ratio of parent selection between the convergence and diversity archives. A

higher ratio r selects more parents from the convergence archive, obtaining faster solution

convergence at the expense of potentially reduced solution diversity.

As with SPEA2, Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) [72], polynomial mutation [72]

and random selection operators are used. Where SPEA2 and Two-Archive have a given

parameter in common, we reuse the value considered in section 5.2.3.1 to enable meaningful

comparison between the algorithms. We use s = 50, c = 0.7, ηc = 15, m = 1
6 and ηm = 20.

We set r = 0.9 to favour parents from the convergence archive, encouraging strong solution

convergence in a reasonable number of generations.

Each candidate solution fitness evaluation implied three simulation iterations for each

of the three networks defined in 5.2 to reject the influence of outliers. All tests were run
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for 50 generations.

5.2.4.2 Cost analysis

The Two-Archive algorithm cost is similar to that of the SPEA2 algorithm cost, as dis-

cussed in section 5.2.3.2. As with SPEA2, the cost of executing the evolutionary algorithm

itself is negligible in comparison to the cost of fitness function evaluation, so we need only

consider those costs relating to the latter. As with the SPEA2 experiments we require

ars(b+ 1) simulation instances in total. Total cost grows linearly in each of a, b, r and s.

5.3 Results

We now summarise the output of the Factorial Design experiments described in section

5.2.2, the SPEA2 experiments described in sections 5.2.3, and the Two-Archive experi-

ments described in section 5.2.4. We label the Factorial Design instance as A, the SPEA2

instance as B, and the Two-Archive instance as C.

5.3.1 Optimised protocol tunings for TBG

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 gives summarised optimised tuning results for the TBG protocol. The

sets of tuned protocol values corresponding to A, B and C are labelled IA, IB and IC

respectively. All figures for non-integral factors are given to 4 decimal places.

For each experimental approach, the set of values assigned to controlled factors X1-X6

corresponding to the highest quality solution discovered is given in table 5.2. For approach

A some controlled factors were not evaluated directly in Phase 2 of the experiment. For

these controlled factors, italicised in table 5.2, we take the midpoint of search ranges

defined in sections 3.2 and 5.2.1.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

IA 6 6 0.5500 2.8200 10 0.7300

IB 5 3 0.88857 1.1151 9 0.75832

IC 5 3 0.3864 6.8320 9 0.8425

Table 5.2: Best known TBG tunings

We define the highest quality solution Iα for approach α as being that which offers the

smallest Euclidean distance Eα between Oα and the theoretical perfect values of metrics,

as defined in sections 5.2.1 and 3.3.4. Table 5.2 shows the Euclidean distances EA, EB
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and EC from which IA, IB and IC were identified as the highest quality solutions derived

by approaches A, B and C respectively. Note that the theoretical perfect metric values

are not necessarily attainable under any real protocol tuning.

To ensure fair comparison of the quality of solutions obtained by the two experimental

approaches, it is necessary to eliminate any factors which could unfairly influence the

outcome. We achieved this goal by conducting further simulation experiments as per

section 5.2 where the simulation scenario is identical in all respects, except for the protocol

parameter set which is either IA, IB, or IC as appropriate.

Three hundred simulations were executed for each of IA, IB, and IC as defined in table

5.2; 100 repeats for each of the 3 networks considered in the experiments of sections 5.2.2,

5.2.3 and 5.2.4. Where a controlled factor X1-X6 is defined only for integral values, but the

value identified by experiment and analysis is non-integral, we configure our experiments

with values rounded to the nearest integer. For each combination of experimental approach

and metric M1-M5, a set of 300 output values is produced. The arithmetic mean of each

set is taken as the final value and presented in table 5.3. The sets of output metrics

corresponding to A and B are labelled OA, OB, and OC respectively.

All figures for M1-M5 are give to 5 significant figures and scaled by a factor of 106 for

clarity.

M1 M1a M2 M3 M3a E

OA 15475 9.0312 439010 758.28 0.39873 0.50528

OB 15458 8.7817 453610 847.75 0.43416 0.50669

OC 14297 8.1415 419650 781.58 0.39808 0.46875

Best TA TA TA TA FD

Table 5.3: Network performance for best known TBG tunings

It is notable that the protocol tunings found by the three approaches, as shown in

Table 5.2, are different but broadly similar. The corresponding observed metrics given in

Table 5.3 confirm that the network behaviour induced by each of the three approaches was

different but broadly similar. This similarity suggests that each derived protocol tuning

approximates an optimal solution nearby in the parameter landscape.

Observe that the Two-Archive approach yielded the best result for metrics M1-M3,

the Factorial Design approach yielded the best result for metric M3a, and the SPEA2

approach did not yield the best result for any metric. It is therefore unsurprising that

Two-Archive yielded the solution with best overall quality as measured in E, followed
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by Factorial Design and SPEA2 in order of declining quality. We conclude that the

Two-Archive approach is superior for tuning the TBG protocol, but that any of those

approaches considered here would yield a reasonable solution.

Figure 5.1 plots normalised solution quality, E, versus evolutionary generation to il-

lustrate the convergence of SPEA2- and Two-Archive-derived solution quality toward the

final solution quality which could be achieved with an infinite number of generations. For

comparison, the solution quality obtained by the Factorial Design approach is also shown

as a constant.

The quality of solutions obtained by the SPEA2 approach was not observed to supplant

that attainable by Factorial Design results, but gradually improved until generation 18

after which no further improvement was observed. Although theoretically possible, the

attainment of parity or advantage by further improvement under SPEA2 is unlikely to

occur within acceptable time. Under the Two-Archive approach, however, the solution

quality is near-constant for the first 9 generations before improving dramatically, at which

point it becomes significantly better than that attained by Factorial Design, with no

further improvement observed after generation 11.
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Figure 5.1: Comparing TBG solution quality using Factorial Design, SPEA2 and TA

This type of behaviour is characteristic of MOEAs [113]; solution quality improvement

is possible, but not guaranteed, from any given generation to the next. Evolutionary al-
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gorithms better suited to a given problem are more likely to make progress toward the

optimal solution. Two-Archive significantly outperforms SPEA2, suggesting that MOEAs

which maintain separate convergence and diversity archives may be better suited to sen-

sornet protocol optimisation than those which maintain only a single archive.

We now consider the tradeoff between experimental cost and solution quality between

the experimental approaches. Recall from section 4.2.8 that Factorial Design experiments

require rsqp simulation instances for each of Phase 1 and Phase 2. For these experiments

this implies 6561 + 9000 = 15561 simulation instances are required. We compare the

experimental costs of the evolutionary approaches to this baseline figure.

We first consider SPEA2, which requires a(b+1)rs simulation instances to be executed

as per section 5.2.3.2. The best SPEA2-derived solution was obtained at generation 18,

at which point 8550 instances had completed. This cost is 54.9% of the Factorial Design

baseline. We conclude that significant cost advantage was observed for SPEA2 in tuning

the TBG protocol if the tuning process is terminated at this point.

Now consider Two-Archive, also requiring a(b+1)rs simulation instances to be executed

as per section 5.2.4.2. Two-Archive produced a better solution than Factorial Design at

generation 10 and produced its best solution at generation 11, corresponding to 4950

and 5400 simulation instances respectively. As these costs are 31.8% and 34.7% of the

Factorial Design baseline, and better solutions were obtained, it follows that significant

cost advantage is observed for Two-Archive in tuning TBG if the process is terminated at

this point.

5.3.2 Optimised protocol tunings for IGF

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 gives summarised optimised tuning results for the IGF protocol. The

sets of tuned protocol values corresponding to A, B and C are labelled IA, IB and IC

respectively. All figures for non-integral factors are given to 4 decimal places.

For each experimental approach, the set of values assigned to controlled factors X1-X6

corresponding to the highest quality solution discovered is given in table 5.4. For approach

A some controlled factors were not evaluated directly in Phase 2 of the experiment. For

these controlled factors, italicised in table 5.4, we take the midpoint of search ranges

defined in sections 3.2 and 5.2.1.
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X7 X8

IA 6 3 0.5500 10.0000 6 31.6667 0.1000

IB 7 6 0.51566 6.5660 1 42.946 0.26423

IC 7 6 0.16388 7.2508 1 46.939 0.66054

Table 5.4: Best known IGF tunings

Each IGF protocol tuning given in Table 5.4 was evaluated using the process described

for the TBG protocol tuning solutions as described in section 5.3.1. Table 5.2 shows the

Euclidean distances EA, EB and EC from which IA, IB and IC were identified as the

highest quality solutions derived by approaches A, B and C respectively. Note that the

theoretical perfect metric values are not necessarily attainable under any real protocol

tuning. All figures for M1-M3a are give to 5 significant figures and scaled by a factor of

106 for clarity.

M1 M1a M2 M3 M3a E

OA 122510 53.786 338380 72626 29.229 0.15701

OB 292880 129.40 280390 58107 23.773 0.15694

OC 82915 38.853 303150 62262 25.262 0.13918

Best TA TA SPEA2 SPEA2 SPEA2

Table 5.5: Network performance for best known IGF tunings

The protocol tunings shown in Table 5.4, have substantial differences in some controlled

factors; notably, these are the factors identified as significant by the Factorial Design

approach in section 5.2.2.2. The corresponding observed metrics given in Table 5.5 confirm

that the network behaviour induced by each of the three approaches was significantly

different, despite each approach being applied to the same protocol tuning problem.

Observe that the Two-Archive approach yielded the best result for metrics M1-M1a,

the SPEA2 approach yielded the best result for metrics M2-M3a, and the Factorial Design

approach did not yield the best result for any metric. It is therefore unsurprising that

SPEA2 yielded the solution with best overall quality as measured in E, followed by Two-

Archive and Factorial Design in order of declining quality.

Interestingly, however, the SPEA2 values forM1-M1a were an order of magnitude worse

than those obtained under Two-Archive or Factorial Design, indicating that the SPEA2

values for M2-M3a were much better than those of Two-Archive in order to counterbalance

this disadvantage. We conclude that the SPEA2 approach is superior for tuning the
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IGF protocol, but that any of those approaches considered in this chapter would yield a

reasonable solution.

Figure 5.2 plots normalised solution quality, E, versus evolutionary generation to il-

lustrate the convergence of SPEA2- and Two-Archive-derived solution quality toward the

final solution quality which could be achieved with an infinite number of generations. For

comparison, the solution quality obtained by the Factorial Design approach is also shown

as a constant.
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Figure 5.2: Comparing IGF solution quality using Factorial Design, SPEA2 and Two-

Archive

The quality of solutions obtained by the SPEA2 approach improved quickly at first,

but this improvement slowed quickly after the first few generations and converged on a

very similar solution quality to that observed under Factorial Design; after generation 14

no further improvement was observed.

With Two-Archive the solution quality gradually improved until generation 7, after

which no further improvement was observed. Interestingly, all Two-Archive generations

showed a higher solution quality than Factorial Design or SPEA2. Although it might be

considered somewhat fortuitous that the first evolved generation was of such high quality,

this nevertheless illustrates that the evolutionary strategy of Two-Archive is effective for

this problem type.
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Now consider the tradeoff between experimental cost and solution quality between

the experimental approaches. Recall from section 4.2.8 that Factorial Design experiments

require rsqp simulation instances for each of Phase 1 and Phase 2. For these experiments

this implies 19683 + 21609 = 41292 simulation instances are required. We compare the

experimental costs of the evolutionary approaches to this baseline figure.

We first consider SPEA2, which requires a(b+1)rs simulation instances to be executed

as per section 5.2.3.2. The best SPEA2-derived solution was obtained at generation 14,

at which point 6750 instances had completed. This cost is 16.3% of the Factorial Design

baseline. We conclude that significant cost advantage was observed for SPEA2 in tuning

the IGF protocol if the tuning process is terminated at this point.

Next, we consider Two-Archive, also requiring a(b + 1)rs simulation instances to be

executed as per section 5.2.4.2. Two-Archive produced a better solution than Factorial

Design at generation 1 and produced its best solution at generation 7, corresponding to

900 and 3600 simulation instances respectively. As these costs are 2.2% and 8.7% of the

Factorial Design baseline, and better solutions were obtained, it follows that significant

cost advantage is observed for Two-Archive in tuning IGF if the process is terminated at

this point.

5.3.3 Comparative cost analysis

We now consider the relative costs of the tuning approaches. The costs of Factorial Design

are described in section 4.2.8, the costs of SPEA2 are described in section 5.2.3.2, and the

costs of Two-Archive are described in section 5.2.4.2. Note that in all cases the overhead of

auxiliary calculations is orders of magnitude less than that of fitness function evaluation,

so we discount the former in our analysis.

Assume each simulation instance completes in t seconds. The Factorial Design ap-

proach has wall time cost Cα = rsqpt. The SPEA2 and Two-Archive approaches have

wall time cost Cβ = ars(b + 1)t. Given a single uniprocessor host, the SPEA2 and Two-

Archive approaches will terminate before the Factorial Design approach if Cβ < Cα, a

condition which is fulfilled where a(b+ 1) < qp.

Now assume a multiprocessing environment in which x independent simulations can

execute in parallel. For Factorial Design experiments there are no dependencies between

simulations so any number can execute in parallel, all at cost t. The total wall time cost

is Cγ = rsqp

x t. Note that Cγ ∝ 1
x , reaching a minimum of Cγ = t where x ≥ rsqp. For
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SPEA2 and Two-Archive experiments it is possible to run all ars simulations of a given

generation in parallel at cost arst, but all simulations of a given generation must complete

before the next generation can begin. The total wall time cost is Cδ = ars
x (b + 1)t. Note

that Cδ ∝ 1
x , reaching a minimum of Cδ = (b + 1)t where x ≥ ars. If x is large then

Factorial Design experiments will complete before SPEA2 and Two-Archive experiments.

We observe that the Factorial Design approach incurs a fixed wall time cost of Cα =

rsqpt regardless of solution quality, whereas the SPEA2 and Two-Archive evolutionary

algorithms incur a wall time cost Cδ = ars
x (b + 1)t such that experimenters can restrict

cost by specifying the number of generations b. As the solution quality E is monotonically

non-decreasing in b a tradeoff exists between cost and quality.

5.4 Quality of evolving solutions

Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 show the potential savings in experimental cost which are possible

by selecting an Evolutionary Algorithm approach over a Design Of Experiments approach

to the protocol tuning problem. However, to achieve these potential savings, the exper-

imenter must somehow determine the evolutionary generation at which the process is

unlikely to yield further gains and hence should be terminated.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 plot normalised solution quality, E, versus evolutionary generation

to illustrate the convergence of SPEA2- and Two-Archive-derived solution quality toward

the final solution quality which could be achieved with an infinite number of generations.

For comparison, the solution quality obtained by the Factorial Design approach is also

shown.

The E plots for the EAs observe a step function as quality E increases discretely

between generations when a better solution is found and added to the archive. Smoothing

the discrete step function curve into a continuous curve by considering individual data

as control points of a Bézier curve, we observe that a hyperbolic curve is a reasonable

approximation.

We apply statistical model fitting techniques using MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox

[196] to quantify the relationship between evolutionary generation and solution quality as

given by Equation 5.1. α, β, γ are constants for each combination of evolutionary algorithm

and sensornet routing protocol considered in this chapter, and g ≤ b is the generation for

which an solution quality estimate Eg is required. Results are given in table 5.6 to 4

significant figures. R2 values indicate the quality of fit [38]; all fittings given in table 5.6
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are of sufficient quality for the intended purpose.

Eg =
α

g + β
+ γ (5.1)

Sensornet designers can estimate the evolutionary generations g required to find a

protocol tuning solution of sufficient quality Ereq such that Eg ≤ Ereq by solving the

inequality given by Equation 5.2 in g, though of course this does not actually yield the

protocol tuning solution itself. If no positive real solutions for g exist then the evolutionary

algorithm is not expected to find any solution of suitable quality in finite time.

g ≥
⌈

α

Ereq − γ
− β

⌉
(5.2)

This technique allows sensornet designers to estimate in advance the computational

overhead implied in finding protocol tuning solutions of a given quality. A related tech-

nique can be applied to estimate the rate at which solution quality improves with respect to

MOEA generation. Equation 5.3 gives the derivative of the fitted curve given by Equation

5.1 in terms of generation g.

dE

dg
= − α

(g + β)2
(5.3)

As the MOEA progresses from generation to generation, the rate of change of solution

quality can be estimated. The magnitude of this rate of change is relatively large at

the start of the MOEA execution, but dE
dg → 0 as g → ∞ because E is monotonically

non-increasing. At some point the rate of solution quality improvement will be sufficiently

small that any further improvement is not significant, and hence the protocol tuning effort

can be terminated.

Provided that the computational overhead of fitting a curve of form Equation 5.1 is

small compared to the overhead arst of assessing a MOEA generation as per section 5.2.4.2

and 5.2.3.2, it is feasible to implement this technique online during MOEA execution.

Under this approach the MOEA assesses the solution quality derivative given by Equation

5.3 at the end of each generation; if the derivative magnitude is sufficiently large another

MOEA generation executes, otherwise the process terminates at a point where no further

significant solution quality improvement is likely within reasonable time.

An interesting hybrid approach would be to extend the MOEAs such that each can-

didate solution retained at each generation is taken as the centre of a small region of the
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α β γ R2

T
B

G Two-Archive 0.3456 4.887 0.4588 0.7403

SPEA2 0.01115 6.575 0.5064 0.8891

IG
F Two-Archive 0.006443 1.164 0.1392 0.8817

SPEA2 0.004746 -0.7953 0.1569 0.9838

Table 5.6: α, β and γ for combinations of MOEA and sensornet protocol

parameter space which is sampled by Factorial Design methods as described in sections

4.2.3 and 4.2.4. The interpolation implicit in this approach would allow the MOEA to

consider alternative candidate solutions that are close to, but potentially better than,

those created explicitly by the mutation and crossover processes. This hybrid approach

would of course increase experimental overhead with increased numbers of fitness function

evaluations and auxiliary calculations implied by the MOEA itself and the model fitting.

5.4.1 Comparing evolutionary and non-evolutionary approaches

We see that both SPEA2 and Two-Archive yield high quality near-optimal solutions within

a small number of evolutionary generations, with diminishing returns on further invest-

ments of experimental effort in the monotonically non-decreasing solution quality. Con-

sider the experimental cost of the Factorial Design approach given in section 4.2.8, and

that of the SPEA2 and Two-Archive approaches given in section 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.4.2 re-

spectively. As the cost associated with the evolutionary algorithms is linear in generation

count, limiting the number of generations also limits the cost.

Significantly, the SPEA2 and Two-Archive costs are independent of the number of

controlled factors, unlike the Factorial Design cost. It follows that the merit of MOEAs

becomes more apparent as the number of controlled factors grows and the cost of Factorial

Design experiments becomes prohibitively large. It is the responsibility of the experimenter

to decide whether it is appropriate to invest in the high monolithic cost of the Factorial

Design approach, or the potentially lower but growing costs of the MOEA approaches.

Provided that convergence on an acceptable solution occurs within a certain number of

generations the overhead of MOEA approaches is lesser; in section 5.3.3 we calculate the

critical point at which the MOEA approaches cease to offer cost benefits.

The Factorial Design approach samples the factor-response space evenly whereas the

MOEAs focus computation resources on promising candidate solutions. The MOEAs tend
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to gravitate toward a single solution whereas the Factorial Design approach provides an

overview of the complete problem space which may encompass multiple good solutions,

but if the experimenter requires only a single good solution this increased diversity is less

important than the experimental cost.

We conclude that both evolutionary and non-evolutionary approaches offer benefit to

the sensornet designer, but serve different purposes. The sensornet designer might usefully

apply the Factorial Design approach to summarise the factor-response relationship to

narrow the search space to those portions in which good solutions are known to reside, then

apply evolutionary approaches to navigate any non-linear regions within this narrowed

search space to obtain better near-optimal solutions.

5.5 Summary

The Factorial Design, SPEA2 and Two-Archive approaches described in sections 5.2.2,

5.2.3 and 5.2.4 all achieve results close to the theoretical optimum for the protocol opti-

misation problem described in section 4.1. The IGF protocol considered in this chapter

represents the state-of-the-art; it is lightweight, geography-aware, stateless, and contem-

porary. In contrast, the TBG protocol is simplistic and potentially highly inefficient.

Despite these qualitative differences, poor configurations of the state-of-the-art protocol

were substantially outperformed by good configurations of the less sophisticated protocol

in our experiments.

Our results demonstrate that, even if the network designer selects a state-of-the-art

protocol such as IGF, selecting an appropriate configuration remains an open question.

This important issue is regrettably ignored in many papers which describe new protocols,

despite the potential impact on network applications employing these protocols.

Results presented in section 5.3 show that MOEAs can significantly outperform a

simple Factorial Design experimental approach when tuning sensornet protocols against

multiple objectives, producing higher quality solutions with lower experimental overhead.

This is the first study in which sensornet protocol optimisation has been explicitly for-

mulated as a multi-objective problem, and state-of-the-art multi-objective evolutionary

algorithms applied in its solution. The Two-Archive algorithm outperformed the SPEA2

algorithm, at each generation and in the final evolved solution, for each protocol considered

in this chapter.

Results presented in section 5.4 illustrate that the experimental cost of Factorial De-
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sign experiment suites is fixed and independent of solution quality, whereas Evolutionary

Algorithm approaches allow experimenters to manage the tradeoff between experimental

cost and solution quality. Co-evolution of protocol designs and protocol tunings offers

further scope for improved performance in future work.
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Protocol tuning robustness

Consider the deployment of a sensornet in the real world, where the network protocols have

been tuned to perform well against a model of the deployment context. It is unrealistic

to assume that the model is a perfect and complete model of reality. It is also unrealistic

to assume that the modelled environment, or the composition of the sensornet itself, will

necessarily remain constant. For example, if a sensornet is deployed to monitor seismic

activity [319], the harsh conditions may cause nodes to fail or to move to a new geographic

position. Additional nodes might be added to monitor areas of emerging importance.

It is therefore important to consider the robustness of a given protocol tuning to

changes in network composition and deployment context. This chapter evaluates the

extent to which the specific tuning of a protocol influences the observed performance at-

tributes. This implicitly identifies the characteristics of a network in which the tuned

protocol can function effectively, defining the desired outcome of infrastructure manage-

ment approaches such as that defined in chapters 7 to 9.

6.1 Robustness analysis

In chapter 4 we define and implement a three-phase method to tune protocols for a specified

sensornet environment. We now assess the extent to which the measured behaviour of a

sensornet, in which the resulting tuned protocols are deployed, is robust to variation in

node numbers, spatial distribution and spatial density.

Parameter tuning and robustness analysis are different but related tasks. In both

parameter tuning and robustness analysis we define a system, measure its performance

as one or more attributes of the system are varied, and examine the results to determine
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whether acceptable system performance was observed. The primary difference is in the

nature of the varied attributes. In parameter tuning we identify a set of controllable

factors which represent design goals, are controlled factors which can be specified by

sensornet designers, and hence for which we wish to find good values. In robustness

analysis we consider those attributes of the sensornet which do not represent design goals

of the parameter tuning process, and are therefore not controlled factors to be specified

by sensornet designers, but which may nevertheless influence system performance.

The protocol tunings IAΞ and IBΞ, obtained for network set Ξ under protocols A and

B respectively and given in section 4.3, are employed throughout this section. Note that

these protocol tunings were not optimised for robustness during the three-phase protocol

tuning method described in section 4.2, but were derived using multiple networks which

implicitly favours solutions which work well in a range of scenarios. All figures in this

section normalise network metrics into the range [0,1] to allow multiple plots to be overlaid

on the same axes for ease of comparison.

Ideally, we would prefer that protocols need not be tuned specifically for robustness as

this implies a much greater experimental overhead. Each sampling point in the parameter

space would have to be assessed many times across a diverse array of representative de-

ployment contexts, in addition to the standard repetition described in section 4.2, which

may be sufficient to render the problem intractable for sensornets of realistic scale. We

would also prefer that robustness to variation in deployment context be achievable with-

out compromising performance. If the network designer must tradeoff robustness against

other other desirable properties then the design decision process becomes rather more

complicated.

6.2 Network response metrics

In addition to the metrics M1−M3 defined in section 3.3 we consider a further four metrics

of network behaviour, M4−M7, described below. Unlike M1−M3 we do not use M4−M7

in model fitting or assessing candidate solution quality in section 4.2. We include these

additional metrics to demonstrate that robustness can be observed in network response

metrics that were not considered during the protocol tuning process. We do not claim

that these metrics embody some notion of robustness; instead, we aim to show that the

values of these metrics are robust to variation in network deployment context.

Higher values of M4 − M7 imply more desirable behaviour, in accordance with the
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natural interpretation of these metrics. These metrics pertain to reachability, the property

that any given pair of nodes can exchange messages in a reasonably efficient and reliable

manner. These metrics are particularly useful when building sensornet protocols with soft

real-time requirements [121].

M4: Euclidian speed: Mean physical speed with which a packet would travel from source

to destination if it travelled in a straight line. Measured in m. Defined in the range

(0,∞).

M5: Euclidian distance: Mean physical distance separating source and destination for

delivered packets. Measured in ms−1. Defined in the range (0,∞).

M6: Path straightness: The extent to which the actual path traversed by delivered packets

conforms to the ideal straight path . Unitless. Defined in the range (0, 1].

M7: PSEP: The Potential Saved Energy Proportion [295] attainable under optimal state

management policies. Unitless. Defined in the range (0, 1].

M4 is used to estimate whether a packet is likely to be deliverable within a given

deadline. If a packet must be delivered from source S to destination D within t seconds,

and can travel distance d = tM4 within this deadline, then provided that ||−→SD|| ≤ tM4

the packet is likely to be deliverable. M5 is used to estimate whether a packet is likely

to be deliverable between a source and destination separated by a given physical distance

regardless of deadline. As a network grows, the average distance over which packets are

delivered should increase if the network is reliable; if it does not increase, the network is not

equally reliable for all distances ||−→SD||. M6 indicates the quality of routes discovered by

the routing algorithm; a delivery path in a dense network that wanders far from the ideal

path indicates that packets are reaching more nodes than is necessary. M7, the Potential

Saved Energy Proportion, measures the maximum proportion of energy expended by the

sensornet which could be saved by a more efficient node state management policy without

altering observed network behaviour traces [132]. Achieving this maximal energy saving

would require perfect knowledge of current and future network traffic; this is impossible,

of course, but better state management protocols get closer to this upper bound.
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6.3 Spatial distribution

Recall from section 4.3.1 that all networks ξα ∈ Ξ contain 500 MICA2 motes with uniform

random distribution within a square planar deployment region. In this section we consider

whether a protocol tuning derived from a network of uniform spatial density remains

appropriate if the intended deployment network is non-uniform.

We define two further sets of networks, U and G. Each of U and G is similar to Ξ

except for the spatial position of nodes within the deployment region. For U we retain

the uniform random spatial distribution of nodes, albeit with a different position for each

node than in Ξ. For G we retain the randomness of the spatial distribution but discard

the uniformity in favour of a Gaussian random spatial distribution. It follows that spatial

density of networks in G is non-uniform, being much greater near the centre, but average

spatial density remains unchanged and equivalent to networks in U .

Assume all sensornet motes are equivalent. Networks in set U provide near-equal sensor

coverage of the entire geographic area covered by the sensornet, whereas networks in set

G provide significantly greater sensor coverage near the centre. It follows that networks

of type U are deployed where the entire covered area is of equal interest to the network

operator, whereas networks of type G are centred around a single point of greater interest

than the rest of the covered area.

Figure 6.1 gives plots for metricsM1−M3 and figure 6.2 gives plots for metricsM4−M7.

For each Mα there are four bars in the bar graph. The values for each set have been

normalised such that the largest value is 1 to facilitate comparison between bars in the

set. It is meaningless to compare values across bar sets. The bars labelled TBG-U and

TBG-G illustrate performance of networks of uniform and Gaussian spatial distribution

respectively under the TBG protocol. The bars labelled IGF-U and IGF-G illustrate

performance of networks of uniform and Gaussian spatial distribution respectively under

the TBG protocol. To consider the impact of spatial distribution we compare the relative

values of metrics measured under networks of different spatial distribution. In figures 6.1

and 6.2 this implies comparison of the U- and G-values for each combination of metric

and protocol.

Firstly, consider the network response metrics M1 −M3 against which protocols were

tuned, as illustrated in figure 6.1, where lower values indicate more desirable network

behaviour. We observe that under the TBG protocol the measured values of M1 −M3 are

very similar for networks of uniform and Gaussian spatial distribution. However, the same
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can not be said for networks under the IGF protocol. The measured values of M1 are very

close, showing that network performance is unaffected. However, the measured values of

M2−M3 are significantly worse for Gaussian spatial distributions than for uniform spatial

distributions, showing that network reliability and efficiency is affected adversely.

Secondly, consider the network reachability metrics M4 −M7, as illustrated in figure

6.2, where higher values indicate more desirable network behaviour. Again, we observe

that under the TBG protocol the measured values of M4−M7 are very similar for networks

of uniform and Gaussian spatial distribution. Under the IGF protocol, M4 −M6 are very

similar for both spatial distributions but significantly different for M7 where the measured

value is significantly worse for Gaussian spatial distributions than for uniform spatial

distributions.

Tunings of the TBG protocol obtained using a training network of uniform spatial

distribution yield similar performance in deployment networks of uniform and Gaussian

spatial distribution. However, tunings of the IGF protocol obtained using a training net-

work of uniform spatial distribution yield dissimilar performance in deployment networks

of Gaussian spatial distribution. We conclude that the tuned TBG protocol is robust to

this change of spatial distribution, whereas the tuned IGF protocol is not.

As these experiments were conducted with the best-known protocol tunings established

by the factorial design experiments described in section 4.2.1 it is not possible to conclude

that no tuning of these protocols exhibits superior robustness, although there is no evidence

in favour or against the existence of any such superior tuning. However, it is appropriate

to consider protocol tunings in this manner because we are assessing the robustness of

protocols tuned to other criteria, rather than assessing the robustness of protocols tuned

specifically for robustness. The latter would be at best pointless and at worst meaningless.

Note that consistency of measured behaviour across different spatial distribution does

not imply that the observed behaviour is good ; it merely implies it to be consistent.

However, this consistency is of significance to network designers who may favour a robust

solution over a fragile solution, even if the latter may yield better performance under ideal

conditions.

6.4 Spatial density

In this section we consider the impact on network performance metrics as the uniform

spatial density is varied. We measure metrics sets M1 −M3 and M4 −M7 in networks
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Figure 6.1: Network response metrics under controlled spatial distribution
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Figure 6.2: Reachability metrics under controlled spatial distribution
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similar to ξα ∈ Ξ in which the size of the deployment region is altered such that a range

of spatial densities are explored. In each case the relative spatial position of nodes within

the deployment region remains unchanged as the size of the deployment region increases.

By way of analogy, consider the manner in which dots drawn on the surface of a balloon

move apart as the balloon is inflated but retain their relative positions. This prevents

alteration of any underlying implicit structure in the network as the physical size of the

network changes. The protocol tunings IAΞ and IBΞ, obtained for network set Ξ under the

TBG and IGF protocols respectively and given in section 4.3, are employed throughout

this section.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 summarise the relationship between controlled parameters and

measured responses under the TBG protocol as spatial density d increases in the range

[5.66893×10−8, 5.66893×10−6] node m−2. Likewise, figures 6.5 and 6.6 summarise the re-

lationship between controlled parameters and measured responses under the IGF protocol.

All values have been normalised to the range [0, 1] to show the entire range of observed

responses in a comparable manner.

Firstly, consider the network response metrics M1 −M3 for which lower values corre-

spond to more desirable network behaviour. Figure 6.3 shows the relationship between

metrics M1 −M3 and spatial density d for the TBG protocol. Figure 6.5 shows the rela-

tionship between metrics M1−M3 and spatial density d for the IGF protocol. The density

of the training networks is found at the centre of each x-axis.

Both protocols share similar relationships between d and M1, and between d and M3.

As d increases we observe that M1 increases, with the rate of growth also increasing with

d. As density d increases the network performance falls, which is likely to be a consequence

of high-density networks suffering substantial congestion and localised overloading from

multiply redundant nodes attempting to perform the same task at the same time in the

same spatial region.

These figures also show that, as d increases, the value of M3 falls and converges on a

stable minimum value. Network efficiency increases with spatial density d, suggesting that

the negative effects of congestion and localised overloading are counterbalanced by positive

effects; it may take longer for a packet to travel unit distance in the network, but it will take

less energy to do so. This is likely to be a consequence of higher-density networks offering

a greater number of forwarding candidates at each stage of packet delivery, and hence

more likely to offer a high-quality candidate at each stage. This would seem to suggest
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that selection of an appropriate next-hop forwarding candidate is highly significant at each

decision point; it can not be assumed that the consequences of individual poor choices will

be “smoothed out” along multi-hop delivery routes.

Dissimilar relationships exist between d and M2 for TBG and IGF. For TBG the

plot describes a monotonically non-increasing sigmoid shape, where network reliability

improves with increasing density d. In contrast, the plot for IGF features a point of in-

flection at dc ≈ 1.0 × 10−6. For densities less than dc, network reliability improves with

increasing density. For densities greater than dc, network reliability gets worse with in-

creasing density. Assume that as d increases the number of neighbours increases uniformly

for all nodes, with a corresponding increase in packet forwarding candidates. TBG will

use any number of neighbours as packet relays at each stage, so increasing the number of

neighbours will always increase the chance that at least one of these neighbours is a high

quality forwarding candidate. In contrast, IGF selects only the single best packet relay

from the set of all self-selected forwarding candidates. Although this approach reduces

congestion from multiple transmissions of the packet, it creates the possibility of clashes

between attempted CTS transmissions from forwarding candidates. A consequence is that

as d increases, as does the possibility that the CTS from the best candidate will be lost

in the short-term congestion.

We now consider the robustness of the protocol tunings by examining the relationship

between d and metrics M1−M3 either side of the training network density dt = 5.66893×

10−7 node m−2. Firstly, we consider the TBG protocol. If d decreases then M2 and M3

take less favourable values, and M1 takes more favourable values. Conversely, if d increases

then M2 and M3 take more favourable values, and M1 takes less favourable values. We

therefore conclude that the TBG tuning IAΞ is robust to decreasing d for performance

properties, and is robust to increasing d for reliability and efficiency properties. Now we

consider the IGF protocol. If d decreases then M2 and M3 take less favourable values, and

M1 takes more favourable values. Conversely, if d increases then M3 take more favourable

values, and M1 takes less favourable values. M2 is a little more complex in that as d

increases the observed values will initially be more favourable, but if d > dc they will start

to become less favourable. We therefore conclude that the IGF tuning IBΞ is robust to

decreasing d for performance properties, is robust to increasing d for efficiency properties,

but is only robust for reliability properties within a finite band of possible values of d

centred around dc.
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Figure 6.3: Network response metrics versus spatial density under TBG

For both TBG and IGF we observe that most variation in M3 occurs toward the left of

the plot with relatively little variation elsewhere. There is no value of d which minimises

the value of all metrics and hence there is no ideal value of d. Therefore, if the spatial

density of the deployment network can be controlled, the network designer must carefully

tradeoff among these factors. However, if the IGF protocol is to be selected it is unlikely

that a value of d greater than that at which the minimum of M2 is observed would be

selected, as for higher values of d both M1 and M3 increase rapidly and the decrease in

M2 is very slow.

Secondly, consider the network reachability metrics M4 −M7 for which higher values

correspond to more desirable network behaviour. Figure 6.4 shows the relationship be-

tween metrics M4 −M7 and spatial density d for the TBG protocol, and figure 6.6 shows

the relationship between metrics M4 −M7 and spatial density d for the IGF protocol.

The d −M4 relationship is qualitatively similar for TBG and IGF, though quantita-

tive differences are observed. The mean Euclidian speed is monotonically non-increasing,

describing a sigmoid curve with a point of inflection around the density of the training

network, dt, where the rate of change of M4 is relatively small compared to that distant
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Figure 6.4: Reachability metrics versus spatial density under TBG

from dt. A number of factors influence this relationship. As network density increases, the

average physical distance between nodes tends to decrease. If, in unit time, a given packet

traverses a given number of node-to-node hops, then the greater the spatial density the

smaller the physical distance traversed. This leads directly to a lowered average Euclidian

speed for delivered packets. The increase in localised congestion that results from increas-

ing spatial density and the consequent growth in average degree of connectivity should

also be taken into account.

Analysis of the d −M5 relationship picks up where analysis of the d −M4 reaches a

conclusion. For networks of very low density the average degree of connectivity is also

very low, such that packets are very unlikely to successfully traverse many node-to-node

hops. For networks of very high density the average degree of connectivity is also very

high, leading to high levels of congestion and a decrease in the average distance separating

a randomly selected pair of source and destination nodes. It is consequently unsurprising

that M5 has a well-defined maximum with the observed value falling away quickly on

either side. However, it is interesting to note that for both TBG and IGF this maximum

is very near to dt, suggesting that this metric is highly sensitive to the protocol tuning.
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It is also interesting to note that the plots for d −M5 have slightly different shapes for

TBG and IGF, being near-Gaussian and near-parabolic curves respectively, although this

difference may simply be an experimental artefact rather than anything more significant.

The d −M6 relationship differs between TBG and IGF. Under TBG the relationship

follows a sigmoid curve as per M4 in which there is a point of inflection about dt rep-

resenting a range of densities around the density of the training network for which Path

straightness is near-constant, but falls substantially quicker as the density diverges from

dt in either direction. Under IGF there is no well-defined point of inflection. Instead, M6

is decreasing at all points of the curve, with the non-uniform rate of change being smallest

for smaller densities and largest for larger densities. However, under both protocols the

overall analysis is the same; as network density increases, the optimality of delivery routes

decreases.

Finally, the d −M7 relationship is very similar for both TBG and IGF. The PSEP

value increases with d up to a point of inflection near dt, and decreases slowly for d > dt.

For low spatial densities there is little redundant network capacity provision, and hence

little scope to conserve energy through state management. However, once the network

density reaches the minimum needed to support the best standard of network behaviour

that can be attained (see metrics M1 −M3 in section 3.3) there is little to be gained by

provision of additional redundant capacity; as capacity provision grows, so does the rate

at which the operating network consumes this capacity.

We conclude the protocol tunings IAΞ and IBΞ are reasonably robust for metrics M4

and M6 for d < dt, and for metric M7 for d > dt. This implies that these tunings are

fragile for all other combinations of metric and network density d. It is interesting that

points of inflection are often seen around the training network density dt, suggesting that

the choice of training network spatial density is significant in determining the robustness

of the resulting protocol tunings to changes in spatial density.

6.5 Node count

In this section we consider the impact on network performance as the number of nodes

participating in the sensornet is varied. We measure metrics sets M1 −M3 and M4 −M7

in networks similar to ξα ∈ Ξ, altering aspects of the deployment network to keep all

other controllable factors unchanged. All training networks ξα ∈ Ξ contain 500 nodes.

For deployment networks containing fewer than 500 nodes we take a subset, implicitly
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Figure 6.5: Network response metrics versus spatial density under IGF
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Figure 6.6: Reachability metrics versus spatial density under IGF
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defining a subnetwork of similar spatial density and distribution but dissimilar node count

and physical size. For deployment networks containing more than 500 nodes we extend

the training network with additional nodes in the surrounding area or volume such that

the latter is a subnetwork of the former. This is achieved by the same process described

in section 4.3.3. The protocol tunings IAΞ and IBΞ, obtained for network set Ξ under the

TBG and IGF protocols respectively and given in section 4.3, are employed throughout

this section.

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 summarise the relationship between controlled parameters and mea-

sured responses under the TBG protocol as node count n increases in the range [50, 2000]

nodes. Likewise, figures 6.9 and 6.10 summarise the relationship between controlled pa-

rameters and measured responses under the IGF protocol. All values have been normalised

to the range [0, 1] to show the entire range of observed responses in a comparable manner.

Firstly, consider the network response metrics M1 −M3 for which lower values corre-

spond to more desirable network behaviour. Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between

metrics M1 −M3 and node count n for the TBG protocol. Figure 6.9 shows the relation-

ship between metrics M1 −M3 and node count n for the IGF protocol. The node count

of the training networks is found at x = 500 on each x-axis.

Both protocols share similar relationships between n and metrics M1 − M3. As n

increases we observe that metric M1 increases rapidly from a low starting value where

n is small, quickly reaching a maximum after which it varies only slightly. M3 does the

opposite, decreasing rapidly from a high starting point where n is small, quickly reaching

a minimum after which it increases slowly. M2 behaviour is different again, starting at a

low value for small n and increasing gradually over the entire observed range.

Consider the n − M1 relationship. As the number of nodes increases, as does the

average distance between source and destination. If the spatial density remains constant

then, as the average end-to-end physical distance grows, so does the average number of

node-to-node hops required to deliver a packet from source to destination. If we assume

that the delay encountered at each node does not decrease then the average end-to-end

latency must necessarily increase too. This would remain true for any routing protocol

operating in networks where individual nodes have fixed transmission ranges. However,

an upper bound on end-to-end latency is defined explicitly as X4, and implicitly as a

consequence of X2 and X3.

Next, consider the n−M2 relationship. Assume the average number of node-to-node
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hops increases with n, that all node-to-node hops along a delivery route must succeed

for delivery to succeed, and that every node-to-node hop implies some risk of failure. It

follows that as n increases the probability of any given packet delivery attempt failing

must also increase.

Now consider the n −M3 relationship. Although we find that the possibility of any

given candidate delivery route being unsuccessful increases with n, an effect running in

parallel is that a greater number of nodes gives a greater number of candidate delivery

routes. Because the number of candidate routes becomes larger, and we require only one

of these candidate routes to successfully deliver a packet within defined QoS requirements,

the effect of greater numbers of routes outweighs the effect of individual candidate routes

becoming less dependable. It is more efficient to deliver a packet by a route of sub-

optimal efficiency than to start delivering a packet by an optimal route but terminate

prior to successful delivery.

We now consider the robustness of the protocol tunings by examining the relationship

between n and metrics M1 − M3 either side of the training network node count n =

500 nodes. We address both TBG and IGF together. If n decreases then M3 takes less

favourable values, and M1 and M2 take more favourable values. We conclude that the

TBG tuning IAΞ and the IGF tuning IBΞ are robust to decreasing n for performance and

reliability properties. If n increases there is little change in M1 and M3, whereas M2 takes

less favourable values. We conclude that the TBG tuning IAΞ and the IGF tuning IBΞ

are robust to increasing n for performance and efficiency properties. It is interesting to

note that the set of properties to which the protocol tunings are robust is not the same

for decreasing n as for increasing n.

For both TBG and IGF we observe that most variation in M1 and M3 occurs toward

the left of the plot with relatively little variation elsewhere. There is no value of d which

minimises the value of all metrics and hence there is no ideal value of n. If the number of

nodes participating in the sensornet can be controlled, the network designer must carefully

tradeoff among these factors. However, it would seem that for both TBG and IGF it would

be desirable to select a reasonably small value of n just large enough that the performance

and efficiency responses are in the robust region, and the reliability is as good as possible

under this condition. The observation that the network designer should pick the smallest

sensornet which is capable of supporting the proposed application is in keeping with other

experimental results in the literature [202].
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Figure 6.7: Network response metrics versus node count under TBG
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Figure 6.8: Reachability metrics versus node count under TBG
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Secondly, consider the network reachability metrics M4 −M7 for which higher values

correspond to more desirable network behaviour. Figure 6.8 shows the relationship be-

tween metrics M4 −M7 and node count n for the TBG protocol, and figure 6.10 shows

the relationship between metrics M4 −M7 and node count n for the IGF protocol.

The relationship between M4 and n is qualitatively similar for TBG and IGF, though

quantitative differences are observed. The mean Euclidian speed increases with n until

a maximum is reached, after which it varies only slightly around a constant value. We

conclude that the protocol tunings are robust in M4 in this near-constant region, but

fragile for smaller values of n. The existence of this near-constant region suggests that an

upper bound exists on the geographic region that is reliably reachable in unit time, with

significant implications for distributed applications with real-time requirements.

The mean Euclidian distance M5 between source and destination nodes of successfully

delivered packets gradually increases with n across the entire range of network node counts

considered in this chapter, though the rate of increase becomes less for higher values of

n suggesting that an upper bound will eventually be reached. This is clearer for TBG,

which has a clear point of inflection near the tuning network size nt = 500, than for IGF

but is evident for both. If n grows without bound in networks of fixed spatial density

then the mean Euclidian distance between intended packet source and destination nodes

will also grow without bound. However, the average Euclidian distance between delivered

packets given by M5 does not appear to grow without bound, suggesting that distributed

applications in sensornets must be written with an awareness that successful pairwise

communication becomes very unlikely as the distance separating the node pair increases.

A very similar n−M6 relationship exists for the TBG and IGF protocols. Both show

M6 to grow rapidly with n until a point of inflection near the training network size nt,

at which point growth in M6 levels off sharply to a near-steady value. This suggests that

both protocols tend to deliver packets by somewhat sub-optimal routes in networks smaller

than the training network, but deliver packets by routes consistently close to the optimal

routes for networks larger than the training network.

Finally, we consider the n−M7 relationship which appears substantially different for

TBG and IGF. Under TBG the value of M7 grows rapidly in n up to a point of inflection

near the training network size nt, then declines less quickly and appears to eventually

converge on a steady value. Under IGF the value of M7 falls consistently with growing n

without any points of inflection near the training network size nt.
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Figure 6.9: Network response metrics versus node count under IGF

We conclude that protocol tunings IAΞ and IBΞ are reasonably robust for metrics

M4 −M7 under TBG and metrics M4 −M6 under IGF where n > nt, and fragile for all

other combinations of metric and network size n. It is interesting that points of inflection

are often seen around the training network size nt, suggesting that the choice of training

network size is significant in determining the robustness of the resulting protocol tunings

to changes in network size.

6.6 Summary

Section 4.3 demonstrated that a good protocol tuning solution derived in a given training

environment may be similar, but not identical, to good protocol tuning solutions derived in

different training environments. Results presented in chapter 6 show that a good protocol

tuning derived in a given training environment is likely to perform effectively in different,

but similar, deployment environments. However, as the deployment environment diverges

from the training environment, this effectiveness may decline.

Sections 6.3 to 6.5 show that protocol tunings obtained in a given training environ-
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Figure 6.10: Reachability metrics versus node count under IGF

ment display differing levels of robustness to variation in the deployment environment. It

is also shown that robustness can be measured for network response metrics which are

not used in protocol training but nevertheless influence suitability for a given sensornet

application. The IGF protocol tends to perform better than the TBG protocol under ideal

circumstances, but the TBG protocol tends to offer greater robustness.
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Chapter 7

Managing sensornets using cellular

logical networks

The wireless communications channel is used for both application and infrastructure data

exchange. Access to the shared medium is costly in renewable resources such as band-

width, and costly in non-renewable resources such as battery power. By moderating wire-

less communication activity it is possible to conserve energy and enjoy improved network

performance. This chapter considers lightweight and fault-tolerant protocols for synchro-

nised node state management to maximise the useful lifetime of networks composed of

unreliable nodes in a harsh environment. Unlike many network management approaches,

these protocols offer an integrated approach which maximises the benefit derived from

the implied costs, and minimises the overheads and network disruption implied by the

management mechanisms.

7.1 Protocols for self-configuring sensornets

In chapter 3 we see that networks become harder to measure as they grow in size. In

chapters 4 and 6 we see that suboptimal performance may occur when the deployment

network is dissimilar to the training network, and performance tends to decline with

increasing network size. Chapters 4 and 5 also demonstrate that, whereas protocol tuning

can significantly improve performance, there are limits to the gains which can be achieved.

If we cannot reduce the application requirements, and optimal protocol tunings cannot

deliver the performance demanded by the application, we might instead reconfigure the

deployment network. This allows its size to be minimised, addressing scalability issues of
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protocols, and allows its characteristics to be controlled, addressing the unpredictability

of deployment environments.

We assume we cannot change the physical environment, or the quantity or physical

location of nodes after deployment. We can, nevertheless, control the size and structure

of a logical virtual sensornet [144] by managing the duty cycle of individual nodes in the

physical network. We can construct networks within which there is an adequate number

and density of actively participating nodes in all physical regions to support distributed

application requirements, without unnecessarily wasteful redundancy or duplication.

7.1.1 Managing sensornets over time

The expected lifetime of a given sensornet depends on its intended application. For a

typical sensornet, system lifetimes in the order of months to years are typical [332]. This

must be achieved using mote hardware platforms which may be capable of only a few

days of continual operation [166]. This is obviously impossible unless the total number of

individual motes is greater than that required to be simultaneously active to support the

distributed application, and that some mechanism must switch motes on or off at appro-

priate times to maintain the required level of coverage. However, motes must nevertheless

be available to extract sensor data from the physical environment at times implied by the

physical phenomena of interest.

Sensornets must manage behaviour over a diverse range of timescales. Individual net-

work packet transmissions may occupy periods of the order 10−3s or less, and task schedul-

ing decisions may consider much shorter periods for MHz- or GHz-clocked processors,

whereas networks may be required to operate continually for periods of the order 107s if

lifetimes extend into years. Different mechanisms are appropriate at different timescales,

and as the duty management problem considers durations spanning at least 10 orders of

magnitude it seems unlikely that a single mechanism could be optimal for all purposes.

We therefore give separate treatment to short-, medium- and long-term schedule man-

agement. We informally define medium-term tasks as being of the order of seconds to min-

utes, with shorter tasks of sub-second duration being short-term and larger tasks of hours

or longer being long-term. This is based on the Burns-Hayes model of time bands [41],

which is in turn based on Newell’s model of time bands in human cognition [214]. We also

use the Burns-Hayes notion of zero-length events as the foundation for synchronisation of

activities and behaviours occurring within time bands (see section 2.6.2).
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Our short-term band is equivalent to Newell’s biological band, our medium-term band

equivalent to Newell’s cognitive band, and our long-term band equivalent to Newell’s ra-

tional and social bands. This configuration places typical subsystem state transition

latencies [81], and other platform-specific effects, into the short-term band, such that we

need not consider these directly when considering behaviours within our medium- and

long-term bands. This is similar to the low-level neural activity within Newell’s biologi-

cal band ; essential for, but invisible to, higher-level cognitive activity. Our medium-term

band supports instances of distributed sensing and processing behaviours, these being the

sensornet equivalent of cognition. Our long-term band focuses on managing populations

and ensuring fair distribution of work; parallels can be drawn between these issues and

the social and rational aspects of Newell’s model, although the equivalence is imperfect

as we are considering computer- rather than human-based systems.

A more specific definition of timescales and bands requires ungeneralised knowledge of

the intended application and deployment environment of a sensornet, which is beyond the

scope of this document. Finer grained division of the time domain is possible, but this

categorisation is sufficiently simple to avoid confusion and to provide a solid foundation for

more elaborate schemes. Future work could, for example, subdivide the long-term band to

provide targeted support for long-running or perpetually-running sensornet systems [145].

7.1.2 Synchronisation of time-sensitive behaviour

Sensornets are bound to the physical environment into which they are deployed, implying

real-time requirements for the sensornet and the distributed application it supports [121].

Sensornet application designers must establish when network nodes are available to send,

process or receive messages. This allows the cell to support distributed applications typ-

ically required in sensornets, such as distributed sensing applications or the provision of

local storage redundancy to address node loss. Reliability is important in achieving prob-

abilistic guarantees of real-time behaviour, as lost messages may imply delays, missed

deadlines and wasted energy [6].

In a general network we might coordinate distributed behaviour through distributed

scheduling and routing protocols, and to manage access to shared resources. This is

typically difficult to achieve in a sensornet. Motes are generally equipped with the bare

minimum resources required to support the distributed application. Lightweight protocols

with probabilistic success guarantees are typically favoured over heavier but more reliable
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alternatives [86,120]. No global clock exists, with distributed scheduling rendered difficult

by many independent local clocks steadily drifting out of synchronisation [221].

7.1.3 LIPS: Lightweight Integrated Protocol Suite

Owing to the unpredictable nature of the physical environment and deployment methods,

and imperfections in the reliability of network hardware, it will not suffice to construct

a static logical network configuration. We must arrange for the network to continually

self-monitor and self-manage to adapt to changing circumstances and cope with individual

failures without compromising system success. The Lightweight Integrated Protocol Suite

(LIPS) defines a set of protocols which cooperate harmoniously to achieve these goals.

However, individual protocols can be applied in isolation if required for other network

management purposes.

Firstly, we consider synchronisation in the time domain. Section 7.2 defines the

Lightweight Improved Synchronisation Primitive (LISP), which produces a synchronised

sequence of periodic timing events for coordination of time-sensitive distributed behaviour.

LISP operates within a fully-connected set of nodes, each of which has its own unreliable

timer but no global clock, such as a cluster or cell of sensornet motes. Chapter 9 defines

the Dynamic Cellular Accord Protocol (DCAP) which synchronises multiple instances of

LISP such that time-sensitive behaviour can be coordinated across hierarchical sensornets

composed of multiple clusters or cells.

Secondly, we consider dynamically managed logical network configuration. A logical

network of controlled size and physical density is created from a larger physical network,

enabling lightweight protocols such as those considered in chapters 3 and 4 to function

acceptably. This depends on the timing synchronisation provided by LISP and DCAP.

Section 8.2 in chapter 8 defines the Cyclic Duty Allocation Protocol (CDAP) which con-

structs and maintains a distributed duty schedule within a closed system of active sensornet

nodes, dividing responsibility between these nodes. Section 8.3 in chapter 8 defines the

Active Duty Control Protocol (ADCP) which maintains the set of active nodes required

by DCAP. A fixed number of nodes are selected at all times from a potentially larger pool

of available nodes, with wear balancing implemented such that resource consumption is

fairly distributed among all nodes but without excessive churn.

Dutta and Culler [81] identify the four main software techniques for energy efficiency

improvement in sensornets as being duty-cycling, batching, hierarchy, and redundancy re-
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duction. LIPS provides direct support for duty-cycling and redundancy reduction, as this

is possible in an application-agnostic manner. Batching and hierarchy, under the defini-

tions of Dutta and Culler, require application-dependent behaviour and are not directly

exploited. However, these are not mutually incompatible with LIPS, and in fact could

usefully be integrated by the sensornet designer.

7.2 Intracellular timing synchronisation

Consider a finite set of nodes with each node capable of broadcasting in a shared wireless

medium, located such that they form a fully-connected network cell [44]. These broadcasts

can be received by any member of the cell which is listening to the medium, or by any

nearby external entities. Communication may occur with the cell, or with neighbouring

cells and base stations to exchange data and tasking messages. We require some mechanism

to synchronise time-sensitive activity where the sensornet application is distributed across

multiple nodes.

Localised synchronisation protocols can support distributed applications that would

otherwise fail without a global clock. We would like to arrange the timing of periodic events

such that the delay between any two consecutive events is near-identical, and the ordering

of events within each system epoch is identical. Under these conditions we can build

protocols, such as CDAP [288] (discussed in section 8.2), upon this primitive which exhibit

regular, predictable and fair allocation of duties. Long-term stability can be achieved

despite imperfect clocks and connectivity.

7.2.1 LISP: Lightweight Improved Synchronisation Primitive

In this section we consider the elements of the desynchronisation primitive [226], and the

properties of its converged equilibrium state. We use the standard definitions of pulse-

coupled oscillator systems [201], but rephrase these from a global system viewpoint to a

local node viewpoint as individual nodes do not have complete system knowledge.

We implement a lightweight feedback-driven primitive called LISP to build and main-

tain a cyclic duty schedule based on a variant of the biologically-inspired synchronisation

phenomenon [201]. It has been observed that many naturally occurring systems will spon-

taneously self-synchronise [278]. This phenomenon has been extensively studied [201]

and formalised [1]. However, the desired emergent synchronisation property requires all
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interacting entities to share an appropriate set of behaviours. LISP defines behaviours

appropriate to the domain of sensornets.

We show that this protocol works well under ideal network conditions, and propose

improved versions that also perform well under adverse network conditions. We require

that this protocol fulfils the following requirements:

• The protocol must reject timing error from clock drift and jitter.

• The protocol must cope with communications errors resulting in lost or spurious

signals.

• The protocol must cope with dynamic mobile networks in which nodes join and leave

cells unpredictably.

• The protocol must be sufficiently scalable to cope with network cell populations of

realistic size.

• The protocol must make no assumptions about the low-level communications mech-

anisms employed by the network.

• The protocol must not assume nodes are implicitly aware of the behaviour or state

of other nodes; all such knowledge must be acquired explicitly.

• The protocol must not require a global clock, or assume the existence of any mech-

anism for internode synchronisation of local clocks.

7.2.2 Building blocks

Assume we have a set Σ of nodes S1 · · ·Sn where n ≥ 2; if n = 1, there is obviously no

need for internode coordination. Each node Si acts independently but shares an identical

set of behavioural rules. The running time of the system is divided into a set of system

epochs of equal period e such that ∀j : Ej = e. The sequence of system epochs Ej is

defined by the natural ordering of j ∈ N.

Within each system epoch Ej it is required that each node Si ∈ Σ shall execute

a single instance of a periodic event Vi exactly once. All events Vi are periodic with

identical period pi = e. The occurrence of a specific event at a specific node i within

a specific system epoch j is labelled Vij . It is required that all events Vij are executed

within epoch Ej . These events need not be related to any functionality of the sensornet
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application. However, if the application naturally produces periodic events of this type,

perhaps as part of a distributed sensing function, then these application events can be

reused for synchronisation.

Distributed protocols and applications can use the resulting stream of observable syn-

chronisation events, occurring every t time units, as the foundation for coordinated activ-

ity. Periodic application events required to occur with frequency f = 1/t can be triggered

directly by observed synchronisation events. Application events specified at other frequen-

cies may use harmonics of the synchronisation frequency f ; other arbitrary relationships

can be supported.

Between observed events nodes must use a local clock. During this period it is possible

that the local timer of each node may drift by varying amounts, until the next observed

event corrects the effects of this drift. However, it is reasonable to assume that commodity

timers based on quartz crystals offer acceptably small and predictable drift between ob-

served events [262]. Typical drift rates of 1 × 10−6 seconds per second [64] are very small

compared to timings of the real-world phenomena of interest to sensornet operators. The

impact of clock drift is evaluated in section 7.2.10.5.

7.2.3 Equilibrium state properties

For a desynchronised [226] system in a stable state, the ordering of events Vi is stable

from epoch Ej to Ej+1 and the elapsed time between any two consecutive events is equal

to e/n. This is similar to stable incoherence under the Kuramoto model [1] with order

parameter ≈ 0. A stable state conformant to these specification is known as an equilibrium

state; as time is continuous, if there exists at least one equilibrium state there exists an

infinite number of such states. Fortunately, all equilibrium states are equivalent and

equally acceptable. Before the system reaches the equilibrium state it is possible that the

inter-event time can change; when the equilibrium state is reached, it can not. The specific

stable ordering is unimportant, though it is a deterministic consequence of the initial state

of the system and the set of shared rules, but the inter-event time t is always t = e/n.

Although we have defined that the period of all events Vi is equal such that ∀i :

pi = e, we do not explicitly define the offset oi of each periodic event Vi within a stable

epoch; this is a deterministic consequence of running a coordination protocol based on the

desynchronisation primitive as described below. The order of offsets oi within an epoch Ej

defines the order of events Vij , but any ordering offers equivalent coordination behaviour
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within the network cell.

As each epoch Ej is of equal length e, and each event Vi is periodic, for a given epoch

we can define the phase of each event relative to the epoch start. If tij is the time from

the start of epoch Ej to event Vij then phase ψij = tij/e. For a stable system the identity

of the epoch is not relevant, so ψi = ti/e. This gives phase measurements defined in the

range ψ ∈ [0, 1). Any value ψ /∈ [0, ψmax) is equivalent to ψ mod ψmax as a consequence

of modular arithmetic inherent in phase calculations. Equivalent behaviour is observed if

all values of ψ are scaled linearly with maximum phase ψmax taking some arbitrary real

value, so we will use ψmax in the analysis but use the explicit ψmax = 1 when presenting

experimental results.

If we now consider the inter-event time t in terms of phase, we find that the phase

difference between any two consecutive events Vx and Vy is ∆ψ = (eψmax)/n. To achieve

this equal ∆ψ we must schedule the events Vi evenly in time throughout an epoch. This

schedule must also ensure a margin of ∆ψ exists between the last event of the previous

epoch and the first event of the given epoch, and between the last event of the given epoch

and the first event of the following epoch. Within a given epoch the time before the first

event and the time after the last event must sum to ∆ψ to provide sufficient margin.

Conversely, under synchronisation we would require that all periodic events occur

simultaneously within each epoch. This is a particular form of stable coherence under

the Kuramoto model [1] with order parameter ≈ 1. Whereas this would also be usable

as the foundation for coordinated distributed activity, the duration between observable

synchronisation events would be n times longer than under desynchronisation. This would

increase the risk of errors deriving from clock drift between synchronisation events and

other timing inaccuracies, but offers no saving in energy consumption or overhead. Given

that the timing resolution defined by synchronised events would be coarser, and there

would be no energy cost saving, there is little to recommend the synchronisation strategy

over the desynchronisation strategy.

7.2.4 Attaining equilibrium state

Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 describe the system from the viewpoint of an external observer

with access to the entire system. Now consider the viewpoint of a participating node Si

which can observe events occurring at other nodes but has no other information. Each

node tracks the passage of time using its internal clock, corresponding to a local measure
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of phase ϕi in the range [0, ϕmax) where ϕmax = ψmax as given above. Each node Si applies

the algorithm independently, so we can define this algorithm using only locally-available

data and assume that each participating node executes the same algorithm in parallel.

The difference between ψ and ϕ is that ψ gives a system-wide measure of the passage of

time as measured in phase units, whereas ϕi gives the local measure of the passage of time

as experienced by a single node Si. This is significant because each node Si does not have

omniscient access to information available to any other node, and does not have access to

any system-wide overview. As protocol designers we can use system-wide information to

measure the effectiveness of a network design, but the nodes upon which the protocols are

implemented have access only to information learned from their environment.

Consider an arbitrary epoch Ej . When ϕi = ϕmax the event Vi is triggered at node Si

and ϕi is reset to 0. Each node Si is aware of the time at which its own event Vi executes,

and the times at which the instantaneously preceding and following events Viβ and Viγ

occur. The node Si does not know, and does not need to know, the identity of the other

nodes Siβ and Siγ , the phase neighbours of Si, at which Viβ and Viγ occur respectively.

However, Si will influence and be influenced by its phase neighbours.

Assume a node Si executes event Vi, and observes preceding event Viβ and succeeding

event Viγ which may or may not occur in the same epoch Ej . Node Si measures the

duration tiβ between Viβ and Vi, and the duration tiγ between Vi and Viγ , using its internal

clock. We convert these timings into relative phase differences as ϕiβ = −(tiβ/ϕmax), and

ϕiγ = (tiγ/ϕmax). Note that ϕiβ is negative as the predecessor phase neighbour event Viβ

must occur before Vi, but is nevertheless equivalent to the positive value (ϕiβ mod ϕmax) ∈

[0, ϕmax). This also implies that the successor phase neighbour event ϕiγ necessarily occurs

in a different local epoch than the predecessor phase neighbour event ϕiβ.

In the equilibrium state described in section 7.2.3, all events Vi will be equidistant

between preceding event Viβ and succeeding event Viγ . We define phase error for node Si

as θi = ϕiβ + ϕiγ , which is the phase amount by which the timing of event Vi differs from

the desired stable state value. When a equilibrium state is attained, ∀i : θi = 0.

The phase error for node Si can also be found as θi = (tiγ − tiβ)/ϕmax by substituting

the definitions of ϕiβ and ϕiγ given above; this alternative notation is equivalent but may

be easier to implement directly where nodes sleep for periods during which local phase ϕi

is not monitored.

As soon as node Si becomes aware of succeeding event Viγ during each epoch, node Si
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can execute the phase adjustment procedure. Recall that node Si has an internal clock

which it uses to maintain a measure of local phase ϕi. Node Si evaluates its phase error

θi when succeeding event Viγ is observed. We now use θi to adjust ϕi by the phase change

amount ∆ϕi, which will either enlarge or contract the duration until the next execution of

event Vi. This is achieved by immediately setting ∀i : ϕinew = ϕiold
+ ∆ϕi. Note that this

+∆ϕi adjustment must also be applied to any phase measurements of other events stored

within node Si to ensure they retain their position relative to the local synchronisation

event.

We define ∆ϕi = −fαθi where fα ∈ (0, 1] represents the feedback proportion. Higher

fα values give faster convergence but less stability, whereas lower fα values give a system

which takes longer to reach an equilibrium state but is more stable to the deleterious

effects of noise.

This local phase correction directly changes the behaviour of node Si and indirectly

changes the behaviour of phase neighbours Siβ and Siγ ; during the following epoch all

events Vi will be closer to their equilibrium-state equilibrium phase ψi. Given an otherwise

unchanging network, ∀i : |∆ϕij | → 0 as j → ∞ in successive epochs [201]. If θi = 0 then

the phase change ∆ϕi = 0 as well; no special action needs to be taken. Note that systems

implementing this primitive may be sufficiently converged to support useful application

work before reaching full convergence.

Algorithm 1 defines the primitive behaviour executing at each node Si ∈ Σ under the

original version of the primitive. Variables not defined within the algorithm itself take the

standard meanings used elsewhere in this document.

Figure 7.1 illustrates the feedback mechanism in which the synchronisation transmis-

sion time of a given node influences, and is influenced by, its immediate timing neighbours.

The line running left to right represents the progression of time within a system epoch.

Each circle represents the synchronisation event associated with an individual node, fired

at some time within the epoch. In subsequent epochs a similar pattern is observed, with

node synchronisation events firing in the same order but potentially separated by different

delays. All nodes are strict peers; no control hierarchy or precedence exists within a cell

of peers. In figure 7.1 we consider one such node in detail, but the process described is

implemented by all peers.

Consider the central filled black circle, representing the synchronisation event fired by
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Algorithm 1 : Original primitive variant A at node Si
Require: Observed predecessor sync phase, ϕiβ = nil
Require: Observed successor sync phase, ϕiγ = nil
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: if sync event ̸= Vi observed then
3: if ϕiγ = nil then
4: ϕiγ ⇐ ϕi
5: if ϕiβ ̸= nil then
6: θi ⇐ ϕiβ + ϕiγ
7: ∆ϕi ⇐ −fαθi
8: ϕi ⇐ (ϕi + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax
9: ϕiγ ⇐ (ϕiγ + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax

10: end if
11: else
12: ϕiγ ⇐ ϕi
13: end if
14: end if
15: if ϕi ≥ ϕmax then
16: if ϕiβ = nil then
17: ϕiβ ⇐ ϕiγ
18: end if
19: ϕiγ ⇐ nil
20: ϕi ⇐ 0
21: fire own sync event Vi
22: end if
23: end while

node S as its local phase reaches ϕmax. Node S has just observed the synchronisation event

of its successor phase neighbour at ϕγ , and has earlier observed the synchronisation event

of its predecessor phase neighbour at ϕβ . The phase neighbour synchronisation events are

represented by the grey filled circles to the left and right of the S synchronisation event.

Observe that the S synchronisation event at ϕmax is located some distance from the

midpoint of ϕβ and ϕγ , as the LISP primitive has not yet reached equilibrium. Node S

changes its local phase by ∆ϕS = −α(ϕγ − ϕβ), in this case pushing the timing of this

event towards that of the predecessor phase neighbour.

Note that similar activity is induced in the phase neighbours of S. The predecessor

phase neighbour of S observes the node S synchronisation event as its own successor.

The successor phase neighbour of S observes the node S synchronisation event as its own

predecessor. Owing to the timing differences illustrated in figure 7.1, the predecessor phase

neighbour’s synchronisation event time is pulled toward that of node S, and the successor

phase neighbour’s synchronisation event time is pushed away from that of node S.

The ordering of synchronisation events within system epochs cannot change from one

epoch to the next because the local phase adjustment can never exceed the midpoint

ϕγ − ϕβ as α ≤ 1. Allowing α > 1 would offer no improvement in time required to reach
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Figure 7.1: Influence of peer synchronisation timing feedback

equilibrium. It could, however, lead to unstable systems with timing behaviour that is

deterministic but difficult to predict, as unstable event ordering between epochs prevents

convergence.

Figure 7.2: Worst case initial state transitioning to equilibrium state

Figure 7.2 illustrates the cumulative effect of this mutual influence for a system starting

in the worst-case initial state, in which all nodes have very similar local phase. The

feedback mechanism rapidly pushes the local phase values apart as the system approaches

the equilibrium state, in which events are distributed evenly throughout time in each

epoch. It is obvious that this equilibrium state also represents the best-case initial state.

Note that under a synchronisation-based algorithm, as opposed to this desynchronisation-

based algorithm, the definitions of worst-case and best-case initial state are reversed.
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7.2.5 Measuring solution quality

Recall from section 7.2.3 that upon reaching a equilibrium state the set of events has an

even temporal distribution. For a given node Si we know that when local phase ϕi = 0 the

event Vi is exactly equidistant from both Vβ and Vγ , and we know that the relative phase

difference between Vβ and Vγ is given by 2(ϕmax/n). It is therefore possible to measure

the observed behaviour against this defined ideal to obtain estimates of solution quality

at any given instant.

Each node can calculate these metrics using locally available data, perhaps using these

to moderate local application behaviour. Ideally, all nodes would have the ideal value of

all metrics.

M1: Allocated timeslot length. In the equilibrium state each node is allocated communi-

cation duty for an equal proportion of each epoch. The metric is calculated for each

node Si as M1i = tiβ + tiγ and is measured in seconds. The ideal value is M1 = e/n.

M2: Asymmetry. In the equilibrium state each node broadcasts its synchronisation pulse

exactly equidistant from those of its phase neighbours with perfect symmetry. The

metric is calculated for each node Si as M2 = |tiβ − tiγ | and is measured in seconds.

The ideal value is M2 = 0.

M3: Node population estimate. In the equilibrium state each node has sufficient infor-

mation to accurately estimate the cell population, and hence to decide whether it

should participate. The metric is calculated for all nodes as M3 = [e/(tiβ + tiγ)],

and is measured in nodes. The ideal value is M3 = n.

7.2.6 Synchronisation transmissions

Networks in which this primitive is applied can be modelled as a fully connected graph

G = (Σ, E), where Σ represents the set of network nodes and E represents the set of

possible pairwise communication exchanges. We assume signal propagation, though not

packet propagation, is instantaneous in the wireless medium. We cannot assume an atomic

publisher-subscriber model in non-ideal networks.

The events Vij executed by nodes Si ∈ Σ as described above are short pulses which are

broadcast by a sender node Sα and received by all other nodes Si ∈ (Σ \Sα). The edges E

of the graph G can be thought of as representing communication channels which are often
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unused, but through which a single bit of information will periodically be transmitted

when a pulse transmission occurs.

Recipients will use the time at which the pulse is received, rather than information

encoded into the signal itself, as the source data for the coordination algorithm. Other

protocols could encode additional information within these transmissions at the expense

of higher overhead, but we do not require this. Similarly, if the application happened to

produce application-level packets to a schedule conformant with these requirements, then

these could be used instead of synchronisation pulse packets.

Precisely how this pulse is implemented is irrelevant to the content of this chapter,

because any implementation which successfully distributes the single bit messages at the

appropriate times would convey the same source information to the algorithm. However,

a typical implementation would be the smallest valid packet achievable within a given

network stack; the packet data is greater than one bit but conveys one bit of information.

The minimal time required for this stub packet to traverse the network stack of the

sender and the receivers, κ, represents the limit of convergence of the desynchronisation

primitive. Assuming cells contain n nodes the minimal overhead per epoch is nκ. For

epochs of length e the proportion p of each epoch available for application data transmis-

sion is p = 1 − (nκ/e). Note that p→ 1 as e→ ∞; longer epochs imply smaller overhead

but greater stabilisation time as per section 7.2.4.

Some mote platforms offer hardware support for accurately determining the timing of

incoming packets. For example, the Mica platform features a synchronisation accelerator

which captures the timing of an incoming packet to within one CPU clock cycle (around

250ns) of reception starting [130]. This timing data is made available to higher levels

of the network and application stacks, which is useful as it can otherwise be difficult to

accurately determine transmission timing at high bit rates.

In an ideal system κ = 0 such that M1 −M3 approach their ideal values as system

time t → ∞. In a realistic non-ideal system κ > 0, so we expect M1 and M2 to converge

within ±κ. As M3 is rounded to the nearest integer we would expect it to converge on

the correct integer if κ is sufficiently small.

7.2.7 Tuning

There are three parameters of the desynchronisation primitive; the number of nodes, n, the

system epoch length, e, and the feedback proportion, fα. Achieving acceptable network
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performance requires the setting of appropriate values of n, e and fα. Appropriateness is

defined in application-dependent and -independent factors.

The hardware in the deployment network may affect the possible range of n. This

is particularly important where nodes are mobile or fragile; applications should continue

to perform correctly when a single node leaves the cell. Application requirements may

specify a minimum and/or maximum number of nodes to give a probabilistic guarantee of

coverage of the physical region covered by the sensornet cell. n can never be higher than

the number of nodes deployed into the environment, and can never be lower than 1 for any

non-degenerate case, but between these bounds the appropriate value of n is application

dependent. We conclude that n is significant but not tunable.

The network designer is largely free to set fα to any defined value to obtain a reason-

able tradeoff between responsiveness and stability. We examine the effect of different fα

values in section 7.2.10.2. Usually fα is set to a high value to achieve good responsiveness,

shortening the time to attain the equilibrium state. However, non-ideal network conditions

can lead to inaccurate, noisy or missing inter-node synchronisation data. Unfortunately,

the desynchronisation algorithm will respond as quickly to noise as to accurate data, harm-

ing solution stability. Network designers can reduce fα, reducing feedback and increasing

systemic damping, to minimise this effect at the cost of reduced responsiveness to real

system changes. A better solution is given by the improved protocol variants defined in

section 7.2.8.

The behaviour of the primitive is independent of e; virtually any value might be selected

provided that e ≥ nκ to allow all n synchronisation messages to be transmitted within

each epoch. Within each epoch, the proportion of time consumed by synchronisation is

given by nκ/e. Larger values of e assign a greater proportion p = 1 − (nκ/e) of each

epoch for application usage rather than synchronisation; p → 1 as e → ∞. As the

number of epochs required for the system to reach the required level of convergence is

independent of e, if e is large then so is the wall time implied by these epochs. In highly

mobile networks it is therefore useful to keep e relatively small, but sufficiently large for

application-specified tasks to complete. However, synchronisation messages are typically

very small; even relatively small e values are orders of magnitude greater than κ, such

that p is insignificant and convergence is fast.
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7.2.8 Improved variants of the primitive

In section 7.2.7 we observe that tuning the fα parameter to increase responsiveness to

timing signals has the unwanted side effect of increasing responsiveness to timing errors.

Setting low values of fα damps the response of the desynchronisation primitive, improving

resilience to transient errors and network conditions at the expense of responsiveness to

real network changes. It may be difficult to achieve an acceptable compromise through

this single point of influence. In this section we propose an alternative approach in which,

rather than selecting low fα values, we improve the quality of data employed in the feed-

back calculation.

Recall from section 7.2.4 that each node Si can disregard all observed synchronisation

events other than the phase neighbours of its synchronisation event Vi, and that the sources

of these phase neighbour events do not change between system epochs. Normally node

Si will use exactly one instance of the predecessor event Viβ and the successor event Viγ

in calculating ∆ϕi. These single instances are most recent observations, which will occur

at ϕiβ = −ϕmax(e/2n) mod ϕmax and ϕiγ = +ϕmax(e/2n) mod ϕmax respectively in the

equilibrium state from the local viewpoint of node Si.

Rather than use the most recently observed values of ϕiβ and ϕiγ , we propose that

each node maintains a moving average over the most recent m complete epochs, stored

in two queue buffers of size m at each node. Each queue is initially populated with nil

values which do not contribute to the moving average. During each epoch the new value is

pushed onto the head of the appropriate queue, and the oldest value is popped off the end

of the queue. If no phase neighbour events are observed in a given epoch, a nil value is

pushed on the queue instead of a measurement. This is required for well-defined behaviour

in the degenerate case where node movement temporarily implies n = 1.

For a queue containing ν non-nil values, the fill ratio π = ν/m increases in [0, 1] as

ν → m. The minimum fill ratio πmin required to calculate meaningful moving averages

is specified by the application designer; larger values imply a greater delay until noise

rejection behaviours are active, but have more data with which to work and hence are less

susceptible to the influence of outliers.

When the node Si is required to amend its local phase, as per section 7.2.4, the relative

phases ϕiβ and ϕiγ of phase neighbour events are calculated as the arithmetic mean of the

associated buffer of recent historical values if π ≥ πmin; otherwise, we revert to the original

strategy of using the most recent observations directly. The underlying primitive remains
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fundamentally unaltered in this improved algorithm and hence retains its convergence

properties, but operates on higher-quality source data. The network designer must still

set an appropriate value of fα.

It is still possible to set fα ∈ [0, 1] but there is now little reason to set fα < 1 as

the moving average process implicitly damps the effect of noisy data. Under the original

primitive, if fα < 1 historical values are weakly and implicitly influential but all specific

information is lost at each epoch. Under the improved primitive, the historical values are

stored explicitly and their influence on calculation of new values is strong and explicit;

specific information is discarded slowly in a controlled and predictable manner.

To improve responsiveness we use variants of the plain moving average that give greater

weighting to more recent values, but can still operate effectively when the value for the

current system epoch is undefined as a result of a lost pulse. Assume we label the non-

null historical data values in each buffer as x1, . . . , xm where xm is the most recent. We

employ an exponentially weighted moving average in which the weighting w of historical

data point xy is given as wy = yz where z ∈ R is the scaling exponent. If z = 1 then we

have the plain moving average. If z > 1 then newer data are more significant, whereas if

z < 1 then older data are more significant. Usually z > 1 will be selected to give higher

priority to newer data.

Algorithm 2 defines the primitive behaviour executing at each node Si ∈ Σ for the

improved primitive variants B and C. Function Π returns the fill ratio of a given buffer.

Function avg returns average of the values stored in a given buffer, where the type of

average is appropriate to the selected primitive variant. Other variables and functions

not defined within the algorithm itself take the standard meanings used elsewhere in this

document.

7.2.9 Cost analysis

The plain version of the desynchronisation primitive defined in section 7.2.4 requires only

two items of data to be stored. As the local phase ϕi increases from 0 to ψmax for some

given node Si any number of pulse events might be observed, but only the first and last are

retained. The first corresponds to the successor pulse event Viγ , and the last corresponds

to the predecessor pulse event Viβ, that surround the local pulse event Vi. We require

storage space for exactly two such timing data, as each value will be overwritten with new
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Algorithm 2 : Primitive variants B − C at node Si
Require: Most recent observed sync phase, ϕα = nil
Require: Predecessor sync phase queue buffer, Qiβ = ∅
Require: Successor sync phase queue buffer, Qiγ = ∅
Require: Peer sync event counter, c = 0
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: if sync event ̸= Vi observed then
3: c⇐ c+ 1
4: ϕα ⇐ ϕi
5: if c = 1 then
6: Qiγ ⇐ Qiγ ∪ {ϕα}
7: if Π(Qiβ) > πmin ∧ Π(Qiγ) > πmin then
8: ϕiβ ⇐ −(ϕmax − avg(Qiβ))
9: ϕiγ ⇐ avg(Qiγ)

10: θi ⇐ ϕiβ + ϕiγ
11: ∆ϕi ⇐ −fαθi
12: ϕi ⇐ (ϕi + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax
13: ϕα ⇐ (ϕα + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax
14: for all qiβ ∈ Qiβ do
15: qiβ ⇐ (qiβ + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax
16: end for
17: for all qiγ ∈ Qiγ do
18: qiγ ⇐ (qiγ + ∆ϕi) mod ϕmax
19: end for
20: end if
21: end if
22: end if
23: if ϕi ≥ ϕmax then
24: Qiβ ⇐ Qiβ ∪ {ϕα}
25: if c = 0 then
26: ϕα = nil
27: Qiγ ⇐ Qiγ ∪ {nil}
28: end if
29: ϕi ⇐ 0
30: c⇐ 0
31: fire own sync event Vi
32: end if
33: end while

data during each epoch. Therefore, the storage overhead is O(1) in node population, n.

The algorithmic complexity is also O(1) in n because the algorithm requires a small fixed

number of steps to be executed during each epoch; there are no loops or other recursive

constructs. This low overhead is highly desirable in sensornet systems which have few

resources to allocate.

Now consider the moving average variants defined in section 7.2.8. Storage and com-

putation overheads remain O(1) in node count as the algorithm continues to consider only

the two phase neighbour nodes, irrespective of any number of other participating nodes

which might be present. However, we must now consider the number of event observation

timing values, m, which contribute to the moving average on each execution of the algo-
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rithm. Note that this applies only to the calculation of the effective phase of events Viβ

and Viγ ; the phase adjustment algorithm is unaffected.

There exist algorithms to calculate simple moving averages that are O(1) in storage and

computation overhead [39], and if these are employed it is obvious that the moving average

offers significantly improved performance with minimal increased overhead. However, a

general moving average algorithm may be worse than O(1) but no worse than O(m) in

storage and computation and overhead, the latter being observed if the algorithm must

consider all m contributing data on each iteration.

We observe that each execution of the algorithm at each node is guaranteed to ter-

minate in O(1) time. However, the algorithm is executed once at each node during each

epoch, so in this sense the algorithm never terminates. This latter condition is essential

if the algorithm is to remain responsive to changing network conditions; it is obvious that

no algorithm could respond after terminating.

For systems expected to be deployed into highly predictable and rarely changing en-

vironments, non-terminating algorithms may not be the most efficient choice. However,

sensornets are typically deployed in highly unpredictable and changeable environments,

and mobile ad-hoc networks are characterised by continual change; the algorithms de-

scribed in this chapter are an appropriate choice. For moderately changing environments,

these primitives can be executed until equilibrium is reached, then cyclically suspended

for significant periods then executing for short periods. During suspended periods the

extant event schedule can be reused without incurring overhead, with schedule repair and

recalibration occurring during execution periods.

7.2.10 Experimental results

We model the Crossbow MICA2 mote in our experiments. We set κ = 1 × 10−3s as the

time required for a synchronisation pulse transmission-reception pair to complete, and

hence take this as the threshold deviation from the ideal value of metrics M1 and M2

within which we consider a system converged. As metric M3 is inherently rounded we

require the measured value to exactly match the ideal value. Each metric is measured at

all nodes Si ∈ Σ. We count the elapsed time in system epochs from network initialisation

to the point at which the mean, minimum and maximum values measured across the

participating nodes all fall within the defined threshold.

Unless stated otherwise we use a fixed cell population n = 10 nodes, because this
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is an energy-efficient cluster size for typical 1000-node sensornets [312]. We label the

plain desynchronisation algorithm as A, the basic moving average variant as B, and the

exponentially weighted moving average variant as C. We select epoch length e = 10s

so that epochs are large compared to k and long enough for realistic tasks to complete

between synchronisation events in time e/n. We select feedback fα = 0.9 yielding similar

fast convergence under all variants A− C (see section 7.2.10.2).

For variants B and C we set buffer size m = 10 to ensure that sufficient captured

synchronisation data contributes to moving averages to reject the effect of outliers and

timing error, but does not contain unacceptably stale historical data which may no longer

be representative of current network conditions. We set fill ratio πmin = 0.5 assuming that

synchronisation timing data extracted from fewer than half of the system epochs may be

unrepresentative, although the protocol would continue to function under this condition.

For variant C we specify scaling exponent z = 2 such that newer data exert more influence

than older data.

We do not claim that these parametric values are optimal. Selecting the most ap-

propriate values for a given specific network is an optimisation problem which is beyond

the scope of this chapter; the tuning methods described in chapter 4 could be applied to

this problem. However, these values are typical and illustrative, and we show that useful

behaviour is observed over broad ranges of the defined parameters.

To model other hardware platforms substitute a different κ, and to model other net-

works different values of n, e and fα can be used; the results are qualitatively equivalent

but quantitatively different. Note that metrics M1 and M2 approach their κ convergence

limits asymptotically; it is possible to achieve a looser but acceptable degree of convergence

in significantly shorter time. Network designers must tradeoff solution quality against al-

gorithm efficiency when specifying network requirements.

Section 7.2.10.1 models coordinated and uncoordinated network deployment scenar-

ios. Section 7.2.10.2 models networks of differing cell size and responsiveness requirements.

Section 7.2.10.3 models situations in which mobile nodes enter or leave the physical region

covered by a network cell, suspend or wake in response to duty cycle management pro-

tocols, or leave the network owing to hardware failure. Section 7.2.10.4 models networks

where malfunctioning hardware, environmental obstacles or deliberate sabotage disrupts

inter-node communications. Section 7.2.10.5 models networks where malfunctioning hard-

ware, poor application design or extreme ambient temperature induces local timing errors.
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7.2.10.1 Cell initial configuration

We define initial configuration as the set of initial node phases relative to the start of the

first system epoch. In random initial configurations these starting phases are randomly

distributed in the interval [0, ψmax). In ideal case initial configurations these starting

phases are evenly distributed in time, identical to the desynchronised equilibrium state. In

worst case initial configurations all starting phases are equal, identical to the synchronised

equilibrium state.

We begin by illustrating convergence of metrics from a random initial configuration.

Figure 7.3 shows the mean values of metrics M1 −M3 across all nodes, with all measured

values normalised to the range [0, 1]. Metrics were sampled at the end of each of the first

100 system epochs under the original algorithm variant A. Similar plots are obtained for

variants B and C.

All metrics M1 −M3 can be approximated by sequences of the form f(j) = 1/j + c

in epoch j where c is some constant. We observe that M1 very quickly approaches its

limiting value. As epoch j increases the value M1j alternates between higher and lower

than the limit M1∞ with the difference |M1j −M1∞| quickly becoming small. M3 also

approaches its limiting value M3∞ quickly, though not as quickly as M1, with relatively

large perturbations from the idealised hyperbolic form explained by the quantisation of

individual measurements to integral values (see section 7.2.5). M2 converges more slowly

than M1 or M3 but declines smoothly and monotonically toward the limit M2∞.

Table 7.1 presents the time required for metrics M1 −M3 to converge. Consider the

behaviour when the system starts in the best-case configuration, equivalent to an equilib-

rium state of the algorithm. We see that the system maintains this ideal configuration

for all metrics M1 −M3. This simply, but importantly, indicates that the algorithm will

not take the system from an equilibrium state to a non-equilibrium state. We need not

consider the best-case configuration further.

Now consider the M1 metric. We see that M1 reaches its converged value very quickly

for all algorithm variants and all initial configurations. We conclude that all variants are

highly capable in this regard under ideal network conditions and need not consider this

metric further.

For all variants A − C, we see that all metrics M1 −M3 will converge in finite time

starting from a randomised or worst-case initial configuration. In all experiments, reaching

the convergence limit required more epochs from a worst-case initial configuration. This
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Figure 7.3: Normalised metrics for variant A

is unsurprising as the worst-case configuration is further from the best-case configuration

than almost every randomised configuration, except for randomised configurations that

are also worst-case.

The number of epochs required to reach the convergence limit M3∞ is nearly the same

for each algorithm variant A−C. This is a consequence of the calculation of M3 rounding

intermediate values to the nearest integral value, an effect which will dominate small

variation in pre-rounded intermediate values as these converge.

Now consider the M2 metric, which in all cases is the slowest to reach the convergence

limit and therefore defines the point at which cells reach an equilibrium state. Starting

with a randomised initial state we observe the epochs required for convergence is of the

same order of magnitude for each algorithm variant, but convergence is reached somewhat

faster under variant A than B or C; a smaller difference exists between values for variants

B and C. This is explained by hysteresis effects; variant B calculates new values using

historical data and variant A does not, so the output of variant B lags behind that of A.

Variant C is somewhere between A and B both in the influence of historical data and the

corresponding measured responsiveness.

We conclude that all algorithm variants A− C are effective under ideal network con-

ditions.
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Initial Algorithm Epochs to convergence

state variant M1 M2 M3 MAX

A 3 25 11 25

Random B 3 38 21 38

C 3 37 21 37

A 1 1 1 1

Best B 1 1 1 1

C 1 1 1 1

A 3 35 21 35

Worst B 3 56 24 56

C 3 54 24 54

Table 7.1: Convergence times for metrics

7.2.10.2 Cell composition

In this section we measure the epochs required for all metrics M1 −M3 to converge to

an equilibrium state. Figure 7.4 illustrates the relationship between fα and the number of

system epochs, y, which must elapse before the system reaches an equilibrium state under

algorithm variants A and B; the trace for variant C is very similar to that of B and is

omitted for clarity. Each value of fα was evaluated with an identical worst-case initial

configuration

Traces A and B are similar, though not identical, for fα ∈ (0, fcritical) where fcritical ≈

0.91. Up to this point, both A and B describe approximately hyperbolic traces such that

the relationship between fα and epoch of equilibrium state can be approximated by the

form f(j) = 1/j+c in epoch j where c is some constant. A difference in behaviour is noted

for fα > fcritical; trace B continues its original hyperbolic path, whereas trace A grows

quickly with fα ∈ [fcritical, 1]. Two distinct effects must be considered to understand this

relationship.

In each epoch, each node Si amends its local phase by ∆ϕi = −fαθi where θi is the

perceived phase difference between the local synchronisation event at ϕi = ψmax and the

midpoint of the phase neighbour events. The greater the value of fα, the greater the

proportion of perceived difference that is fed back into the system, pushing the system

toward the equilibrium state more quickly. This explains the shape of trace B for fα ∈

[0, 1], and the shape of trace A for fα ∈ [0, fcritical].
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Now consider trace A for fα ∈ [fcritical, 1]. θi is continuously variable but κ, the time

for a pairwise exchange of synchronisation event, is constant. Converting κ from time

units to phase units, the magnitude |∆ϕi| becomes small compared to the magnitude

|κϕmax|. As the magnitude |κϕmax| defines the uncertainty of the phase neighbour event

midpoint measurement, it follows that the magnitude of the measurement error becomes

significant compared to the magnitude |∆ϕi|. This causes convergence to slow as the

limit is approached. Each iteration of the procedure must attempt to correct for previous

measurement errors within the new phase difference measurement.

If fα is small, the proportion of this measurement error fed back into the system is also

small, so its effect is insignificant. As fα grows so does the proportion of measurement error

feedback. Under variant B the measurement error is found in all stored samples. Although

the error values are not explicitly available, as they derive from consecutive system epochs

they are likely to be of similar magnitude, and they are as likely to be positive as to be

negative. Taking the average of the samples will approximately cancel the measurement

errors, so the effect of these errors does not become dominant. Under variant A there is

no such cancellation effect, hence the effect of these errors becomes dominant. Defining

convergence limits of significantly larger magnitude than κ would hide this phenomenon

without actually addressing the underlying issue.
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Figure 7.5 illustrates the relationship between n and the number of system epochs, y,

which must elapse before the system reaches an equilibrium state under algorithm variant

A. Similar plots are observed for variants B and C. As the cell n increases the general

trend is that y increases too. It is notable that this increase is not monotonic, and does not

conform readily to any well-known relationship. Despite the guarantee that the system will

converge [201] it is difficult to predict the time required. This is a consequence of algorithm

variants A−C defining feedback-driven systems, in which the relationship between input

and output is deterministic yet difficult to predict [77].
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The primitives considered in this section operate exclusively within individual network

cells. Larger networks may be divided into multiple cells. Separate instances of the

primitive operating in adjacent cells may interact if the communication range of some

nodes extends beyond their own cell, if nodes cannot determine the cell from which a

given transmission originates. If not managed, these interactions could cause disruption,

similar to the phantom pulse effect examined in section 7.2.10.4.

These interactions can be exploited for beneficial effect. Extensions based on entrain-

ment have been implemented which progressively synchronise equivalent transmissions

in adjacent cells. This enables intercellular cooperation, mitigates the risk of clashing

behaviour, and enables efficient handover of mobile nodes between cells. A detailed de-
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scription is given in chapter 9.

7.2.10.3 Cell population change

In this section we consider algorithm performance for cells starting in a stable best-case

where a node is either added or removed from the cell population. We then measure the

time required to reach a new equilibrium state where all metrics M1 −M3 are converged.

We plot metric M2 against epoch as this is the slowest to converge. Integrating the area

under each plot gives a quantitative estimate of deviation from desired system behaviour

over the system epochs indicated on the x-axis, accounting for both short- and long-term

effects of varying magnitude.
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Figure 7.6: Adding node to stable system

Figure 7.6 shows a node being added to a stable 5-node system. Variant A requires 21

epochs to re-establish the equilibrium state, variant B requires 58 epochs, and variant C

requires 57 epochs. Figure 7.7 shows a node being removed from a stable 5-node system.

Variant A requires 16 epochs to re-establish the equilibrium state, variant B requires 47

epochs, and variant C requires 46 epochs. The node removal experiments re-establish

the equilibrium state more quickly because the new stable system is smaller than the new

stable system in the node addition experiments.

In all cases the equilibrium state is re-established in finite time. Note that decreasing
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Figure 7.7: Removing node from stable system

e reduces this time linearly. As the algorithm is capable of restabilising the cell schedule

when a single node is added or removed, it is capable of dealing with multiple additions

or removals as these can be decomposed into an equivalent temporally ordered sequence

of single additions and removals. This is particularly helpful in networks of highly mobile

nodes, in which cell membership is expected to change frequently.

7.2.10.4 Radio error resilience

In this section we consider algorithm performance for cells starting in a stable best-case

where network conditions are non-ideal. It is possible that a synchronisation pulse trans-

mission Vij may fail to be heard at one or more of the intended recipients; we call each

instance a lost pulse. Reception will either succeed or fail independently and atomically at

each potential recipient. We measure performance where reception of an arbitrary pulse

at an arbitrary node fails stochastically with probability p ∈ [0, 1]. Integrating the area

under each plot gives a quantitative estimate of deviation from desired system behaviour

over the system epochs indicated on the x-axis, accounting for both short- and long-term

effects of varying magnitude.

In figure 7.8 we set p = 0.05. For each variant A − C exactly the same synchronisa-

tion pulse transmitter-receiver pairs were lost. We see that variants B − C significantly
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Figure 7.8: Lost pulses

outperform the original variant A significantly, with a much smaller deviation in metric

M2 from the ideal value of M2 = 0. Although neither variant B nor C cope perfectly

with pulse loss, and there is little to pick between them, they offer substantially improved

performance and stability.

Synchronisation pulses have minimal length and content; a phantom pulse is feasible

where radio noise or corrupted packets are interpreted as a synchronisation pulse. We

measure performance where nodes observe phantom pulses distributed randomly in time

with rate r given in s−1. It is possible to reduce r by increasing the information contained

in the synchronisation pulse, perhaps by encoding a hash derived from a shared secret

key and the transmission time; this would also provide resilience to attack by rogue syn-

chronisation pulse transmission [272]. However, this would increase the overhead of the

desynchronisation primitive and is beyond the scope of this section.

In figure 7.9 we set r = 0.1 s−1. For each variant A − C exactly the same phantom

pulses were heard by nodes. Again, we observe that variants B and C offer significantly

better stability and performance than variant A.
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Figure 7.9: Phantom pulses

7.2.10.5 Clock error resilience

In this section we consider algorithm performance for cells starting in a stable best-case

where timings are not accurate. Jitter in synchronisation pulse transmission times may

result from non-ideal task scheduling algorithms or preemption by higher priority tasks at

the sender node. Although many definitions are possible [185] we define the jitter ι of a

given synchronisation pulse as the difference between the intended and actual transmission

times, where ι is distributed normally as ι ∼ N(µι, σ2
ι ). Transmission jitter affects both

phase neighbours of the transmitter node, whereas an individual radio error affects only

a single receiver. Integrating the area under each plot gives a quantitative estimate of

deviation from desired system behaviour over the system epochs indicated on the x-axis,

accounting for both short- and long-term effects of varying magnitude.

In figure 7.10 we set µι = 0s, as early transmission is as likely as late transmission,

and ση = 0.1s. For each variant A − C pulse transmission times are subject to exactly

the same jitter. We observe that variants B − C show significantly better stability and

performance than variant A. Under variants B−C the uncorrected error component is of

the same order of magnitude as the standard deviation of jitter.

Clock drift is observed if local node clocks are imperfect. As one second passes in the

physical world the clock may measure more or less than one second passing, governed by a
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Figure 7.10: Jitter

scaling factor η > 0. Perfect clocks have η = 1; manufacturing imperfections and variation

between calibration and operational temperature tend to give η ̸= 1 [200]. We assume each

node clock has constant η [262], distributed normally as η ∼ N(µη, σ2
η). We set µη = 1 to

model clocks equally likely to run fast as to run slow, as compared to the notional global

clock. We set ση = 1×10−3, modelling drift rates with standard deviation several orders of

magnitude greater than the 1×10−6 seconds per second drift typical of commodity quartz

crystal timers [64]. Figure 7.11 shows variants A−C perform acceptably in rejecting drift

effects, with uncorrected error of the same order of magnitude as the drift. For variants

B − C we see some initial stabilisation as drift-laden measurements fill the buffers.

7.3 Summary

The Lightweight Integrated Protocol Suite (LIPS) coordinates time-sensitive activity, and

regulates network size and density, in self-managing sensornets. Although each protocol

can be implemented in isolation, each contributes part of a larger, integrated solution to the

problem of automated low-level infrastructure management for self-managing sensornets.

It follows that implementing the full suite offers the greatest potential for improvement

over the base case of an unmanaged, or manually managed, sensornet infrastructure.
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Figure 7.11: Clock drift

An intracellular timing coordination primitive based on the desynchronisation princi-

ple is lightweight and effective when operating within sensornet cells. However, the original

version is prone to instability arising under common non-ideal timing and network condi-

tions. This is a consequence of the feedback control loop; it is key to attaining a desired

steady state condition, but does not reject input signal noise.

Improved versions of the primitive were defined in section 7.2.8 and form the basis of

the Lightweight Improved Synchronisation Primitive (LISP). Significant and measurable

improvements in stability were obtained without sacrificing performance, as shown in

section 7.2.10. Algorithmic and storage overheads are of the same order, O(1), in cell

population n as the original. The synchronisation functionality of this protocol is directly

usable in itself, but also constitutes the foundation for other protocols in the suite.
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Chapter 8

Distributed state management

Section 7.1 introduces the idea that we can control the size and structure of a logical virtual

sensornet [144] by managing the duty cycle of individual nodes in the physical network. We

can construct networks within which there is an adequate number and density of actively

participating nodes in all physical regions to support distributed application requirements,

without unnecessarily wasteful redundancy or duplication.

This chapter considers mechanisms with which a distributed duty schedule for a sensor-

net cell can be constructed and maintained over short-, medium-, and long-term timescales,

as discussed in section 7.1.1. At any given time, the set of nodes assigned to be on duty

implicitly defines the members of the logical virtual sensornet.

8.1 Short-term duty schedule coordination

Numerous MAC protocols suited to sensornets have been proposed [76,155,256] at the Data

Link Layer of the OSI protocol stack model [343] which manage contention for a shared

medium. These define the times within which a network entity can legitimately transmit

into a shared medium, the times at which the entity is expected to listen for transmissions,

and the circumstances under which the entity can stop listening to a message transmission

which is not required or is irrelevant [284]. These protocols generally define and impose

order over only a short period, and over a short distance in the case of a wireless shared

medium. The medium- and long-term coordination protocols described in sections 8.2

and 8.3 place no special requirements on the MAC protocol employed for short-term

coordination. It is assumed that a MAC protocol will be selected and implemented in any

sensornet, but the details will not be considered here.
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8.2 Medium-term duty schedule coordination

Sensornets compose many small, low-cost computing nodes into distributed systems de-

ployed into physical environments of interest. Nodes have restricted energy, computation

and storage resources and therefore limited utility in isolation; cooperation and coordina-

tion is necessary to address realistic problems.

Consider a large sensornet consisting of many nodes, divided into cells containing

smaller numbers of nodes in close geographic proximity [44]. Within a cell each node

has a similar view of the physical environment, and similar connectivity to nearby base

stations or surrounding cells [225]. It follows that all nodes within a cell are approximately

equivalent with respect to extracellular entities and environmental context.

Suppose that an external entity broadcasts a message received by all members of a

cell. Unless the message is intended for a specific member of that cell, it is unclear which

cell member or set of cell members should respond. Data packets to be forwarded to

remote destinations need only be rebroadcast once; if all cell members rebroadcast this

wastes energy, increases contention for the wireless medium, and risks collisions [217]. If

a tasking message requests that a sample value be read from the physical environment

then all cell members will produce equivalent readings [103]. Consequently, energy and

network capacity may be wasted in delivering multiple redundant messages.

Any of a number of similarly positioned nodes are equally valid candidates to handle

specific tasks. Some mechanism is required to avoid wasteful repetition, and mitigate am-

biguous or unpredictable multiple responses to stimuli, by enforcing mutual exclusion [335].

If all nodes in a cell periodically sample the same aspect of their physical environment,

each node will obtain a similar dataset over time without exchanging sample data, pro-

vided that the sampling rate is sufficiently high to track changes in the observed physical

phenomenon. If exactly one node of multiple redundant candidates is on duty at any given

time there is never ambiguity as to which node must respond to external stimuli.

By deterministically assigning responsibility for response, we implicitly identify the

nodes which will not be required to respond. These nodes can switch unused energy-

hungry subsystems into low power modes. The consequent energy saving extends the useful

lifetime of sensornets composed of nodes with finite energy resources [184]. Sensornets

can run indefinitely if duty cycle allocation allows nodes to scavenge energy from the

environment at the rate of consumption [145].
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8.2.1 CDAP: Cyclic Duty Allocation Protocol

The Cyclic Duty Allocation Protocol (CDAP) is an application- and platform-agnostic

lightweight protocol to cycle duty between the nodes of a network cell. System epochs

are divided into portions of equal length and allocated fairly among nodes, such that each

node is assigned responsibility for one portion during each epoch. Exactly one node is

deterministically assigned this responsibility at any arbitrary time, removing ambiguity

as to which node must respond to stimuli. Applying well-understood synchronisation

phenomena observed in nature [201], inter-node coordination is achieved by cells acting

as closed systems of pulse-coupled oscillators. As cells approach stable equilibrium states,

nodes can identify periods in which energy-saving states can safely be entered.

The desynchronisation-based LISP primitive described in section 7.2 above generates

a periodic sequence of synchronisation transmissions spaced evenly in time. We use this

as the basis of a duty allocation protocol, although any functionally equivalent source of

periodic synchronisation events could be substituted with equivalent results.

8.2.1.1 CDAP protocol states

A simple Finite State Machine runs at each node. The states define the communication

responsibilities of a given node at a given time with regard to peer nodes within the cell

and external entities beyond the cell. As the local phase ϕi of node Si increases from 0 to

ϕmax the protocol state may be changed by detected synchronisation events, or by state

timeouts.

ONDUTY - Node is responsible for communications duties of the cell, and is responsible

for handling any incoming packets. Node can hear both application messages and

synchronisation messages. Radio modules are switched on and ready for bidirectional

exchange with neighbouring entities, and transmit their own synchronisation message

in the middle of this period.

SCAN - Node is listening for synchronisation messages but has not yet collected sufficient

data to predict times of phase neighbour peer node synchronisation transmissions.

Node can hear synchronisation messages but does not expect application messages.

Node radio module is switched to the lowest-power mode that can detect the syn-

chronisation messages, except when transmitting its own synchronisation message.
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SYNC - Node is waiting for synchronisation messages around the predicted times of phase

neighbour peer node synchronisation transmissions. Node can hear synchronisation

messages but does not expect application messages. Node radio module is switched

to the lowest-power mode that can detect the synchronisation messages.

OFFDUTY - Node has no communication responsibilities and is free to switch radio

modules off or into other low-power modes. Nodes can hear neither application nor

synchronisation messages.

stableunstable

SYNC

ONDUTY

OFFDUTY

SCAN
 [a]

 [b]

 [h] [i]

 [e]

 [f]

 [c]

 [d]

Figure 8.1: Finite State Machine for CDAP states

Figure 8.1 illustrates CDAP states and state transitions. The associated guard condi-

tions are discussed in section 8.2.4 when the necessary terminology has been introduced.

The CDAP protocol builds a distributed schedule which defines the periodic duty

cycles for each node in each system epoch. We will consider the mechanism by which

this schedule is constructed in section 8.2.1.2 but these details are irrelevant at this point.

The duty period in state ONDUTY is obtained for each node, with that node’s own

synchronisation transmission occurring at the midpoint of the ONDUTY period and the

phase neighbours’ synchronisation transmissions occurring at times outside the ONDUTY
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period. In the most basic form of CDAP it follows that, by default, nodes are in the SYNC

state listening for synchronisation messages, transitioning temporarily to ONDUTY when

the duty period begins and transitions back to SYNC when the duty period ends.

This provides the desired mutual exclusivity property in which there is exactly one

node in the ONDUTY state at all times except for a small handover period between

nodes. The ONDUTY state takes precedence over all others if timing errors lead to

conflict at any node. However, this basic schedule is not energy efficient. Listening to

the wireless medium for synchronisation messages often consumes energy as quickly as

listening for application messages, and always consumes more energy than a low-power

standby state. We would prefer nodes to spend time in the OFFDUTY state to conserve

energy when possible.

We address this issue by observing that phase neighbours’ synchronisation transmis-

sions are generally short in comparison to the system epoch, and occur at reasonably

predictable times as the system converges on the equilibrium state if signal noise and

timing error is moderate. For example, transmission times are subject to jitter with mag-

nitude that is usually (but not always) small compared to epoch length e. Imperfect

node clocks will drift out of synchronisation such that the relative phase offset of phase

neighbour synchronisation events will inevitably change over time if the protocol is not

continually adaptive.

It is therefore sufficient to limit listening in the SYNC state to relatively small synchro-

nisation windows during which there is a reasonable expectation, though no guarantee,

that peer nodes will transmit their synchronisation messages. The details are irrelevant at

this point but are considered in section 8.2.3.2. In stable systems predictions will usually

be reasonably accurate; prediction failures can be handled when they arise with lower

total cost than under the basic policy.

Participating nodes can therefore employ OFFDUTY as the default state rather than

SYNC. Nodes transition from OFFDUTY to SYNC shortly before the predicted synchro-

nisation transmission from the preceding phase neighbour, and then back to OFFDUTY

shortly afterwards. Some time passes in OFFDUTY until the assigned duty period begins,

at which point the node transitions to ONDUTY until the duty period ends and the node

transitions back to OFFDUTY. A further transition to and from SYNC occurs around

the predicted synchronisation transmission from the succeeding phase neighbour. The

node is then able to remain in OFFDUTY until the next predicted time of the preceding
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phase neighbour synchronisation event. This cyclical pattern of transitions repeats with

the same periodicity as the system epoch, e.

It is mentioned above that synchronisation events are not guaranteed to occur at the

predicted times. This may be due to failure of the node which was due to transmit

its synchronisation message, signal noise at the receiver, timing error at the transmitter

or receiver, or an overly optimistic truncation of the SYNC state time. The protocol

determines if sufficient timing data exists to make predictions in subsequent system epochs.

If yes, the protocol proceeds as before, and is hence able to reject small or transient errors.

If no, the node transitions from the stable composite state to the unstable composite state,

and the SCAN simple state in particular. The protocol then restarts listening for peer

nodes’ synchronisation messages and transmitting its own synchronisation messages at the

scheduled times.

This allows a given node to temporarily drop out of active service, without adversely

affecting the cell’s other nodes or the distributed schedule, rejoining soon after. If a node

fails completely its disappearance will be noted in the same way, but as it will no longer

transmit synchronisation messages the distributed schedule will eventually reconverge on

a new equilibrium state.

8.2.1.2 Allocating duty periods

The LISP primitive described in section 7.2 obtains an equilibrium state in which a se-

quence of synchronisation events is evenly distributed throughout time. We now use these

synchronisation events to allocate ONDUTY state periods. We use a method similar to

that employed by the DESYNC-TDMA protocol [74] to mediate access to a shared wireless

medium.

Recall that ∀i : |∆ϕij | → 0 as j → ∞ in successive epochs. As the system converges

on the desynchronised equilibrium state, at each node Si the phase differences ϕiβ and

ϕiγ between the local synchronisation event vi and the phase neighbour synchronisation

events Viβ and Viγ will converge on −ϕmaxe/2n and +ϕmaxe/2n respectively.

It follows that, as the system converges toward the equilibrium state, each node can

predict the time of its phase neighbours’ synchronisation events with increasing accuracy.

This is important as we must predict the timing of successor phase neighbour event Viγ

from historical values in order to allocate duty periods that extend beyond the local

synchronisation event Vi. Otherwise, we must end duty periods at the occurrence of Vi,
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preventing allocation of more than 50% of each system epoch to active duty among nodes.

We define the duty period of node Si in terms of phase offsets of phase neighbours’

synchronisation events Viβ and Viγ , measured from the local synchronisation event Vi at

local phase ϕi = ϕmax. The duty period starts halfway between the occurrence of Viβ and

Vi, and ends halfway between the occurrence of Vi and Viγ . To reduce the risk of two

nodes’ duty periods overlapping as a consequence of clock error we can scale down the

duty period length l to ηl. Higher values of the scaling constant η ∈ (0, 1] give longer

duty periods and a greater proportion of each epoch allocated to active duty, but less

unallocated inter-periodic buffer time.

Consider node Si. Recall from section 7.2 that ϕiβ is the phase offset of Viβ, and ϕiγ

is the phase offset of Viγ . The p most recent measured values of each phase offset are

retained, a null value being stored if an expected synchronisation event is not observed.

Predicted values of ϕiβ and ϕiγ are taken as moving averages over historical values to

reject timing noise and to cope with some missing measurements.

Within the p stored values, there are pa non-null values in total, and the largest

consecutive sequence of null values is of length pb. There are sufficient measurements to

predict timings of phase neighbours’ synchronisation events if the ratio of non-null to null

measurements pa

p > q, and pb < r. These conditions establish that predictions are based

on acceptably complete and timely observations. If insufficient historical values have been

collected, the node must re-enter the SCAN state to capture more prediction data as per

section 8.2.1.1.

The duty period starts at phase ϕi = −λ|ϕiβ| and stops at phase ϕi = +λ|ϕiγ |. As

phase ϕ ∈ [0, 1) we apply modular arithmetic to convert the start phase value to the

equivalent ϕi = λ|ϕmax + ϕiβ|. We set the scaling constant λ = (1 + η)/2 to split the

unallocated buffer time defined by η between the beginning and end of the duty period.

As the system converges on the equilibrium state defined in section 7.2 the start and

stop phase offsets of duty periods will converge on −λϕmaxe/2n and +λϕmaxe/2n respec-

tively. However, we cannot simply use these convergence limits from the outset as the

protocol must align the local phase of each node with that of its phase neighbours, and

hence indirectly with all nodes in the cell. The cell population n is not necessarily known

by any node owing to the vagaries of initial deployment, node failures, or cell population

changes. Furthermore, before convergence the relative phase of synchronisation events is

in flux.
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In section 8.2.1.1 we state exactly one node is ONDUTY at any given time, and is

implicitly responsible for sending application packets if an immediate response to observed

stimuli is required. Nodes in other states which create application packets must wait ≤ e/n

time units to regain the ONDUTY state before transmitting.

Figure 8.2: Synchronisation window management

Figure 8.2 illustrates this mechanism for a system of 3 nodes in which the LISP primi-

tive described in section 7.2 begins in a stable equilibrium state. We focus on one specific

node, the synchronisation event of which is shown at the horizontal centre of the diagram.

Passage of time within a system epoch flows from left to right along the x-axis. Passage

of time on a larger scale, representing the sequence of system epochs, is represented by

progress from top to bottom in the y-axis. Shaded areas represent periods during which

the node must be active, and unshaded areas represent periods during which a node can

become inactive to conserve energy. Observe that the node must remain active throughout

its assigned duty period, but the search periods during which phase neighbours fire their

synchronisation events are progressively reduced. Section 8.2.3.2 considers the detail of

how this reduction is achieved.

8.2.2 Measuring effectiveness

CDAP is a state management protocol but has implications for packet routing. Sensornets

are composed of unreliable nodes deployed into hazardous environments. It is therefore

inappropriate to route application packets by unique node identifier; some sensornets do

not allocate globally unique identifiers and any individual node along delivery routes may

fail.

A data-centric geographic routing policy is thus appropriate, in which packet routing

decisions are based on the physical location of nodes rather than logical network topology.
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As packets are routed between physical locations, and there is no guarantee that any live

node is located at the exact specified destination, it follows that any node sufficiently

near the specified destination is equally acceptable. CDAP determines which redundant

candidate actually takes responsibility, independently of the packet content or application

type.

The rôle of CDAP is to construct and dynamically maintain a duty schedule such that

exactly one node is in the ONDUTY state at any given time. If zero nodes are in the

ONDUTY state then communication between the cell and external entities will fail. If

two or more nodes are in the ONDUTY state then it is undefined which is responsible for

external communications.

We define the following metrics: P0, P1 and P2. The sensornet executes the protocol

as runtime t increases in the interval [0,∞). Each metric P0−P2 measures the proportion

of time during a measurement period [tstart, tstop] which a given number of nodes are in

the ONDUTY state.

P0: Proportion of time in which zero nodes are in the ONDUTY state. Unitless. Defined

in the range [0, 1]. The ideal value of P0 = 0.

P1: Proportion of time in which one node is in the ONDUTY state. Unitless. Defined in

the range [0, 1]. The ideal value of P1 = 1.

P2: Proportion of time in which two or more nodes are in the ONDUTY state. We do not

record the exact number of such nodes, only that there are ≥ 2. Unitless. Defined

in the range [0, 1]. The ideal value of P2 = 0.

CDAP is a dynamic protocol and hence requires some time to stabilise, attaining the

equilibrium state at time teq as described in section 7.2. The system will remain within

this steady state until the network changes, for example where a node joins or leaves the

network cell. If tstart ≥ teq then all measurements are taken in the equilibrium state, and

the values of P0 − P2 will approximate the theoretical optimal values given below. The

longer the measurement period p = tstop − tstart, the better the approximation as the

influence of measurement granularity diminishes.

If, however, tstart < teq, the measured values of P0 − P2 will be influenced by the sta-

bilisation period of sub-optimal behaviour prior to the system reaching equilibrium state

at teq. Although this accurately reflects network performance during the measurement

period, it does not necessarily reflect the long-term stable performance as the influence
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of this pre-equilibrium period becomes insignificant as t → ∞. Both measurement sce-

narios are correct and useful but must be interpreted appropriately; the former describes

the long-term stable behaviour, and the latter describes the short-term behaviour during

initialisation.

8.2.3 Energy efficiency

CDAP switches off radio modules when nodes are not on duty. Other components such as

CPU, memory or sensors may optionally be powered down if this is compatible with appli-

cation requirements. Synchronisation windows suppress this during peer synchronisation

transmissions to ensure correct CDAP behaviour.

8.2.3.1 Radio module states

We define an abstract model of sensornet radio models in terms of a finite set of permitted

states. We assess the energy efficiency of a sensornet based on a specific hardware platform

by binding a specific power value to each defined radio module state, and measuring the

time spent in each state over the runtime of a sensornet. From these measurements we can

trivially calculate the energy consumed in each radio module state, and hence the average

energy consumption rate for a participating sensornet node. We assume antenna gain and

transmit power is fixed for all transceivers.

STANDBY - Low power mode in which nodes can neither transmit nor receive.

LISTENLOW - Low power mode in which nodes can detect nearby transmissions but

not receive data.

LISTEN - Node is listening to wireless medium but not currently receiving data.

RECEIVE - Node is listening to wireless medium and currently receiving data.

TRANSMIT - Node is transmitting into the wireless medium.

Transitions between permitted states is controlled by the CDAP protocol. The lowest

power state which supports required functionality is selected. In many systems idle radio

listening dominates the system power budget [82], so we would like to have nodes spend

more time in STANDBY than LISTEN or LISTENLOW when network participation

does not force the RECEIVE or TRANSMIT states.
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Nodes in OFFDUTY keep radio modules in STANDBY. Nodes in SCAN keep radio

modules in LISTENLOW, switching temporarily to TRANSMIT to transmit synchronisa-

tion messages. Nodes in SYNC keep radio modules in LISTENLOW. Nodes in ONDUTY

keep radio modules in LISTEN, switching temporarily to RECEIVE when receiving ap-

plication messages or to TRANSMIT when transmitting synchronisation or application

messages.

If a given hardware platform does not explicitly support an abstract model state we

substitute the lowest cost supported state that provides the same functionality. For ex-

ample, some hardware platforms support LISTENLOW in which nodes cannot exchange

data but can detect transmissions [81], which is sufficient for synchronisation. Zero-power

secondary radio subsystems have been proposed [112] which couple simple passive RF

filter and detector circuits to CPU interrupt lines, asynchronously waking the node upon

radio activity. These subsystems do not directly consume the energy reserves of the re-

ceiving node; all energy consumed by such subsystems is from the RF energy received at

the antenna, and ultimately from the transmitting node. If LISTENLOW is not avail-

able then LISTEN is substituted, switching temporarily to RECEIVE when receiving

synchronisation messages.

In LISTENLOW nodes cannot inspect packet contents to differentiate between ap-

plication packets and unexpected synchronisation packets. The decision can be made

using timing data. In section 7.2.6 we specify that synchronisation packets are as short as

possible; longer transmission times imply application packets.

8.2.3.2 Window management

We cannot predict the actual times of synchronisation events with certainty. We can,

however, give probabilistic guarantees that they will occur within defined finite periods.

We exploit this fact by limiting costly wireless activity to these periods. In this section

we describe mechanisms by which the length of the synchronisation windows is gradually

reduced as the system converges on the desynchronised equilibrium state toward a final

state in which the synchronisation window length reaches a specified minimum.

Within the duration of the system epoch each node has two synchronisation windows;

one pertaining to the predecessor phase neighbour synchronisation event, and the other

pertaining to the successor. Note that although both window lengths are likely to reduce

simultaneously there is no guarantee that this will happen. For example, a given node
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might transmit its synchronisation event with abnormally high jitter, or might be poorly

positioned in the wireless medium landscape and hence frequently fail to be heard by

its phase neighbours. We therefore track the predecessor and successor synchronisation

windows separately.

It is permitted for these synchronisation windows to overlap; this overlap has no effect

as both simply place a node into the SYNC state to listen for synchronisation transmissions

of which all occurrences are equivalent.

The actual time of a synchronisation event may be earlier or later than the predicted

time with equal likelihood as a result of the desynchronisation primitive described in

section 7.2. We also assume that transmission time jitter and timing errors from imperfect

clocks is equally likely to be positive as negative. We therefore define the synchronisation

window of length µ phase units as centred on the predicted synchronisation event time,

extending symmetrically by µ/2 phase units in either direction.

If the synchronisation pulse requires time κ (see section 7.2.6) then we restrict µ to the

interval [2κ, ϕmax] to prevent the window length becoming smaller than the transmission

length κ with a reasonable safety margin, and to prevent the window length becoming

longer than the system epoch length e. When µ reaches the 2κ threshold, and remains

there during subsequent epochs, we measure the steady state energy profile.

We provide estimates of the proportion of time nodes spend in CDAP states defined

in section 8.2.1.1. For a system converged on the equilibrium state we know that the

proportion of time spent in SCAN is 0, and the proportion of time spent in ONDUTY = 1/n

so we need not consider these further, but will compare experimental measurements in

section 8.2.5. The proportion of time spent in SYNC is given as Tsync and the proportion of

time spent in OFFDUTY is given as Toffduty. Tscan = µ/ϕmax and Toffduty = 1−( µ
ϕmax

+ 1
n).

8.2.3.3 Policy A: Null policy

Under the null policy nodes never enter the OFFDUTY state. The synchronisation win-

dow length is always µ = ϕmax such that the radio module is always in the SYNC state,

except for assigned duty periods in which nodes temporarily assume the ONDUTY state.

We use this policy as a baseline against which to compare the other policies as the resulting

energy consumption is the upper boundary of all possible CDAP policies.
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8.2.3.4 Policy B: Hyperbolic Decline policy

A counter is maintained of the number of consecutive successful synchronisation event

predictions, σ. Initially, σ = 0. Every time a synchronisation event is detected within the

appropriate synchronisation window σ is incremented; if the no event is detected in the

window then the counter is reset as σ = 0. The window length is taken as µ = ϕmax until

at least σ = χ consecutive successful predictions occur, after which µ = max
(
ϕmax/(σ +

1), 2κ
)
. This allows the policy to rapidly shrink the synchronisation window but not until

the system begins to stabilise. Increasing χ delays window shrinking for longer, reducing

premature shrinking but also reducing potential energy savings.

8.2.3.5 Policy C: Moving Average Error policy

A buffer Ξ records the ξ most recent phase prediction error magnitudes, which are the

unsigned magnitude of the difference between the predicted and measured phase for a

phase neighbour synchronisation event. If the predicted event was not observed, a null

value is recorded. Taking the average of the non-null members of Ξ provides a moving

average prediction error, ϵ. If no non-null members of Ξ exist we take ϵ = ϕmax.

We set µ = max(νϵ, 2κ) during each system epoch. This defines the window size in

terms of actual observed prediction errors; in essence the network nodes learn the local

timing uncertainty and adapt dynamically. ν ≥ 1 is a scaling constant which determines

the extent to which the next phase error can be bigger than recent historical phase errors

and still allow nodes to reliably detect synchronisation events. A value of ν ∈ [1, 2] is

typical.

8.2.3.6 Measuring efficiency

We define the metrics Q as the rate at which a node consumes energy. The sensornet

executes the protocol as runtime t increases in the interval [0,∞). Q measures the mean

energy consumed per node per unit time during a measurement period [tstart, tstop]. Unlike

P0 − P2 (see section 8.2.2) these measurements apply to individual nodes rather than

populations, so we measure Q for each node and take the mean to normalise metrics in

cell population size n.

Q: Rate of energy consumption of a node. Measured in Watts. Defined in the range

(0,∞). The ideal value of Q = 0.
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As per metrics P1 − P3 defined in section 8.2.2 we observe that the measured values

will differ if the measurement period considers the entire runtime of the network or is

restricted to the equilibrium state. The former measures the system in transition from

the initial state to the stable state, whereas the latter measures the long-term behaviour

of the stable system. Both options are valid but non-equivalent, and both are measured

in the experiments described in section 8.2.5.

8.2.4 CDAP state transitions

Figure 8.1 illustrates CDAP states and state transitions. The associated guard conditions

are listed in table 8.1 for clarity as they cannot fit in figure 8.1. The conditions utilise

duty allocation definitions given in section 8.2.1.2 and window shrinking definitions given

in section 8.2.3.2.

Transitions a− b describe CDAP startup and recovery from conditions in which there

is insufficient timing data for normal CDAP behaviour, as defined in section 8.2.1.2. Tran-

sitions c − h describe normal CDAP behaviour. If window shrinking, defined in section

8.2.3.2, is not implemented then transitions labelled {c, d} are possible. If window shrink-

ing is implemented then transitions labelled {e, f, g, h} are possible. State transitions at

node Si occur at times defined by neighbour synchronisation events measured at ϕiβ and

ϕiγ , illustrated in figure 8.2, and the parameters λ and µ, defined in sections 8.2.1.2 and

8.2.3.2 respectively.

Label Condition

Without WS With WS

a pa

p ≥ q ∧ pb ≤ r pa

p ≥ q ∧ pb ≤ r

b pa

p < q ∨ pb > r pa

p < q ∨ pb > r

c ϕi = +λ|ϕiγ | −

d ϕi = −λ|ϕiβ | −

e − ϕi = ϕiβ + µ
2 ∨ ϕi = ϕiγ + µ

2

f − ϕi = ϕiβ − µ
2 ∨ ϕi = ϕiγ − µ

2

g − ϕi = +λ|ϕiγ |

h − ϕi = −λ|ϕiβ |

Table 8.1: Guard conditions for CDAP Finite State Machine in figure 8.1

Algorithm 3 defines the behaviour of CDAP executing at each node Si ∈ Σ, without

window shrinking as defined in section 8.2.3.2. We assume that each node implements
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LISP, as defined in section 7.2, maintaining the buffer of ϕiβ and ϕiγ measurements.

Variables not defined within the algorithm itself take the standard meanings used elsewhere

in this document.

Algorithm 3 : CDAP at node Si without window shrinking
Require: Duty period scaling constant, λ
Require: Predecessor phase neighbour synchronisation measure, ϕiβ
Require: Successor phase neighbour synchronisation measure, ϕiγ
Require: Current CDAP state, si=SCAN
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: Acquire ϕiβ and ϕiγ measurements from LISP
3: if si =SCAN then
4: if pa

p ≥ q ∧ pb ≤ r then
5: si ⇐ SYNC
6: end if
7: end if
8: if si ̸=SCAN then
9: if pa

p < q ∧ pb > r then
10: si ⇐ SCAN
11: else
12: if si =SYNC ∧ ϕi ≥ −λ|ϕiβ | then
13: si ⇐ ONDUTY
14: else if si =ONDUTY ∧ ϕi ≥ +λ|ϕiγ | then
15: si ⇐ SYNC
16: end if
17: end if
18: end if
19: end while

Algorithm 4 defines the behaviour of CDAP executing at each node Si ∈ Σ, with

window shrinking as defined in section 8.2.3.2.

8.2.5 Experimental results

We implemented CDAP in a modelled unicellular sensornet. We assess whether the em-

pirical measurements match the theoretical predictions of sections 8.2.1.1 and 8.2.3.

8.2.5.1 Experimental configuration

We consider a set of homogeneous sensornets which are identical in all respects except for

hardware platform. We use energy profile data for the MICA2 and MICAz motes extracted

from manufacturer product data sheets [65] and two independent sets of experimentally

measured energy profile data for the MICA2 mote [71,260]. We label these energy profiles
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Algorithm 4 : CDAP at node Si with window shrinking
Require: Duty period scaling constant, λ
Require: Predecessor phase neighbour synchronisation measure, ϕiβ
Require: Successor phase neighbour synchronisation measure, ϕiγ
Require: Current CDAP state, si=SCAN
Require: Window size, µ = ϕmax
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: Acquire ϕiβ and ϕiγ measurements from LISP
3: if si =SCAN then
4: if pa

p ≥ q ∧ pb ≤ r then
5: si ⇐ SYNC
6: end if
7: end if
8: if si ̸=SCAN then
9: if pa

p < q ∧ pb > r then
10: si ⇐ SCAN
11: else
12: if si =OFFDUTY ∧ ϕi ≥ −λ|ϕiβ | ∧ ϕi < +λ|ϕiγ | then
13: si ⇐ ONDUTY
14: else if si =OFFDUTY ∧ ϕi ≥ ϕiβ − µ

2 ∧ ϕi < ϕiβ + µ
2 then

15: si ⇐ SYNC
16: else if si =OFFDUTY ∧ ϕi ≥ ϕiγ − µ

2 ∧ ϕi < ϕiγ + µ
2 then

17: si ⇐ SYNC
18: else if si =ONDUTY ∧ ϕi ≥ +λ|ϕiγ | then
19: si ⇐ OFFDUTY
20: else if si =SYNC ∧ ϕi ≥ ϕiβ + µ

2 ∧ ϕi < −λ|ϕiβ | then
21: si ⇐ OFFDUTY
22: else if si =SYNC ∧ ϕi ≥ ϕiγ + µ

2 ∧ ϕi > +λ|ϕiγ | then
23: si ⇐ OFFDUTY
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: Recalculate µ at node Si by selected policy defined in section 8.2.3.2
28: end while

E1−E4, in this order. Each energy profile specifies the average rate of energy consumption

in each of the states defined in section 8.2.3.1.

We assume that no application data packets traverse the network during the test pe-

riod. The behaviour induced by CDAP is fully independent of any distributed or localised

application running on the sensornet infrastructure. It is therefore unnecessary to model

any sensornet application as it would have no impact on CDAP, and furthermore it is

unhelpful to do so as this results in confounding of the CDAP and application influences

on system energy profile.

A cell population of n = 10 is selected because this is an energy-efficient cluster size

for typical 1000-node sensornets [312]. All experiment nodes are located in the same cell.

All experiments begin with initial node phases in the same randomised distribution.

We set κ = 0.01s as this an order of magnitude greater than the shortest complete
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packets, and an order of magnitude greater than the startup latency for wireless commu-

nication subsystems transitioning from sleep states to active states [81], for the selected

mote platforms. It follows that this offers a substantial safety margin. The exact value of

the system epoch size e is irrelevant as we measure the passage of time in complete epochs

so we set e = 10s as this is orders of magnitude greater than κ. For the desynchronisation

moving average parameters we set buffer size p = 10, required non-null proportion q = 0.5,

and maximum consecutive nulls r = 5. There are no policy-specific parameters for policy

A experiments. We select χ = 5 for policy B experiments. We select window scaling factor

ν = 1.5 for policy C experiments.

In the experiments we measure the number of system epochs, j, required for each policy

to reduce synchronisation window size to µ = 2κ. We set duty period scaling factor η = 1

to evaluate worst-case duty period overlap. We measure the metrics P0 − P2 and Q for

two periods; the first being the time from network start-up to CDAP during convergence,

and the second being a longer duration after convergence.

8.2.5.2 State timing

Figure 8.3 shows synchronisation window shrinking against time under policies A − C.

The response for successor and predecessor synchronisation events are very similar, but for

clarity we display only the former. We see that Policies B and C significantly outperform

policy A in minimising synchronisation window length, and converge to µ = 2κ, but

perform identically until the algorithms are permitted to begin window shrinking. This

happens at epoch j = χ for policy B, and at epoch j = p for policy C.

Policy A is trivially converged at epoch 0, policy B reaches convergence at epoch 94,

and policy C reaches convergence at epoch 23. Whereas policy B induces a smoother and

more predictable window size decline, policy C generally offers a smaller window size after

the respective algorithms are allowed to begin. This highlights the advantage conferred

by policy C learning network characteristics as opposed to policy B assuming network

characteristics, where these assumptions must be pessimistic to prevent unacceptable syn-

chronisation prediction misses. More significantly, each prediction miss requires policy

B to restart at µ = ϕmax whereas policy C can tolerate some prediction misses before

resetting µ = ϕmax.

Note that Policies B and C confer significant efficiency improvements prior to con-

vergence; this is simply the point at which the window size hits the predefined minimum
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threshold, preventing the algorithms from reducing window size further. If this threshold

was not enforced the policies would shrink the synchronisation window length to zero as

j → ∞. This is ideal in a theoretical system in which synchronisation transmissions are

instantaneous, but infeasible for real systems in which κ ̸= 0.
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SCAN SYNC ONDUTY OFFDUTY

A - 0.0000 0.9000 0.1001 0.0000

B
N 0.0378 0.0590 0.1056 0.7976

Y 0.0000 0.0200 0.0999 0.8800

C
N 0.3462 0.1536 0.1244 0.3757

Y 0.0000 0.0203 0.0999 0.8796

Table 8.2: Proportion of time in protocol states

Table 8.2 illustrates the proportion of time spent in each CDAP state (see section

8.2.1.1). Figure 8.4 illustrates the proportion after reaching convergence. We see that

under all policies A−C the measured proportions match the theoretically predicted pro-

portions. As predicted, policies B and C produce very similar results in which the majority
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of time is spent in the OFFDUTY state. The proportion of each epoch spent by nodes in

ONDUTY is 0.1, which is the expected value of 1/n. When each policy has converged the

time spent in SCAN is 0, demonstrating that the reduced synchronisation window size is

compatible with accurate synchronisation event observation.
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Figure 8.4: Proportion of time spent in CDAP states after convergence

For policy A the proportion spent in SYNC is 0.9 and the time spent in OFFDUTY

is 0 as predicted. In contrast, under policies B and C the proportion in SYNC is 0.02,

the minimum window size threshold 2κ, with the remaining 0.88 in OFFDUTY.

Prior to convergence, policies B and C display behaviour that is better than that of A

but not as good as the converged behaviour. We conclude that Policies A − C all assign

duty periods of appropriate length, but Policies B and C can achieve this while assigning

the majority of time to a low energy state.

8.2.5.3 Cell coverage

Table 8.3 illustrates the proportion of time in which 0, 1, or ≥2 nodes are in the ONDUTY

state (see section 8.2.1.1). Figure 8.5 illustrates the proportion after reaching convergence.

We see that under all policies A−C, P0 and P2 are very close to zero and P1 is very close to

1 in the converged state, and hence are very close to the ideal values. Each policy A− C

is highly effective at maintaining mutual exclusion with exactly one node undertaking

cell-wide duties at any given time.
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P0 P1 P2

A - 0.0001 0.9948 0.0051

B
N 0.0001 0.9890 0.0109

Y 0.0001 0.9948 0.0051

C
N 0.0100 0.9223 0.0677

Y 0.0001 0.9945 0.0040

Table 8.3: Proportion of time for cell coverage

For policy C we see slightly poorer behaviour prior to reaching convergence. We

attribute this to the relatively short convergence period of the window shrinking algorithm

coinciding with the settling period of the underlying network; when convergence is attained

the values of P0 − P2 are excellent.
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Figure 8.5: Proportion of time with cell coverage levels after convergence

8.2.5.4 Energy efficiency

Table 8.4 states values of Q, the mean energy consumption rate at each node (see section

8.2.3.6), for policies A − C. Figure 8.6 illustrates the relative energy consumption rates

after reaching convergence. Taking policy A, the least energy efficient option, as a baseline
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for comparison, we observe that policies B and C offer lower energy consumption. This

is true before and after CDAP reaches convergence, with both B and C offering similar

energy efficiency.
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E1 E2 E3 E4

A - 0.0540 0.0831 0.0441 0.0470

B
N 0.0301 0.0360 0.0168 0.0193

Y 0.0187 0.0252 0.0125 0.0148

C
N 0.0427 0.0609 0.0317 0.0345

Y 0.0194 0.0275 0.0135 0.0159

Table 8.4: Mean energy consumption rates (Watts)

Under energy model E1 there are improvements of 65% and 64% under policies B and

C respectively. Under E2 the improvements are 70% and 67%, under E3 the improvements

are 72% and 69%, and finally under E4 the improvements are 69% and 66%. Although

energy models E1 − E4 differ in composition, we see a recurring qualitative outcome.

Policies B and C offer significant improvement in energy efficiency over the baseline policy

A, with policy B offering a slight advantage over policy C. Network designers must,

however, balance this against the better reliability and shorter convergence time of policy

C.

8.2.6 Managed redundancy

Section 8.2.1.2 describes the mechanism for the dynamic construction and maintenance of a

duty schedule. A mutual exclusion condition is enforced such that exactly one node is in the

ONDUTY state at any given time, excepting those brief periods in which synchronisation

event transmissions occur for which there are no ONDUTY nodes. Each epoch of length

e is divided into equal n slots of equal duration e
n for a system of n nodes. Figure 8.7

illustrates a duty schedule of this type for a network cell containing 5 peer nodes. Shaded

grid cells indicate that a specific node is ONDUTY for a specific slot in the dynamic

schedule.

Some applications may require that two or more nodes be ONDUTY at any given

time [103]. For example, it may be desirable to observe some physical phenomenon with
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Figure 8.6: Mean energy consumption rates after convergence

multiple sensors to provide greater sampling resolution, or to capture multiple copies of

some network packet to provide protection against loss from a single failed node. The

duty period allocation mechanism described in section 8.2.1.2 can easily be extended to

support requirements of this type.

Consider a scenario in which we wish to guarantee that m nodes are in the ONDUTY

state at any given time. As all nodes are equal peers we do not need to consider the

individual identities of the nodes sharing the ONDUTY state at any given time. However,

we do wish to ensure that the number of active nodes is no greater or smaller than m at all

times, and that all nodes share an equal burden of the overall duty workload. We assume

that m ≤ n, as it is impossible for a greater number of nodes to be active than exist.

A simple strategy would be to employ a probabilistic approach in which each node

independently chooses to be ONDUTY during any given slot with probability m
n . If the

probability distribution of the independent choice is well-defined it is possible to estimate

the proportion of system runtime for which the required condition of m simultaneously

ONDUTY nodes holds. However, it is highly probable that the number of ONDUTY

nodes would be greater or lesser than m for a substantial proportion of system runtime,

resulting in an unacceptable platform for the distributed application.

A better strategy builds upon the duty schedule constructed in section 8.2.1.2, re-

taining the principle that the duty responsibility should be exchanged cyclically between
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Figure 8.7: Dynamic schedule slots with duty period mutual exclusion

participating nodes. This is achieved by constructing a schedule such that each of the n

nodes is active for m slots in each epoch. If the LISP primitive has converged to a stable

equilibrium state within a network cell, as per section 7.2.3, synchronisation events are

evenly distributed in time with time e
n between consecutive examples.

Under the original algorithm described in section 8.2.1.2 each node is ONDUTY for a

single schedule slot centred around its own synchronisation event. Instead of shutting off

completely at the end of this slot, each node remains ONDUTY for a total ofm consecutive

slots. It is trivial to predict the midpoint of the xth subsequent slot, which follows the

local synchronisation event after a delay of xe time units, and to assume the length of each

such slot as being equal to that centred around the local synchronisation event. Each

slot also requires the buffer periods for synchronisation transmissions discussed in section

8.2.3.2. As clock drift is negligible within a system epoch (see section 7.2.10.5) it is safe

for nodes to predict the relative timing of synchronisation events for all nodes, not just

the phase neighbour nodes.

Figure 8.8 illustrates a duty schedule for a network cell containing 5 peer nodes, in

which we require exactly 3 nodes to be ONDUTY at any given time. As in figure 8.7,

shaded grid cells indicate a specific node is ONDUTY for a specific slot in the dynamic
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Figure 8.8: Dynamic schedule slots with managed duty period redundancy

schedule. Grid cells with darker shading represent the duty periods shared with the

original version which enforces mutual exclusion; grid cells with lighter shading represent

the additional ONDUTY slots which provide the required degree of redundancy.

At the end of each slot, exactly one node transitions into the ONDUTY state and

exactly one node transitions from the ONDUTY state. This property holds for any

values of n and m. As this is the smallest possible number of node state transitions at

the boundary between slots, it follows that this policy implies the minimal disruption to

distributed application running within the network.

8.3 Long-term duty schedule coordination

Section 8.2 describes the CDAP protocol which handles medium-term duty schedule coor-

dination. Nodes are switched into low power modes to conserve energy when not actively

required to participate in the network. Although useful, this does not address all sleep

schedule coordination concerns that arise in a moderate-to-large sensornet.

Consider a situation in which the network application functions optimally with cells

of n nodes, but the physical distribution of nodes is such that each geographic cell region
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contains m > n nodes. Some mechanism is required to regulate which nodes actively

participate in the network. Too many or too few active nodes may be detrimental to the

correct functioning of the distributed network application. Even if it is not harmful for

too many nodes to be simultaneously active, there is little to be gained from draining the

energy reserves of nodes whose input is not required; it would be better to keep such nodes

in reserve for future use.

Consider some given cell containing m nodes. A static assignment of n nodes as active

and m− n nodes as inactive achieves the correct number of active nodes but is inflexible.

If one or more active nodes should fail then this correctness property no longer holds. This

is likely in sensornets deployed in hazardous environments, or composed from unreliable

nodes. If the same subset of nodes is active at all times, and cycled to exhaustion despite

the presence of the additional m− n inactive nodes, then network lifetime is determined

by the lifetime of individual nodes.

If the m− n surplus can be considered as a pool of spares, a suitable mechanism can

dynamically assign n nodes as active at any given time, with a different set of n nodes being

drawn from the pool of m nodes as time progresses. This allows the fairness property that

the duty burden to be shared evenly between all m nodes, while retaining the correctness

property that n nodes actively participate in the network at all times. The lifetime of a

single node does not determine the lifetime of the network, as a failed node is replaced in

time by another node drawn from the set of spares. This also allows the operator to add

more nodes after the sensornet begins operation to extend the network lifetime without

the need to specify the point at which new nodes begin participation.

If a cell contains exactly m = n nodes then the control mechanism should maintain

n nodes active at all times. If a cell contains m < n nodes then it is not possible for

any control mechanism to achieve a population of n simultaneously active nodes, but

keeping all m nodes active at all times yields behaviour as close as possible to the desired

behaviour.

8.3.1 ADCP: Active Duty Control Protocol

The Active Duty Control Protocol (ADCP) regulates the population of a network cell to

maintain an active population of fixed size. If too many nodes are active, some are made

inactive. If too few nodes are active, some of the pool of spares are made active. It is

assumed that each node is aware of the target active cell population n, and the total
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number of nodes which are available for selection for active duty m, but does not have

omniscient access to the current active cell population δ. In a cell of total population l

there may also be nodes which do not participate in ADCP-regulated activity at some

given time, but can later be brought into the reserve pool to replace failed nodes. It is

assumed that any active node is capable of communicating with any other active node

within its cell.

Whereas CDAP is defined in section 8.2 to allocate duty and rest periods in the

medium term, with perhaps only the most energy consuming mote subsystems being

powered down in off-duty periods, under ADCP nodes can be powered down more fully

and for longer periods. This is important where nodes require non-trivial time to enter or

leave some low-power modes. For example, during startup a node might need to reboot

an operating system or recalibrate physical sensors. During shutdown, a mobile node may

need to become stationary, and instantaneous acceleration to velocity of zero magnitude

is impossible.

Each node acts independently, and each decision is made without reference or con-

sultation with other nodes. Information about other nodes within a network or network

cell is not actively shared or solicited, but instead is learned by observation. Non-active

nodes do not transmit in the wireless medium. This allows ADCP to be lightweight, and

guarantees that non-active nodes can not interfere with network activity supported by

active nodes.

ADCP is somewhat similar in principle to the PEAS approach [335], but more sophis-

ticated. ADCP maintains an active population of fixed size, which can be greater than

one, from a specific sensornet subpopulation such as that defined by membership of a

network cell. In contrast, PEAS aims to maintain only one active node within physical

regions, where these regions are defined in terms of communications range rather than ge-

ography, and therefore are not consistent between nodes. Having been activated by PEAS,

the single node remains active until it fails, at which point there is an unpredictable and

unbounded delay before replacement occurs. Prior to replacement, there is no coverage

in that region. Under ADCP, multiple nodes are active within a given region; if one node

should fail, the remainder may remain able to support the application with reduced but

non-zero capability. ADCP therefore prioritises the maintenance of constant active popu-

lation size over strictly minimising duty cycle, which is necessary to support applications

with well-defined QoS requirements, and actively seeks to share the duty burden equally
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and fairly among the available node population.

8.3.2 Cell subpopulations

Each node of the network population is a member of exactly one subpopulation. The active

set, ∆, contains nodes which are currently active within the network and are available for

participation in wireless communication. The reserve set, Λ, contains nodes which are not

currently active within the network, but which may become active in the future if required.

The inactive set, Γ, contains nodes which do not participate in the ADCP mechanism, for

example because energy reserves have become sufficiently depleted that the node cannot

fulfil the requirements of the protocol.

Nodes in Γ neither transmit nor receive messages in the wireless medium. Nodes in Λ

may passively listen to the wireless medium from time to time, but are not assumed to be

listening at all times; when not listening, radio modules can be switched into low-power

modes for energy conservation. Nodes in Λ do not transmit into the wireless medium

except to announce leaving Λ to join ∆, as described in section 8.3.3. Nodes in ∆ may

transmit or receive messages in the wireless medium, but ADCP does not define the nature

of this communication activity beside that which is required for nodes to estimate the size

of cell subpopulations as described in section 8.3.5.

8.3.3 ADCP protocol states

A simple Finite State Machine runs at each node. Each node is in exactly one state at

any given time. The states define the communication responsibilities of a given node at

a given time with regard to peer nodes within the cell and external entities beyond the

cell. As the local phase ϕi of node Si increases from 0 to ϕmax the protocol state may be

changed by detected synchronisation events, or by state timeouts. Most state transitions

occur when ϕi = ϕmax in response to observed network conditions.

Figure 8.9 illustrates the ADCP states and state transitions in UML statechart format.

There are three composite states in which a given node can exist, corresponding to the

three cell subpopulations described in section 8.3.2. Nodes in the inactive composite state

are members of the inactive set, Γ. Nodes in the reserve composite state are members

of the reserve set, Λ. Nodes in the active composite state are members of the active set,

∆. Section 8.3.6 defines the formulae with which the probabilities of nondeterministic

transitions are calculated.
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Figure 8.9: Finite State Machine for ADCP states

Now consider the simple states within the inactive, reserve and active composite states.

8.3.3.1 Simple states of the inactive composite state

INACTIVE - Node does not participate in network activity confined to the ACTIVE

state, and is not a candidate for selection to make up the shortfall in an underpop-

ulated network cell.

Each node starts in the INACTIVE state. The only possible transition is

INACTIVE→SUSPENDED which moves the node into the reserve set, Λ, hence mak-

ing the node a candidate for becoming an active participant in the network. Note that

there is no direct transition INACTIVE→ACTIVE ; this allows the ADCP mechanism to
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stagger and regulate the release of nodes to prevent the cell becoming flooded with too

many active participants.

Nodes can stay in the INACTIVE state for any arbitrary duration as determined ap-

propriate by the sensornet operator. If the operator wishes to make all nodes immediately

available as candidates for selection for active duty, this duration can be set to zero. This

is generally a good option where the number of available nodes, m, is of the same order

of magnitude as the target active population, n. It is also a good option where maximis-

ing the total lifetime of the network is of less importance than maintaining a fixed cell

population.

However, if there are many more nodes in a network cell than n it may be ad-

vantageous to stagger the release of nodes into the reserve set, Λ, by delaying the

INACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition. For example, it may be desired to make a subset

of all nodes available immediately, but hold back the remainder for later release to replace

failed nodes. If the mean time to failure (MTTF) is known for nodes, it is possible to

stagger this release such that candidates enter the reserve set, Λ, at a similar rate to that

at which failed nodes leave the network entirely. The primary benefit of this strategy is

that the inactive set nodes can enter very low power modes, perhaps switching off all sub-

systems other than a simple timer, whereas reserve set nodes must occasionally switch on

energy-hungry wireless communication modules to listen for network activity. It follows

that keeping nodes in the inactive set for as long as possible maximises network lifetime.

8.3.3.2 Simple states of the reserve composite state

SUSPENDED - A node in the reserve set, Λ, is not currently active in the network but

is held in reserve for future active duty.

SEARCHING - A node listens to the wireless medium for a period of equal length to

one system epoch, to determine how many peers are in the active set, ∆. At the

end of this period, the node must transition to JOINING if it is able and willing to

rejoin ∆, or otherwise transition back to SUSPENDED and remain in the reserve

set Λ.

JOINING - A node waits for an opportunity to rejoin the active set, ∆. The transition

occurs as soon as a suitable opportunity arises, or after waiting for the duration of

one epoch if no suitable opportunities arise, for example in an otherwise empty cell.
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A node in the SUSPENDED state not currently an active participant in the network,

but is held in reserve until it is required. The main difference between SUSPENDED

and INACTIVE is that nodes in the former state are eligible to become members of the

active set, ∆, if this should push a network cell toward the desired state where δ = n,

whereas nodes in the latter state are not eligible. Otherwise, the node is free to switch

off any energy-hungry subsystems, unless they are required for some other purpose by the

distributed application.

A SUSPENDED node occasionally transitions to SEARCHING to determine if its

participation is required. The local timer of each node measures the progress of its local

phase from 0 to ϕmax, at which point the node randomly decides with suspended-searching

probability, pω, to undergo the SUSPENDED→SEARCHING transition. If the node does

not elect to undergo this transition it simply remains in the SUSPENDED state.

If ADCP is used to manage energy-hungry wireless communications duty, nodes in

the SUSPENDED state will occasionally be selected for active duty, whereas nodes in the

INACTIVE state will never be selected. Controlling the balance of nodes between the

reserve set and the inactive set controls the frequency at which nodes undertake active

duty and hence deplete energy reserves. If the distributed application stores data from

observed traffic, retaining either raw data or some derivative, this can also control the

proportion of total application data managed by any single node. If a node has depleted

its energy reserves to the extent it is no longer able to be considered for active duty, it can

undertake the SUSPENDED→INACTIVE transition. The circumstances within which

this is appropriate are beyond the scope of the protocol definition.

A node entering the SEARCHING state as described above will remain in that state

for the duration of one system epoch, e. During that time, the node produces an estimate

of δ, the cardinality of the active set, ∆; the method by which this estimate is produced is

described in section 8.3.5. The node determines whether the cell in which it resides is un-

derpopulated. If false, the SEARCHING→SUSPENDED transition is always taken and the

node remains in the reserve set, Λ. If true, the node may join the active set, ∆; the prob-

ability pψ of taking this action depends on the extent to which the cell is underpopulated

and is calculated for each instance by the method given in sections 8.3.6 and 8.3.6.2. If this

probabilistic test succeeds the node takes the SEARCHING→JOINING transition, and

will eventually join the active set, ∆, otherwise it takes the SEARCHING→SUSPENDED

transition and remains in the reserve set.
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A node entering the JOINING state as described above will remain in that state until

a suitable opportunity arises to join the active set, ∆. When this opportunity arises

the node will immediately undertake the JOINING→ACTIVE transition, and signal this

intent to its new ACTIVE peers.

Firstly, consider the scenario in which the LISP mechanism defined in section 7.2

is implemented in the network. Assume that all ACTIVE nodes listen to the wireless

medium at all times. For a given node to signal its intent to become ACTIVE, all that

is required is that it begins to transmit one synchronisation pulse per system epoch as

described in section 7.2. The existing ACTIVE peers will accommodate the newcomer by

the usual mechanism, starting when the first synchronisation pulse is transmitted and the

JOINING→ACTIVE transition is taken.

However, ACTIVE nodes may not listen to the wireless medium at all times; for

example, the wireless communications subsystems may be switched off periodically to

reduce energy consumption. In the general case, the initial sync pulse transmission and

JOINING→ACTIVE transition must occur at a time when existing ACTIVE peers are

listening to the wireless medium.

In the specific case of a network in which CDAP is implemented, as defined in section

8.2, it is possible to make a minor change to CDAP which guarantees the JOINING node

can identify a suitable time. Recall from section 8.2.3.2 that the search window size has a

lower bound of µ = 2κ, where κ is the length of one LISP sync pulse. We amend CDAP to

require that nodes listening for phase neighbour sync pulses to remain listening for at least

time κ after receiving any sync pulse. We then arrange for the JOINING node to listen

to the wireless medium until any sync pulse is detected. When this observed sync pulse

transmission completes, the JOINING node immediately transmits its own sync pulse and

undertakes the JOINING→ACTIVE transition. This latter sync pulse transmission will

be observed by any current ACTIVE peer which was listening for the former sync pulse

as either a predecessor or successor, or which had just transmitted its own sync pulse.

As each node in the active set, ∆, must broadcast a synchronisation pulse exactly once

per system epoch, if a node remains in the JOINING state for a duration of one epoch, e,

it is possible to conclude that δ = 0. At this point the node should immediately broadcast

its first synchronisation pulse and undertake the JOINING→ACTIVE transition.

If the network does not implement the LISP primitive then the JOINING node should

announce its intention to join the active set, ∆, to its new ACTIVE peers by some mecha-
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nism appropriate to the networking regime selected by the sensornet designer. The details

of any such mechanism are not within the scope of ADCP, but would typically take the

form of a broadcast announcement packet as described above.

8.3.3.3 Simple states of the active composite state

ACTIVE - Node is in the active set ∆. At the end of each epoch the node either stays

in ∆, or elects to transition to SUSPENDED and joins the reserve set Λ.

Nodes in the ACTIVE state are active participants in the network, typically imple-

menting whatever network and computation duties are required by the distributed appli-

cation running within the sensornet. The ACTIVE state is the only ADCP state which is

not an energy-saving state, although sensornet designers will naturally wish to minimise

energy consumption by application-dependent means for ACTIVE nodes. If a network

implements both ADCP and CDAP, as defined in section 8.2, LISP- and CDAP-regulated

behaviour is implemented only within the nodes assigned to the ACTIVE state by ADCP.

This achieves the goal of ADCP providing the long-term duty schedule coordination as

specified in section 7.1.1.

For maximum stability of the membership of the active set, ∆, we would require that

any node in the ACTIVE state would remain as such until forced into the INACTIVE

state, for example as a consequence of energy reserve depletion. Other nodes in the

reserve set, Λ, would periodically determine whether to join ∆, but in each instance

would determine this to be unnecessary.

However, this regime would lead to an uneven distribution of responsibility among

the node population. For example, the semi-permanent members of ∆ would generally

deplete their energy reserves substantially quicker. Perhaps more significantly, if nodes

were required to store raw sensor data, derived partial or complete computation results,

or to learn the characteristics of nearby traffic flows by observation, the semi-permanent

members of ∆ would shoulder a disproportionate burden. If such a node were then to fail,

the damage impact would also be disproportionately large.

If the characteristics of the sensornet prioritise an equitable distribution of responsi-

bility over active population stability, we can arrange for ACTIVE nodes to occasionally

elect to undertake the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition from the active set, ∆, to the

reserve set, Λ. Each ACTIVE node periodically implements an independent decision to

either undertake the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition with voluntary suspension prob-
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ability, pτ , or to remain ACTIVE. Any period could be employed, though if the network

implements LISP as defined in section 7.2 one viable approach is for each node to measure

its local phase from 0 to ϕmax and implement the probabilistic decision at ϕmax.

Assuming a node elects to undertake the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition, a mem-

ber of the Λ will then take its place by the normal mechanism to correct an underpopulated

cell described in section 8.3.6. The node which has just joined Λ may rejoin ∆ at some

point; perhaps immediately, if not specifically prohibited. Note that there is little point

in setting pτ > 0 if δ = n.

If a node has depleted its energy reserves to the extent it is no longer able to be

considered for active duty, it can undertake the ACTIVE→INACTIVE transition. The

circumstances within which this is appropriate are beyond the scope of the protocol defi-

nition.

8.3.4 Relationship with other protocols

ADCP is designed to integrate with the LISP primitive defined in section 7.2 and the

CDAP protocol defined in section 8.2. In this section we consider the motivation for this

integration, and the circumstances under which these dependencies can be removed.

ADCP manages a pool of nodes, maintaining a fixed population of n ACTIVE nodes.

ADCP does not define other network behaviour of these; it simply delivers an ACTIVE

population of correct size. Non-ACTIVE nodes do not participate in the network. Other

protocols, such as CDAP, manage the behaviour and interactions of ACTIVE nodes which

do participate in the network. Informally, we could therefore consider all CDAP states

defined in section 8.2.1.1 to be substates of the ADCP ACTIVE state defined in section

8.3.3, and likewise for all other stateful protocols running on ACTIVE nodes. However,

neither CDAP nor ADCP strictly requires the other, and these substates are merely an

artefact of the superposition of multiple protocols running simultaneously.

Correct functioning of the ADCP mechanism is predicated on the assumption that

each participating node can estimate the active subpopulation of a cell, and thus calculate

the surplus or shortfall of observed active nodes as compared to the required number.

In section 8.3.5 we describe how this is achieved in networks implementing the LISP

primitive, defined in section 7.2, by counting the number of unique nodes broadcasting at

least once within a given duration of length e. The requirement for behaviour similar to

that implemented by LISP can be relaxed if some other mechanism exists through which
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a node can determine how many of its peers are actively participating in the network.

It is assumed that nodes moving from the reserve set Λ to the active set ∆ are able

to signal their intention to their peers. In section 8.3.3 we describe how this is achieved

by a node broadcasting a LISP synchronisation transmission. It is obvious that this will

be unsuccessful if the currently active peers are not listening to the wireless medium at

the time this broadcast occurs. Under CDAP it is known that nodes will be listening

around the expected times of peer synchronisation transmissions. Joining nodes aim to

transmit around the expected time for some other node when peers can be expected to

be listening, as defined in section 8.3.3.3. The requirement for behaviour similar to that

implemented by CDAP can be relaxed if some other mechanism exists through which a

node can announce to its peers that it intends to join the set of active nodes.

8.3.5 Determining size of subpopulations

Assume we have a network, or a network cell, with a total population of l nodes, of which

m are in any state other than INACTIVE, and a target active population of n nodes. At

any given time the activity distribution of the population is such that γ nodes are in the

inactive set, Γ, λ nodes are in the reserve set, Λ, and δ nodes are in the active set, ∆. The

total number of nodes which are available, but not necessarily selected, for active duty is

given by m = λ+ δ at any given time. We need only δ, m and n to calculate the correct

state change probability as described in section 8.3.6. We must therefore determine the

absolute values associated with parameters λ and δ at some arbitrary point during the

lifetime of the network.

Assume that network nodes are running the LISP primitive defined in section 7.2. We

know that during any arbitrary period of length e each active node will broadcast a syn-

chronisation transmission exactly once. Each node counts the number of synchronisation

transmissions, d, observed within an epoch of length e as measured between pairs of LISP

synchronisation transmissions. d estimates the number of active peers. δ = d+1 estimates

the total active subpopulation size, including the node making the estimate. If the value

of m is known then it is trivial to find λ = m− δ, such that the proportion of active nodes

is δ
m and the proportion of non-active nodes is γ+λ

m .

The above works well for nodes in the SEARCHING state where the node is listening

to the wireless medium for a complete system epoch. However, if the network implements

the CDAP mechanism defined in section 8.2, nodes in the ACTIVE state may have their
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wireless communication modules inactive for part of each system epoch to conserve energy.

Under this condition the ACTIVE node may not be listening to the wireless medium during

the synchronisation transmissions of some peers. Instead, we exploit the fact that LISP

places these synchronisation transmissions evenly throughout the system epoch.

Recall from section 7.2.3 that each pair of LISP synchronisation transmissions is sepa-

rated by a delay of d = e
n , where e is the epoch length and n is the target cell population.

We substitute δ for n as we wish to find the current population size, which does not nec-

essarily equal n at the time of measurement. Under CDAP each node can observe at least

three synchronisations transmissions: that of its predecessor phase neighbour, that of its

successor phase neighbour, and its own synchronisation transmission halfway between the

other two (see section 8.2.3.2). The total time between the predecessor phase neighbour

and successor phase neighbour occupies two CDAP timeslots in time 2d, and can be mea-

sured directly at each node. As we know that d = e
δ , and we have measured the value

of 2d, trivial rearrangement gives δ = ⌈ ed⌉. We round up to the next integer as a non-

integral node count is meaningless, as is an estimate of δ = 0 for a cell which must contain

at least one node to implement the calculation. If no phase neighbour synchronisation

transmissions exist, a node can deduce it is a singleton in its cell and assume δ = 1.

Other methods of determining the size δ of the active set, ∆, exist which do not

assume the LISP primitive, defined in section 7.2, is running within the network or the

cell. For example, each node could listen to the wireless medium continuously. Within

each period of length e, each node can record the identity of any nodes which happen to

transmit a packet. At the end of the period of length e, the cardinality of the set of all

unique transmitter nodes can be taken as an estimate of the active set, ∆, subpopulation.

This approach has the advantage of zero overhead; no additional packet transmissions

are required, minimising disruption and overloading of the wireless medium. However,

it is not guaranteed to count all nodes in ∆ unless all nodes are guaranteed to transmit

periodically with frequency f > 1
e . Furthermore, data packets are likely to be longer than

the minimal synchronisation packets described in section 7.2.6, and the requirement to

listen continually may increase the rate of energy consumption.

8.3.6 Probabilistic state transitions

Section 8.3.3 describes the state transitions possible under ADCP. Where possible these

state transitions are deterministic. However, nodes will often have incomplete knowledge
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of the network and its constituent elements. ADCP must employ some probabilistic state

transitions, defined such that the most likely outcome is that which would be selected if

complete knowledge was available.

In some cases the probability of a given state transition implemented by a given node

is dependent on the perceived state of the network cell in which that node resides. More

specifically, the probability that a given node either joins or leaves the active set, ∆, is

dependent on the current number of active nodes, δ, as estimated by the methods outlined

in section 8.3.5.

This probabilistic approach is required because each node is an equal peer and does not

have an omniscient view of the network cell. It follows that there is no central controller,

or distributed coordination mechanism, to decide which of the eligible nodes should make

a given transition. Consider a network cell in which δ ̸= n. The greater the difference

between observed and required active population size, ϵ = δ − n, the greater the number

of nodes which will need to undergo a state transition to push the network cell toward the

desired condition of δ = n where ϵ = 0.

Ideally, we would like all nodes undertaking these transitions to implement the appro-

priate change as soon as possible. From section 8.3.5 we know that each node is equipped

with the value of n and an estimate of δ. Over a period of length e, each node will pro-

duce its estimate of ϵ and will decide independently whether it shall contribute toward the

change in active cell population. If nodes could cooperate and coordinate their decisions,

it would be trivial to define a simple algorithm to decide which eligible nodes undergo a

given state transition during some system epoch.

However, without some centralised or resource-consuming distributed control mecha-

nism, it is possible to achieve similar results by implementing probabilistic methods. The

probability that a given node undergoes a given state transition is dependent on the num-

ber of nodes required to undergo this transition. A feedback loop is created in which nodes

observe the network as their local phase increases from 0 to ϕmax, decide whether to take

action, with the results of this decision then being observed during the next epoch.

As each node does not cooperate or coordinate its decision with that of its peers, we

apply a probabilistic approach in which state transition probabilities are calculated as a

function of the overpopulation or underpopulation of a network cell. Each node has an

equivalent view of the cell such that, within a system epoch, each node will independently

calculate the same probability p for each state transition. It follows that the number
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of nodes which independently decide to undergo a given state transition, x, in a given

system epoch observes a binomial distribution [38]. x is distributed as x ∼ B(y, p) where

y is the number of nodes which are eligible to undergo a given state transition and p is

the probability that an eligible node independently chooses to do so.1

It is obvious that probabilistic decision making of this type is not guaranteed to correct

the active cell population δ = n within the duration of a single system epoch of length e.

For any given probability p, it is entirely possible that the number of nodes from a set of

c candidates which independently decide to implement state transition could be any value

in the interval [0, c]. Furthermore, as the local phase of nodes is not equal (see section

7.2.2), and each node α makes the probabilistic decision as its local phase ϕα = ϕmax, the

estimate of δ at a given node may become inaccurate as other nodes independently leave

or join the active set, ∆.

Assume that all nodes in Λ ∪ ∆ are listening to the wireless medium and hence are

eligible to undergo state transition to correct the active cell population. If each node has an

independent source of reasonably random numbers from which to make the probabilistic

decision, and x observes a binomial distribution, it follows that the expected value is given

by E(x) = yp with variance V (x) = yp(1 − p) [38]. We define the formulæ with which to

calculate p below, such that yp = |ϵ|. It follows that the expected value of x within any

given system epoch is equal to the number of nodes which must undergo a state transition

to restore the active set cardinality to the desired value such that |∆| = n. By the Law

of Large Numbers [38], the average value of x tends to approach and stay close to the

expected value across multiple system epochs.

As a consequence, the most likely outcome at the end of a system epoch is that the

composition of all independent decisions yields a network cell with the desired number

of ACTIVE nodes, regardless of the values of δ and ϵ at the start of that epoch. It

is possible that there is a mismatch between x and ϵ such that the number of nodes

which independently decide to undergo the state transition is greater or lesser than the

1If ADCP was modified to allow a leaving or joining node to immediately signal the outcome of its prob-

abilistic decision to its peers, and those peers immediately took account of this information in determining

the probability of their own non-deterministic decision taking, the number of nodes independently under-

taking a given probabilistic decision would observe a hypergeometric distribution rather than a binomial

distribution. However, the binomial distribution is a good approximation of the hypergeometric distribu-

tion, particularly for large populations, and in any case sensornets cannot generally support immediate

state information distribution where nodes are sometimes not listening to the wireless medium.
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ideal. However, as the binomial distribution can be approximated well by a Gaussian

distribution, it is likely that any such mismatch is small; the probability of a given x value

falls away quickly either side of the expected value, |ϵ|. Any remaining discrepancy between

δ and n is corrected during subsequent system epochs by the same mechanism. Because

each decision is probabilistic and independent, it is not possible to give a hard guarantee

that δ will ever be equal to n, but it is possible to define the probability distribution

function for the number of epochs taken for δ to reach n.

Good sources of pseudorandom numbers, essential for each node to make an indepen-

dent probabilistic decision, can be obtained by algorithms such as Mersenne Twister [197]

with acceptable overhead. Appropriate seed values can be obtained from entropy sources

such as physical sensor hardware or network packet timing data. To prevent excessive

volatility it is possible to damp the effect by applying a scalar in the interval (0, 1] to

the state transition probabilities as described below. This may be useful in sensornets

where lost or phantom synchronisation transmissions (see section 7.2.10.4) tend to give

unreliable estimates of δ, but is not strictly necessary. It may also be useful if the net-

work operator wishes to ensure that underpopulated and overpopulated cell conditions are

corrected at the same rate by retarding the correction of an overpopulated cell. If nodes

in the reserve set, Λ, spend significant time in the SUSPENDED state in which they are

not eligible to undergo the SEARCHING→JOINING→ACTIVE sequence, overpopulation

might otherwise be corrected faster than underpopulation.

Recall that we wish to obtain a situation in which the cell population δ equals the

target population n. It follows that the cell can be overpopulated, underpopulated, or

correctly populated. We calculate the value of p under each possibility below in sections

8.3.6.1, 8.3.6.2, and 8.3.6.3. To recap, the probability calculation uses several measures

of cell population. n is the target active population, δ is the current active population,

and m is the total usable active and reserve population. Where a number of nodes must

undertake a given state transition to move δ toward n, ϵ = δ − n is the desired change

in active population, y is the number of nodes eligible to undergo this transition, and x

is the number of nodes which independently choose to undergo this transition during a

system epoch.
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8.3.6.1 Overpopulated cell: δ > n

For an overpopulated cell we know that the appropriate state transition to correct the cell

population is the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition. Only nodes in the active set, ∆,

are considered eligible to undergo this transition, and all members of ∆ are eligible during

each system epoch. It follows that x ∼ B(ya, pχ) where the number of eligible ACTIVE

nodes ya = δ. pχ = 0 unless the cell is overpopulated.

pχ is the calculated probability that a given node will independently choose to take the

ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition. Recall from section 8.3.6 that we wish to calculate

pχ such that yapχ = |ϵ|. A trivial rearrangement yields pχ = |ϵ|
δ where ya = δ.

πχ ∈ (0, 1] is the node suspension coefficient, which is a scaling factor applied to pχ

to reduce the rate at which nodes move from the active set, ∆, to the reserve set, Λ.

To utilise the node suspension coefficient we extend the definition of pχ given above to

pχ = πχ
|ϵ|
δ . As πχ ̸= 0 it is always possible for the cell to progress toward the target active

population n, and as πχ ≤ 1 the expected value E(x) = πχ
|ϵ|
δ ya = πχ|ϵ| never exceeds that

of the simple case in which πχ = 1. A typical use of πχ is to balance the rate at which

underpopulated and overpopulated cell conditions are corrected where pω ̸= 1.

Given δ > n, it is trivially always true that there are sufficient candidates in ∆ which

can undertake the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition, so it is always true that we can

find a suitable pχ ∈ (0, 1] such that the expected value E(x) = |ϵ|.

8.3.6.2 Underpopulated cell: δ < n

For an underpopulated cell, the appropriate state transitions to correct the cell population

are those of the SEARCHING→JOINING→ACTIVE sequence. Only nodes in the reserve

set, Λ, can undertake this sequence. However, at any given time it is not guaranteed that

any given node in Λ is in the SEARCHING state; listening to the wireless medium in

the SEARCHING state is less energy efficient than the SUSPENDED state in which the

communications hardware can be switched off, so it is desirable for nodes to spend more

time in the latter state than the former.

Recall from section 8.3.3.2 that a SUSPENDED node independently decides with prob-

ability pω whether to enter the SEARCHING state at the end of each local epoch. This

decision is independent of the probabilistic state transition considered in this section. The

proportion of reserve set nodes in the SEARCHING state is also pω. It follows that

x ∼ B(ys, pψ) where the number of eligible SEARCHING nodes ys = λpω. From section
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8.3.5 we know that λ = m− δ. pψ = 0 unless the cell is underpopulated.

pψ is the calculated probability that a given node will independently choose to take the

SEARCHING→JOINING transition, which inevitably leads to the JOINING→ACTIVE.

Recall from section 8.3.6 that we wish to calculate pψ such that yspψ = |ϵ|. A trivial

rearrangement yields pψ = |ϵ|
(m−δ)pω

where ys = λpω.

πψ ∈ (0, 1] is the node activation coefficient, which is a scaling factor applied to pψ

to reduce the rate at which nodes move from the reserve set, Λ, to the active set, ∆.

To utilise the node activation coefficient we extend the definition of pψ given above to

pψ = πψ
|ϵ|

(m−δ)pω
. As πψ ̸= 0 it is always possible for the cell to progress toward the target

active population n, and as πψ ≤ 1 the expected value E(x) = πψ
|ϵ|

(m−δ)pω
ys = πψ|ϵ| never

exceeds that of the simple case in which πψ = 1. A typical use of πψ is to balance the rate

at which underpopulated and overpopulated cell conditions are corrected where pω ̸= 1.

Given δ < n, it is not always true that there are sufficient candidates in Λ which can un-

dertake the SEARCHING→JOINING transition such that the expected value E(x) = |ϵ|.

If ys < |ϵ| this would imply pψ > 1, which is obviously impossible.2 As probabilities must

be in the range [0, 1] we require that the value of pψ used by a given node when deciding

whether to undergo the state transition is given by pψ = max(πψ
|ϵ|

(m−δ)pω
, 1). If λpω < |ϵ|,

forcing pψ = 1, the expected value is trivially E(x) = λpω as the binomial distribution

is effectively reduced to a uniform distribution. It follows that the expected value of the

active set population size δ < n after a single system epoch passes, although δ → n in

successive system epochs as system time t→ ∞ provided that (λ+ δ) ≥ n.

8.3.6.3 Correctly populated cell: δ = n

The probability that an ACTIVE node volunteers to undertake the

ACTIVE→SUSPENDED transition is fixed at pτ ∈ [0, 1]; this is independent of δ.

Only nodes in the active set, ∆, are considered eligible to undergo this transition, and all

members of ∆ are eligible during each system epoch. Each eligible node independently

decides, with the same probability pτ , whether to undergo the transition. It follows that

2Unless we accept an interpretation in which a given SEARCHING node a has the ability to move

some set of other nodes A from the inactive set, Γ, to the reserve set, Λ, with each of the {a} ∪ A nodes

probabilistically transitioning to ACTIVE by the usual manner but with probability scaled by the factor

1
|{a}∪A| . However, this would require additional control mechanisms that are beyond the scope of ADCP,

and assumes the existence of sufficient INACTIVE nodes to make up the shortfall.
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x ∼ B(ya, pτ ) under a binomial distribution where the number of eligible ACTIVE nodes

ya = δ. pτ = 0 unless the cell is correctly populated.

The network designer must select an appropriate balance between cell population sta-

bility, favoured by lower values of pτ , and equitable burden distribution, favoured by

higher values of pτ . One approach is to define the desired level of population volatility

and work backward toward a value of pτ . This is possible because the probability density

function is well defined for binomial distributions. If we wish the average number of nodes

moving from ∆ to Λ per system epoch to be z, we set the required expected value of the

distribution as E(x) = z. As E(x) = yapτ , and ya = δ, we can extract pτ = z
δ .

Typically, the network designer would wish to define z < (m − n)pω, such that the

average number of ACTIVE nodes electing to undergo the ACTIVE→SUSPENDED from

a correctly populated cell is lower than the average number of SEARCHING nodes in the

newly-underpopulated cell able to address the shortfall. This prevents the size of the active

set, ∆, from deviating too far from the ideal value δ = n for long durations, while still

allowing some level of exchange between the active set, ∆, and reserve set, Λ, to distribute

burden fairly between the set of all candidate nodes in the long term.

8.3.7 ADCP state transitions

Figure 8.9 illustrates ADCP states and state transitions. The associated guard conditions

are listed in table 8.5 for clarity as they cannot fit in figure 8.9.

Transitions {a, b, c} relate to nodes joining or leaving the sensornet; precondition defini-

tions are application-specific and beyond the scope of ADCP. Nodes may become available

when present in the network from the start, or when added later, and nodes may cease

to be available owing to hardware failure or depleted power supply; these actions may

be beyond application control. However, nodes may become available owing to staggered

wakeup as discussed in section 8.3.3.1, or cease to be available when attempting to replen-

ish depleted energy supplies [145]. Mobile nodes may also become available or cease to be

available when entering or leaving the sensornet physical region.

Transitions {d, e, f, g, h} relate to internal ADCP activity for nodes currently within

a sensornet. State transitions utilise cell subpopulation estimation methods defined in

section 8.3.5 to find the population error estimate ϵ as perceived by each node, and the

probability parameters pω, pψ, pχ and pτ , as defined in section 8.3.6. The random number

r ∈ [0, 1] is generated when a probabilistic decision is required, and compared against
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the probability calculated for that specific decision; if the test succeeds, the transition is

possible. Any transition for which the guard contains r is a non-deterministic transition.

All other transitions for which the guard does not contain r are deterministic.

Label Condition

a node becomes available

b node ceases to be available

c node ceases to be available

d r > pω

e ϵ ≥ 0

f ϵ < 0 ∧ r > pψ

g ϵ < 0

h (ϵ = 0 ∧ r > pτ ) ∨ (ϵ > 0 ∧ r > pχ)

Table 8.5: Guard conditions for ADCP Finite State Machine in figure 8.9

Algorithm 5 defines the behaviour of ADCP executing at each node Si ∈ Σ, using the

probabilistic state transitions defined in section 8.3.6 and cell subpopulation estimation

methods defined in section 8.3.5. Variables not defined within the algorithm itself take

the standard meanings used elsewhere in this document.

8.3.8 Cost analysis

ADCP is a lightweight protocol. The only required data storage is for a single integer

at each node, used to store the estimate of active set cardinality, δ, upon which the

probabilistic state transition decisions described in section 8.3.6 are based. It follows that

ADCP storage cost is O(1) in node population.

For a node in the SEARCHING state, the δ estimate is set to an initial value of 0 and

incremented each time another member of the cell broadcasts a sync pulse transmission.

Under ADCP, only the δ ACTIVE nodes broadcast LISP synchronisation transmissions.

It follows that ADCP algorithmic cost is O(n) in cell population. Other ADCP behaviour,

such as the probabilistic state transition decisions, occur at each node exactly once per

system epoch and are independent of population size; ADCP is O(1) in network size for

these behaviours, but O(1) is subsumed by O(n).
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Algorithm 5 : ADCP at node Si
Require: Target cell population, n
Require: Suspended-Searching probability, pω
Require: Correctly populated cell Active-Suspended probability, pτ
Require: Current ADCP state si =SUSPENDED
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: if ϕi = ϕmax then
3: if si =SUSPENDED then
4: generate random number r ∈ [0, 1]
5: if r > pω then
6: si ⇐ SEARCHING
7: end if
8: else if si =SEARCHING then
9: estimate difference between current and target active population, ϵ

10: if ϵ ≥ 0 then
11: si ⇐ SUSPENDED
12: else
13: calculate Searching-Joining probability, pψ
14: generate random number r ∈ [0, 1]
15: if r > pψ then
16: si ⇐ JOINING
17: end if
18: end if
19: else if si =JOINING then
20: fire own synchronisation event at node Si
21: reset ϕi = 0
22: si ⇐ ACTIVE
23: else if si =ACTIVE then
24: estimate difference between current and target active population, ϵ
25: if ϵ > 0 then
26: calculate overpopulated cell Active-Suspended probability, pχ
27: generate random number r ∈ [0, 1]
28: if r > pχ then
29: si ⇐ SUSPENDED
30: end if
31: else if ϵ = 0 then
32: generate random number r ∈ [0, 1]
33: if r > pτ then
34: si ⇐ SUSPENDED
35: end if
36: end if
37: end if
38: else if si =JOINING then
39: if another node Sj ̸= Si has just broadcast its synchronisation event then
40: fire own synchronisation event at node Si
41: reset ϕi = 0
42: si ⇐ ACTIVE
43: end if
44: end if
45: end while

8.3.9 Energy efficiency

The primary objective of ADCP is to manage the size of the active set, ∆. This is to ensure

that any application-level requirements for cell coverage are satisfied by an appropriate
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number of active cell members at any given time; not too many, and not too few. However,

a secondary objective is to minimise network energy consumption so as to extend the useful

lifetime of the network. We must therefore consider the energy characteristics of a system

in which ADCP is active.

For a cell containing l nodes in total, we have cell subpopulations Γ, Λ and ∆ such

that γ + λ + δ = l. Within each subpopulation we assume nodes have a similar average

rate of energy consumption. We label these energy consumption rates wΓ, wΛ and w∆ for

subpopulations Γ, Λ and ∆ respectively.

By the definitions given in section 8.3.2 it is reasonable to assume that all members

of each subpopulation consume energy at a similar rate, if this rate is defined over a

reasonable duration. In the case of sensornets implementing the protocols defined in this

chapter a reasonable duration would span several system epochs, in order to smooth out

the transient behaviour implicit within each epoch. Nodes in the inactive set, Γ, are

dormant; provided all are equally dormant, it is trivially true that they will consume

energy at a similar rate. Nodes in the reserve set, Λ, are largely inactive but occasionally

assess whether they are needed in the active set, ∆. Provided that all nodes in Λ are

equally likely to perform this assessment in a given epoch, which is true under ADCP

(see section 8.3.6.2), all will consume energy at a similar rate. Nodes in the active set, ∆,

may consume energy at different rates at different times within a system epoch if CDAP is

implemented (see section 8.2), or at a similar rate at all times if CDAP is not implemented.

In either case, the average rate of energy consumption is equal for all nodes if measured

across an entire epoch, as CDAP allocates equal duty periods within the epoch.

It follows that we can estimate the energy consumption rate of a network cell at a

given time t, if we know the size of the subpopulations at t and the average rate of energy

consumption of a node within a subpopulation. The total rate of energy consumption

across an entire network cell, wtotal, is given in equation 8.1.

wtotal = γtwγ + λtwλ + δtwδ (8.1)

wtotal gives the average rate of energy consumption for a stable system, where the rate

of energy conversion is measured in terms of some unit of time. To obtain a measure of

total energy consumption we simply multiply wtotal by the number of time units required.

If we know the total number of nodes, l, the target cell population, n, and the number

of nodes which are eligible for ACTIVE duty, m, we can obtain the average rate of energy
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consumption for a network cell in the steady state rather than at some specific time t.

From section 8.3.2 we know that δ = n, λ = m− n, and γ = l −m.

wtotal = (l −m)wγ + (m− n)wλ + nwδ (8.2)

Consider the energy profile of nodes in the reserve set, Λ. From section 8.3.6.2 we

know that the proportion of nodes in Λ which are in the SEARCHING state is on average

equal to pω over the duration of a system epoch. Assume that all energy-consuming

activity is regulated by CDAP and ADCP, and owing to the energy characteristics of

wireless communications subsystems we can ignore other energy consumption effects. It

follows that SEARCHING and JOINING nodes in Λ have similar energy consumption to

ACTIVE nodes in ∆, and similarly that SUSPENDED nodes in Λ have similar energy

consumption to INACTIVE nodes in Γ. If these assumptions hold for a given sensornet

we can obtain equation 8.3.

wtotal = (l −m+ (1 − pω)(m− n))wγ + (n+ pω(m− n))wδ (8.3)

8.3.10 Measuring effectiveness

We define the metrics R1 − R3 to measure the effectiveness of ADCP. As ADCP has

multiple objectives, it follows that we require multiple metrics with which to measure

success against these objectives as runtime t increases in the interval [0,∞). The metrics

are sampled at a set of evenly spaced points in system runtime t during a measurement

period [tstart, tstop].

Firstly, the protocol aims to manage the size δ of the active set, ∆, population. R1

simply measures the value of δ at some time of interest; ideally, δ = n. This measures the

effectiveness of ADCP at managing the active cell subpopulation.

Secondly, the protocol aims to reduce energy consumption to the minimum required to

support the required level of service. R2 measures the proportion of total network runtime

during which nodes are in the SUSPENDED state, and hence are not required to partici-

pate in intra- or inter-cellular communications. It follows that, in the SUSPENDED state,

energy-hungry wireless communications modules can be switched off to conserve energy.

This measures the effectiveness of ADCP at enabling energy efficiency improvements.

Thirdly, the protocol aims to share the duty burden evenly within the cell population.

R3 measures the standard deviation of the proportion of total runtime nodes spend in the
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active set, ∆. Nodes in the inactive set, Γ, are not candidates for active duty and do not

contribute to this metric. This measures the effectiveness of ADCP at sharing the duty

burden between the candidates for active duty.

As with the CDAP metrics (see section 8.2.2) the R1 values are defined across the

entire network cell, and are not meaningful at the level of an individual node. As with

LISP metrics (see section 7.2.5) the R2-R3 values are defined across the entire network

cell, but are found by taking measurements at individual nodes and aggregating across

the entire cell population.

R1: The size δ of the active set, ∆, population at some time t. Note this is the actual

value of δ available to an omniscient observer, rather than the estimate used by cell

members in the probability calculations given in section 8.3.6. Measured in nodes.

Defined in the range [0, l] where l is the total number of nodes in a network cell.

The ideal value of R1 = n.

R2: The proportion of total network runtime during which nodes are in the SUSPENDED

state, taken as the average across all l nodes, during which nodes are permitted to

switch off energy-hungry wireless communications modules. Unitless. Defined in the

range [0, 1]. The ideal value of R2 = 1.

R3: The standard deviation of proportion of time for which nodes are assigned to the

active set, ∆, across all non-INACTIVE nodes in the set (Λ∪∆). Unitless. Defined

in the range [0, 1]. The ideal value of R3 = 0.

8.3.11 Experimental results

We implemented ADCP in a modelled unicellular sensornet. A series of experiments was

performed to establish the effectiveness of ADCP in terms of the metrics defined in section

8.3.10.

8.3.11.1 Population management: Cold start

The behaviour of ADCP was examined in a cold start scenario. Initially all nodes are in

the reserve set, Λ, such that R1 = 0, corresponding to the conditions expected when a new

sensornet is deployed into the environment. As time progresses, we expect that R1 → n

as nodes independently choose to join the active set, ∆, and the network cell approaches

its required operating active population.
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We set total cell population higher than target active population such that l > n

to illustrate correct behaviour where cells have surplus nodes. All nodes begin in the

SUSPENDED state as per figure 8.9. In the initial state R1 = 0, corresponding to

an underpopulated cell as defined in section 8.3.6.2. It follows that the relevant ADCP

parameters are the suspended-searching probability, pω, defined in section 8.3.3.2, and the

node activation coefficient, πψ, defined in section 8.3.6.2. However, we must also specify

values for the voluntary suspension probability, pω, as the cell will eventually be correctly

populated as defined in section 8.3.6.3, and for the node suspension coefficient, πχ, as the

cell may temporarily have too many active nodes as the population settles.

We first consider the development of active cell population, R1, as a function of time,

t, as measured in system epochs of length e time units. We set l = 20 and n = 10 such

that the cell contains more nodes than are required to be active, to illustrate the fact that

active cell population does not simply increase without bound as a function of time.

We set the node activation coefficient πψ = 1, and the node suspension coefficient,

πχ = 1, as we do not wish to artificially reduce the rate at which nodes enter or leave the

active set, ∆. We set the voluntary suspension probability pτ = 0 as we do not wish to

obscure the population stabilisation effect with the fair duty allocation effect which will

be considered in section 8.3.11.5.
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Figure 8.10: Development of R1 over time for values of pω
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Figure 8.10 illustrates the relationships between R1 and time for different values of pω.

The suspended-searching probability pω varies in the range [0, 1], with one value of pω per

trace. We see that for all pω > 0 eventually R1 = n, with higher values of pω reaching this

condition more quickly. This illustrates that it is desirable to set pω as high as possible

while still conforming to cell energy usage requirements as considered in section 8.3.6.2.

The initial state of the cell is that each node has a random initial local phase, so in

addition to the probabilistic action of ADCP there is another source of instability at the

start as the LISP mechanism evenly spaces the per-node synchronisation events throughout

the system epochs. Each node which implements ADCP estimates the number of active

neighbouring nodes sharing its cell by counting, within a given period of equal length

to one system epoch, the number of synchronisation events fired by these neighbouring

nodes. Note that although this method is used in this experiment, other methods to

estimate population sizes are discussed in section 8.3.5.

If these neighbours’ event firing times remained constant, relative to the start and finish

times of this node’s counting period, then each neighbour would be counted exactly once

and hence an accurate estimation of the active population would be acquired. However,

LISP induces individual nodes to move the timing of their synchronisation events. It

follows that, within a given counting period, a node may observe a given neighbour firing

its synchronisation event 0 times if the next event event is pushed back beyond the end

of the counting period, or 2 times if the occurrence of the next instance is pulled forward

to within the counting period. As SUSPENDED nodes do not generate synchronisation

events, LISP must restabilise the cell every time ADCP transitions a node between the

active set, ∆, and the reserve set, Λ.

As higher values of pω are expected to permit the cell population to stabilise at the

required value more quickly, it is useful to consider the relationship between pω and the

critical time tc required for the cell to reach and maintain the condition R1 = n. tc is

measured in epochs, which are independent of the underlying time unit in which the system

epoch length is defined. Note that tc may occur some time after the first occurrence of

R1 = n if the cell takes some time to stablise, during which the active population size

varies and is at times higher or lower than required.

Figure 8.11 plots pω against tc to illustrate the relationship between suspended-searching

probability and cell stabilisation time. Examining the smoothed trend we see that, in gen-

eral, higher values of pω yield lower values of tc, indicating that setting pω is desirable in
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Figure 8.11: Epochs required to reach R1 = n stable state versus pω

systems for which rapid stabilisation is desirable. However, examining the unsmoothed

raw datapoints we see that the relationship between pω and tc is not simple. Where tc

appears particularly large for a given pω, it is usually the case that R1 ≈ n such that it

cycles between n and either R1 = n− 1 or R1 = n+ 1 for numerous epochs before finally

settling on the correct stable value of R1 = n.

This is a consequence of complex interactions between independently acting nodes.

The number of active nodes is sampled periodically, and is well-defined but unknown

between these sampling points, but can change unpredictably owing to the probabilistic

nature of the decision process which is not coordinated between nodes (see section 8.3.6).

The probabilistic decision of any given node indirectly influences the decision of every

other node for the remaining runtime of the network. This leads to a situation in which

behaviour is deterministic but hard to predict, this property deriving partially from LISP

on which the active neighbour estimation function is based.

As the number of nodes per cell grows, the influence of any individual decision is

minimised, because the number of candidate nodes making a given decision approaches

the expected value of the probability distribution function. However, when the active cell

population is close to the desired population, and the sensornet cell does not contain a

large number of nodes, the influence of an individual decision may be significant in the
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short term.

Another factor to consider in assessing the performance of ADCP is its response to

variations in total cell population, l. The value of l may vary across network cells in the

initial state of the sensornet owing to a potentially unpredictable or inconsistent deploy-

ment method and operational environment. Furthermore, as nodes fail or are added to

the sensornet, the value of l for any given cell may rise or fall, and ADCP should continue

to work effectively. ADCP should maintain R1 = n if l ≥ n, and should maintain R1 = l

where l < n and hence the prior condition cannot be achieved. The latter goal is defined

such that, if necessarily R1 < n, then we want R1 to approach n as closely as possible.

A further set of experiments was implemented, similar to those described above for

variable pω and fixed l, in which pω was fixed and l was variable. We set pω = 0.5 as this

is the central value of the defined range [0, 1], and varied l in the interval [1, 100] to span

an order of magnitude greater, and an order of magnitude lesser, than the critical value

of l = n. Figure 8.12 illustrates the time, measured in epochs, required to reach the stable

target population as defined above for each value of l shown on a logarithmic scale. The

dashed vertical line at l = 10 indicates the transition between the R1 = l stable condition

for l < n, and the R1 = n stable condition for l ≥ n.
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Figure 8.12: Epochs required to reach R1 = n stable state versus l

Firstly, consider the plot for l < 10 in figure 8.12. Observe that relatively few epochs
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must pass until the R1 = l stable condition for l < n condition is reached. This is because

the cell is always underpopulated, as defined in section 8.3.6.2, such that any node entering

the SEARCHING state is permitted to undergo the SEARCHING→JOINING→ACTIVE

transition sequence; the cell is never overpopulated or correctly populated as defined in

sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.3 respectively. As l → n a greater number of epochs are generally

required as more nodes must probabilistically decide to join the active set, ∆.

Secondly, consider the plot for l ≥ 10 in figure 8.12. Observe that the number of

epochs which must pass until the R1 = n stable condition for l ≥ n is reached is gen-

erally higher than for the l < n case, primarily because the cell may be categorised as

any of overpopulated, underpopulated or correctly populated, as defined in sections 8.3.6.1,

8.3.6.2 and 8.3.6.3 respectively. It follows that the required behaviour is more com-

plex, as the ADCP algorithm cannot simply allow any SEARCHING node to undergo

the SEARCHING→JOINING→ACTIVE transition sequence; unless restricted, R1 would

grow until reaching the R1 = l upper bound and overshoot the R1 = n target.

For l ≥ 10, observe that the plot labelled “Epochs” is somewhat jagged, indicating the

relationship between l and tc is not simple. It follows that it is non-trivial to predict tc for

a given l. This is largely a consequence of the initial stabilisation and calibration period of

the underlying LISP algorithm as discussed in chapter 7. The ADCP mechanism also forms

a feedback loop; a given node influences its neighbours, which in turn exert influence on

the given node in the future. A characteristic typical of feedback-driven systems is that

their behaviour can be entirely deterministic and yet difficult to predict [77], and the

relationship between system size and stabilisation time can be nonlinear.

ADCP features probabilistic state transitions. This removes the requirement for heavy-

weight coordination between nodes, but also implies that any given probabilistic transition

may or may not occur over any given period. Owing to the nature of ADCP, the active

population generally gets close to the target value quickly, but then may require a consid-

erable (and difficult to predict) number of iterations to settle on the final value.

However, the plot labelled “Trend” indicates that the general trend is for tc to decline

with increasing l, such that larger total cell populations, l, generally require less time to

establish the desired active population, n. This is explained simply by larger total cell

populations having a greater number of suitable candidate nodes which are available to

join the active set, ∆, but are currently in the reserve set, Λ. As l → ∞ the number of

candidate nodes in Λ which independently elect to undergo the SEARCHING→JOINING
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transition becomes closer to the expected value for the relevant probability distribution

function discussed in section 8.3.6. ADCP tends to function more effectively in this regard

as l becomes larger, and hence the problem size becomes larger, which is particularly useful

for very large sensornets in which protocol scalability is of particular concern.

8.3.11.2 Population management: Replacing a failed node

Section 8.3.11.1 considers the startup period for a sensornet, in which cells and their

nodes transition from the initial deployment state to a functioning state in which all cells

have the correct active population. This transitional period necessarily implies reaction to

instability as the correct working conditions are established. We now consider scenarios

in which a sensornet cell has undergone this initial transitional period, is currently in

a correctly adjusted and functioning state, and then must react to a change in the cell

population.

This experiment considers a single cell of l nodes, of which n < l should be in the active

set, ∆, at any given time. ADCP is implemented to manage the active cell population. As

the experiment begins, the active population size is equal to the target stable population

size such that R1 = n, and the underlying LISP mechanism is in its stable equilibrium

state (see section 7.2.3). The cell is stable at the outset, and remains so until after a delay

of tb after the experiment begins, at which point a single node is selected at random and

transitions from the ACTIVE state to INACTIVE. We then observe the value of R1 as

a function of time until ADCP replaces the removed node, and the R1 = n condition is

later regained at some time tc.

The cell under consideration has total population l = 20 and target active population

n = 10, leaving 10 further nodes as spares such that there is a non-empty reserve pool

from which to replenish the active population when a node is removed. We set the node

activation coefficient πψ = 1, and the node suspension coefficient, πχ = 1, as we do not

wish to artificially reduce the rate at which nodes enter or leave the active set, ∆. We set

the voluntary suspension probability pτ = 0 as we do not wish to obscure the population

stabilisation effect with the fair duty allocation effect which will be considered in section

8.3.11.5. We set the suspended searching probability pω = 0.5 as this is the central value

of the defined range [0, 1].

Figure 8.13 illustrates the action of ADCP replacing a failed node. The cell is stable

until epoch ta = 50 at which point an ACTIVE node is removed from the cell. Members
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of the reserve set, Λ, which happen to be in the SEARCHING state at this point and

in subsequent epochs implicitly detect the missing node as they estimate δ = 9 rather

than the expected δ = 10. During the subsequent 49 epochs the cell active population

size R1 varies between 9 and 10 as ADCP replaces the missing node; this variation is

explained by inaccuracies in cell active population estimation (discussed in sections 8.3.5

and 8.3.11.1) taken as inputs to the ADCP probabilistic decision processes (discussed in

section 8.3.6). Finally, the cell has reattained a stable active population of R1 = n = 10

at time tc = 50 + 49 = 99 epochs from the experiment start.
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Figure 8.13: Progress of R1 as a function of time as ADCP replaces a failed node

8.3.11.3 Population management: Removing a surplus node

In section 8.3.11.2 we consider the automatic replacement of a failed node. In this section

we consider a similar scenario, in which an extra node is added to a cell in which the

R1 = n condition already holds. This added node begins in the ACTIVE state to model

scenarios in which, for example, nodes are added after sensornet deployment in response

to a perceived shortfall to be remedied quickly while maintaining a low pω value, or in

which some non-ACTIVE node malfunctions and incorrectly assumes the ACTIVE state.

If this extra node were in a non-ACTIVE state it would not affect the stable state;

indeed, if it were in the SUSPENDED state it would implicitly be added to the set of
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spares available to replace failed nodes. However, if the extra node is in the ACTIVE

state, then R1 = n+ 1 and thus ADCP must transition one node from the active set, ∆,

to the reserve set, Λ. The identity of the transitioned node is not significant; it may, or

may not, be the new node recently added to the cell.
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Figure 8.14: Progress of R1 as a function of time as ADCP removes a surplus node

Figure 8.14 illustrates the action of ADCP removing a surplus node. The cell is stable

until epoch ta = 50 at which point an ACTIVE node is added to the cell. Members of the

active set, ∆, implicitly detect the surplus node as they estimate δ = 11 rather than the

expected δ = 10. During the subsequent 2 epochs, members of ∆ apply the probabilistic

decision process described in section 8.3.6, independently deciding whether to transition to

the reserve set, Λ. Finally, the cell has reattained a stable active population of δ = n = 10

at time tc = 50 + 2 = 52 epochs from the experiment start.

tc is shorter for removal of a surplus node than replacement of a failed node (discussed

in section 8.3.11.2) as members of ∆ are constantly estimating cell population sizes, and are

able to react immediately to a perceived surplus. By contrast, members of Λ only estimate

population sizes when in the SEARCHING state, and their reaction is non-immediate;

they must follow the SEARCHING→JOINING→ACTIVE transition sequence, spanning

a duration of 1−2 epochs, during which other nodes may independently undergo transition.
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8.3.11.4 Proportion of time spent by nodes in ADCP states

The primary purpose of ADCP is to manage the population of the active set, ∆, such that

the size of the active population is the correct value of δ = n; this allows other protocols

and application software which assumes a certain cell population size to function correctly.

A secondary purpose, which follows from the primary, is to reduce energy consumption by

having those nodes in the reserve set, Λ, only periodically monitor the cell to determine

whether or not to transition to the ACTIVE state; when not monitoring the cell for radio

activity, a node can switch its radio module into an low-power state to conserve energy.

In section 8.3.11.1 we see that higher values of the suspended-searching probability,

pω, tend to allow cells to attain the desired δ = n condition more quickly. However,

increasing pω induces nodes in Λ to spend more time in the SEARCHING state, and

hence reduces the opportunity to spend time with radio modules switched into low-power

states for energy conservation. It is clear that some tradeoff must be found to balance the

competing demands of responsiveness and efficiency. For example, the sensornet designer

may select the highest value of pω allowed by the energy budget.

In this section we consider metric R2, the proportion of total network runtime in

which nodes are in the SUSPENDED state, as defined in section 8.3.10. While in the

SUSPENDED state, nodes are not required to participate in intra- or inter-cellular com-

munications activity, and hence are permitted to switch off energy-hungry wireless com-

munications modules. R2 therefore measures the extent to which energy saving is possible

as a consequence of ADCP placing currently unused nodes into a long-term reserve pool.

The cell under experimental consideration has target active population n = 10 and total

population l = 100, such that we expect the reserve set, Λ, to contain 90 nodes. All

nodes begin in the SUSPENDED state corresponding to a cold start scenario as explored

in section 8.3.11.1.

We set the node activation coefficient πψ = 1, and the node suspension coefficient,

πχ = 1, as we do not wish to artificially reduce the rate at which nodes enter or leave the

active set, ∆. We set the voluntary suspension probability pτ = 0 as we do not wish to

obscure the population stabilisation effect with the fair duty allocation effect which will

be considered in section 8.3.11.5. We set the suspended searching probability pω = 0.1 as

this is within the defined range [0, 1] and allows nodes in Λ to spend the majority of time

in the SUSPENDED state, yielding significant opportunity for energy conservation.

Figure 8.15 displays the average proportion of cumulative runtime spent by nodes
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Figure 8.15: Average percentage of total time in ADCP states for first 10 epochs

during the first 10 system epochs as an area plot. The areas of this plot correspond to the

ACTIVE, JOINING, SUSPENDED, and SEARCHING states respectively in ascending

vertical order. Within a few epochs from the initial state we observe that the relative

proportion of cumulative time spent in each state approaches a stable value. Figure 8.16

shows the average proportion of cumulative runtime of the same system, but for the first

100 system epochs. This shows that, in the longer term, the proportions remain steady as

ADCP maintains subpopulations of stable size for each of the the ADCP states.

Considering the relative proportions of allocated time shown in figures 8.15 and 8.16

qualitatively, the SUSPENDED state dominates the allocated time, as measured by R2.

This is as expected and is the desired outcome; for the majority of total system runtime,

nodes are permitted to take the SUSPENDED state in which energy-hungry wireless

communications modules can be switched off.

The time allocated to the JOINING state is initially small, becomes smaller

as the cell population stabilises and hence fewer nodes must undergo the

SUSPENDED→JOINING→ACTIVE transition sequence, and quickly becomes insignifi-

cant. The time allocated to ACTIVE and SEARCHING states is significant, though much

smaller than that allocated to SUSPENDED, showing that a proportion of node time is

always allocated to ACTIVE so that communications activity can occur, and a proportion

is always allocated to SEARCHING to maintain the size of the active set.
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Figure 8.16: Average percentage of total time in ADCP states for first 100 epochs

State Experiment Predicted Error (absolute)

ACTIVE 0.0996 0.1000 0.0004
JOINING 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000

SUSPENDED 0.8179 0.8100 0.0079
SEARCHING 0.0824 0.0900 0.0076

Table 8.6: Average proportion of total time in ADCP states for first 500 epochs

Now consider the numerical results for the proportions of allocated time for ADCP

states from the same experiment, continued to 500 epochs to allow further stabilisation,

and compare the values predicted by the formulæ of section 8.3.6. Values are given in table

8.6 to 4 decimal places. It can be seen that the proportion of time spent by nodes in the

SUSPENDED state, R2, is very close to the predicted value. The wireless communication

module for a node consumes energy at average rate x when switched on, and at lower

rate y when switched off, under ADCP the average energy consumption rate is given by

x(1−R2)+yR2 = x− (x+y)R2 < x. If R2 is significant, which is true for this experiment

as R2 = 0.8179, and x− y is significant, which depends on the specification of the wireless

communications modules, the consequent reduction in average energy consumption rate

is also significant.

8.3.11.5 Fairness and equality

In section 8.3.11.4 a secondary purpose of ADCP is to enable reductions in energy con-

sumption by restricting the proportion of time nodes in the reserve set, Λ, spend in the
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SEARCHING state; the SUSPENDED state is favoured as it allows nodes to switch off

energy-hungry wireless communications modules. A tertiary purpose of ADCP is to share

the energy burden of network participation equally and fairly throughout the cell popu-

lation. The active set, ∆, is a subset of the total cell population. Rather than assign a

fixed subset of the cell population to ∆, we want nodes to transition between ∆ and Λ

as described in section 8.3.6.3 such that all nodes spend an equal amount of time in ∆ in

the long term. Metric R3 measures the standard deviation across the proportion of time

nodes spend ACTIVE ; lower values of R3 indicate a more equal burden sharing policy.

Some similarity exists between this goal and that of CDAP, as described in section 8.2,

but there are significant differences as different problems are addressed. Firstly, CDAP

and ADCP operate over different timescales, as discussed in section 7.1.1. Secondly, and

more importantly, CDAP constructs a cyclical and predictable schedule with transitions

occurring at carefully controlled times, to enable node spatial density management and

intra-cellular packet routing. By contrast, the long-term duty cycling implemented under

ADCP does not coordinate the time of state transitions between sets of two or more nodes,

and the pattern of duty periods is unpredictable for individual nodes (though statistically

predictable at the cell level).

This experiment considers a cell of total population l = 20 and target active population

n = 10, such that there is scope for nodes to evenly divide time between ∆ and Λ. Nodes

are ideally ACTIVE for 50% of network runtime such that R3 = 0. We set the node

activation coefficient πψ = 1, and the node suspension coefficient, πχ = 1, as we do not

wish to artificially reduce the rate at which nodes enter or leave the active set, ∆. We set

the suspended searching probability, pω = 0.5, as this is the central value of the defined

range [0, 1]. The voluntary suspension decision is taken independently at each ACTIVE

node by the probabilistic method described in section 8.3.6.2. There is no restriction on

newly suspended members of Γ being immediately reselected for transition back to ∆.

The voluntary suspension probability, pτ , is varied in [0, 1] and the resulting value of R3

measured; we focus on values of pτ closer to 0 to prevent excessive churn.

Consider the value of R3 as a function of time, t, where pτ > 0. Shortly after the

network begins operation the δ = n goal is attained as n of l nodes are selected as

ACTIVE, and the remaining l − n are not. At this stage, the n selected nodes will have

been ACTIVE for a large proportion of running time, and the l−n other nodes will have

been ACTIVE for only a small proportion; the standard deviation (R3) of these ACTIVE
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proportions will be relatively large, of the same order of magnitude as the mean.

However, if pτ > 0, as t→ ∞ nodes will occasionally be shuffled between ∆ and Λ. All

l nodes are eventually selected as ACTIVE for approximately equal proportions of total

time, so R3 eventually becomes small. Larger values of pτ increase the shuffling rate such

that R3 declines more quickly.
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Figure 8.17: Standard deviation of proportion of time in ACTIVE versus time

Figure 8.17 illustrates the decline of R3 as a function of time, t, measured in epochs,

for differing values of pτ in an otherwise unchanged cell. As R3 declines, this represents

an increasingly fair distribution of burden between all l nodes in the cell. It can be seen

that higher values of pτ lead to a sharper decline in R3 and hence a faster equalisation

of burden across the cell population. However, network designers must consider also the

impact of excessive node churn when ADCP replaces voluntarily suspended nodes by the

method discussed in section 8.3.11.2. For long-running networks it may be desirable to

select low pτ values; this minimises churn, and an approximately equal sharing of burden

will eventually be reached during the lengthy network lifetime.

Figure 8.18 illustrates R3 for differing values of pτ after a fixed duration from network

startup of t epochs, each of 10 seconds. As t → ∞ ADCP manages cell populations such

that R3 → 0, but some sensornets may have finite lifetime so the R3 ≈ 0 condition is never

reached. Sampling R3 at time t for a sensornet of expected lifetime t measures the overall
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Figure 8.18: Standard deviation of proportion of time in ACTIVE over different timescales

success of ADCP at fairly distributing burden in this situation.

Values of t were selected spanning 5 orders of magnitude from t = 5×102 to t = 5×106

epochs. As t → ∞ the selected value of voluntarily suspension probability, pτ , becomes

less important; there is less variance between values of R3 associated with differing pτ ,

and all such values are closer to the ideal value of R3 = 0. This is expected behaviour.

The longer the network runs, the greater the occurrence of any given node being

randomly selected to be swapped between ∆ and Λ, and hence the smaller the standard

deviation between nodes for the proportion of time spent in ∆ as measured by R3; pτ

controls the rate at which nodes transition between ∆ and Λ, not the identity of the nodes

undergoing this transition. Over long periods the rate becomes irrelevant, provided it

is non-zero, as all nodes will eventually spend roughly the same amount of time in ∆;

the value of pτ merely influences the rate at which equality is approached, rather than

influencing the eventual result. It follows that selecting an appropriate pτ value is of

greater importance in networks of shorter lifetime, for which a greater value of pτ may be

favoured to obtain the desired level of fairness within that lifetime.
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8.4 Summary

The Cyclic Duty Allocation Protocol (CDAP) was defined in section 8.2 and extended to

perform dynamic state management of mote subsystems in section 8.2.3. The protocol

manages a unicellular sensornet such that exactly one mote is available for communication

duties at any given time, and that the corresponding energy cost is shared equally by all

participating motes. Whereas LISP provides a primitive with which any number of con-

tention and redundancy management mechanisms could be constructed, CDAP provides

a specific mechanism with readily understandable properties.

Theoretical estimates of protocol performance and energy efficiency are defined in

sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.3, against which empirical measurements are compared in section

8.2.5. It is shown that the protocol achieves its aims, constructing a near-optimal duty

schedule with significantly improved energy efficiency.

It would be interesting to assess the efficacy of CDAP in other low-power wireless

networking environments, as it is independent of any specific hardware platform, appli-

cation software or network configuration. Additional energy efficiency improvements are

possible if the assumption that every cell must always have at least one active node can be

relaxed safely, for example where the sensornet designer can define periods during which

subsections of the sensornet are not required.

The Active Duty Control Protocol (ADCP) was defined in section 8.3. The protocol

manages nodes within a unicellular sensornet such that at any time there are a specific

number of nodes actively engaged in network behaviour, with the remainder of the cell

population held in a reserve pool. Nodes are moved between the active pool and reserve

pool as and when this is necessary to restore the active population to the target population.

Whereas CDAP manages network infrastructure in the medium term to meet application

requirements, ADCP ensures CDAP has the necessary infrastructure resources to fulfil

these requirements in the long term.

Probabilistic methods are employed to achieve rapid convergence on the target popula-

tion size with low overheads in computation, storage and energy. Methods for calculating

ideal probabilities for nondeterministic state transitions are provided in section 8.3.6. Em-

pirical evaluation in section 8.3.11 demonstrates that the ADCP mechanism is efficient and

reliable in maintaining an active cell population of the correct size while sharing the duty

burden between the entire cell population.
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Intercellular synchronisation

Chapters 7 and 8 describe coordination protocols with which to coordinate activity within

a fully-connected sensornet. Although it is reasonable in small sensornets to assume that

every node can communicate with every other node, this assumption begins to break down

as the node population increases. In larger sensornets there may exist one or more nodes

which are not within communication range of one or more other nodes. Asymmetrical

node-node links may exist owing to the characteristics of the environment [102]. Con-

tention for the shared wireless medium increases as more nodes simultaneously need to

transmit data. The cost and settling time of distributed protocols may increase with node

population (see sections 7.2.10.2, 7.2.10.3, 8.3.11.1 and 9.2.16).

Although ADCP (see section 8.3) can maintain a small working set from a large reserve

pool of nodes, this does not solve the problem where the distributed application actually

requires that a large number of nodes be active simultaneously, or requires a physical

distribution of nodes such that the network is not fully connected. A more fundamental

approach is required. One strategy is to apply the divide-and-conquer approach. If we

cannot address the whole problem in one step, then we progressively divide the problem

into smaller subproblems. Eventually we arrive at subproblems that are sufficiently small

that we can address these directly.

We apply this reductionist approach by dividing the sensornet into a number of cells.

This division occurs only logically; no physical changes are implemented or necessary.

We can implement the protocols such as those described in sections 7.2, 8.2 and 8.3

within cells without modification, provided that we have some mechanism to coordinate

activity between cells. The Dynamic Cellular Arbitration Protocol (DCAP) implements

the required intercellular coordination.
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9.1 Cellular sensornets

Before defining any intercellular coordination protocol, we must first consider the logical

cellular structure and how this relates to the physical composition of the sensornet. This

is necessary as it exerts a strong influence on the interactions that are possible within and

between sensornet cells.

9.1.1 Physical distribution of nodes

The physical region inhabited by the sensornet is divided into a number of cells, as de-

scribed in section 2.2.7. This division of physical space defines the physical boundaries

for the region occupied by each network cell. We assume that the physical boundaries

of cells are not allowed to overlap, and that each node is located within exactly one cell

at any given time. It is possible, however, for broadcasts in one cell to spill out into a

neighbouring cell unless physical barriers exist around the cell perimeter. In this chapter

we are not concerned with the physical cellular structure; we need only know which cells

are adjacent ; by this we mean the set of potentially interacting pairs of cells.

In most cases logical adjacency is implied by physical adjacency owing to the charac-

teristics of wireless broadcast communications. It is possible for more complex sensornets

to include one or more direct wired links between distance nodes, effectively giving logical

adjacency to a pair of cells which do not share physical adjacency. However, we do not

consider this situation explicitly as it has no bearing on our analysis.

We are also not concerned with the physical distribution of nodes within cells. De-

pending on the design of the network, and the method of node deployment, this physical

distribution may be uniform or nonuniform. In section 9.2.2 we discuss the assumption

that each cell should contain the same number of actively participating nodes, or at least

some integral multiple of a shared base population.

9.1.2 Allocating nodes to cells

At any given time a cell contains zero or more nodes. Each node knows to which cell

it belongs at any given time, but does not need to know the other members, if any, of

this cell. It is possible for a cell to contain zero nodes, and indeed this is likely in large

sensornets; there may exist regions of the total physical deployment space which are not

interesting to the network operator, or regions may experience very high rates of node
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failure, or regions may simply receive no nodes owing to unpredictable and uneven de-

ployment methods. Nevertheless, any such empty cells are perfectly valid cells, unless the

network designer specifically defines otherwise. It is possible, for example, that a mobile

node could temporarily populate a previously empty cell. Each empty cell represents a

network void.

Each node resides in exactly one cell. However, it is possible for the communication

range of a node to cover a physical region extending beyond its own cell. This is essential

for intercellular communication; it is possible only if there exists at least one pair of

nodes, split between the cells, within mutual communication range. Nodes can modulate

the broadcast power of their wireless communications modules to exert influence on the

physical region within which pairwise exchange is feasible [157], but this is beyond the

scope of this thesis and is not required for the methods discussed herein.

9.1.3 Logical structure within cells

We assume that all nodes within a cell are equal peers, such that all cell members can

support an equal share of the processing and storage burden for the distributed applica-

tion. This implies either a homogeneous cell population, or a heterogeneous population in

which all members have at least the resources required to support an equal share of the

application workload. The failure of a single node may reduce the capability of the cell,

but should not cause the entire cell to fail.

This is in contrast to sensornet designs featuring one highly-resourced dedicated clus-

terhead and numerous lower-resourced subordinates per cluster [52]. Typically, the cluster-

head node has much greater resources such as energy, processing power, storage capacity,

network bandwidth and wireless broadcast power; the other non-clusterhead nodes are

subservient to the clusterhead node. In some designs all network traffic within a cell, and

between cells, is routed through the clusterhead. In other designs, intracellular traffic

can pass directly between cell members, but intercellular traffic must pass through the

clusterhead.

Clusterhead failure renders the entire cluster or cell inoperable and invisible to the

remainder of the network. It may be difficult to arrange for the physical region of each

cell to contain exactly one central highly-resourced clusterhead node if deployment is not

fully predictable and controllable. In heterogeneous cells, subordinate nodes may not be

suitable for promotion to clusterhead as they do not have sufficient resources to perform
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the role. It follows that homogeneous cells without clusterheads are more resilient to

unpredictable node hardware failures.

We assume that there is full connectivity between all nodes in a cell. If this is not

possible for a given cellular configuration, perhaps as a consequence of physical obstacles

or voids, one possible solution is to reconfigure the network with smaller cells until such

time as full connectivity is reestablished. We also assume that for each pair of adjacent

cells there exists a pair of nodes, one per cell, which is able to communicate. This is

essential for adjacent cells to exchange application and network management data.

A weaker form of complete connectivity is established if the graph of cells is connected,

but without the requirement that each cell is connected to all neighbouring cells. Although

there is no reason in principle why the methods discussed in chapter 9 would not work

in a network of this class, we do not give further consideration to this situation. It is

also obvious that in a disjoint network of cells, in which one or more pairs of cells are not

connected either directly or indirectly, it is not possible to guarantee that any network

protocol can coordinate activity between all cells.

9.1.4 Hierarchical structures of cells

Having established a logical cellular structure based on physical regions, we consider how

this structure is used. It is obvious that the network designer may find any number of ap-

plications for this structure, depending on the requirements of the distributed application.

However, a more general observation is that it allows network protocols to be implemented

and to make decisions at the level of the network cells, rather than that of the individual

node.

Consider a network routing protocol of the type considered in chapters 3 and 4. Packets

must be routed within the network via one or more hops between pairs of network entities.

Usually these entities are physical network nodes. However, in section 9.1.3 we observe

that within a network cell all nodes have a similar view of the physical region and wireless

communications medium; any cell member is equally capable of handling a given packet

exchange.

Individual sensornet nodes generally do not have globally unique identifiers [216]. Ap-

plications use geographical location to label sensor data and endpoints of data flows. Given

that nodes sharing a cell are physically close, we can route packets between cells rather

than nodes [34]. As network management instructions, raw sensor data and processed
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information flow through the network they can be directed between cells by any nodes

which happen to be assigned to these cells. The decision as to which of the cell members

is responsible for handling a given packet at a given time can be managed by a duty

allocation protocol such as CDAP (see section 8.2), but this is beyond the scope of DCAP.

Unless each cell is a singleton cell containing exactly one node, the logical network is

smaller than the physical network. It follows that protocols which become less reliable as

the network size increases will benefit from addressing the network at the level of the logical

cell rather than the physical node. As fewer physical nodes are involved, it is possible to

achieve corresponding decreases in energy consumption and network congestion among

other factors.

(a) Routing between individual nodes (b) Routing between cells

Figure 9.1: Routing between individual nodes and between cells in cellular sensornets

For example, figure 9.1 illustrates a sensornet of 324 nodes arranged into an 18-by-

18 square grid, overlaid by a hexagonal grid of 22 cells. The application must send a

packet from the black node at the lower left corner to the black node at the upper right

corner. Grey nodes are intermediary nodes along the multi-hop delivery path, indicated by

the sequence of arrows, selected by some geography-aware routing protocol which selects

next-hop nodes to approximate a straight line between source and destination.

In figure 9.1(a) the cellular structure is inactive and any node may handle the packet,

whereas in figure 9.1(b) the cellular structure is active and exactly one node per cell is

available to handle the packet at any time. If packets are routed between cells rather

than between individual nodes, a much shorter path of fewer node-node hops is achieved.
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This confers significant advantages for the application; the end-to-end delivery latency is

reduced, there are fewer opportunities for packet corruption or loss, and fewer nodes need

expend energy in wireless broadcast and reception.

9.2 Intercellular timing coordination

Correct behaviour of distributed applications may rely on synchronisation in the time

domain. For example, if a data packet is to be exchanged between two cells, it is impor-

tant that both the sending node and the receiving node are active simultaneously and do

not become inactive during the exchange. The Dynamic Cellular Accord Protocol (DCAP)

provides a mechanism to coordinate synchronisation behaviour across a cellular network in

which each cell executes an instance of the Lightweight Improved Synchronisation Prim-

itive (LISP), as defined in section 7.2. This implicitly coordinates, across all cells, the

time-sensitive behaviour of any other protocols or application based on LISP-supplied

synchronisation.

9.2.1 DCAP: Dynamic Cellular Accord Protocol

DCAP works in tandem with LISP, as defined in section 7.2. Whereas LISP achieves

desynchronisation within a network cell, DCAP achieves synchronisation between network

cells. Synchrony can be considered the complement of desynchrony. In this section we

discuss how DCAP utilises the LISP sync pulse transmissions to align the relative phase of

equivalent nodes located in adjacent cells to achieve the desired synchronised equilibrium

condition.

9.2.2 Cell populations

Unlike the approach by Lucarelli and Wang [190], which implements synchronisation

within an arbitrary partially connected graph of nodes, DCAP works in conjunction with

the natural hierarchical structure of a cellular or clustered sensornet. Greater priority is

given to local coordination within cells, allowing effective collaborative working to con-

tinue within a cell regardless of temporary disruption within neighbouring cells. Exploiting

this hierarchy also reduces the effective size of the problem, as there are generally fewer

non-empty cells than nodes, enabling the desired level of coordination to be reached more

quickly.
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We assume that each constituent node of the network belongs to exactly one non-

overlapping cell at any given time, and that the node is aware of the identity of its cell.

It is not necessary for each cell to be uniquely identified throughout the network; it is

sufficient for each cell to have a different identifier to each of its neighbouring adjacent cells,

but it is not necessary to distinguish between specific neighbouring cells. For example,

this condition might be achieved by some map-colouring algorithm which assigns to each

cell an identifier selected from a small set of candidates which are reused multiple times

across the entire network. The method underlying any such assignment mechanism is not

significant to DCAP, and being beyond the scope of this protocol is not considered further.

We assume that each cell may have zero or more directly adjacent cells, such that

broadcasts originating in a given cell are receivable by at least one node in each adjacent

cell. Ideally, all nodes in a given cell can successfully exchange messages with all nodes

in all adjacent cells, but this is not necessary. It is possible for a node to transition from

one cell to another, provided that the communication assumptions stated above still hold

under the new node-cell assignment.

The DCAP protocol functions by aligning equivalent LISP synchronisation events,

originating in adjacent cells, in the time domain. To reach a stable solution it is necessary

that the synchronisation events of a given cell can be overlaid on those originating in other

cells such that, in the target stable synchronised equilibrium state, the time difference

between a synchronisation event and its equivalents in the adjacent cells is sufficiently

small as to be effectively zero within a small timing error margin. This equilibrium state

is examined further in section 9.2.6.

If cells are allowed to contain any arbitrary non-uniform number of nodes, it is possible

that no configuration exists in which each synchronisation event originating in a given cell

can be paired with an equivalent in each adjacent cell with negligible time difference. We

must therefore regulate the active population of non-empty cells. Empty cells have no

impact on the functioning of the protocol and can be safely ignored. Non-active nodes,

located in non-empty cells, which do not participate in LISP-style synchronisation can

also be safely ignored.

The simplest policy is for each cell to contain the same number of active nodes, such

that each synchronisation event originating in a given cell is paired with exactly one
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synchronisation event in each adjacent cell in a simple one-to-one mapping.1 This might

be achieved with a protocol such as ADCP, defined in section 8.3, though any mechanism

which achieves the same results would be equally acceptable.

9.2.3 Discriminating intra- and extra-cellular synchronisation pulses

DCAP utilises the synchronisation pulse transmissions implied by running a distinct in-

stance of LISP within every cell. As it does not induce any transmissions of its own it is

very lightweight, does not cause additional contention for the wireless medium, and does

not consume additional energy. However, it cannot function adequately if nodes cannot

determine whether a given observed synchronisation pulse transmission originates from

within or from without the cell. Note that this is the only identification information

that is required. It is not necessary for a node observing a sync pulse to identify the

transmitting node, or the cell in which that node resides.

As DCAP does not need to extract much information from the observed sync pulse

transmission, only whether it originates from within the same cell, it is possible to achieve

this without significant overhead. We assume that identifiers are assigned to each cell

such that no adjacent pair of cells is assigned the same identifier. This identifier could

be globally unique for the cell, perhaps derived from its geographical location, but this is

not necessary. Using fewer identifiers allows a shorter encoding of identity data in each

sync pulse transmission. Allocating identifiers to cells is beyond the scope of DCAP but

is addressed elsewhere in the literature [96].

Finding the minimal number of unique identifiers required is depends on the spatial

configuration of the cells, and is an instance of the map colouring problem [323]. By the

Four Colour Theorem [14] any planar map requires only 4 unique cell identifiers; maps

covering spherical or cylindrical surfaces are equivalent to planar surfaces. The Heawood

1Although this is the simplest policy, it is not necessary for each cell to contain the same number of

active nodes. It is sufficient for each cell to be populated with some cell-specific integral multiple of a

shared integral constant. Under this condition, the frequency at which synchronisation events occur in any

given cell is a harmonic of a shared fundamental frequency. If each cell contains an exact integral multiple

of c nodes, and each cell implements the LISP protocol with epoch e time units, the fundamental frequency

is given by f = c/e. It follows that a stable configuration can be reached in which synchronisation events

occurring at the fundamental frequency are paired between cells, though the identity of the transmitting

nodes whose events are paired may change from epoch to epoch. However, in the discussion that follows

we will assume that each cell contains the same number of active nodes.
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Conjecture [122], proved by Ringel and Youngs [247], gives the minimal number of unique

identifiers from the Euler number of most closed surfaces. For example, 7 unique identifiers

are necessary for maps covering toroidal surfaces [323]. The only exceptions for which the

Heawood Conjecture is not applicable are the Möbius strip and the Klein bottle, both

shown by Franklin [95] to require 6 unique identifiers.

An ideal scheme would have each cell transmit on an identifier-specific frequency and

have each cell listen to the frequencies associated with all of its adjacent neighbour cells.

This would allow the minimal sync pulse transmission to contain no actual information;

the synchronisation event time is implicitly conveyed by the transmission time, and the

cell identity is implicitly conveyed by the transmission frequency. This would avoid the

possibility of clashes between synchronisation transmissions of different cells, or confusion

as to the transmitting cell identity.

However, this is not practical for sensornet motes which have only one transceiver and

are therefore only able to listen on one frequency at any given time. An alternate solution

is to encode the cell identifier into each sync pulse transmission, perhaps implemented

as the smallest possible packet under the appropriate network stack with a payload of

nothing more than the identifier. As per section 7.2.6 we label the time required for these

minimal packets to traverse the network stack as κ.

As a given node observes a sync pulse transmission, it decides whether that transmis-

sion originates from within or without the cell. If the former, the information is passed

to the LISP protocol defined in section 7.2. If the latter, the information is passed to

the DCAP protocol described in this chapter. This identification and channelling is not

strictly necessary for the correct functioning of DCAP, as the correct behaviour would be

observed provided that nodes do not act on their own sync pulse transmissions, but it is

necessary for the correct functioning of LISP.

9.2.4 Cellular network building blocks

Consider a multicellular network consisting of a set Γ of cells C1 · · ·Cn. We assume any

given cell is adjacent to one or more other cells, but it is not necessarily true that all cells

are adjacent to all other cells. The set A contains adjacent cell pairs (Cx, Cy) where Cx

and Cy are two logically adjacent cells as defined in section 9.1.3. The (Cx, Cy) tuple is

commutatively equal to (Cy, Cx) as all sensornet nodes are equipped with transceivers and

bidirectional message exchange between cells is possible. The reflexive (Cx, Cx) tuple is
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disallowed as it is meaningless for a cell to be adjacent to itself.

It is necessary for nodes in a given cell to determine which observed synchronisation

transmissions originate from an adjacent cell, as per section 9.2.3, but it is not necessary

for nodes to determine whence these extracellular transmissions originate. The set Dx

contains all cells that are logically adjacent to a given cell Cx. The membership of Dx is

defined by taking the subset of tuples from A in which Cx features as exactly one entity,

and taking the other entity from all such tuples. The value dx = |Dx| gives the number,

though not the identity, of cells adjacent to Cx. The maximum number of cells which can

be adjacent to a given cell is a.

Extending the LISP definitions in section 7.2.2, each cell Cx ∈ Γ contains a set Σx

of n active nodes Sx1 · · ·Sxn. A separate instance of LISP operates in each cell. Each

node Sxy ∈ Σx executes a single instance of a periodic event Vxy exactly once per system

epoch with period e. This occurs when the local timer of node Sxy reaches the condition

ϕxy = ϕmax, at which point a synchronisation pulse is broadcast and the local timer is

reset to ϕxy = 0. From a global viewpoint this occurs within some system epoch at time

ψxy, although nodes have no concept of a global clock. The LISP mechanism defined in

section 7.2 forces these periodic events Vxy to be equidistantly spaced in the time domain,

each separated by a delay of e
n time units or equivalently ϕmax

n phase units.

9.2.5 Intercellular phase error

Each cell contains the same number of active nodes, n, each transmitting exactly one

synchronisation pulse per system epoch of length e. As per the definition of LISP given

in section 7.2, in each cell these are spaced evenly in time with an interpulse delay of e
n

time units, or equivalently ϕmax

n phase units. As stated in section 9.2.3 only the synchro-

nisation pulse transmissions originating from extracellular nodes, in addition to a node’s

own transmissions, are visible to the DCAP algorithm. A node can trivially measure the

delay between any two observed sync pulse transmissions using its local timer.

Figure 9.2 illustrates the sequence of sync pulse transmissions in two adjacent cells

over a duration of around two system epochs. Each cell has reached the desynchronised

equilibrium state for its internal LISP instance, as defined in section 7.2.3. Both cells

exhibit a similar sequence of periodic transmissions, equal in frequency but unequal in

phase. Each synchronisation pulse transmission, and hence the node responsible for its

transmission, is paired with its equivalent in the other cell. Note that this pairing is merely
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Figure 9.2: Intercellular phase error

from the viewpoint of DCAP, and does not imply any messages are passed between paired

nodes, or indeed that any paired node is aware of the identity of its partner. Also note

that any pairing is transitory; the identity of the nodes paired between a pair of cells may

vary from epoch to epoch.

For each node α in Cell 1 the paired node is selected as the node β in Cell 2 for which

the interpulse delay between the Cell 1 and Cell 2 pulses is minimal. As the sync pulses

in both cells are equivalent in all aspects except phase, the interpulse delay is identical for

all paired nodes. This shared delay is labelled as the intercellular phase error, π. DCAP

aims to minimise π by shifting sync pulse transmission times in a similar, though different,

manner to that employed by LISP in section 7.2.4.

Provided each cell is fully desynchronised, the interpulse delay between each node-node

pair across the cellular boundary is identical and equal to π. It follows that measurement

data from only one such pairing is sufficient for calculating the appropriate response, so

there is no need for nodes within a cell to share measurement data. It also follows that if it

is not possible for all nodes in Cell 1 to be paired with a node in Cell 2, for example where

there is not full connectivity between all nodes of the two adjacent cells, provided that one

such pairing exists it will exert influence indirectly on all cell members. This allows DCAP

to function effectively under non-ideal conditions, though of course it is advantageous for

as many nodes to be paired between cells as possible.

9.2.6 Synchronised equilibrium

Section 7.2.3 discusses the equilibrium states for synchronised equilibrium and desynchro-

nised equilibrium. To recap, n synchronisation events occur within each epoch of length

e. Under desynchronisation these events are mutually repellent; in the desynchronised

equilibrium state they are distributed evenly in the time domain, occurring at intervals
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of e
n . Under synchronisation these events are mutually attractive; in the synchronised

equilibrium state all n events occur simultaneously in each epoch, with a delay of e time

units between each cluster of simultaneous events. It follows that π = 0 for a cell pair

when the synchronised equilibrium state has been obtained.

Sections 9.2.7 to 9.2.10 discuss the application of synchronisation to the problem of

coordinating activity between cells of a multicellular network. We define πxy as the inter-

cellular phase error between cells Cx and Cy, as measured from Cx, at some time during

the active lifetime of a multicellular network. It is obvious πxy = −πyx as they measure

the same magnitude of phase error, but the ordering of equivalent synchronisation events

between the cells is reversed. Although we utilise the signed measurements in section

9.2.9 to calculate the phase adjustments which nodes must undertake, the goal is to re-

duce the absolute value of these measurements toward zero. When the absolute value is

approximately equal to zero, within some acceptable margin defined by inherent timing

inaccuracy, the sign of a phase error measurement is irrelevant.

9.2.7 Synchronisation between adjacent cells

Figure 9.3 illustrates system convergence on the synchronised equilibrium condition for

a network consisting of 5 cells, all mutually adjacent, and all containing 5 active nodes.

Each cell is depicted by one of the concentric circles; note that this is merely to illustrate

the relationship between equivalent nodes in cells, and the physical regions occupied by

cells do not actually overlap. Each circle represents the progress of time within a single

system epoch, where the angle from the x-axis represents the progress of time from 0 to

ϕmax phase units. Blobs positioned around each of the concentric circles represent the

firing of a synchronisation event (see section 7.2.2) by one of the constituent nodes of the

cell represented by the circle.

The leftmost element of figure 9.3 illustrates the initial condition for DCAP in which

each cell is in the desynchronised equilibrium state (see section 7.2.3). There exists a non-

zero intercellular phase error between pairs of cells (see section 9.2.5) such that |πxy| > 0

between all pairs of cells in Γ.

The middle element of figure 9.3 illustrates the system of cells Γ after some time has

passed. Within each set of equivalent synchronisation pulse transmissions, these have been

driven closer in the time domain, but there still exists the condition |πxy| > 0 between all

pairs of cells in Γ.
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Figure 9.3: Progressive adjacent cell phase alignment

The rightmost element of figure 9.3 illustrates the synchronised equilibrium condition

of the system of cells Γ after further time has passed. Within each set of equivalent

synchronisation pulse transmissions, these have been driven sufficiently close in the time

domain that the condition |πxy| ≈ 0 is maintained between all pairs of cells in Γ within

the measurement error implied by timing inaccuracies such as clock granularity and the

length κ of each transmission.

Although figure 9.3 illustrates a system in which all i cells C1 · · ·Ci ∈ Γ are mutually

adjacent, such that all possible pairings are present as tuples in the adjacency set D, this

is not necessary for the system to reach the synchronised equilibrium condition under

DCAP. Provided the graph of pulse-coupled oscillators is connected [201], which is true if

the graph of cells is connected, the system is guaranteed to converge on the synchronised

equilibrium state [1] to an arbitrary level of precision, although this may take more epoch

cycles than the fully connected case.

9.2.8 Timing measurements for equivalent events in adjacent cells

Consider a specific cell Cα with adjacent cells given by the set Dα. Each node Sαy observes

both intracellular sync pulse transmissions, used by LISP, and extracellular sync pulse

transmissions originating from all dα adjacent cells Ci ∈ Dα. Each node Sαy measures the

time at which extracellular nodes, anonymous to Sαy, in cells Cβ , Cγ , · · · ∈ Dα broadcast

sync pulses, with the difference ρ measured in phase units in the interval [−ϕmax

2 ,+ϕmax

2 ].

The phase difference between the sync pulse transmission of Sαy and some node Sβz where

z ∈ [1, n] is given by ραyβz. It is obvious that ραyβz = −ρβzαy as the two events Vαy and

Vβz are separated by a fixed distance in the time domain and have a fixed ordering, but
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opposite sign depending on whether the relative measurement is taken from the viewpoint

of node Sαy or from node Sβz.

Within the duration of a system epoch, a given node Sαy will have collected at most

ndα measurements of ρ, as there are dα adjacent cells and each of these contains n active

nodes. The set of all ρ values measured by node Sαy in epoch j is given by Rαyj . The

node can discard all ρ measurements at the end of each local epoch, which would place an

upper bound on DCAP storage costs of na per node. This cost grows linearly in active

cell population, n, and maximum adjacent cell count, a, which is a desirable property in

the resource-constrained environment of sensornets.

However, for a node in a cell Cα with dα adjacent cells, it is not necessary to store

all ndα measurements of ρ. Each node Sαy will coordinate its synchronisation event time

with those of the equivalent nodes in adjacent cells in Dα; the measurements for all non-

equivalent nodes in adjacent cells can be ignored. This reduces the DCAP storage overhead

to dα for a specific cell Cα, with an upper bound of a storage units in the worst case. The

set of ρ values in Rαyj which originate at equivalent nodes in adjacent cells and are not

discarded is given by Pαyj such that |Pαyj | = dα ≤ a.

The issue of discarding all ρ measurements except those dα measurements from equiv-

alent nodes in adjacent cells must now be addressed. As sync pulse transmissions are

anonymous, and there is no coordination of LISP instances between cells, there is no ex-

plicit binding between equivalent nodes between two cells; the property of equivalence is

an artefact of two or more nodes independently setting the firing of their LISP synchroni-

sation events to occur at a similar time.

Recall from section 9.2.4 that the delay between consecutive synchronisation events

within a cell is e
n time units or equivalently ϕmax

n phase units, when the LISP instance

in that cell has reached the desynchronised equilibrium condition defined in section 7.2.3.

We therefore have node Sαy consider all extracellular synchronisation pulse transmissions

occurring within ±ϕmax

2n phase units of its own synchronisation event to originate at equiva-

lent nodes in adjacent cells. This is similar to the definition of active duty periods assigned

by CDAP as defined in section 8.2, and it follows that DCAP is automatically compatible

with CDAP without any specific action on the part of the network designer. Nodes im-

plicitly reject non-equivalent extracellular synchronisation pulse transmissions by simply

ignoring any which do not occur within these ±ϕmax

2n phase unit boundaries.

If an adjacent cell should produce more than one synchronisation event within the
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timing bounds outlined above, perhaps as an artefact of the adjacent cell being temporar-

ily unstable and not yet having attained the desynchronised equilibrium state, node Sαy

has no mechanism with which to reject one or more of the resulting supernumerary syn-

chronisation pulse transmissions. In the short term this will prevent DCAP reaching its

synchronised equilibrium condition. This is not problematic in the long term, however,

as the unstable cell will quickly become stable in subsequent epochs (see section 7.2.4) at

which point this problematic condition will disappear.

9.2.9 Calculating influence of adjacent cells

Section 9.2.8 defines the activity undertaken by each node to obtain the set Pαyj of ρ

values obtained by node Sy in cell Cα in epoch j, which correspond to the dα equivalent

synchronisation events in cells immediately adjacent to Cα. Recall from section 7.2 that the

LISP variants amend the local phase ϕi of each participating node Si when the successor

phase neighbour event is observed by Si at ϕiγ . From section 9.2.8 we know that, by

this point, all equivalent synchronisation events in adjacent cells will have completed.

It would be possible for nodes to adjust their local phase immediately upon observing

an equivalent extracellular synchronisation transmission, but this would adversely affect

the correct functioning of LISP; instead, the local phase change induced by DCAP is

implemented simultaneously with that induced by LISP.

In section 7.2.4 we define that LISP calculates the value θi for each node Si as the

midpoint of the predecessor and successor phase neighbour synchronisation events. We

now calculate ιi as the midpoint of the equivalent synchronisation events in adjacent cells

for node Si, where i is shorthand for the unique identification of node Sy in cell Cα in

epoch j. We can simply define ιi = avg(Pαyj) as each node measures its ρ values relative

to the firing time of its own synchronisation event, as specified in section 9.2.8.

LISP uses the feedback parameter fα ∈ (0, 1] to specify the proportion of perceived

intracellular phase error to be fed back into the system at each epoch, in order to manage

the tradeoff between responsiveness and stability. DCAP uses the feedback parameter

fβ ∈ (0, 1] for a similar purpose. When the DCAP-driven phase adjustment is applied to

a given node each node moves the timing of its own synchronisation event closer to that of

the equivalent synchronisation events in adjacent nodes. Kuramoto [1] proved that such

systems are guaranteed to converge on the desired synchronised equilibrium state to an

arbitrary specified level of precision within finite time.
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Algorithm 6 defines the DCAP ιi calculation and local phase adjustment at each node

Si ∈ Σ. We assume that each node implements LISP, as defined in section 7.2. Variables

not defined within the algorithm itself take the standard meanings used elsewhere in this

document.

Algorithm 6 : DCAP at node Si (node Sy in cell Cα in epoch j)
Require: Buffer of size a, Pαyj = ∅
Require: Intercellular feedback parameter, fβ
Require: Cell population size, n
1: while monitoring local phase ϕi increasing over time do
2: if ϕi ≥ −ϕmax

2n ∧ ϕi ≤ +ϕmax

2n then
3: if extracellular synchronisation pulse is heard then
4: P ′

αyj ⇐ Pαyj ∪ {ϕi}
5: end if
6: end if
7: if ϕi = ϕmax then
8: ιi ⇐ avg(Pαyj)
9: ϕ′i ⇐ ϕi + fβιi

10: P ′
αyj ⇐ ∅

11: end if
12: end while

Algorithm 6 describes the DCAP adjustment of node local phase ϕi in step 9. Similarly,

LISP adjusts ϕi in step 7 of algorithm 1 for the original LISP variant defined in section

7.2.4, and equivalently in step 11 of algorithm 2 for the improved LISP variants defined

in section 7.2.8. We can unify the DCAP and LISP effects by incorporating the DCAP

influence into the LISP local phase adjustment calculation. In each case we substitute

equation 9.2 for equation 9.1 in LISP, calculate average intercellular phase error ιi as

defined in algorithm 6, omitting step 9 in algorithm 6. This is functionally equivalent to

running LISP and DCAP separately; we unify for ease of analysis.

∆ϕi ⇐ −fαθi (9.1)

∆ϕi ⇐ −fαθi + fβιi (9.2)

The net effect is that both LISP and DCAP exert influence on participating nodes

simultaneously, exploiting similar coordination strategies to achieve similar but orthogonal

goals. The net influence is similar to that of two partial derivatives on some measured

quantity. In the following section 9.2.10 we consider the interaction of these influences,

and the resulting consequences for selection of appropriate values of fα and fβ .
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9.2.10 Interplay between intracellular and intercellular coordination

LISP attempts to drive each cell into the desynchronised equilibrium state, as defined in

section 7.2.3, whereas DCAP attempts to drive the set of all cells into the synchronised

equilibrium state. These goals are not contradictory, as the latter acts on sets of equivalent

nodes rather than the set of all nodes. However, there exists the possibility that the LISP

mechanism may suggest that a given node should move its internal phase measurement in

one direction, but the DCAP mechanism may suggest that the internal phase measurement

should be moved in the other direction. We now consider the resolution of these potentially

conflicting influences.

Recall from section 7.2.4 that LISP takes a feedback proportion parameter fα, and

from section 7.2.4 that DCAP takes a feedback proportion parameter fβ . Each f value

determines the proportion of the appropriate phase error which is fed back from epoch

to epoch at each node. We arrange for fα ≫ fβ , for example such that fβ is an order of

magnitude smaller than fα. It follows that LISP exerts greater influence per unit time

than DCAP. As LISP drives nodes within a cell toward desynchronised equilibrium, DCAP

exerts insignificant influence.

However, as cells approach this desynchronised equilibrium state, the amount of phase

change induced by LISP in each subsequent epoch becomes smaller. Although the absolute

influence exerted by DCAP does not change, the relative magnitude of the DCAP-induced

phase change grows in comparison to the LISP-induced phase change. It follows that LISP

achieves intracellular desynchronised equilibrium relatively quickly, and DCAP achieves

intercellular synchronised equilibrium relatively slowly. In each of the intra- and inter-

cellular cases, however, as the system approaches the appropriate equilibrium state the

rate of change per epoch decreases, such that when equilibrium is reached no timing

changes are induced by either mechanism.

Equation 9.2 defines the change ∆ϕi induced as node Si fires its synchronisation event

Vij in epoch j. ∆ϕi is implemented at node Si as an instantaneous and discrete jump in ϕi.

From the viewpoint of all other nodes, this is equivalent to a gradual change introduced

continuously at rate dϕi

dt until the Si synchronisation event Vij+1 in the next epoch, labelled

j + 1. This is acceptable as instances of LISP and DCAP running at each node do not

interact other than through these synchronisation events.

We label the elapsed time between Vij and Vij+1 as δti where t is a measure of time

passing for the complete system. Differentiating equation 9.2 with respect to t we obtain
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equation 9.3 which describes dϕi
dt for node Si. ti → e as the cell stabilises.

dϕi
dt

=
−fαθi + fβιi

δti
(9.3)

As differentiation is a linear operation, we can trivially rewrite equation 9.3 as equation

9.4 and consider the θi and ιi components separately.

dϕi
dt

= −fαθi
δti

+
fβιi
δti

(9.4)

If fα ≫ fβ , it is obvious that | − fαθi| ≫ |fβιi| unless ιi ≫ θi. The influence of DCAP

on ϕi is less significant than that of LISP until LISP approaches its stable equilibrium, as

defined in section 7.2.3, at which point θi becomes small. At this point the influence of

DCAP becomes significant. As all nodes sharing the cell with Si have a similar view of

neighbouring cells, all will make similar DCAP-induced adjustments in the ιi component

of ϕi, and hence θi will remain small as ϕi is varied by DCAP.

9.2.11 Preventing transmission clashes in adjacent cells

If communication is implemented by broadcasts in a shared medium, it is possible for

two or more nodes to have packets ready for transmission simultaneously. MAC protocols

are responsible for preventing simultaneous broadcast and the resulting packet loss or

corruption from interference [284], although the hidden terminal problem [98] may render

it impossible to guarantee this does not happen. The specific MAC protocol selected is

not significant to DCAP. The mechanisms employed by MAC protocols to avoid clashes

are beyond the scope of this thesis, but are widely discussed in the literature [76].

As we use the broadcast times of synchronisation pulse transmissions as a proxy for

the firing time of the underlying synchronisation event occurring at the broadcasting node,

however, we must give some consideration to the timing of these broadcasts. LISP requires

that the sync pulse packets are of minimal length κ (see section 7.2.6) which minimises

the opportunity for clashes or delays. Furthermore, LISP specifically seeks to spread these

sync pulse transmissions as far apart in time as is possible, as per section 7.2.3. CDAP

goes further by segregating sync pulse broadcasts and all other network traffic, allocating

short SYNC periods for the former during which other network traffic is disallowed (see

section 8.2.1.1). As exactly one node will broadcast exactly one sync pulse transmission

within each SYNC period this removes the opportunity for clashes.
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Avoiding transmission clashes is more complicated in a multicellular network. The

DCAP protocol requires that the equivalent synchronisation pulses in each cell be brought

as close together as possible in the time domain, as discussed in section 9.2.6. It is

obvious that as DCAP approaches synchronised equilibrium the sync pulse transmissions

originating at the equivalent nodes in a set of adjacent cells will get closer and closer, such

that the MAC protocol must intervene to prevent overlapping broadcasts. If a node is

transmitting, the others must wait until the wireless medium becomes free before another

may begin.

It follows that DCAP cannot guarantee to reduce the intercellular phase error between

cells below a threshold value of aκ, where κ is the length of a sync pulse transmission and

a is the maximum number of adjacent cells. At most a+1 nodes, one from a given cell and

one from each of the a adjacent cells, must transmit. The first node claims the wireless

medium and completes its broadcast. Other nodes must wait for the wireless medium to

become available, the waiting process being managed by the MAC protocol. Eventually

all a + 1 transmissions complete, the final node having waited for a other transmissions

to complete in at least aκ time units. Any overhead or inefficiency of a non-perfect MAC

protocol will increase this time. However, as κ is orders of magnitude smaller than e, it

follows that aκ remains small in comparison with e.

If the order in which cells are selected to make these broadcasts remains unchanged

between system epochs, a small constant phase difference of at most aκ
ϕmax

will exist between

pairs of cells. However, if the order is not unchanged, this phase difference will vary

from epoch to epoch, inducing a small amount of jitter with the same upper bound on

magnitude. In either case, if CDAP window management is used (see section 8.2.3.2)

then the lower bound on synchronisation window length should be increased from 2κ to

(a+ 2)κ. This allows sufficient time for the a+ 1 equivalent nodes in a given cell and its

a adjacent neighbouring cells to complete their sequence of sync pulse transmissions, plus

an additional period of time κ to allow dormant nodes to rejoin cells under ADCP as per

section 8.3.3.

9.2.12 Measuring effectiveness

We define the metric U1 to measure the effectiveness of DCAP. As DCAP has the single

goal of synchronising sets of equivalent synchronisation pulse transmissions between ad-

jacent cells we need only the single metric U1 to measure the extent to which the system
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of cells Γ conforms at any given time. In section 9.2.13 we take measurements against a

number of different controlled factors to evaluate several aspects of system behaviour.

U1: The average magnitude of intercellular phase error πxy as measured between all adja-

cent pairs of cells (Cx, Cy) in D. This measure is obtained by first measuring ρxpyq

for all nodes Sp ∈ Cx and all nodes Sq ∈ Cy, which are identical within measurement

error, and then taking the average of these ρ values as πxy to minimise the influence

of measurement error as measured values are equally likely to be larger or smaller

than the true values. We then find the magnitude of each πxy, and take the average

of all such |π| values as U1 for the system of all cells in Γ. Measured in phase units.

Defined in the range [0, ϕmax

n ] for cells of n active nodes. The ideal value of U1 = 0.

9.2.13 Experimental results

DCAP was implemented in a modelled multicellular sensornet. A series of experiments

was performed to establish the effectiveness of DCAP as defined in section 9.2.12.

9.2.14 Value of U1 as a function of time

In this section we consider the convergence of U1 toward its limiting value of 0 as a

function of time measured in system epochs of length e time units. A network of 30 cells,

each containing 10 nodes, was constructed with the cell boundaries taking the shape of

a hexagonal planar tiling. In an infinite hexagonal planar tiling each hexagonal cell is

surrounded by 6 neighbouring cells, but in a finite example the cells around the perimeter

may have 2, 3 or 4 neighbouring cells depending on position. Real-world sensornets may

take any spatial configuration as required to fit the physical environment, but in this

section we are interested only in assessing the behaviour of DCAP. To ensure that each

cell has all 6 neighbours we join the north and south edges, folding the plane into a

cylinder, then join the east and west edges, folding the cylinder into a torus. This removes

the issue of nonuniformity of cell adjacency degree, and hence avoids the influence of edge

effects in the resulting experimental measurements.

We set the LISP feedback parameter fα = 0.9 and epoch length e = 10s, as section

7.2.10 indicates these values are effective for cells similar to those considered here, us-

ing LISP variant B described in section 7.2.8 to give improved performance in attaining

desynchronised equilibrium within the cell population as discussed in section 7.2.3.
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Section 9.2.10 states that the value of the DCAP feedback parameter fβ should gen-

erally be significantly smaller than fα to allow correct interoperation, so fβ was set in the

range (0, 0.1]. Larger values fβ > 0.1 are permitted but not considered here.

Figure 9.4 shows the measured value of U1 as simulated time progressed from t = 0

epochs for fβ = {0.0005, 0.001, 0.01}. It can be seen that each fβ value results in U1

converging on the ideal value U1 = 0 over time, with higher values of fβ yielding a faster

decline in U1. This indicates that, over time, the system of cells approaches the desired

synchronised equilibrium condition discussed in section 9.2.6; the paired equivalent periodic

synchronisation events between two adjacent cells become progressively closer in the time

domain, while synchronisation events within a given cells remain evenly spaced. Smaller

values than fβ = 0.005 also yield this desired behaviour, but more slowly, and hence are

omitted from figure 9.4 for clarity.
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Figure 9.4: Convergence of U1 as a function of time (standard y-axis)

Figure 9.5 displays the same experimental data but with a logarithmic y-axis.2 The

2Note that the traces do not actually reach zero. This is simply an artefact of the finite time resolution

of the simulation; if the calculations are performed with infinite precision then U1 approaches 0 asymp-

totically. However, real sensornet hardware is also subject to similar timing artefacts as a consequence of

continuous real-world time being quantised by mote timers such as CPU clocks. It follows that real-world

implementations of any synchronisation mechanism is subject to artefacts of this type.
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sharp decline observed in U1, even under this logarithmic scale, indicates that DCAP is

highly efficient at managing the firing times of sets of equivalent synchronisation events

between adjacent cells. It can also be seen that higher values of fβ tend to bring about

the desired synchronised equilibrium condition more quickly.
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Figure 9.5: Convergence of U1 as a function of time (logarithmic y-axis)

Sensornet designers may wish to select higher values of fβ to allow the network to

approach the desired stable state more quickly, but taking care to prevent fβ ≈ fα which

may otherwise prevent LISP from functioning effectively. Any such fβ value leads to

an equivalent stable state so the selection of a specific value is a matter of balancing

efficiency and stability, though if correct behaviour of distributed applications is dependent

on adjacent cells being coordinated it may be beneficial to favour the former over the latter.

9.2.15 Time to synchrony for varying fβ

In this section we consider the time t required for a system to reach the synchronised equi-

librium condition, discussed in section 9.2.6, as a function of varying feedback parameter,

fβ . We employ the same cellular network considered in section 9.2.14, again considering

DCAP behaviour for fβ ∈ (0, 0.1]. U1 → 0 asymptotically as t → ∞ so we must define a

threshold value for U1 at which point the network of cells is considered sufficiently con-

verged, and compare the value of t at which this condition is reached for each value of fβ
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of interest.
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Figure 9.6: Epochs to stable synchronous equilibrium versus fβ

We define the threshold condition as U1 < 10−4 phase units because, when converted

to 10−3 seconds for epochs of 10s, this is similar to the κ = 0.01s value employed in

section 7.2.6 to define the limit of convergence for LISP in this network system. We define

the system as converged at the point U1 becomes smaller than 10−4 units and does not

subsequently become larger. Figure 9.6 illustrates the number of epochs, on the y-axis,

which must pass before convergence is reached for varying fβ , given on the x-axis.

In figure 9.6 we see that the number of epochs required is relatively large for small

fβ , but declines rapidly as fβ increases; after fβ ≈ 0.01 little further improvement is

observable. This echoes the result given in section 9.2.14. Figure 9.7 presents the same

results as a log− log plot to enable further analysis of the relationship between fβ and t.

Approximately linear relationships are observed between log fβ and log t, with the response

curve being divided into two segments of different but always negative gradient around

fβ ≈ 0.01. This matches the observation from figure 9.6 that comparatively small decrease

in t is observed for fβ beyond this point.

If network response is reasonably insensitive to a wide range of fβ values, sensornet

designers can select any value from this interval and achieve broadly similar results. It

follows that sensornet designers may not need to allocate large amounts of effort into
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Figure 9.7: Epochs to stable synchronous equilibrium versus fβ (log-log plot)

tuning DCAP to find suitable near-optimal values, enabling an efficient design process.

The near-linear relationship is also useful for predicting the number of epochs required to

reach synchronous equilibrium states for an arbitrary fβ during the design process.

9.2.16 Time to synchrony for varying a

In this section we consider the time t required for a system to reach the synchronised

equilibrium condition, discussed in section 9.2.6, as a function of varying cell adjacency

degree, a, in the range a ∈ [0, b]. For an arbitrary network b could be any value b ∈

N∗, depending on the interaction between the spatial configuration and communication

characteristics. We set b = 9, encompassing the hexagonal cell configuration common to

many planar cellular wireless networks [299] in which a = 6, but also allowing for other

more exotic configurations which might arise in wired sensornets.

We reuse the cellular network considered in section 9.2.14. However, rather than define

cell adjacency by position in a toroidal hexagonal grid, pairs of cells are randomly selected

to be mutually adjacent, such that each cell is adjacent to a other cells. We measure time

t to reach the stable synchronous equilibrium condition as discussed in section 9.2.15, but

set fβ = 0.01 and vary a. We ignore the cases of a = 0 as no intercellular interaction is

possible, and of a = 1 as this leads to a disconnected network in which paired cells can
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interact with their partners but no other intercellular interactions are possible. For a = 2

the network must take the form of a ring to be fully connected. For each a = 3 we take

the configuration of a = 2 and add randomly selected cell pair adjacencies, and so forth

until we reach a = b.
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Figure 9.8: Epochs to stable synchronous equilibrium versus degree of connectivity, a

Figure 9.8 illustrates the relationship between t and a. In general, t tends to decline

with increasing a, although the relationship is not smooth. This is explained by the

mechanism used employed by DCAP to calculate intercellular phase error; the greater the

number of cells that are adjacent to a given cell, the greater the proportion of the complete

network which is visible to nodes in that cell.

More specifically, a greater number of adjacent cells implies a greater number of mea-

sured π values (see section 9.2.5) on which to calculate the necessary local phase adjust-

ment as per section 9.2.9. Every cell influences, and is influenced by, every other cell in a

fully connected network of cells. Where two cells are directly adjacent the mutual influence

is stronger than the mutual influence of two non-adjacent cells connected only indirectly

through one or more other cells. It follows that increasing the value of a increases the

extent to which cells can directly influence other cells, and hence reduces the time required

for the DCAP mechanism to achieve the synchronised equilibrium state.
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9.3 Summary

The Dynamic Cellular Accord Protocol (DCAP) was defined in chapter 9. Whereas LISP

provides intracellular coordination, DCAP provides intercellular coordination. If we have

a sensornet composed of cells, each of which is managed by LISP, we find that although

each observes very similar absolute measures of behaviour, there nevertheless exists the

potential for clashing behaviour between cells. This potential for clashing behaviour clearly

extends to anything based on, or coordinated by, the LISP protocol. More specifically,

this includes the unmodified CDAP and ADCP protocols.

DCAP addresses this problem by aligning the relative cell phase of neighbouring cells.

LISP and DCAP work in tandem; the former operates within cells, and the latter operates

between cells. Whereas LISP applies the desynchrony principle to push apart synchronisa-

tion events within a cell, DCAP applies the synchrony principle to draw together equivalent

sets of synchronisation events distributed between neighbouring cells. When comparing

two neighbouring cells, the event firing time of each pair of equivalent synchronisation

events is pushed ever closer and closer as time progresses.

Over time, each set of equivalent synchronisation events across all cells is pushed

closer and closer, reaching an arbitrary specified level of equality in finite time within a

given error margin implied by the length of synchronisation packets. This intercellular

coordination allows networking protocols to operate at the level of the cell, rather than

the individual node. This effectively defines a virtual network of cells, constructed from a

physical network of nodes. As this virtual network is smaller than the physical network, it

follows that networking protocols and applications which function better in smaller than

larger networks can be more effective than is possible under a non-hierarchical network

structure.
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Evaluation and conclusions

This chapter evaluates the novel work presented in chapters 3 to 9 against the research hy-

pothesis defined in chapter 1, with discussion of the implications of the findings. Attention

is given to possible directions for future extension work.

10.1 Evaluation

This section restates the hypothesis defined in section 1.4. We consider whether the results

presented elsewhere in this thesis support or refute this hypothesis.

10.1.1 Restatement of hypothesis

The hypothesis defines the nature of the novel research contributions discussed in this

thesis. This was stated in section 1.4 as:

Properties of sensornet behaviour can be measured and quantified such that ob-

jective evaluation and comparison among the set of candidate configurations

is feasible. Performance improvements in measurable attributes of sensornet

behaviour can be obtained through appropriate design decisions in network pro-

tocol selection and logical configuration.

Each individual research element presented in chapters 3 to 9 is of value in itself, but

is of greater value as a component of a larger problem. The hypothesis frames the larger

problem into which each thread runs and contributes part of the full solution. To evaluate

the hypothesis, we first consider whether each subsection of the hypothesis is supported

by evidence. Having established this is true for all subsections, we can evaluate whether

these fragments collectively support the hypothesis considered as a single entity.
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10.1.2 Chapter 3

Chapter 3 develops a measurable model of sensornet systems. The model is constructed by

providing definitions for a set of controllable factors, a set of measurable attributes, and a

set of invariant properties. Each measurable attribute encapsulates the extent to which a

given sensornet instance observes a given notion of desirable behaviour. Each controllable

factor, derived from the definitions of protocols implemented in the simulated network

and specified within a defined range, exerts influence on the behaviour of the network and

hence the observed values of the measurable attributes. Typical failure modes of network

protocol can be examined with respect to these attributes. This chapter provides evidence

mainly for the “Properties of sensornet behaviour can be measured and quantified such that

objective evaluation and comparison among the set of candidate configurations is feasible.”

part of the hypothesis.

Quantification of attributes of desirable behaviour requires not only a definition of

these attributes, but also a means of measurement. Simulation methods allow measure-

ment experiments that are completely controllable and repeatable, and define a simulated

environment in which every aspect of every simulated entity can be examined over time.

A simulation-based sensornet evaluation framework was defined and implemented with

which quantified measures of these attributes can be obtained at sufficiently low cost to

render feasible the acquisition of enough data points to reason about the measured system.

It was demonstrated that sensornet behaviour can be quantified in a number of measur-

able attributes associated with desirable network performance. The relationship between

controlled factors and the induced measurable response can therefore be analysed quan-

titatively. Obtaining compromise solutions that give good responses in all measurable

attributes is a multi-objective optimisation problem for which it is not appropriate to

consider individual factors or individual responses in isolation. Chapters 4 to 6 address

this issue.

10.1.3 Chapters 4 to 6

Chapters 4 to 6 evaluate the extent to which the specific tuning of a protocol influ-

ences the observed performance attributes, and presents solutions to the protocol tuning

problem based on principled and evolutionary search techniques. These chapters provide

evidence mainly for the “Performance improvements in measurable attributes of sensornet

behaviour can be obtained through appropriate design decisions in network protocol selec-
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tion and logical configuration.” part of the hypothesis, focusing on protocol selection and

configuration.

We require a mechanism to identify an appropriate tuning of an appropriate protocol in

a specific given context. Ideally the network behaviour induced by this selection would offer

optimal or near-optimal behaviour as measured in the solution quality attributes. Chapters

4 and 5 present two fundamentally different search-based approaches to solving this multi-

objective optimisation problem; the first based on a principled Design Of Experiments

approach, and the second based on an Evolutionary Algorithm approach.

Both search-based approaches were shown to be capable of obtaining an appropriate

near-optimal configuration of a protocol in a networking context, with a quantitative

measure of the disparity between this solution and the hypothetical perfect and worst-

case solutions. A quantitative comparison was made between the solutions obtained by

each method as a function of computation resources invested, to enable network designers

to decide when an appropriate protocol selection and configuration result has been reached

and further investment of effort cannot be justified.

The robustness of protocol tunings to variation in deployment context was examined in

chapter 6. The protocol tuning solutions obtained by the two search-based methods offered

acceptable robustness to deployment environment change, but some measured attributes

tended to decline as the deployment environment diverged from the training environment.

Network behaviour tended to become worse as networks became larger, or when the phys-

ical density of network nodes diverged in either direction from an ideal value.

The search-based approaches described in chapters 4 to 6 are highly effective in ex-

tracting the best possible behaviour for a given protocol in a given network. To achieve

further gains in measurable attributes associated with desirable network behaviour, it is

necessary to look beyond protocol tuning.

10.1.4 Chapters 7 to 9

Chapter 7 to 9 consider lightweight and fault-tolerant protocols for synchronised node state

management to maximise the useful lifetime of networks composed of unreliable nodes in

a harsh environment. These chapters provides evidence mainly for the “Performance

improvements in measurable attributes of sensornet behaviour can be obtained through

appropriate design decisions in network protocol selection and logical configuration.” part

of the hypothesis, focusing on network selection and configuration.
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Whereas a network protocol cannot in itself physically add or remove network nodes,

given a network composed of a set of nodes it is possible to manage which subset of

these nodes actively participates in the network at any given time. This defines a logical

network, a subset of the physical network, which possesses the desired properties.

An integrated suite of lightweight protocols was defined in chapters 7 to 9 for dis-

tributed sleep state management of nodes in a sensornet. A mechanism is provided for

synchronisation of time-sensitive activity across a cellular sensornet. The logical config-

uration of the network is dynamically managed by having nodes enter a low power sleep

state when not required to participate in the logical network, being effectively removed

from the sensornet. Those nodes which do participate in the logical network at some given

time are organised into a cellular structure, with a controlled active population in each

cell, to provide an even spatial density of nodes throughout the deployment region.

Consequently, the logical network formed and managed by these protocols has the

properties identified as necessary by the work in chapters 4 to 6. Reducing the active

network size to the minimum which supports the sensornet application can dramatically

improve network performance while reducing energy consumption, with the remaining

inactive nodes available as spares to replace failing nodes.

The main obvious limitation of a protocol-driven logical network construction approach

is that logical nodes can be situated only where physical nodes exist, which may be subopti-

mal within a given arbitrary physical sensornet. Furthermore, without application-specific

knowledge of likely or plausible dataflows it is not possible to optimise the logical sensor-

net further, such that network entities can remain inactive in low power states for periods

during which they are unlikely to be required. To achieve these further goals, further

research of the type proposed in section 10.2 might be considered.

10.1.5 Support for the hypothesis considered as a whole

In sections 10.1.2 to 10.1.4 it is shown that this thesis presents evidence in favour of each

element of the defined research hypothesis. It remains to consider whether the hypothesis

as a whole is supported by the available evidence.

Each element of the hypothesis is supported by evidence presented in one or more

of chapters 3 to 9. The flow of work presented in these chapters takes a logical path,

consistent with the structure in which the hypothesis elements are composed and without

unfilled gaps or unsubstantiated assumptions. All parts of the hypothesis are addressed by
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one or more pieces of original research, yielding the associated novel findings, and without

interruptions to the logical flow or unsupported claims. It is therefore reasonable to claim

that the hypothesis defined in section 1.4 is supported by the work presented in this thesis.

10.2 Future work

The deployment environment of a sensornet may not be known, or may be incompletely

specified, during sensornet design. Firstly, it is often difficult to formally specify real-world

environments which are notoriously prone to unforeseen developments and interactions.

Secondly, sensornets are often intended for deployment into hazardous or unstable en-

vironments, such that the deployment context may change significantly from the initial

state and continue to change throughout the active life of the network. Thirdly, it may be

desirable to construct a reusable sensornet design which can be deployed into a range of

environments without modification, rather than to customise and optimise the sensornet

design for each deployment instance.

In each of these cases it is clear that the sensornet design cannot be fully optimised

in advance, as the deployment context which influences the selection of appropriate de-

sign elements and configurations is not known in advance. Nevertheless, the distributed

application requirements can often be formulated in advance as a QoS contract specifi-

cation. What remains is the challenge of ensuring the sensornet can fulfil this contract.

One strategy is to measure the robustness of a given configuration to changing conditions,

as tackled in chapter 4, and demonstrate that network performance is within acceptable

bounds provided that changes to the sensornet and its deployment environment also lie

within specified bounds. However, this strategy may yield suboptimal behaviour; a sin-

gle compromise configuration is selected that offers acceptable performance, though not

necessarily the best possible, where performance improvements could be achieved by re-

configuring the network.

A more sophisticated strategy is to adopt a dynamic measurement and recalibration

approach, in which the configuration of the network changes over time in response to ob-

served network and environmental conditions. A self-optimising sensornet would measure

its own behaviour, and that of the deployment context, and make appropriate changes to

its own configuration in response to these observations. This effectively creates a control

feedback loop within a closed system of interacting nodes, such that the sensornet can

adapt to unexpected situations and unforeseen conditions within certain limits. It follows
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that the three deployment problems raised at the start of this section would be addressed

by the implementation of a self-optimising network.

Section 3.5 begins to address per-packet dynamic selection of protocol parameters, and

chapter 7 begins to address self-configuring networks which adapt their logical structure

against statically specified targets. Although these sections provide some coverage of dy-

namic optimisation, they do not address the issue of obtaining an appropriate specification

of desired behaviour, or the network-wide coordination of dynamically managed behaviour

against defined QoS contracts. Interactions between layers of the network stack from the

physical layer to the application layer should be taken into consideration if optimal config-

urations are to be obtained at runtime; unpredictable events in the physical environment

affect the lower layers owing to the impact on packet propagation, and affects the higher

layers owing to the application response to physical sensor data.

Sensornets can be designed to operate indefinitely by having nodes scavenge energy

from their surroundings [145]. However, in any environment there are limits on the amount

of energy that is available for practicable extraction, and hence there are limits on the rate

at which any given node can harvest energy. If the maximum possible energy harvesting

rate is lower than the energy consumption rate of active nodes, it is obvious that indefinite

operation is not possible without careful network management. One strategy is to design

hardware with lower energy demands [326], but some essential behaviours such as wireless

communications are inherently energy-hungry [86]. An alternative approach is closer inte-

gration between network management and energy management subsystems. Constructing

distributed duty schedules which balance in-network energy production and consumption,

and time- and geography-sensitive sensor data production and consumption, has received

surprisingly little attention in the literature. These approaches are orthogonal, and max-

imal benefit may be observed by applying both in unison.

Self-optimising networks must necessarily be self-measuring in order that sufficient in-

formation be made available upon which to base reconfiguration decisions. Each network

node has a view of traffic flowing through itself, and a partial view of other traffic flow-

ing through the network in its vicinity. Measurement data can be extracted from these

observations, aggregated to conserve space, and transformed into a more useful format.

This processed observation data might be used locally, or shared with neighbouring nodes,

or distributed throughout the network. More sophisticated machine learning techniques

might be applied to extract a more detailed understanding of packet flows, for example to
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extract the periodicity or temporal correlations between packet flows and observed physical

phenomena, such that more sophisticated configuration change responses are possible.

Self-optimising networks must measure their own behaviour, and determine whether

improvement could be achieved by reconfiguration. The predictive statistical models dis-

cussed in section 4.4 could be used to determine an appropriate response to observed

conditions, and to predict the likely improvement (if any) achievable by making a given

configuration change. For some networks it may be desirable to coordinate this reconfigu-

ration analysis and action throughout the entire system homogeneously, whereas in others

it may be desirable to allow heterogeneous configurations in different subnetworks if local

conditions differ throughout the network.

A further issue is that of the nature of any network configuration change. One approach

is to define a number of discrete preset configurations at design time from which sensornet

nodes can select the most appropriate example at runtime. Another approach is to allow

configuration parameters to vary continuously, where appropriate. Whereas it may be

easier to reason about the former approach, as each configuration selected from the set

of presets can be examined in isolation, the latter approach may offer better scope for

performance improvement and responsiveness to changing conditions. However, this would

be at the expense of increased complexity in the reconfiguration mechanism and it would

be harder to reason about the behaviour of the control feedback loop.

10.3 General conclusions and closing remarks

This thesis addressed the problem of principled tuning and structuring methods for sensor-

nets, defining a testable hypothesis to encapsulate the essence of the problem. A sequence

of research activities was planned and implemented, using both a top-down approach from

the hypothesis definition and a bottom-up approach from intermediate results as they be-

came available. These activities and their outputs provided evidence in support of the

hypothesis.

A number of products and results, of interest and utility to sensornet designers, were

delivered as a consequence of these research activities. These include protocol optimisation

processes, and integrated protocol suites, all of which were measured and evaluated to an

appropriate level. It was shown that significant improvements in sensornet behaviour can

be obtained by careful tuning of the sensornet protocol stack and logical configuration,

without modifying the underlying hardware platform or the overlying application software.
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Appendix A

Protocol definitions

This section presents algorithmic definitions of protocols considered in chapters 3 to 6.

A.1 TTL-Bounded Gossip

Algorithm 7 defines the behaviour of a node which can transmit and receive data packets

under the TBG protocol [217]. The protocol does not specify required behaviour for a

packet sender so we present no corresponding algorithm for this role.

Algorithm 7 : TTL-Bounded GOSSIP (relay)
1: Packet π defines destinations set, D
2: Packet π defines hops TTL, h
3: Packet π defines delivery deadline, d
4: Node R maintains set of previously-seen packets, C
5: Node R maintains packet broadcast queue, Q
6: GOSSIP rebroadcast probability is X6 ∈ [0, 1]
7: Packet π received successfully by candidate relay R at time τ
8: if R ∈ D then
9: Consume packet π at R

10: else
11: if π ∈ C then
12: Drop packet π at R
13: else
14: Record π at R such that C′ = C ∪ {π}
15: if (h = 0) ∨ (τ > d) then
16: Drop packet π
17: else
18: Generate random number r ∈ [0, 1]
19: if r < X6 then
20: Decrement h such that h′ = h − 1
21: Enqueue packet π for future rebroadcast by node R such that Q′ = Q ∪ {π}
22: else
23: Drop packet π at R
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
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A.2 Implicit Geographic Forwarding

Algorithms 8 and 9 respectively define the behaviour of nodes acting as candidate packet

relays, and nodes attempting to send packets, under the IGF protocol [120].

Algorithm 8 : Implicit Geographic Forwarding (relay)
1: Node Ni is in state IDLE
2: Node Ni has CTS threshold angle, X7

3: Node Ni has state timeout base, X8

4: Node Ni maintains packet broadcast queue, Ψ
5: while |Ψ| = 0 do
6: Listen for incoming RTS packet, ρ
7: if RTS packet ρ is received at time τRTS then
8: Extract sender of RTS packet ρ, S = SENDER(ρ)
9: Extract destination of data packet π defined in RTS packet ρ, D = DEST (ρ)

10: Calculate angle θ = ∠DSNi

11: if θ < X7 then
12: Extract IGF sequence number ω = SEQ(ρ)
13: Create CTS packet σi containing ω and θ such that (SEQ(σi) = ω) ∧ (ANGLE(σi) = θ)
14: Broadcast CTS packet σi

15: Node Ni switches to state DATA WAIT
16: while τ < (τRTS + 2X8) do
17: Listen for incoming DATA packet, π
18: if π is received, and (SEQ(π) = ω) ∧ (RELAY (π) = Ni) then
19: Create ACK packet α containing ω, such that SEQ(α) = ω
20: Broadcast ACK packet α
21: if DEST (π) = Ni then
22: Consume packet π at destination node D = Ni

23: else
24: Enqueue packet π for future rebroadcast by node Ni such that Ψ′ = Ψ ∪ {π}
25: end if
26: Node S returns to state IDLE
27: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
28: else
29: Ignore DATA packet π
30: end if
31: end while
32: Node Ni returns to state IDLE
33: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
34: else
35: Ignore RTS packet ρ
36: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
37: end if
38: end if
39: end while
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Algorithm 9 : Implicit Geographic Forwarding (sender)
1: Node S is in state IDLE
2: Node S has CTS threshold angle, X7

3: Node S has state timeout base, X8

4: Node S maintains packet broadcast queue, Π
5: while |Π| > 0 do
6: DATA packet π is removed from head of broadcast queue Π at time τSTART such that Π′ = Π \ {π}
7: DATA packet π header defines delivery deadline, d
8: DATA packet π header defines destination node, D
9: DATA packet π header stores selected relay node, R, initially undefined

10: Set node S relay candidate CTS packet set, ς = ∅
11: if (τSTART > d) then
12: Drop packet π
13: else
14: Generate unique sequence number, ω
15: Assign sequence number ω to packet π header such that SEQ(π′) = ω
16: Broadcast RTS packet ρπ for DATA packet π
17: Node S switches to state CTS WAIT
18: while τ < (τSTART + X8) do
19: Listen for incoming CTS packets, σ, from neighbours Ni ∈ N
20: if σ is received, and (SEQ(σ) = ω) ∧ (ANGLE(σ) ≤ X7) then
21: Store CTS packet σ such that ς ′ = ς ∪ {σ}
22: else
23: Ignore CTS packet σ
24: end if
25: end while
26: if |ς| = 0 then
27: Requeue packet π such that Π′ = Π ∪ {π}
28: Node S returns to state IDLE
29: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
30: else
31: Select CTS packet σBEST ∈ ς with the lowest value obtained by ANGLE(σi) for all σi ∈ ς
32: Select relay node Ni = SENDER(σBEST )
33: Assign selected relay node Ni to DATA packet π such that RELAY (π′) = Ni

34: Broadcast DATA packet π taking time δ
35: Node S switches to state ACK WAIT
36: while τ < (τSTART + X8 + δ + X8) do
37: Listen for incoming ACK packet, α
38: if α is received, and SEQ(α) = ω then
39: Node S returns to state IDLE
40: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
41: else
42: Ignore ACK packet α
43: end if
44: end while
45: Inform application at node S that packet π was broadcast but receipt was not acknowledged
46: Node S returns to state IDLE
47: End current iteration of outermost WHILE loop
48: end if
49: end if
50: end while
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Abbreviations

ADCP Active Duty Control Protocol

ANOVA ANalysis Of VAriance

CDAP Cyclic Duty Allocation Protocol

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access

DCAP Dynamic Cellular Arbitration Protocol

DOE Design Of Experiments

EA Evolutionary Algorithm

FD Factorial Design

FFD Full Factorial Design

GPS Global Positioning System

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IGF Implicit Geographic Forwarding

IP Internet Protocol

LIPS Lightweight Integrated Protocol Suite

LISP Lightweight Improved Synchronisation Primitive

MAC Media Access Control
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MOEA Multi Objective Evolutionary Algorithm

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

MTTF Mean Time To Failure

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

PDF Probability Density Function

QoS Quality of Service

RF Radio Frequency

TBG TTL Bounded Gossip

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

TTL Time To Live
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